UNITED STATES

SECURITIES AND EXCHANGE COMMISSION
WASHINGTON, D.C. 20549-4561

Februar 25, 2011

Andrea Utecht
Vice President, General Counsel and Secretary
FMC Corporation
1735 Market Street
Philadelphia, P A 19103

Re: FMC Corporation
Incoming letter dated December 29,2010
Dear Ms. Utecht:
This is in response to your letters dated December 29,2010 and
Februar 4, 2011 concerning the shareholder proposal submitted to FMC by
David Brook. We also have received letters from the proponent dated Januar 24,2011

your

and Februar 8, 2011. Our response is attached to the enclosed photocopy of

correspondence. By doing this, we avoid having to recite or summarze the facts set forth

in the correspondence. Copies of all of the correspondence also wil be provided to the
proponent.
In connection with this matter, your attention is directed to the enclosure, which
the Division's informal procedures regarding shareholder
proposals.
sets forth a brief discussion of

Gregory S. Bellston

Special Counsel

Enclosures
cc: David Brook
***FISMA & OMB Memorandum M-07-16***

Februar 25, 2011

Response of the Offce of Chief Counsel
Division of Corporation Finance

Re: FMC Corporation
Incoming letter dated December 29,2010

The proposal requests the board to establish a product stewardship program that
includes the elements set fort in the proposaL.

There appears to be some basis for your view that FMC may exclude the proposal
under rule 14a-8(i)(7), as relating to FMC's ordinary business operations. In this regard,

we note that the proposal relates to the products offered for sale by the company and that
it does not focus on a significant social policy issue. Accordingly, we wil not
recommend enforcement action to the Commission if FMC omits the proposal from its
proxy materials in reliance on rule 14a-8(i)(7). In reaching this position, we have not
found it necessary to address the
alternative bases for omission upon which FMC relies.
Sincerely,

Caren Moncada-Terr

Special Counsel

DIVISION OF CORPORATION FINANCE

INORMAL PROCEDURS REGARING SHAHOLDER PROPOSALS
The Division of Corporation Finance believes that its responsibility with respect to
matters arsing under Rule 14a-8 (17 CFR 240.
14a-8), as with other matters under the proxy
rues, is to aid those who must comply with the rue by offering informal advice and suggestions
.. and to determine, initially, whether or not it may be appropriate in a paricular matter to
recommend enforcement action to the Commission. In connection with a shareholder proposal
under Rule 14a-8, the Division's sta considers the information fushed to it by the Company
in support of
as

its intention to exclude the proposals from the Company's

any inormation fushed by the propoIlent or the proponent's

proxy materials, as well
representative.

Although Rule 14a-8(k) does not require ~y communcations from shareholders to the
Commssion's sta, the stawill always consider information concerng alleged violations of
the statutes admiistered by
the Commission, including arguent as to whether or not activities
proposed to
be taen would be violative of
the statute or rule involved. The receipt by the staff
of
such iiormation, however, should not be construed as changing the staffs informal
procedures and proxy review into a formal or adversary procedure;
It is importt to note that the sta s and Commission's no-action responses to

Rule 14a-8(j) submissions reflect only inormal views. The determinations'reached in these noaction

letters do not and canot adjudicate the merits of a company's position with respect to the

a cour such as a U.S. District Cour can decide whether a company is obligated
to include shareholder proposals in its proxy materials. Accordingly a discretionar
determnation notto recommend or tae Commission enforcement action, does not preclude a
proposal. Only

proponent, or any shareholder of a company, from pursuing any

rights he or she may have against

the company in cour, should the management omit the proposal from the company's proxy
materiaL.

***FISMA & OMB Memorandum M-07-16***

U.S.

Sent Via Email and

Mail

February 8, 2011
U.S. Securties and Exchange Commission

Division of Corporation Finance
Offce of Chief Counsel

100 F. Street, N.E.
Washington, D.C. 20549
Re: Shareholder Proposal by David Brook

Response to FMC's Second Letter, dated February 4,2011
Dear Sir/Madam:

I am wrting in response to the second submittal by FMC, dated February 4,2011, as it
relates to the shareholder proposal submitted by David Brook ("Brook ProposaL") FMC has
submitted a new twenty page letter with hundreds of pages of new documents all focused on
tring to show that it has substantially implemented the components of the Brook ProposaL. I am

sure that after the submittal of all of this information you can make one very important

conclusion, that the issues relating to Furadan and other FMC pesticides are complicated. I thin
what shouldn't be complicated is the conclusion which the SEC should now be in a position to
make.
Strpped to its basics: FMC claims that it has substantially implemented the Brook

ProposaL. Here's the problem with that statement. First, FMC once again has provided a lengty
letter with all sorts of assertions and claims about doing this and that, but once again it has not
provided much of anything to show its actual documentation of a stewardship program which is
in any way remotely connected to the components of what the Brook Proposal is seekig to

establish. Yes, there is no doubt that FMC is operating in the world's commerce, and that it is

involved with the normal issues associated with its business operations. This, however has no
direct correlation to the natue and substance presented within the Brook ProposaL.
Here is why FMC has not substantially implemented the Brook Proposal:

. The Brook Proposal calls for the production of an annual report for all identified
product misuse. FMC .has never prepared an annual report to document all

product misuse, it. has identified Furadan is being misused, but, with no annual
reporting.

. The Brook Proposal calls for product withdrawals when there is documented
misuse. FMC has never allowed for the establishment of any programs to
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document misuse, so its actions are at best ad hoc, which is not demonstrative of
proper and/or substantial implementation.

· The Brook Proposal would document misuse and propose changes to prevent
further misuse. FMC has never prepared recommendations on changes to it
products or practices to control misuse.

· The Brook Proposal calls for an independent scientific advisory panel to prepare
these reports. FMC has never retained an independent third part to gather and
prepare any reports such as these.
· The Brook Proposal goes beyond simple stewardship concepts and attempts to put
in place broader solutions to misuse issues, like fuding programs to prevent loss

of wildlife and licensing applicators. FMC has no such programs and has
expressed no interest in explorig these issues, thus no implementation, let alone
substantiaL.

· The Brook Proposal calls upon FMC to establish a human equality declaration as
part of its Corporate Responsibility Priciples. FMC has never adopted any such
policy.

In short, FMC cannot claim that it has substantially implemented the Brook Proposal,
because it has not. FMC's recent submission with its hundreds of pages of exhibits actually
provides nothing to bolster FMC's claims that it has substantially implemented a comprehensive
stewardship program, as requested in the Brook Proposal. There is not one document in the form

of a policy or procedure or guidance or memorandum attached to buttess FMC's claims. The
information in these papers does address some issues of product misuse, but it does not even
come close to demonstrating that FMC has implemented, let alone substantially implemented the
Brook ProposaL. FMC has failed to demonstrate how it translates its claims of having policies
and procedures in place, when once again it is making claims that it is askig the SEC to accept,
without providing any physical evidence to support those claims.
An Alternate Analvsis:

Second, let's examine this issue slightly differently. IfFMC has, as it says, substantially
implemented the Brook Proposal, then why doesn't it simply agree to formally adopt it right
now? The Corporate Secretar/General Counsel/ice President seems to be agreeing with every
component of the Brook Proposal as being valid and appropriate and the company seems to be
saying that it embraces all of the priciples embodied in the Brook Proposal. So, why not save
all of the time of the SEC and the shareholders and ask FMC to simply put their proverbial
money where their mouth is and agree to adopt the Brook Proposal right now?
The answer to this question is that if FMC had substantially implemented the Brook

Proposal, then its Officers and attorneys wouldn't be fighting so hard to keep it from reaching
the shareholders, and why is that? That is because the Brook Proposal is not something that
FMC has substantially implemented and because it suits FMC to avoid this issue and to avoid
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any accountability as to Furadan or any other pesticides that it manufactues. FMC can talk
about stewardship and human rights, but it does not want be held accountable for the fact that it
has never seen fit to devote the resources necessary to adequately protect humans and wildlife
from the deadly consequences of exposure to its products. . The components of the Brook

Proposal, if discussed and adopted by the shareholders wil begin to change that corporate
intransigence.

The SEC can playa critical role in changing the dynamics at FMC by allowing the Brook
Proposal to see the light of day and reach the shareholders for what wil be a lively debate. The

Rules of the SEC encourage this dialogue. I believe that a thorough review of the Brook
Proposal, the arguents of FMC and the arguents presented in support of the Brook Proposal,

shows there is ample legal support for the SEC to allow this proposal to be included in the 2011
FMC Anual Proxy Statement.

Thank you for your interest, patience and wilingness to keep an open mind towards new
ideas and ways that all corporations can better serve the needs of their shareholders and the
world that we all live in.
Respectfully Submitted,

~ì
--,..~
/
/J-kül ~--/l~
David Brook
Cc: Ms. Andrea Utecht, General Counsel FMC (sent via email)

FMC Corporation
1735 Market Street
Philadelphia. PA 19103

215.299.6000 Phone
www.fmc.com

Via Federal Express and PDF Email
February 4,2011

Office of the Chief Counsel
Division of Corporation Finance
U.S. Securities and Exchange Commission
100 F. Street, N.E.
Washington D.C. 20549
Re: FMC Corporation

Shareholder Proposal of David Brook
Securities Exchange Act of 1934 - Rule 14a-8
Ladies and Gentlemen:

This letter is in response to the letter (the "Response Letter") to the staff of
the Division of Corporate Finance (the "Staff') of the Securities and Exchange

Commission (the "Commission") dated January 24, 2011 from Mr. David Brook (the
"Proponent"). The Response Letter is in response to the letter (the "No-Action Request")
from FMC Corporation (the
"Company") to the Staff dated December 29,2010, pursuant to

which the Company requested that the Staff confirm that it wil not recommend any
enforcement action if, in reliance on Rule 14a-8 under the Securities Exchange Act of
1934, as amended (the "Exchange Act"), the Company excludes the shareholder proposal
(the "Proposal") submitted by the Proponent from its proxy statement and form of proxy
(the "2011 Proxy Materials") for its 2011 Annual Meeting of the Shareholders (the "201 i
Anual Meeting").

While the Company feels that its arguments to exclude the Proposal on the
basis of Rule 14a-8(i)(3) and Rule 14a-8(i)(7) are compelling and sufficient enough to

justify exclusion, the Company would like to supplement its argument that the Proposal
may be excluded under Rule 14a-8(i)(IO) with additional written evidence of the policies,

practices and procedures that wil clearly demonstrate the Company has implemented the
essential objectives of the Proposal.

INTRODUCTORY STATEMENT

In evaluating the No-Action Request, in light of the Proposal and the
Proponent's supporting documents, it is critical to keep in mind that the issue at hand is not
whether the Company's products or generic or counterfeit products simulating the

. Company's products are being misused to poison wildlife. Rather, the issue at hand is
whether; the Company has in place a product stewardship program for its Agricultural

~MC
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Product Group ("APG") that has "substantially implemented" the Proposal within the
meaning of Rule 14a-8(i)(lO), or whether the Proposal and the accompanying Supporting
Statement are materially false and misleading within the meaning of Rule 14a-8(i)(3), or
whether the Proposal deals with matters relating to the Company's ordinary business

operations within the meaning of Rule 14a-8(i)(7).

The Company recognizes that some poisonings are taking place in Africa by
some desperate farmers as revenge for attacks by lions on their livestock, and in other cases
by ilegal poachers. The Company is by no means unsympathetic to this loss of life. These

ilegal kilings of wildlife are very regrettable, and the Company is eager to see them come
to a swift end. Nevertheless, the Company has demonstrated in its No-Action Request, and
demonstrates further in this letter, that these unfortunate kilings are being done almost
entirely with pesticide products that are not manufactured or distributed by FMC
1 Third party use of
Corporation or any of its subsidiaries, affiiates or business partners.

another manufacturer's products for ilegal purposes certainly cannot be held up as

evidence that the Company's Stewardship Program is lacking in any respect. Furthermore,
although some rogue purchasers of the Company's products may in fact be misusing the

Company's products for ilegal purposes, it must be acknowledged that almost any
agricultural or other chemical product is capable of being ilegally misused for an improper

purpose if desired. In that light, the Company has processes and policies in place to
minimize the chances of such misuse and to ensure that the highest standards of public
health and safety are achieved in all aspects of the Company's operations, and such
processes and policies comprise the Company's stewardship program (the "Stewardship
Program").

APPLICABLE LEGAL PRINCIPLES

The Proponent, in his Response Letter, argues that "it is insightful and
telling to observe that that (sic J FMC has stated that it believes that it has substantially
implemented the 'objectives' sought by the proposal, it does not state that it has
implemented the proposal," see Response Letter, pg. 10. The Proponent argues that the
language of 14a-8(i)(lO) reads '" substantially implemented the proposal,' not its
objectives." See Response Letter at n. 27. By insinuating that the Company must
implement the Proposal exactly as it has been presented by the Proponent in order for the

Company to properly exclude the Proposal under Rule 14a-8(i)(lO), the Proponent
misstates the Staff s published interpretation of Rule 14a-8(i)(10).

The Commission stated in 1976 that the predecessor to Rule 14a-8(i)(lO)

was "designed to avoid the possibility of shareholders having to consider matters which
have already been favorably acted upon by the management...." Exchange Act Release No.
i Crop Life International, a global industry organization committed to supporting sustainable agriculture,
has estimated that on the order of 40% of all pesticides used in Kenya is counterfeit.
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12598 (July 7, 1976). When a company can demonstrate that it already has taken actions to
address each element of a shareholder proposal, the Staff has concurred that the proposal
has been "substantially implemented" and may be excluded as moot. See e.g. Exxon Mobil
Corp. (avaiL. Jan. 24, 2001); The Gap, Inc. (avaiL. Mar. 8, 1996); Nordstrom, Inc. (avaiL.

Feb. 8, 1995). Moreover, a proposal need not be "fully effected" by the company in order
to be excluded as substantially implemented. See Exchange Act Release No. 40018 at n30
(May 21, 1998); see also Exchange Act Release No. 20091 at II.E.6. (Aug. 16, 1983).
Instead, the Staff has noted that "a determination that the (c )ompany has substantially

implemented the proposal depends upon whether (the company's) particular policies,
practices and procedures compare favorably with the guidelines of the proposaL." Texaco,

Inc. (avaiL. Mar. 28, 1991). In other words, substantial implementation under Rule 14a
8(i)(10) requires that a company's actions satisfactorily address the underlying concerns of
the proposal and that the essential objectives .of the proposal have been addressed. See e.g.
Anheuser-Busch Cos., Inc. (avaiL. Jan. 17,2007); ConAgra Foods, Inc. (avaiL. Jul. 3,2006);
Johnson & Johnson (avaiL. Feb. 17, 2006); The Talbots, Inc. (avaiL. Apr. 5, 2002); Masco
Corp. (avaiL. Mar. 29, 1999).

As noted above, the Commission's statements and Staff precedent confirm
that the standard for exclusion under Rule 14a-8(i)(10 is that a shareholder proposal be

substantially implemented, not fully effected in all its particulars. In other words, Rule
14a-8(i)(10) permits exclusion ofa shareholder proposal when a company has implemented
the essential objectives of the proposal, even when the maner by which a company
implements the proposal does not correspond precisely to each of the actions sought by the

shareholder proponent. See Exchange Act Release No. 20091 (Aug. 16, 1983); see also
Honeywell Intl Inc. (avaiL. Jan. 31, 2007); Sun Microsystems, Inc. (avaiL. Sept. 12, 2006);
General Motors Corp. (avaiL. Apr. 5, 2006); Tifany & Co. (avaiL. Mar. 14, 2006); The
Boeing Co. (avaiL. Mar. 9, 2005); The Home Depot, Inc. (avaiL. Mar. 7, 2005) (each
allowing exclusion under Rule 14a-8(i)(lO) of a shareholder proposal requesting that any
future poison pil be put to a shareholder vote "as soon as possible" or "within 4-months"
where the company had a poison pil policy in place that required a shareholder vote on any
future poison pil within one year). See also Schering-Plough Corp. (avaiL. Feb. 2, 2006);
Northrop Grumman Corp. (avaiL. Mar. 22, 2005); Southwest Airlines Co. (avaiL. Feb. 10,
2005) (each permitting exclusion of a shareholder proposal seeking declassification of the
company's board of directors "in the most expeditious manner possible" when the

company planned to phase in declassification of the board of directors such that the
directors were elected to one-year terms as their current terms expired).

In his "Brief Answer," the Proponent summarizes his argument that the
Company has not substantially implemented the Proposal because the Company "has not
adopted policies or procedures that it has disclosed or taken suffcient actions to address the

concerns raised in the proposal," and that "FMC has no policy on human equality, so
factually there can be no implementation whatsoever." See Response Letter, pg. 9.
Contrary to these assertions, the Company has, in fact, adopted written policies and
procedures that clearly demonstrate the Company's continued and unwavering dedication
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to its Stewardship Program, and that the Stewardship Program is designed to address both
identified and alleged incidents involving any of the products of the Company's
Agricultural Products Group ("APG"), including, but not limited to, Furadan. Moreover,
the Company can demonstrate that its practices and procedures with respect to the sale of
its APG products supplement its adherence to written policies, and that, accordingly, the

essential objectives of the Proponent's "human equality" declaration have also been
substantially implemented.

ANAL YSIS

i. The Company's Policies. Practices and Procedures Compare Favorablv with the
Guidelines of the Proposal and Demonstrate that the Company has Substantiallv
Implemented the Essential Obiectives of the Proposal

The Proponent asserts that "the lack of any documentation, other than the
word 'stewardship' overwhelmingly demonstrates that in practice FMC has not, as a
corporation, committed to any real product stewardship program." See Response Letter,

pg. 2. Despite these claims, the Company has ample documentation to support that its
Stewardship Program has been "institutionalized" with written goals and objectives;
product life cycle analysis questionnaires; comprehensive internal and independent product
audits; internal and external product surveys; Adverse Effect ("AE") system reporting; a

Global Product Stewardship Manager for APG who facilitates dialogue among APG
employees, its customers, foreign governmental organizations and non-governmental

organizations; and a Sustainabilty Council that issues written recommendations to the
Company's senior executive management. Moreover, the Company's stewardship efforts
and AE reports are communicated to, and reviewed by, the Company's Chief Executive

Offcer and senior executive management on an annual basis, thus establishing their direct
involvement, and potential for implementing modifications to, the Company's Stewardship
Program.

A. The Company's Product Stewardship Program is Institutionalized by
Written Goals and Objectives and Features Direct Involvement by the Company's
Senior Executive Management

Despite the Proponent's unfounded assertion that "it has become apparent
that FMC has not institutionalized through the. adoption of policies or procedures any
product stewardship program," see Response Letter, pg. 2, the Company's Stewardship

Program is in fact "institutionalized" through a document outlining its goals and objectives
and this document, for practical purposes, functions as a mission statement (the "Mission
Statement"). The Mission Statement is attached hereto as Exhibit A, and its existence, in

combination with the rest of the documents referred to below, demonstrate that the
Company's Stewardship Program is endorsed by senior executive management.
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The Company devotes substantial resources and management attention to its

Stewardship Program, which is summarized on the Company's web site at:
http://ww.fmc.com/corporateresponsi bili ty /Heal thSafety Environment/ProductS tewardshi
p.aspx. In a related manner, public health and safety are major concerns of the Company.

See: http://ww.myfmc.com/corporate/safety/Pages/default.aspx. 2 The stewardship
principles listed on these Company web pages are institutionalized through the daily
practices of the Company's employees and are inherent in every phase of the Company's

operations, from product development, to manufacturing, operations, delivery to our
customers, and product use. Contrary to the Proponent's assertion that the Company's

Stewardship Program is limited in focus to internal employee safety, see Response Letter,
pg. 15, the Company's stewardship efforts are in fact equally directed to the Company's

distributors, customers, retailers, growers, and the communities in which the Company
operates. As just one example of many, see Exhibit C to our No-Action Request, entitled

. "Environmental Stewardship Guidelines." This pamphlet is addressed to users of our APG
products, advising on how to avoid misuse of the products, advising as to the use of the

products in accordance with label directions, warning against the use of products for ilegal
predatory baiting, and advising distributors and retailers how to spot a purchaser who may

be attempting to purchase a product for ilegal baiting purposes. The importance of
stewardship principles is emphasized by the Company's senior executive offcers, who
direct and oversee the Stewardship Program.
The Proponent repeatedly expresses his concern that "( w )ithout the direct

involvement of the' Board and the Senior Executive Offcers, it is hard to imagine that FMC

can claim that any program exists." In addition to their its endorsement of the Mission
Statement, the Company's senior executive management is directly involved in the

Company's Stewardship Program. Every year, APG, which is heavily involved in
implementing the Company's Stewardship Program in that business segment, as discussed
in more detail below, presents a comprehensive annual stewardship report to the

Company's Chief Executive Offcer and senior executive management (the "Annual
Report"). Each other business segment of the Company does the same. The Annual
Report, which is presented in written form and explained in detail in a meeting of senior
APG personnel with the Company's Chief Executive Offcer and the senior management
team, presents the material aspects of the Company's stewardship efforts implemented

through the Company's Stewardship Program throughout the previous year. Moreover, the
Annual Report dedicates substantial attention to the Company's AE data collection and
reporting process, enumerating the AE reports concerning each APG product received in
the prior year. The Annual Report facilitates a direct communication between the

Company's senior executive management and senior APG management, which implements
the Company's Stewardship Program for its APG products globally. Through this process,

the Company's executive leadership is able to assess the status and progress of APG's
2 This compares favorably with the Environmental Health & Safety initiative of Dow Chemical Company,

the company that the Proponent holds out as the gold standard for meeting the "substantially implemented"
requirements of Rule i 4a-8(i)( i 0) in the stewardship arena.
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stewardship efforts and, as necessary or appropriate, to implement changes to the

Company's Stewardship Program. As much of the Annual Report contains sensitive
confidential and proprietary information, the Company cannot make public the entire
Report, but an excerpt from the most recent Annual Report is attached hereto as Exhibit B,
and the Company undertakes to make additional portions of the Annual Report available to
the Staff upon request, subject to confidential treatment.

Upon the guidance and direction of the Company's executive leadership,
APG implements changes to the Stewardship Program directly through communication to
its employees. Attached hereto as Exhibit C is a communication from the head of APG,

who is also a senior executive offcer of the Company, to all 1500 APG employees. This
communication reinforces the Company's commitment to AE reporting and, significantly,
includes a reference to the importance of AE reporting relating to information obtained

outside of the United States, which goes above and beyond the requirements of the U.S.
Federal Insecticide, Fungicide and Rodenticide Act ("FIFRA"). While the Proponent
asserts that the Company's reporting of AEs to the United States Environmental Protection
Agency ("USEPA") is "not voluntary..., so that can't be called FMC's (stewardship)
program," see Response Letter, pg. 13, this communication demonstrates that the Company
is committed to more than
just FIFRA's reporting requirements.5
The Mission Statement, the Annual Report and the types of communications
detailed above demonstrate that the Company has institutionalized its Stewardship Program

with direct involvement and meaningful participation from its senior leadership.
Accordingly, it simply cannot be said, as the Proponent asserts, that the Company has not
"presented a single written policy or procedure as to how its... 'stewardship' program is

implemented." See Response Letter, pp. i -2. Instead, the Company's efforts in this regard
clearly demonstrate that the Company has substantially implemented the ProposaL.

B. As Part of its Product Stewardship Program, the Company Utilizes Product

Life Cycle Analysis Questionnaires, Comprehensive Internal and Independent
Product Audits and Internal and External Product Surveys to Monitor and Assess

Risks and Safety Issues Associated with its Products
The Proponent asserts that the Company "has no ... policies, procedures,
public participation components, identified systems or processes set up to monitor and

assess risks and teams of employees to monitor product use." See Response Letter, pg. 12.

In support of this unfounded proposition, the Proponent cites The Dow Chemical Co.
(avaiL. Mar. 5,2008) (the "Dow No-Action Letter") to argue that the type of documentation
submitted by The Dow Chemical Company ("Dow") would allow "an objective observer to
identify components of its programs which (would confirm) that (the stewardship J program
5 See also Section I.C below, which describes the Company's FIFRA & AE Reporting Compliance ManuaL.
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was real and it had integrated these programs into its daily operations." See Response
Letter, pg. 10. Specifically, the Proponent cites the following passage:

Under this program, Dow has implemented systems and processes for evaluating,
monitoring and addressing both the risks associated with, and the societal concerns

raised by, its products, including those that are genetically engineered. These
systems and processes include a "Business Risk Review," through which Dow
conducts risk evaluations for new and existing products and their applications.

These various reviews address the entire life cycle of a product, starting at the
discovery phase. See Response Letter, pg. 11 (citing The Dow Chemical Co., 200
SEC No-Act. Lexis 301, 42-43).
The Proponent also notes that Dow's systemic review consisted of a product evaluation by
teams of its own employees using a checklist with 40 questions "to ensure that its products
were properly used." See Response Letter, pg. 11.

Like Dow, the Company has implemented a written procedure by which all
of its products, including Furadan and other products marketed domestically and

internationally, are meticulously reviewed to address risk and safety concerns, prior to their
introduction into the marketplace. Moreover, while the product evaluation review of Dow
cited by the Proponent purportedly consists of 40 questions, the Company's Product Life

Cycle Analysis questionnaire ("LCA") consists of over I 00 questions. The Company's
LCA is attached hereto as Exhibit D. Each completed LCA is analyzed by key managers of
all relevant functional areas within APG, and the product's future commercialization is
evaluated from a variety of
perspectives, including public health and safety. If appropriate,
changes in proposed production methods or raw materials may be indicated, or the product

may be abandoned altogether. The LCA process is not conducted only upon the inception
of a product. Rather, each time a product is changed in any material respect, the LCA is
updated to address the impact of those changes, and the analytical evaluation is repeated in
order to ensure that the product, as modified, meets the same high standards for public

health and safety as when the product was first introduced into the marketplace. The
Company's use of the LCA for each and everyone of its products is an example of a fullyimplemented system and process for evaluating, monitoring and addressing both the risks
associated with, and the societal concerns raised by, its products.

The Company supplements the LCA with a Responsible Care Management
System ("RCMS") Internal Audit, which is an annual audit involving interviews conducted
with many managerial employees of the APG, the most recent one involving sixteen APG
managers. The RCMS Internal Audit is effected through the RCMS Internal Audit
Checklist, which is a twenty-page
document consisting of approximately 100 questions.

The RCMSInternal Audit Checklist is attached hereto as Exhibit E. Whenever an APG
manager responds to a question with either "non-conformance," which is defined as a

deviation or non-conformity with the RCMS requirements, or "opportunity for
improvement," which is defined as an isolated deviation from planned arrangements, the
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response is compiled at the end of the RCMS checklist in the "Summary of Findings"
section and the Company immediately develops remedial actions to address these findings.

As demonstrated by the written policy statement that accompanies the RCMS Internal
Audit, "(fJor all cases where non-conformances with the RCMS have been identified,
corrective actions wil be developed," and "( w )herever possible, corrective action plans
wil be developed within 30 days from the date the final audit was issued." Similar to the
product evaluation questionnaire utilized by Dow, the RCMS Internal Audit is only
implemented for products registered in the United States, including Furadan, but the
remedial effects developed by the Company in response to any non-conformance are
implemented into the Company's global operations. Finally, these RCMS Internal Audits
are supplemented by an external audit conducted by an independent agency every three
years by Det Norske Veritas Certification, Inc.

In addition to its implementation of the LCA and the RCMS Internal Audit,
the Company conducts a RCMS Employee Survey in order to solicit additonal internal
evaluations of the Company's products. Upon review of employee responses, APG's
Global Product Stewardship Manager tabulates the results and communicates these results
to the Company's senior executive management. An action plan is also developed to
address issues identified from the survey.

While the Company's use of the LCA, the RCMS Internal Audit and the
annual RCMS Employee Survey demonstrates a steadfast commitment to risk and safety
product review based upon internal evaluation, the Company has demonstrated repeated
and continued commitment to soliciting external evaluation in order to strengthen its
review process by implementing a RCMS Customer Survey, which the Company sends to
all of its customers. Upon receipt of customer responses, the Company's APG Global
Product Stewardship Manager tabulates the results, communicates these results to the

Company's senior executive management, and develops an action plan to address any
issues identified in the survey. The RCMS Customer survey is also important because, like
the Proponent asserts, any credible stewardship program must focus on "the real world, not
. . . (the Company's) production facilities," see Response Letter, pg. i 6, and these surveys
are designed to elicit direct, external feedback and evaluation of the Company's products
from its customers.

The LCA, the RCMS Internal Audit, the RCMS Employee Survey, the
RCMS Customer Survey and the corresponding role played by the Company's APG Global
Product Stewardship Manager in communicating these audit and survey results to the

Company leadership are examples of the Company's implementation of systems,
processes, practices and procedures for evaluating, monitoring and addressing both the
risks associated with, and the societal concerns raised by, its products. These measures
taken by the Company demonstrate that the Company has institutionalized efforts to
understand and control the risks and safety issues associated with its products, and that the
data collected by these processes is directly communicated to the Company's senior

executive management. Accordingly, the Proponent's assertion that "it has become
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apparent that FMC has not institutionalized through the adoption of policies or procedures
any product stewardship program" is simply untrue. See Response Letter, pg. 2.

C. The Company's Global Adverse Effects Reporting System Both Exceeds
the Company's Legal Reporting Obligations under FIFRA and Faciltates the
Company's Established Trend Analysis and Corresponding Remedial Efforts
In addition to the LCA, the RCMS Audits and the RCMS Surveys, the
Company's robust AE reporting system is another example of an institutionalized system

and documented process by which the Company monitors and assesses global risks
associated with its products. This AE reporting system is an important part of the
Company's Product Stewardship Program and substantially implements the essential
objective of the Proposal that seeks to address all documented product misuses worldwide.
While the Proponent asserts that the Company's AE Reporting is "not voluntary" because it
is required by federal law, and thus cannot be "called FMC's (stewardship) program," see
Response Letter, pg. 13, the Proponent has not provided any support for his proposition
that a company's efforts to comply with applicable law should disqualify those efforts and
established procedures from comprising part of an effective stewardship program. To the
contrary, the Company respectfully submits that implementation of organizational
procedures and practices to ensure legal compliance is an essential part of any properly
constructed product stewardship program. Furthermore, the Company's AE Reporting
system (1) is an important component of its Stewardship Program and (2) is global and
therefore exceeds the scope required under FIFRA' s AE reporting requirements.

The Company has institutionalized the AE reporting system in its own
proprietary FIFRA & AE Reporting Compliance Manual (the "Compliance Manual"),
which is 76 pages long and lays out all processes and instructions required to be followed
by the Company's employees to handle AE process reporting. The Compliance Manual

details the processes and procedures to be caried out with respect to any AE reports
emanating from anywhere domestically and internationally and demonstrates that the
Company's AE reporting system is indeed global (and therefore exceeds the scope of
FIFRA's AE reporting requirements, which are limited to the United States). The
Company's commitment to collecting data relating to global AEs is also exemplified by
communications like that attached hereto as Exhibit C, and previously discussed, because it

exemplifies a direct instruction from the Company's senior leadership that AEs arising in
international markets are as important as those arising in the
United States.
The Company's commitment to global AE reporting is further exemplified

by the fact that all of its product labels are printed in the native language of each country in
which the corresponding product is sold. In addition, the Company supplies Material

Safety Data Sheets ("MSDS fact sheets") with all of its products to provide product users
with a twenty-four hour hotline staffed by independent analysts who are trained to elicit all

necessary and relevant information required to ascertain the nature of any AE and to
facilitate a complete and comprehensive report. In addition, the Company's distributors
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report any AE of which they become aware. These are just some of the many efforts the
Company has taken to implement and sustain a global AE reporting system that collects
data from all documented product misuses worldwide.
In addition to exceeding the mandate ofFIFRA's AE reporting requirements
by collecting global data concerning product misuse, the Company's AE reporting system
also collects unsubstantiated AEs involving all APG products, including Furadan, even
when the Company cannot verify that its products were actually involved. The Proponent
has neglected to point out that many alleged "Furadan" poisonings have definitively been
demonstrated, through physical and chemical analyses, not to involve Furadan at all, nor

for that matter any product containing carbofuran (the chemical name of the active
ingredient in Furadan). The Proponent also fails to point out that Furadan's effcacy and
affordability as a pesticide had made it an invaluable aid to African growers in increasing
crop yields, making Furadan a highly coveted product. After the Company instituted the
buy-back program and voluntarily ceased the authorized sale of Furadan in Kenya effective
May 2008, in Uganda and Tanzania effective May 2009, and in South Africa effective the
end of 20 i 0, counterfeiters in these countries began selling counterfeit blue granular
pesticide to capitalize on this unfulfilled market demand, claiming that it was Furadan
when, in fact, it was not. The Company's No-Action Request included, as Exhibits A and

B thereto, investigative reports showing that alleged "Furadan" poisonings had no
connection, whatsoever, to carbofuran. In addition to counterfeit Furadan being available
in Africa, there are five generic carbofuran-based pesticides registered for sale in Uganda,
so even if a chemical analysis of a poisoned animal shows evidence of carbofuran, this is

not evidence of Furadan.
Despite the fact that many alleged "Furadan" poisonings do not actually

involve carbofuran or indeed the Company's Furadan-brand carbofuran, the Company's
AE reporting system collects data related to these unsubstantiated African AEs.

Furthermore, in addition to merely collecting data on these unsubstantiated African AEs,
the Company's Stewardship Program takes action and devotes considerable resources to
investigating these alleged "Furadan" poisonings and implementing remedial action plans
accordingly, and these efforts are more fully explained in Section "D," below.

Upon collecting the data related to domestic, global and even
unsubstantiated AEs pursuant to the established processes and procedures mentioned

above, the Company generates quarterly reports and submits these reports to the USEP A,

as required under FIFRA. This demonstrates the falsity of the Proponent's claim that
"FMC has failed to include incident data that it has collected from around the world on
product misuse or other incidents, since this may not be helpful to their arguments that
everything is under control." See Response Letter, pg. 6. In addition to facilitating the
Company's reporting obligations under FIFRA, the Company's AE reporting system
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comprises an important part of
the Company's Stewardship Network because, based on the
reports generated from all data collected through the Company's AE reporting system, the
Company evaluates possible trends and makes corresponding changes to product
instructions and formulations. This trend analysis is an integral par of the Company's

Stewardship Program because it presents a fluid and systematic opportunity for the
Company to implement global changes to its product lines based upon "real-time" data. In
addition, the Company's trend analysis and opportunity for subsequent remedial action
serve to substantially implement what the Proponent insists is "the most important part of
the Brook Proposal," which (in the Proponent's words) is the Company's ability "to
identify trends and other issues and to devote resources to 'proposing changes' to prevent

further misuse." See Response Letter, pg. 16. Both the Annual Reports, discussed above,
and this trend analysis demonstrate that the Company has substantially implemented the
"most important part" of

the Proposal, and accordingly, its essential objective.

D. The Company's Has Developed Constructive Partnerships with Foreign
and Non-Governmental Organizations to Strengthen its Stewardship Program
The Proponent insists that "the lack of any documentation, other than the
word 'stewardship' overwhelmingly demonstrates that in practice FMC has not, as a
corporation, committed to any real product stewardship program," see Response Letter, pg.
2, but the Company has a surfeit of written documentation that demonstrates the efforts and

actions taken by its Stewardship Network and Sustainabilty CounciL. These records (1)
show that the Company indeed has a "real" product stewardship program, (2) provide
additional support for the Company's claim that it has substantially implemented the

essential objectives of the Proposal because these documents indicate that the Company's

Stewardship Program works with foreign governments in training and educational
programs, and (3) indicate that the Company actively parners with foreign and non

governental organizations to strive to identify and correct product misuse, which is
another essential objective of

the Proposal.

One important component of the Stewardship Network, and the Company's
Stewardship Program, is working with, and providing training to, foreign governental and
non-governmental organizations. The Company has met with organizations like the Kenya

Wildlife Service, the Maasailand Preservation Trust and WildLife Direct, which are
governental and non-governmental organizations ("NGOs") in Africa, to develop a
constructive partnership and to facilitate a dialogue that enables governental and NGO
offcials to implement more effective programs to prevent misuse of chemicals by growers,
and enable the Company to better identify and address safety issues, trends of product
misuse and other risks associated with its products. In addition, these meetings provide the
Company with an opportunity to educate and provide training to its global stakeholders. In
April 2009, the Company met with the three aforementioned organizations, and these
meetings were recorded through meeting minutes, which are attached hereto as Exhibit F
(the "Minutes"). The Minutes demonstrate that the Company dedicates resources to
understanding potential issues associated with its products, to discussing corresponding
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remedial strategies with global stakeholders and to developing specific action items to
execute these strategies. The Company's APG Global Product Stewardship Manager

supplements these efforts by communicating and working with organizations like the
Kenya Wildlife Service to monitor those processes and procedures implemented by the
Company designed to remedy product misuse. An example of such a communication is
attached hereto as Exhibit G.

Although the efforts described above are relatively recent, the Company has

been working with foreign governental organizations and NGOs to investigate alleged
product misuse and implement preventative measures from as early as 1996. A letter to the
Company from G.N. Paterson dated April 10, 1996 (the "1996 Letter"), minutes
documenting a meeting held on July 24, 1996 with the Kenya Wildlife Service and the
Kenyan National Irrigation Board (the "1996 Minutes"),

and an acknowledgment of

registration (the "Acknowledgment") sent to the Company by the Pest Control Products
Board (the "PCPB") are attached hereto as Exhibit H (collectively, the "1996 Documents").
In the 1996 Letter, the Company is being informed of the alleged misuse of Furadan to
poach wild fowL. The 1996 Minutes demonstrate that, within three months, the Company
met with foreign governmental organizations to investigate this alleged product misuse and
to agree on an action plan to correct and prevent further product misuse. Thereafter, in
response to concerns over the alleged poaching activities using Furadan, the Company
voluntarily withdrew registration for the use of Furadan granules on rice in Kenya. The

1996 Documents are important because they demonstrate that the Company's stewardship
efforts have been a critical par of its business long before Furadan was the subject of 60
Minutes. Moreover, the 1996 Documents exemplify that the Company has been working
with foreign government organizations and NGOs to investigate alleged product misuse
and developing action plans to correct and prevent further misuse for at least 15 years.
E. Since the Cessation of Sales of Furadan into East Africa in 2008, All

Subsequent Alleged Cases of Poisoning of Wildlife with Furadan Appear to Have
Involved Counterfeit Furadan or Other Unrelated Chemical Agents.
In addition to these efforts and despite the Proponent's assertion that the

Company has "never taken steps to create a pro-active (sic J product stewardship program

which is capable of accurately identifying product misuse," see Response Letter, pg. 2, the
Company continues to make considerable efforts in working with African governmental
organizations and NGOs to investigate and identify alleged misuse. Nearly all claims of
wildlife poisoning allegedly involving Furadan are devoid of detailed photographs of the
scene, physical samples of the granules of the suspected poisoning agent, or any sample of
the carcass of the poisoned animal, and the lack of these types of evidence hinders reliable
identification of the poisoning agent. In cases where photographic or physical evidence
have been collected, however, the Company has tapped into its constructive partnerships

with NGOs, which are a fundamental component of the Company's Stewardship Program,

to implement and offer funding for rigorous and reliable testing methods to ascertain
whether Furadan is actually the responsible poisoning agent.
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To reiterate, in most cases where photographic or physical evidence has
been collected, rigorous and reliable testing methods have demonstrated that the agent in
question is actually not Furadan. In a recent case of misidentification of a pesticide alleged
to be "Furadan," a representative of a non-governmental organization in Kenya purchased a
container of a blue granular pesticide in an agfOvet shop in Kampala, suspecting that FMC

Furadan in Uganda. The NGO representative delivered the
container of pesticide to representatives of Defenders of Wildlife, an environmental activist
had resumed the distribution of

organization. A sample of the pesticide was made available to the Company, and the
Company was able to demonstrate definitively through physical and chemical testing

(undertaken in the presence of the representatives of Defenders of Wildlife) that the
substance was not, in fact, Furadan. This Ugandan sample was subjected to a dissolution
test, which indicated that the dissolution rates of the dye in the sample varied considerably
from that in Furadan. In addition, the Ugandan sample was analyzed chemically using

mass spectroscopy, which demonstrated definitively that the sample was devoid of
carbofuran. In e-mail correspondence relating to the incident, representatives from
Defenders of Wildlife vouched for the veracity of the Company's testing, but this
correspondence is also important because it demonstrates the Company's action plan
related to this incident. The e-mail from the Company's APG Global Product Stewardship
Manager indicates that, in response to this incident, the Company is, among other actions,
(1) meeting with Defenders of Wildlife to discuss the incident and (2) developing a tiered
approach for assessing samples. As a consequence, the Company is dedicating resources to

investigating and implementing corrective actions for incidents that do not even involve its
own products. This e-mail correspondence, together with photographs of the dissolution
testing, are attached hereto as Exhibit i.
In addition to this Ugandan incident, detailed photographs of another

recent poisoning allegedly involving "Furadan" in Tanzania were provided to the Company
by a conservationist with the Amboselli Lion Project, which is a collaboration involving
the Kenya Wildlife Service and other organizations. A copy of these photographs, together
with e-mail correspondence with the conservationist, are attached hereto as Exhibit J. In
this e-mail exchange, the conservationist notes that the photograph indicates the poisoning
agent is "obviously Furadan," but in actuality, the poisoning agent was not Furadan. While
Furadan is regular in size and shape and is spherical, upon closer inspection, the
photograph reveals that the blue granules in the alleged incident are of inconsistent size and
are angular in shape similar to the known counterfeit identified in the Ugandan example

described above. Additionally, this e-mail correspondence shows that the substance in
question was purchased in a container labeled "Furadan," demonstrating that counterfeiters

are falsely labeling the packaging used to sell their counterfeit product. While this
unfortunate poisoning is recent, and despite the fact that it has been established that the
Company's products are not even involved, the Company already has instituted an action
plan to work with Defenders of Wildlife to provide training on sample collection and agent
identification. These incidents in Uganda and Tanzania are certainly unfortunate, but they
are also important because they provide additional support to demonstrate that (1) in most
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cases where physical and detailed photographic evidence is collected, reliable physical and
chemical testing indicates that Furadan is not the actual poisoning agent and (2) the
Company's Stewardship Program is both responsive and dedicating signifcant resources

to investigating and remedying alleged product misuse, and is actively working with
foreign governental organizations and NGOs in pursuit of these goals, which is another
example of how the Company's Stewardship Program is substantially implementing the
essential objectives of the Proposal.

The erroneous conclusion that FMC-brand Furadan was the actual poisoning

agent responsible for animal poisonings is not a recent phenomenon. Attached to the
Response Letter as Exhibit 7 is a letter from Dr. Laurence Fran asserting that Furadan is
being used to kil lions in Kenya. However, Dr. Frank knows quite well that lion poisoning

investigations in which he has been involved and in which he initially asserted the use of
Furadan actually wound up showing, through chemical analyses, not to involve Furadan at
alL. Accordingly, his continued assertion that Furadan is being used to kil
lions in Kenya
is suspect, at best. Attached hereto as Exhibit K is a letter and e-mail correspondence

between Dr. Fran and the PCPB together with laboratory results certified by the Kenyan
Governent Chemist's Department (the "Strychnine Documents"). In the letter from Dr.

Frank to the PCPB, dated August 13, 2003, Dr. Frank generally states that "the blue
crystals obtained by Mr. Masere as being the pesticide used to poison predators were
identified as Furadan." See Exhibit K, pg. 3, note 4. Subsequently, in the letter from the
PCPB to Dr. Frank, dated January 27,2005, the PCPB states that "(t)he results indicate that
strychnine is the poison that was used to poison lions," and "(i)t is therefore true to say that
contrary to the common belief that carbofuran was being used to kill the lions, strychnine,

which is normally used by Veterinary department to bait dogs(,) is the poison that the
locals use in killing the lions." See Exhibit K, pp. 5-6. Upon the receipt of this certified
laboratory analysis, Dr. Frank wrote, in an e-mail correspondence dated February 17,2005,
that the "finding of strychnine in poisoned lions was a critical breakthrough."g See Exhibit

K, pg. 8. The Strychnine Documents are important, not just because they discredit Dr.
Frank's assertions concerning the use of Furadan to poison lions in Kenya in support of the

Proposal, but also because they demonstrate that even Dr. Frank, who according to the
Proponent "has been involved with predator biology and conservation issues in Kenya for
over 40 years and ... has authored 79 scientific papers and 10 articles," see Response

Letter, pg. 14, cannot correctly identify whether carbofuran is the chemical agent
responsible in animal poisonings.
The Frank Affdavit also states that Dr. Frank met with Company

representatives in 2003 and that he informed the Company of Furadan's role in predator
and waterfowl poisonings, but "FMC took no action until CBS 60 Minutes publicized the
issue in 2009." See Frank Affdavit, pg. 2. The meeting minutes from this 2003 meeting
(the "2003 Minutes") and a subsequent letter, dated April 22, 2004 (the "Mead Letter"),
8 Note that Furadan does not contain any strychnine.
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from the Company to Mr. David Mead, an Honorary Warden with the Kenya Wildlife

Service, are attached hereto as Exhibit L. The 2003 Minutes are important because they

show that the Company met with foreign governental organizations and NGOs and
committed to revising its product labeling in order to address the alleged role of the
Company's products in waterfowl poisonings. As exemplified by the Mead Letter and the
amended Furadan label for use in Kenya, included in Exhibit L, the Company fulfilled its
voluntar commitment to amend the Furadan labeL. Accordingly, in addition to voluntarily
ceasing the authorized sale of Furadan in Kenya effective May 2008, the Company did, in

fact, take responsive action to alleged product misuse after the 2003 Meeting but prior to
2009. In addition to the Frank Affdavit, a partial
listing of other errors and omissions in
the Response Letter is attached hereto as Appendix 1.

Finally, the Proponent includes the statement of Mr. Martin Odino as
Exhibit 8 attached to the Response Letter, to the effect that Furadan is being used to poison
wildlife in Kenya. This statement is grounded entirely upon observations and inference

rather than any physical evidence or empirical laboratory testing (even rudimentary testing)
that would identify, or alternatively rule out, carbofuran as the responsible agent in these
unfortunate and ilegal poisonings. Moreover, Mr. Odino's blog indicates that he is
casually using the trade name "Furadan" generically to refer to any counterfeit blue
granular poisoning agent. In his blog entry dated June 2, 2010 and captioned "'Ugandan'
Furadan or FMC's Furadan," Mr. Odino unwittingly provides all of
the evidence necessary
to conclude that the poisoning agent he has identified as being responsible for the kiling of

wildlife is not a product manufactured by the Company at all, but is rather a counterfeit
product. In this blog entry, Mr. Odino writes:
"(t)he usual Furadan 5G has granules that are homogeneous, almost perfect

spherical shapes. This 'new' Furadan has seemingly slightly larger granules that
are heterogeneous in shape-spherical, oblong, polygonal.,,9

The Company's authentic product meets the description in Mr. Odino's first
sentence quoted above - authentic Furadan granules are indeed "homogeneous, almost

perfect spherical shapes." Accordingly, the poisoning agent he is discussing cannot be the
Company's product. As is evident from the quoted blog entry, Mr. Odino has decided to
use the word "Furadan" to describe the counterfeit irregular blue granules he has found at
the scenes of wildlife poisoning, notwithstanding the fact that these granules are clearly not

FMC's Furadan. Accordingly, one can only presume that the "Furadan" Mr. Odino is
discussing in Exhibit 8 attached to the Response Letter is this same counterfeit product.
Thus, his assertions concerning the Company's product being involved in the ongoing
poisoning of

wildlife in Kenya must be discounted.

10

9 See http://stopwildlifèpoisoning. wildlifedirect.org/author/martin-odino/, at entry dated June 2, 20 i O.
10 Incidentally, the most recent entry of

Mr. Odino's blog commends the success of
the Company's Furadan
buy-back program and states that "we no longer see the explicit display of Furadan on the shelves in our

(continued...)
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F. The Company's Sustainabilty Council Generates Written
Recommendations to Senior Executive Management on a Semi-Annual Basis to
Address Product Misuse Worldwide
While the Proponent implies that the Company's Sustainability Council, an
independent scientific advisory panel, does not prepare annual reports on product misuse,
see Response Letter, pg. 17, the Company respectfully submits that the Sustainability
Council does indeed generate specific recommendations that are provided, in written form,

the Company's senior executive management (each, a "Sustainability Report") on a
periodic basis. The Sustainability Reports contain clear and succinct recommendations to
to

strengthen the Company's product stewardship initiatives. The organization of the
Sustainability Council and the dissemination of the Sustainability Reports are additional

examples of Company practices that substantially implement the essential objectives of the
Proposal because they involve a written report generated from recommendations issued by
an independent scientific advisory panel to address and propose changes to prevent further
global product misuse.

II. The Company Has Substantiallv Implemented the Essential Objectives of the
"Human Equality" Component of the Proposal
The Proponent asserts that the second purpose of his proposal "seeks to have
FMC establish a human equality declaration and policy." See Response Letter, pg. 8. The

Company's No-Action Request clearly and succinctly lists the written policies that, in the

aggregate, substantially incorporate the essential objectives of this component of the
Proposal, including the Company's commitment to the Code of Conduct of the Food and
Agricultural Organization of the United Nations, the American Chemistry Council's
Responsible Care Guidelines and the Company's Code of Ethics and Business Conduct.
See No-Action Request, pp. 9-1 I. In addition, global public health and safety are major

concerns of the Company. See: http://ww.myfmc.com/corporate/safety/
Pages/default.aspx. While these arguments are incorporated herein by reference, the
Company respectfully submits that it has consistently demonstrated a commitment to
human equality by more than just adherence to written policy. As discussed in Section "B"
above, the lessons learned from the Company's routine periodic RCMS Internal Audits and
RCMS external independent audits are ~pplied through implementation of action plans that

apply globally. In addition, as discussed in Section "c" above, the Company's AE
reporting and data collection is operated on a global basis, and across all APG products,
wherever sold or distributed..

( continued...)

Kenyan agrovets (which is) an indicator of a job - the buy back - well done. We are strongly hopeful this
move promotes human livelihood & wildlife conservation." See ¡d. at entry dated November 20,2010.
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The Company's practices and procedures, in addition to its policies, have
highlighted its commitment to treat, in the Proponent's words, "third world people no
differently than Americans as it relates to U.S. pesticide exposure limits," and this applies
with respect to the Company's sale of all APG products.

INCLUSION OF ADDITIONAL CORRSPONDENCE
Finally, the Company would like to inform the Staff that its prior failure to
enclose with its No-Action Request copies of certain correspondence between the

Proponent and the Company was both unintentional and inadvertent. We had not been
the requirement to do so as set forth in the SLB No. 14 series. We clearly
had no intention to suppress these materials, as our No-Action Request makes reference to
the Proponent's annotated Proposal in multiple places.12 Fortunately, the Proponent has
supplied the Staff with most of these materials with his Response Letter, so that the Staff
may take those materials into account into consideration in its evaluation of the No-Action
Request and no harm wil have occurred as a result of this omission. We have enclosed
herewith, as Exhibit M, a copy of additional e-mail correspondence from the Company to
the Proponent, dated December 22, 2010, which the Proponent failed to supply with his
made aware of

Response Letter. The e-mail in question demonstrates many of
the Company's stewardship
efforts. We have no reason to believe that the Proponent's omission of this letter was

anything other than unintentional and inadvertent as welL.

The Company confirms that since December 22, 2010, it has neither sent
nor received any correspondence or other documents to or from the Proponent, other than
copies of

the No-Action Request and the Response Letter.

CONCLUSION
While the Company respectfully submits that its arguments to exclude the
Proposal on the basis of
Rule 14a-8(i)(3) and Rule 14a-8(i)(7), as detailed in the No-Action
Request (and incorporated by reference herein), are compellng and suffcient enough to
justify exclusion, the Company has supplemented its argument to exclude the Proposal
under Rule l4a-8(i)(lO) to provide additional examples and supporting documentation

demonstrating that the Company's existing practices, policies and procedures have
12 See Exhibits M and ~ to the No-Action Request, along with the corresponding text on pages i 6 and 18
of

the No-Action Request, as well as footnote i 5 of

page i 7.

the No-Action Request and the corresponding text on
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substantially implemented the essential objectives of the Proposal. The Commission's

statements and Staff precedent confirm that the standard for exclusion under Rule 14a
8(i)(lO) is that a shareholder proposal be substantially implemented, not fully effected in all
of its particulars. In other words, Rule 14a-8(i)(lO) permits exclusion of a shareholder

proposal when a company has implemented the essential objectives of a shareholder
proposal, even when the manner by which a company implements the proposal does not
correspond precisely to the actions sought by the shareholder proponent.

The Company's practices, policies and procedures, in combination with the
supporting documentation provided by the Company, demonstrates that the Company's
Stewardship Program has been "institutionalized" with written goals and objectives;
product life cycle analysis questionnaires; comprehensive internal and independent product
audits; internal and external product surveys; AE system reports; an APG Global Product

Stewardship Manager who facilitates dialogue among APG employees, its customers,

foreign governmental organizations and non-governmental organizations; and a
Sustainability Council that issues written recommendations to the Company's senior
executive management. Moreover, the Company's stewardship efforts and adverse effect
Executive Offcer and
senior executive management on an annual basis, thus establishing their direct
involvement, and ability to expand, strengthen and effect modifications to, the Company's
reports are communicated to, and reviewed by, the Company's Chief

Stewardship Program. Accordingly, the Company does not anticipate that it would
implement a product stewardship program that is materially different from the stewardship
program already guiding the Company's own extensive actions, even if the Proposal were
to be adopted. Consequently, and for the reasons described both herein and in the No-

Action Request, the Company believes that it has substantially implemented the essential
objectives of the Proposal and that the Proposal may be properly excluded pursuant to Rule
1 4a-8(i)(l 0). The Company respectfully requests that the Staff not recommend any
enforcement action if

the Company omits the Proposal from the 2011 Proxy Materials.

To facilitate transmission of the Staffs response to our request, my
facsimile number is (215) 299-6728. If the Company can provide you with any additional
information or answer any questions you may have regarding this subject, please do not
hesitate to call me at (215) 299-6990. Thank you for your consideration of this request.
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drea Utecht

~

Vice President, General Counsel and Secretar

FMC Corporation

Enclosures

Cc: Mr. David Brook (w/encl.)
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APPENDIX 1

1. The annotated Proposal provided by the Proponent, included as Exhibit 1 to the

Response Letter, is replete with false, misleading and unsubstantiated statements. The
Company has broken down the anotated Proposal into 14 main points that are being
made by the Proponent. Of these, six are factually incorrect, four are misleading, one is

unsubstantiated, two are unkown to the Company, and one is factually correct.
Furthermore, many of the resources cited in the footnotes of the annotated Proposal are

inapposite or irrelevant. Several examples of these inapposite or irrelevant cited
resources are mentioned in the No-Action Request. See No-Action Request, Exhibits M 
N;No-ActionRequest,pp.16, 18;

No-Action

Request

at

n.

15,pg.

17.

2. The Proponent now claims that his Proposal is intended to apply to all of APG's
insecticides, herbicides and fungicides. See, e.g., Response Letter, pg. 3. However, the
Proposal itself is clearly focused on Furadan, since the resources cited in the footnotes of
the annotated Proposal are entirely or predominantly related to alleged incidents

involving Furadan. For this reason, the No-Action Request gives more attention to
allegations concerning Furadan than APG's other product lines. Nevertheless, as
described in more detail in the within letter to the Commission, the Company's

stewardship program is by no means limited to matters relating to Furadan, nor solely to
the United States, but rather encompasses all of APG's product lines and is global in
scope.
3. On pg. 15 of the Response Letter, the Respondent claims that the Company's "Vision

2015" does not contain any identifiable item related to stewardship and contains no focus
towards product stewardship. Contrary to this assertion, Vision 2015 - the Company's

vision for the future - contains a five-point plan that wil govern the Company's activities
during the next five years, and one of these points is "being safe, ethical and responsible
stewards." Refer to the Vision 2015 video at http://ww.fmcbiopolymer.com/

careers/Recruiting/ Vision2015.aspx, at 4 minutes and 30 seconds.
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Linda Froelich
From:
Sent:

Subject:

Milton Steele
Thursday, February 18, 2010 3:08 PM
ML-APG Staff
FIFRA 6(a)(2) - Adverse Effects Reporting

Importance:
Sensitivity:

Personal

To:

High

Dear APG Colleagues:

As you know, one of the core principles in the FMC Code of Ethics and Business Conduct is
compliance with all applicable rules and regulations.
For APG, the U.S. Federal

)

Insecticide, Fungicide and Rodenticide Act (FIFRA), is one of the

most important laws we are required to comply with and governs the manufacture, sale,
distribution, import and export of pesticides. Section 6(a)(2) of the law requires registrants to
submit information to EPA regarding post-registration incidents and studies involving adverse
effects to humans, animals, non-target plants, and the environment. While the Adverse Effects
Reporting Rule applies particularly to U.S. information obtained by FMC Corporation through
its employees and agents, information obtained outside the U.S. may also be reportable.
APG has a long-standing practice of complying with the Adverse Effects Reporting Rule through
the use of our compliance manual, employee training, and APG's reporting processes. Our
overall compliance with the Adverse Effects Reporting Rule is overseen by the FMC TSCA
FIFRA Risk Evaluation Committee (T-FREC) whose members consist of representatives from
each of FMC's divisions.

A short summary of FMC's Adverse Effects Reporting Compliance Manual can be found using
the link here
http://ww.myfmc.com/departments/ APG4U/lnsight%20Documents/Regu latory/6a2%20Present

ation%204Feb20 I O.pptx. This summary addresses some common questions that have arisen

over the past several years on our reporting obligations and procedures. i ask you to review
the summary slides to re-familiarize yourself with the rule to ensure we are in compliance. If

you should have any questions, please direct them to . who manages our
adverse effects reporting to the U.S. EPA.

I thank you for your continued efforts to maintain APG's commitment to compliance.

With warm regard,

,l

,

.J' '
;
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PRODUCT LIFE CYCLE ANALYSIS:
SCREENING QUESTIONS FOR NEW
PRODUCTS
)
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',EMC Corporation
Doc Owner: APG Global Product Stewardship Manager
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'

Effective Date:November 15, 2009

PRODUCT LIFE CYCLE ANALYSIS (LCA)
SCREENING QUESTIONS
FOR NEW PRODUCTS
The primary criteria for the product LCA is whether there is a known, perceived or
potential impact to health, safety, security and the environment. This should be the
consideration when answering the screening questions. An acronyms list is provided at
the end of the document.

Have the appropriate R&D activities been completed to support the product? I'the

R&D ¡answer is no, please exp/an.
Is the safety of this product better than older competitive products for the same use?
R&D

Is the performance of this product better than older competitive products for the same

R&D ¡use?
Have any potential hazards with this product been communicated to employees?
R&D

Has the product been fully evaluated for the following: effcacy, behavior, fate, hazard,

R&D iand risk?
Does the product require Experimental Use Permits (EUPs) for field testing? If so,

R&~have they been obtained?
Have the requirements for shipping (transportation and regulatory) been addressed and

R&~met?

Does the handling of this material with R&D require the use of PPE or engineering

controls? If yes, list Management Control Processes and/or Practices in place to

R&D lensure application and use of PPE
Are the constituents of the producUprocess on any carcinogen list? (IARC, EPA,

R&D IACGIH, California Prop 65, New Jersey)?
Are there any ongoing or planned R&D/Product Development activities with this product
that would trigger HSSE reviews, testing schemes and/or toxicology studies to assess
"potential risk?"

Do you believe there are sufficient Management Control Processes and/or Practices in
place to trigger and guide the HSSE reviews, testing schemes and/or toxicology studies

R&D ito assess "potential risk?
Does further R&D work on this material require the use of highly hazardous compounds
or solvents? is there any use or formation of any persistent, toxic and bio-accumulating

R&D Isubstances (PTBs)?
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Does current and/or planned Research and Development on the Product contemplate
or require the use of Good Laboratory Practices (GLP) or other federally mandated
R&D

testing compliance requirement?

R&D

Does the manufacture of a planned new material fall under Process Safety
Management (PSM) and if so has a HazOp Analysis been completed for the R&D
activities involving this material?

With respect to this product, do you anticipate incorporating the use of new or unique
equipment unfamilar by the research scientists?
If

Yes, please explain

Do you believe the current Process Safety Review (PSR) procedure is a sufficient
control measure to address any required information, sharing and associated training
obligation pursuant to running a safe operation?
If No, what changes to current or new Management Control Processes and/or Practices
should (will) be considered to bring about a thorough safety and operational review

R&D

new unique equipment unfamilar by the research scientists?

R&D

Wil the new process/process modification use a new (not currently used at
FMC) chemical?

R&D

Wil additional R&D/process modifications be required for this product?

of

Do you foresee any new critical issues arising such as regulatory, public perception,
competiive response that could delay or stop the development?
If yes - explain in some detail the regulatory or public perception issue and what if
anything is being done from an advocacy perspective to put the issue on the right
business track.
Likewise, do you anticipate the elimination of any regulatory or other noteworthy
obstacles that could serve to hasten the development of this product?
If yes list
those items that could be eliminated.
Are there new requirements in the environmental, health and safety area for this
material/product? If yes explain.

R&D
R&D

Does any proposed change as described in a written change order, experimental notes
or manufacturing requirements document impact the R&D process or activities for the
R&D

Product?
Are you aware of any new or unfamilar equipment that wil be introduced or used in the
production, packaging or handling of this product?
If Yes:

(a). What Management Processes and/or Practices are in place or need to be added to
ensure the safe use, management and maintenance of new equipment which is
unfamilar to the operation? iList ThemJ
.
.

.
R&D

If the raw material supplier or vendor is not a member of ACC, has a supplier been
qualified by Corporate Strategic Sourcing?

Raw Materials

a). If the answer is No, "Is there a plan in place to 'after-the-fact' certify/qualify those
raw material suppliers that are non-ACC member companies?"
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Is there a contract in place with the raw material/vendor which identifies their
Raw Materials

responsibili!y under the Re~onsible Care PrQgram?
Is pertinent HSSE information such as Material Safety Data Sheets, updated physical &
chemical hazards, etc. provided concurrent with first delivery?
If the answer is No - If EH&S information such as MSDS' are not supplied in a timely
fashion or updated routinely, what Management Control Processes and/or Practices
are in place to get the supplier to respond? (Explainl

Raw Materials

Is any pertinent (and important) hazard or toxicological data missing on any existing raw
material used in the manufacturing processes of this product?
If yes or I Don't Know:
(a). What Systems, Processes and/or Practices are in place to identify important
"missing data" and to interface with the VendorNendor(s) to get the needed
information? (please List and Explainl
.

.
.
Raw Materials

Will a new raw material not currently used by FMC be introduced into our operations
with this product?
If the answer is Yes:
(a). What systems, processes and/or practices are currently in place to facilitate a
smooth transition of a new raw material into the operations? This may include one of
more systems, processes and/or practices. Please list and explain.
.

.
.

(b). Do you consider the previously listed systems, processes and/or practices to be
suffcient?
If No:

(c). Please list additional systems, processes and/or practices that should be

considered to fil the existing gap?
.

.
.
Raw Materials

Does the supplier of this product, raw materials, process aids and/or equipment require
a site inspection or equipment process review prior to first delivery? If No

(a). What systems, processes and/or existing practices are in place to extract and apply
key supplier findings from into our current programs and operations? (please LislJ

.
.
.

Raw Materials
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Effective Date:November 15, 2009

Are there special requirements in the transportation or receipt of the product, raw
materials, process aids or equipment such as refrigeration, heating, specialized PPE,
prior DOT notification, etc.?
If Yes:

(a). Explain some of these "special requirements", how they were discovered and
systems in place to keep the current and operational?

.
.
.
Raw Materials

Are you aware of or do you have direct/indirect knowledge that the supplier and/or its
representing agent(s) has experienced any significant transportation, deliver or storage
incidents associated with the raw material, process aids and/or equipment associated
with the manufacturing of this product?
If Yes,

(a). Provide an explanation and how such findings are shared with others and
communicated throughout the organization to help FMC be better Product Stewards of
this product/materiaL. (List and Explain)

.
.
.
Raw Materials

Raw Materials

Are you aware of any new or anticipated emerging critical issues (e.g., regulatory,
legislative, public perspective, etc.) arising could prohibit or significantly limit the
transportation, storage, use and/or receipt of this product, raw material, process aid
and/or equipment associated?

Have there been any past or current supplier qualiy performance issues that may have
an impact the product risk within FMC?
If yes, explain how the current system are working to correct supplier performance
issues? Are they sufficient?
.
.
Raw Materials
Is the handling, storage and/or processing of the raw materials used to product the

Manufacturing

product covered by PSM requirements?
Have there been past incidences with the handling, storage and/or processing of the
raw materials used to produce this product (e.g., serious effects, explosions, fires,
environmental releases, etc.)
If Yes:

a). What, if any, Management Control Processes and/or Practices have been put into
place to avoid an incident recurrence? List Management Control Processes/Practices:
.
.
.

ManufacturinQ
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Are there special requirements for the use of unique, special and/or unusual PPE when
handling the raw materials or finished products associated with this product?
If Yes:

a). "What Management Control Processes and/or Practices are in place at the
manufacturing sites to ensure compliance with special PPE measures?" (List Theml
.

.
Manufacturina
Are you aware of any new or unfamiliar equipment that will be introduced or used in the

production, packaging or handling of this product?
If Yes:

(a). What Management Processes and/or Practices are in place to ensure the safe use,
management and maintenance of new equipment which is unfamiliar to the operation?
(List Theml
.
.

.
Manufacturina

Are there any "site-limited" intermediates used in the development of this product?
If Yes:
"What Policies, Procedures and/or Practices are currently in place to address
'site-limited' intermediates, quantities allowed and storage requirements?"(Explainl
.

.
.

Manufacturinçi

Are there any recent or proposed process or formulation changes associated with the
manufacturing of this product which may cause health, safety or environmental
concerns regarding the storage, handling, and transportation or consumer use of this

product?
If Yes:

(a). What current systems including Management Control Practices, Policies or
Operational SOP's are in place to capture process and/or formulation changes that
would cause a change in health, safety, environmental concern regarding the storage,
handling, transportation and consumer use of this product? (Listl
.
.

Manufacturina

Manufacturinçi

'-;

.
Are you aware of or do you have direct/indirect knowledge that the supplier and/or its
representing agent(s) has experienced any significant transportation, delivery or
storage incidents associated with the raw materials, process aids and/or equipment
associated with the manufacturing of this product?
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Have any changes in the Quality Assurance Programs and/or associated finished
product quality created situations wherein health, safety or environmental impact may
be associated by this product?
If Yes:

(a). Please explain and elaborate a bit on Management Control Practices, Policies or
Operational SOP's in place to detect such affects on finished Product Quality?

.
.
Manufacturing
Have contractors or outsider toilers/manufacturers requested health, safety and
environmental guidance information as a result of incidents at their site with the raw
materials, process aids, etc. associated with the production/manufacturing of this

product?

Manufacturing

Does any proposed change or amendment as described in a written change order,
experimental notes or manufacturing specifications/requirements document impact the
current manufacture of this product?

Manufacturing

Have there been significant transportation related incidents associated with the
transportation of this product that FMC is aware of?
If Yes:

(a). What Management Control Processes, Systems and/or Practices have been or
will be implemented to mitigate reoccurance?

.
.

Transportation
Transportation

Is this product transported in unreQulated containers?
Are there any written policies, procedures or guidelines on how shippers are qualified to

Transportation

ship this product?
What Management Control Processes, Systems and/or Practices are in place to
ensure the integrity of the product, it's packaging and contents from the point of
departure to receipt. (e.g. loading SOP's, etc)?

.
.

Transportation
Transportation

Are there any current or pending transportation or citing restrictions related to the
shipment of this product?
If Yes, explain.
Are you aware of or do you have direct/indirect knowledge of any current or pending
changes to transport classification or labels associated with the finished product?
If Yes, provide the source of Management Control Processes, Systems and/or
Practices that are present to detect and alert the business to current or pending

changes?
.

Transportation

.
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Does the finished product exhibit any specific hazards that would suggest special "pre
emptive" communication to the public or emergency planning agencies?

Transportation
Are you aware of or do you have direct/indirect knowledge of any new critical issues

(i.e., regulatory, public perception, etc.) arising that could affect the transportation of the
finished product?
DYes 0 No
If Yes:. Provide an example of the "new'critical issue", and what Management Control
Processes, Systems and/or Practices are in place to capture "new critical issues" and
how to migrate them into the FMC's business?

.
.

Transportation
Does any proposed change or amendment as described in a written change order,
experimental notes or manufacturing specifications/requirements document impact the

Transportation

transportation of this product?
Does this product require any unique packaging requirements to address HSSE
hazards and/or characteristics?

'Child-Resistant Packaging (40 CFR 157.20)
'Senior Friendly Packaging
'Others

List:

.
.

a). Beyond federal and international requirements previously identified, do you believe
there are sufficient Management Control Processes and Practices in place to address
Storage/Handling/
any unique packaging requirements to address any known HSSE Hazards?

Packaging

Are there federal, state or local storage containment requirements during the storage of

Storage/Handling/ the finished product that should be communicated to distributors and or customers?
Packaging
Are there any special safe handling procedures for the Product including but not limited
to:
. loading and/or unloading
. use
. disposal
. reuse
. recycl e

. transportation
. storage

. packaging
. other (specify) (i.e. do not drop, shake etc.)
a) What process is inplace to conform to these requirements?
Explain

Storage/Handling/
Packaging
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Does this Product require special storage conditions such as refrigeration, heated
environment, sprinkled, nitrogen blanket, fast-response H20 submersion, etc.?
b). Are there Management Control Process(es) and/or Practices deemed suffcient to
identify the special storage requirements? List below

Storage/Handling/
Packagina
Does the product require special security requirements?
If Yes:

Do you think we have suffcient Management Systems in place regarding Special

Storage/Handling/ Security Requirements?
Packaging
Does any proposed change as described in a written change order, experimental notes

Storage/Handling/ or manufacturing requirements document impact Storage/Handling/Packaging for the
PaCkaging
Product?
Storage/Handling/
Packaging
Is this Product sold into a market where there have been significant past incidents (e.g.
fires, unanticipated chemical reactions, health implications, etc) involving similar
product familes or materials?

b). Are there existing management control programs and/or processes that are in place
to address, correct, mitigate, etc. such incidents.

c). Are there any additional management control programs or practices that the
business should consider to reduce and/or eliminate the propensity for such incidences
to occur (I.e., What should we be doing differently?)

Product Use
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Is this product sold into industry sectors that promote potential direct consumer
exposure (i.e., food, pharmaceuticals, personal care, crop protection, etc.)?
If Yes:

a) What current management control programs and practices are in place to ensure
that the product is appropriate for direct consumer exposure? Listing of

controls/practices.

b). Do you have any thoughts on any additional/supplemental management control
programs and/or practices that should be implemented?

Product Use
Rank the overall

level of customers/consumer sophistication when handling, storing, or
DHigh
0 Moderate 0 Low

disposing of this Product??

Product Use
Product Use

b). If a 1 low ranking is selected, what controls, suggestions, etc. may be considered
to improve the customer/consumer sophistication and/or improve the handling, storing
and/or disposing of this product.

Do customers typically use this Product in open systems?
During customer applications is a significant portion of the Product
released to the environment during customer use?

Explanation:
"release to the environment" signals product applications wherein the waste/effluent
from the system is not substantially treated by a PWTO (Potable Water Treatment

Product Use

Operation).

Product Use

Do a majority of the customers using this product typically not use PPE even though it
may be specified on the product's label?
a) Would failure to wear PPE lead to customer/consumer injuries?
is there a potential for unacceptable trace materials in the Product?
a) What management control programs and/or practices are in place to certify raw
materials and thus identify the presence of trace materials and impurities?

Product Use
Are you aware of any significant complaints, allegations or observation of questionable
HSE practices by customers or others using the product that could surface?

Product Use
Are there any new handling procedures or product specific procedures which need to
be communicated to customers/and or consumer using the product.
If Yes, list:

Product Use
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Are there any new or pending federal, state or other governmentally-directed

restrictions imposed on the Product?

Product Use
Has the business identified any known past application of this product as a misuse?

Product Use
Will this product initiate the need for assistance or information relating to product safety
or product stewardship?
If Yes:

a) Should we change, add, amend or delete an existing Management Control Process

Product Use

or Practice?
Are you aware of any significant safety, health, environmental and/or product
stewardship concerns that could be raised by distributors, brokers and/or traders?

Product Use
Do current distributor agreements omit any of the following:
. Prohibition of commingling the product?
DYes D No
. Feedback from distributors/retailers on unsafe practices?
DYes D No
. Requirement for distributors to communicate EHS information downstream to their

customers?
Product Use
Product Use
Product Use
Product Use

DYes D No

Are there known misuses of this Product that can cause harm?
Is the Product known to be used in any sensitive end use applications (ex.- direct or
indirect food contact, toys for children, medical/pharma, personal care products,

cosmetics)?
Are there hazard warnina notices/labels on the oroduct the consumer uses?

Disposal

Is the Product a hazardous waste or regulated waste?
If the Product is a liquid, should approvals be obtained prior to disposal to a sewer

Disposal
Disposal
Disposal

system?
Can/should oackaging be recvcled?

Disposal
Disposal

With a focus on the end-of-Iife-cycle, are there issues with reuse, recycling, or the
volume and tvpe of final waste?
Do we have knowledge of incorrect disposal oractices by our customers?

Is this Product disposed of via land application (j.e. septic svstem)?

Wil the Product and it's processes contribute to stratospheric ozone depletion,
Disposal

troposoheric ozone formation, alobal climate chanae (areenhouse aas emissions)?

Does the use of this product pose any security risks? i.e. any chemicals that could be
used for terrorists activities? Any chemicals that could be used in ilegal drug

Security
Securitv

manufacturinq?
Does this oroduct need to be stored in a secure location?
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Does the transport of this Product require special security requirements?

(a). Are the current monitoring systems suffcient to identify the special security
requirements and monitor the process?
(b). If No, explain what improvements should be made to iimprove the system(s)?

.
.

Security

Securitv

In case of a fire or spil what risks are there and what security measures should be
taken?
Has this product composition (including trace and trade secret components) been

Other

verified by the Analvtical Group & reviewed by the ReQistration ManaQer?
For this Product, are any raw materials, intermediates, products, by-products or
associated emissions being targeted by responsible environmental organizations,

regulatory groups, governments etc. such that the license to construct faciliies,
Other

manufacture/operate or market may not be available in the future?

Acronyms
ACC
ACGIH
EPA

American Chemistry Council
American Conference of Governmental

',

Industrial Hygenists

US Environmental Protection Agency

IARC
LCA
MOC

International Agency for Research on Cancer
Life Cycle Analysis

PPE
PSM

Personal Protective Equipment
Process Safety Management

Management of Change

-
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RCMS Internal Audit Checklst

Date: December 7,8,9,10 & 13,2010

Team Leader:_
Team Member:

Team Member:

Scope: RCMS APG Headquarters Functions

Criteria: HQ-ll FMC RCMS Internal Checklst 4.4 Rev 10

Interviewees:

Date of sites most recent Internal Environmental Audit: NA
Date of sites most recent Internal Safety, Health and Security Audit: NA

'y

RCMS
Tech-Spec
Reference

~.

~'

ReQuirenient

or N/ A)

Has FMC's senior management defin~d and
documented its Responsible Care policy?

y

1.1.b

Has the policy been communicated to
employees, stakeholders and the public?

y

Is the policy relevant to the natue, scale and
impact ofFMC's operations, products and

y

y

1.2

''-~/

Applicabilty
HQ/Plant

Confor
mance
(Y,NC,OFI

l.l.a

'",

Observations & Obiective Evidence

y

*

y

y

Policy is relevant to APG Headquarters.

y

*

FMC HQ RCWG reviews and sets RC goals, objectives
and targets. (BD)

y

*

y

*

"FMC Corporation
Worldwide Policy on Health, Safety, Security and the
Environment (HSSE)" posted on the FMC Responsible
Care intranet and internet sites.
See above. Also Philadelphia based employees receive
Responsible Care e-brief training.
APG Headquarters is part of

processes? '

1.3.a
..t

Does the policy provide a framework for
establishing and reviewing Responsible Care
goals, objeçtives and targets?
"

.

:¡

;

.~.;

1.3.b

Does the policy. include comnitments to

y

..

Stared doing interdivisional annual internal RCMS audits
in '10. (BD)
,
' See policy.., ~

continual Responsible Catejmprovement?
1.4

Does the policy commit to legal and

-:

y

See policy.

y

*

Responsible Care related requirements to

which FMC is subject or subscribes?
1.5

Does the policy promote openness with
stakeholders?

y

See policy.

y

*

1.6

Does the policy reflect a commitment to the
Responsible Care Guiding Principles?

Y

See policy.

y

*

~

RCMS
Tech-Spec
Reference
1.7

'~..

Requirement

Does FMC's senior management and other
levels of management demonstrate visible

Applicabilty
HQ/Plant

Confor
mance
(Y,NC,OFI
or N/A

y

leadership, commitment and involvement to

this policy by:

periodically reviewing the policy for
relevancy?

Observations & Ob.iective Evidence

y

y

Corporate H&RA procedure administered through CEG by I Y
(LF)
EP A, ED, etc. regulated risk assessment programs. (LF)
FIFRA mandates for pesticides to get to the market. No
formal internal process. (JC)
Annual Product Stewardship Dialog presented to CEO
(6/10) contains highlights, goals, opportnities for
improvement, etc. (LF)

Y

Best Practice: NAC has a hallway cabinet that contains
Responsible Care Information and posts policy along with
guiding principles and other communication literature on
outside of cabinet.

Anual Product Stewardship Dialog presented to CEO
(6/10) contains highlights, goals, opportnities for
improvement, etc. (LF)
All Leadership Team Meetings Echo RC. Don't miss

setting and reviewing goals?

opportity to walk the talk (MS)

establishing objectives and targets?

Social responsibility to community. Philanthropy working
Group (MS)

auditing practices and company
operations?

3 examples: 1) Furadan - Stop sellng in all of Africa
(proactive to 60 minutes report); 2) Set up independent
sustainability council; 3) Look at where sellng products of

promoting Responsible Care issues?

certain toxic classes. (MS)

providing resources?

2.l.a

Does FMC have a system to identify and
evaluate potential health, safety, security and
environmental hazards and assess and
prioritize risks associated with these hazards?

y

''-~

RCMS
Tech-Spec
Reference

2.1.b

Requirement

Has FMC identified all appropriate potential
health, safety, security and environmental

hazards associated with

-

new and existing products?

-

new and existing processes?

(Y,NC, OFI
or N/A)

y

Applicabilty
HQ/Plant

,

Confor
mance

Observations & Ob.iective Evidence

Product Life Cycle Analysis Spreadsheet used for new
products (ex.
- process
uncovered issues around battery access & removaL.) (LF)

Plant MOC process. (LF)
Ewing (Fran Siwajek) developed form for changes to
existing products. Curently in draft.
Product Stewardship Worldwide Network. Started summer
'09 and meets ~quarterly. March '10 focus on Furadan.
Audit worldwide.
Get out of markets that use ilegally.

y

Y

y

y

Y

Y

y

y

y

y

EP A risk assessment revoked tolerances therefore looking

at replacement product. (LF)
-

changes to existing products and
processes?

Use SAP HAZMA T Shipping Report to determine DOT
category (PG 1, PG2, PG 3, non-regulated). (GG)

Review extract from freight payment data base (shows
carer & # of shipments) to confirm proper carrers being

used. (GG)
-

-

the distrbution and use of raw
materials and products?

activities associated with its operations
(e.g., maintenance, training,
housekeeping and other non-production
activities)?

i~t carrer preference is a RC carer. (GG)
Process for bringing product to market (generate data,
conduct EP A risk assessment, submit package to EP A,

work with EP A, need stamped approved labels, get states
approvals, label review to insure what's on label is 100%
accurate prior to provide plant). (JC)
Need EP A approval for any changes to product and / or
label) (JC)
Formulation tollers in US identified and audit checklist
identifies hazards. (RR)

,_/"

RCMS
Tech-Spec
Reference

2.1.c

Re uirement

Has FMC assessed and prioritized risks
associated with these hazards?

Confor
mance
(Y,NC,OFI
or N/A

y

Applicabilty
HQ/Plant
Observations & Ob. ective Evidence

Corporate HQ-4: RCMS Product Stewardship H&RA
revised 2/2010. .,
.;: ~ , "",,,,,,.,.

y

Y

Y

Y

y

y,

Use SAP HAZMA T Shipping Report to determine DOT

category (PG I, PG 2, PG 3, non-regulated). (GG)
Don't sell to home markets directly (i.e. Home Depots, etc)
(JC)
Use SAP HAZMA T Shipping Report to determine DOT

category (PG 1, PG 2, PG 3, non-regulated). How handle
based on determination (i.e. don't cross dock PGl
products). (GG)

OFI

Determiation criteria and how material handled based
on shipping report should be better documented.
Toller audit checklist is scored, (RR)

2.1.d

2.1.e

Are the prioritized hazards changed or updated
as appropriate?

Have potential hazards of planed activities
been assessed prior to implementation?

y

All changes must be approved by EP A (JC)

Furadan example (JC)

y

Toller improvement plan based on follow through audit
(RR)
Product Life Cycle Analysis Spreadsheet used for new
products (ex
process
uncovered issues around battery access & removaL.) (LF)

Plant MOC process. (LF)
Ewing (
developed form for changes to
existing products. Currently in draft. (LF)
Use FMC process for qualifyng a carrer (looks at
SAFSTAT Data) (GG)
Toller pre-engagement includes internet search for
OSHA/EP A citations and audit checklist scored. (RR)

~_.'

RCMS
Tech-Spec
Reference

2.2.a

Requirement

How does the FMC monitor emerging health,
safety, security and environmental concerns?
-

-

2.2.b

\.....

Confor
mance
(Y,NC, OFI
or N/A)

y

Who owns this process?
How is information shared?
What evidence is available to prove the
process is being implemented?
How does the organization know which
concerns are relevant?

Does FMC maintain curent information
related to potential hazards and associated
risks for:
-

-

Products
Processes
Activities associated with its operations

NC

,:.

Applicabilty
HQ/Plant
Observations & Obiective Evidence

An independent outside sustainability council has been set
up to help review stewardship and sustainability practices.
Had 1 st meeting - established goals and objectives, (LF)
Presentation made to leadership team in summer 2010.
(LF)

Y

y

See APG intranet-)oBusiness Site-)oAg Products for MSDS,
labels, etc (focus on North America). Looking to develop
a global database. (LF)
MSDS system transitioning to Wercs from 3E. (NS)
MSDS reviews and updates are not current according

y

y

to written procedure that they be :55 years old (Active

MSDS on intranet wer.e )oS years old).
~

~..

...:;;

2.4.a

2.4.b

Applicabilty
HQ/Plant

Conformance

RCMS
Tech-Spec
Reference

2.3

'-,.

Requirement

(Y,NC, OFI
or N/A)

Does FMC have a system in place to review
and determine the applicability of regulations,
legislation and other subscribed requirements?

y

What are the processes in place to assess
stakeholders' perspectives?

y

-

Employees

-

Observations & Objective Evidence

EP A label manual (www.epa.gov) (NS)
MSDS Wercs system. (NS)
Attends seminars by Keller & Heckman, Informa (updates
for worldwide chemical regs). (NS)
taff sits on EP A task groups.(LF)
Crop Life America Trade Association (LF)
Federal Register review (LF)
Crop Life America Distrbution Council (DOT attends 1
meeting per year) (JV)
BDP (Export/Import Broker) Newsletter (JV)
Law firm newsletters (GG)

Supplier visits (i.e. --of Olympic Forrest
Pallet Supplies 10/24/10 e-mail) (DT)
Host suppliers at plants (DT)
Regular phone conversations with larger suppliers (DT)
RC discussed at regional sales meeting 11/09, 3/10 (BL)
.
and
~urvey (BL)

Y

Y

Customers

Y

Y

-

Suppliers

N

Y

-

Community and others

Y

Y

Y

Y

Were the concerns or perspectives from
stakeholders captured with these processes?

y

Yes (i.e. Olympic Forrest Pallet Supplies flu e-mails) (DT)
Biggest things customers look for is having MSDS, spil/
control response (Prosar/Chemtrec on label) (BL)

,"'-;'

RCMS
Tech-Spec
Reference

2.5.a

Requirement

Have goals, objectives and targets been
established as appropriate through specific
plans,
,procedures or employee teams for:
-

-

2.5.b

Confor
mauce
(Y,NC, OFI
or N/A)

Observations & Ob.iective Evidence

y

NAC division manager has HSSE API's that cascade down
to organization as a metrc. This closes a 2009 NC. (BT)
API's cascaded down in FPS. Starts with APG Leadership
Team and direct reports. (MG)

y

Last year's documented HSSE API's were a result of audit
finding. Safe driving and safe work place, 2 of the higher
risk items part of API's. Input received from top down and
bottom up (Dec i e-mail on 2010 API's) (BT)

Products
Processes
Activities associated with its operations

Are these goals, objectives and targets based

Applicabilty
HQ/Plant

on:

y

y

y

y

prioritized risks?

-

stakeholders' input?

-

regulatory, legal and other subscribed
requirements?

y

y

commitment to continual

y

y

":;

improvements?

2.5.d

y

-

-

2.5.c

y

Has each relevant function in the organization
established goals, objectives and targets related
to RCMS responsibilities?
Do these goals, objectives, and targets reflect
FMC's commitment to continual
improvement?

y

HSSE cascaded down to other NAC employees. (BT)
API's cascaded down in FPS. (MG)

y

Y

y

API's developed annually to include needed areas. (BT)
Quarerly Leadership Team meetings and monthly calls for
extended Leadership Team. (MS)

y

Y

,~

-..--'

RCMS
Tech-Spec
Reference

2.5.e

2.5.f

2.5.g

Requirement

Do the objectives and targets programs include
time frames and responsibilities for
accomplishment?
What is the process for identifyng and
assessing programs, organizational needs and
resource allocation to meet goals, objectives
and targets?

\.'---'

or NI A)

y

y

y

3,1.a

Has FMC established and maintained a
documented Responsible Care Management
System as necessary to ensure its effective
implementation, maintenance and control?

y

3.1.b

Is the RCMS documented system:

y

-

-

legible?
dated?
available?
readily ident.ifiable?
maintained in an orderly manner?
retained for a specific period?

Applicabilty
HQ/Plant

Confor
mance
(Y,NC, OFI

Are programs assessed or amended as
appropriate to include new projects, activities,
or developments?

-

"-/

Observations & Ob,iective Evidence

HSSE API's are developed yearly for the employees and
rated on accomplishment. (MG)
Accountability and responsibility enforcement. (MG)
From Leadership input and employee input and through
industry association (Crop Life of America, Agrcultual
Retail, etc) Performance targets and regional P&L
statement. (BT)
APG Leadership Team Safety Discussion - 12/8/10
meeting presentation example. (KF)
Fil gap with regional and local safety committees. (KF)
Working with SHRS. (KF)
Activities issues from Crop Life of America and

y

y

Y

y

y

y

y

y

Agrcultual Retail Association Executive Boards funneled

to organization to be proactive. (BT)

Handled by the FMC HQ Responsible Care Working
Group.
See SHRS intranet Responsible Care Program FMC
Management System (or HQ RCMS Sharepoint)
See above.

,~

RCMS
Tech-Spec
. Reference

3.1.c

Requirement

How are these documents reviewed, updated

Confor
mance
(Y,NC, OFI
or N/A)

y

and approved?

3.2

By whom?
Consistent with the Responsible Care Guiding
Principles, has FMC established and
maintained systems to:
-

Manage its prioritized risks?

-

Ensure safe operations and
maintenance activities sufficient to
achieve its policy, goals, objectives and
targets?

-

Protect the environment, conserve
resources, protect worker health and
create a safe and secure work
environment?

-

Manage change for products, processes
and activities associated with its
operations, commensurate with risk?

y

Applicabilty
HQ/Plant
Observations & Objective Evidence

y

Reviewed and updated by FMC HQ Responsible Care
Working Group with final approval by HQ Responsible
Care Coordinator.
Plant MOC process (LF)
EP A adverse effects reporting rule 6(a)2. Submit monthly
& quarerly and look for trends (i.e. revised Bifenthrn
label based on pet effects). (LF)
MSDS new Wercs system (L W)
Product labels (L W)
Customer can register for label change notifications. (L W)

Newly formed team on DHS concerns for pesticides &
fertilzers (L W)
~ts on each Business Leadership Team
(review development of products going to market - i.e.
12/7/10 master product list & Leadership Team 11/10
action items) (JC)
NAC quarerly project review with Leadership Team
Team Members has regulatory responsibility for every
product sold (i.e..
sits on team that handles
labels to ensure correct when go to packaging location)
(JC)
EC Sourcing system used for new Requests For Quotations
(RFQ) bidding process for new suppliers. The RFQ

includes questions on Responsible Care, etc. (DT)
Toller protocol (RR)
Warehouse qualification process. New distribution center
spreadsheet. (JV)
C- TP A T survey part of supplier and distribution process.

Linden warehouse (JV)

y

y

y

y

y

Y

y

y

y

,~

RCMS
Tech-Spec
Reference

3.3

3.4.a

Requirement

Applicabilty
HQ/Plant

Confor
mance
(Y,NC,OFI
or N/A

Observations & Objective Evidence

Has FMC established, documented and
communicated responsibilities and
accountabilities for the Responsible Care
requirements?

y

Provided APG Roles & Responsibilty document. Barry
Downes communicates to appropriate individuals. (BD)

How are training needs identified to address
Responsible Care related job requirements?
How is it updated regularly?

y

New Philadelphia based employees receive RC briefing
through e-learning. This is part of

y

y

y

y

y

y

y

y

new employee

orientation. Spreadsheet of employees appeared to cover
all/most employees. T _ ID's and trains

individuals on RC R&Rs. R&R document updated as
needed (recently

OFf

updated 12/7/10). (BD)

Documentation of R&R training needs improved to
help conÏirm done and effective.

3.4.b

Have employees with Responsible Care
fuctions been trained appropriately? Have

y

See above.

new employees been trained appropriately?

3.4.c
3.5

Has FMC ensured that training is effective?

y

Has FMC established and maintained dialogue
regarding relevant risks, impacts on health,
safety, security, and the environment, its

y

Responsible Care System performance, plans

for improvement, and management of relevant
risks for products, processes and activities
associated with its operation with stakeholders
as follows, but limited to:

RC briefing includes tests. As mentioned above there is
not R&R training documentation. (BD)
s. (FPS) monthly report documents issues,
internet inquires, etc. (L W)
EP A 6( a)2 tracking (L W)

Product quality / complaint report (received from
customers filed reps / technical reps / distribution / etc.)
(LW)
fmc.com (LW)
fmcprosolutions.com (MSDS / labels) (LW)
Have label change notification service - provides those
who sign up with labels and MSDS when updated (L W)

y

*

~

',~
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Reference

Requirement
-

-

.c./

or N/A)

Employees?
Customers?
Suppliers?
Contractors?

problem e-mail) (JV)

Tollers provided written Technology transfer package
(MSDS, safety precautions, etc)
Communicate in product presentation give to customers
(BL)

Distrbutors?

-

3.5.1

of:
-

-

-

Hazards and Safe handling information
along the supply chain to support risk
evaluation and risk management of its
products?
Appropriate guidance, information and
or training requirements along the
supply chain to support knowledge of
the relevant risks and hazards
associated with its products, processes
and activities,
For receiving such information from
suppliers on goods and services used by
the organization.

Observations & Objective Evidence

EC sourcing, visits, phone calls (DT)
Warehouse visits, e-mails (i.e. 7/10 on Jacobson warehouse

Carers?

Tollers?
Community and others?
Does FMC have a process to facilitate the flow

Applicabilty
HQ/Plant

Confor
mance
(Y,NC,OFI

y

FPS Compliant Policy & Procedure ManuaL. Also has
F AQ to assist with manuaL. (L W)
FPS has varous incident forms. (L W)
fmc.com (L W)

fmcprosolutions.com (MSDS / labels) (LW)
Have label change notification service - provides those

y

*

y

*

y

y

who sign up with labels and MSDS when updated (L W)

FPS Tech Service Handbook 1/08. How to book on what
to do if... (LW)
Get MSDS for sample and every shipment (DT)
Get COA for quality check (DT)
Warehouses get MSDS sheets (JV)
Carrers provided MSDS or ERG page (JV)

Customer meetings include slide on RC i.e. Athena product
overview (BL)

.~

RCMS
Tech-Spec
Reference

3.5.2

3.5.3

Requirement

Is Product Stewardship information publicly
available? Through which means?
This information includes, but is not limited to:
,
Chemical identity (or category
description)
Uses - applications, functions
- Physical! chemical properties
Health effects
Environmental effects
- Exposure - exposure potential
- Risk management - recommended
measures
Is FMC involved il) mutual assistance
programs and sharing activities as embodied in

Confor
mance
(Y,NC, OFI
or N/A)

3.6.b

Applicabilty
HQ/Plant
Observations & Ob.iective Evidence

Per Corporate HQ-4: RCMS Product Stewardship H&RA
revised 2/20 i 0 no APG material needs a product sumary,
Labels, MSDS (BL)
FMCcrop.com (BL)
Pay to put our information on websites most commonly
used for Ag products (Greenbook, CDMS, Agran) (BL)

y

y

y

Chemtrec (JV)
Recycling programs for plastic jugs (BL)
National Distribution Association for Pesticides (BL)

y

Y

How are the employees involved in the
development, communication and
implementation of the Responsible Care
Management System?

y

APG has representation on the FMC Headquarers RCMS
Working Group.
Safety shares. Bi-weeklysafety calls. (KF)

y

y

How is the employees' Responsible Care

y

API's cascade down. Factor in MRA's appropriate legal
use of our products; driver safety course for appropriate
personnel, etc. (MG)

y

y

y

Anual APG Safety, Products Stewardship and
Environmental Dialog input. (BD)

y

y

performance evaluated and recognized? Does

3.6.c

0'

y

Responsible Care?

3.6.a

~'-_.

the employee have a performance evaluation
objective (MRA) that includes Responsible
Care performance?
What mechanisms/procedures enable
employees to share environmental, health and
safety concerns with the management?

,~

RCMS
Tech-Spec
Reference

Requirement

Applicabilty
HQ/Plant

Confor
mance
(Y,NC, OFI
or N/A)

Observations & Ob.iective Evidence

3.7.a

Does FMC have a procedure to respond to
accidents and emergency situations including
considerations for preventing and mitigating
impacts that may be associated with these
situations?

Y

3.7.b

Do these procedures include:

y

Crisis Management Team (MS)
Philadelphia Safety Leadership Team
Uses Philadelphia Headquarters Emergency Response
Plan, Incident Investigation Procedure, Ilness & Injury
Procedure, Bomb Threat Checklist, etc. (posted on
intranet)
See above.

y
y

-

Appropriate consideration of
communications and community
recovery needs?

-

Appropriate paricipation in the
development, implementation and

y

y

y

y

See above.

y

y

FPS Compliant Policy & Procedure ManuaL. Also has

y

y

maintenance of community emergency
preparedness plans?

-

3.7.c

4.1.a

An appropriate process for responding
to raw material, product, process, waste
material and transportation incidents?
Are these procedures periodically reviewed
and tested where practicable?
Have procedures been documented and
implemented to monitor key characteristics of
operations that can have significant effect on
health, safety, security and the environment?

F AQ to assist with manuaL. (L W)
Monthly report documents and monitors. (L W)
FPS tech service manual (L W)

~

RCMS
Tech-Spec
Reference

4.1.b

4.1.c

'--/

Requirement

(Y,NC, OFI
or N/A)

Are records available to track performance,
relevant operational controls and conformance
with goals, objectives and targets?

y

Are health, safety, securty and environmental

y

performance and trends analyzed based on
relevant measures of key characteristics and
records?
4.2

Applicabilty
HQ/Plant

Conformance

Has the overall compliance with relevant

y

health, safety; security and environmental

legislation and regulation been evaluated?

Observations & Ob.iective Evidence

FPS complaint tracking database contained in monthly.
(LW)
Monitor, document and submit adverse effects and
customer complaints (i.e. 6(a)2 reports) (LF)
Done in annual safety dialog (BD)
Damage analysis spreadsheet (JV)
FPS complaint tracking database contained in monthly.
(LW)
Monthly APG Leadership Team discussion (BD)
APG monthly safety report (i.e. Oct' 10) (BD)
Provide damage analysis spreadsheet info to BD (IV)
Track and keep up to date via publications (i.e. Pesticide &
Toxic Chemical News) (NS)
Attends seminars by Keller & Heckman, Informa (updates

Y

y

Y

y

y

y

for worldwide chemical regs). (NS)

4.3.a

Has the effectiveness of the Responsible Care
Management System been evaluated to
determine if it has been properly implemented
and maintained?

y

Anual RCMS internal APG Headquarters audits. (LF)
2010 RCMS external FMC Philadelphia Headquarters
audit (Feb '10 by DNV).

y

y

4.3.b

Were the results of these evaluations reviewed
by management?

y

Anual management review meetings (review of 2009
APG Headquarters internal audit done 1/6/2010). (LF/BD)

y

y

)

,)

).
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Reference

4.5

Requirement

Has the effectiveness ofFMC's
communication programs with stakeholders
been periodically evaluated?

Confor
mance
(Y,NC, OFI

HQ/Plant

or NI A)

y

Observations & Ob,jective Evidence

FPS via tech service rep reports and training. Pest Control
operators can get training credits. (L W)
FPS track number of customer inquiries. (L W)
Carrers 

-

Employees

-

Customers

-

Suppliers

-

4.6.a

Community and others
Does FMC have a procedure/s to identify,
address, investigate and communicate:
-

Incidents, accidents and near misses
relating to its products, processes and
activities associated with its operations.

-

Non-conformances with its Responsible
Care Management System.

urey (JV)

,

y

Uses,Philadelphia Headquarters Incident Investigation
Procedure, Ilness & Injury Procedure, etc. posted on
intranet. (BD)
Spreadsheet damage analysis (JV)

y

y

'-

RCMS
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4.6.b

,-.

'~

Applicabilty
HQ/Plant

Conformance
(Y,NC,OFI
or N/A

Requirement

Do these procedures address:

Observations & Objective Evidence

y

Use FMC Philadelphia Headquarters procedures.

Identification of root causes?

4.6.c

y

Taking steps to address and mitigate
any adverse impact?

I

I

I

y

I

Initiation and completion of corrective
and preventive actions?

I

I

I

y

I

I

I

I

y

I

y

/10/13/2010 recordable incident - employee broken wrist.

I

y

I

y

I

y

I

y

I

y

I

y

Sharing key findings and associated
corrective and preventive actions with
relevant internal and external
stakeholders?
I Are corrective and preventive actions timely,

I

4.7

y

I Have
appropriate
and effective?
procedures
been implemented to
identify, maintain and dispose of

y
y

Responsible

RCMS document control procedure and FMC records

y

y

retention policy.

Care Management System records?

APG IT Steering Committee & Cross Business IT Steering
Committee (CT)

IT controls based on Sorbane-Oxy (CT)
Corporate internal audit process and controls--l

5.l.a

I Do periodic management reviews take place to
ensure the continuing suitability, adequacy and
effectiveness of the Responsible Care
Management System?

Y

.

(CT)
Management review of 2009 APG internal RCMS audit
done 1/6/2010. (LF/BD)

.~

'~

RCMS
Tech-Spec
Reference

5.1.b

...

.~

Applicabilty
HQ/Plant

Confor
mance
(Y,NC,OFI

Requirement

or N/A)

Does management review result in changes, as
appropriate, to the policy,
goals, objectives,

y

Observations & Ob,jective Evidence

Annual safety dialog. (BD) (MS) (KF)

targets, 'and other elements of the Responsible

Care Management System, changing
circumstances and to the commitment to
continual improvement?
* - Must report local results to coiporate.

RCMS Internal Audit Report
Date(s) of Audit:

Audit Team Leader:iAudit Team Members:

~

Audit Team Leader

- 

Management Representative

~- '~

Januar 7,2011

Date

Date

~'

Y

Y

Scope

This internal Responsible Care Management System (RCMS) audit scope was to
determine if the RCMS at the FMC ......... (input facility name) conforms to the RCMS
standard and planed arangements as well as if
the RCMC has been properly
implemented and maintained. The RCMS checklist was utilized for ths audit.

Definitions

The audit findings are classified as a conformance, non-conformance or an observation.
.j

A conformance is defined as meeting the RCMS requirements otplaned arangements

based on objective evidence or observations during the audit.

A non-conformance is defined as a deviation or non-conformity with the RCMS
requirements or planed arangements that was observed durng the audit.
An observation is an isolated deviation from planed arangements observed durng the
audit that was not system wide.

Corrective Actions

For all cases whereßon-conformances with the RCMS have been identified, corrective
actions wil be developed.
In all cases corrective action plans wil include the following:
· Clear description of

the action(s) to be taken to correct the non-conformance

. Target date for completion ofthe corrective action(s)

· Identification of an individual responsible for completing the corrective action.

.""'1

)

)

Whenever possible, corrective action plans wil be developed within 30 days from the
date the final audit report was issued. Within this time period, individual corrective
action plans wil be sent to the Responsible Care Coordinator for review and approval.

Summarv of Findint!s
RCMS Section
Reference

Findings / Observations from the Internal
Audit

Is it a NonConformance
(NC) or an

Recommended Actions

Observation (O)?

2.2.b

4.4

3.4.a,b,c

Technical specification 2.2.b states that
current product information is maintained
related to their potential hazards and
associated risks. In accordance with APG
written procedures active MSDS should
not be ::5 years old. MSDS::5 years old
were noted on the list of APG MSDS.
From 2009.
Technical specification 4.4 states
qualification and periodic reviews of
HSSE performance is conducted as
appropriate to risk for stakeholders.
Customers are not qualified prior to
entering into a business relationship. The
qualification process has been developed
and wil be implemented for FPS and
NAC in early 2011. From 2009.
Technical specification 3.4 states that a
process is in place to identify training
needs, and to establish and maintain
effective training, to ensure RCMS job
related requirements are addressed. Whle
the APG RCMS Roles and
Responsibilities Document had been
updated, the documentation and timeliness
of
training individuals included in this
document should be improved. From
2009

NC

All MSDS's should be cleaned up after new WERCs
MSDS system is fully implemented. This was
originally scheduled to occur in 3rd quarer of20l0 but

has been delayed.

NC

Complete communication and implementation of
customer qualification process that has been developed
for FPS and NAC.

OFI

Provide RCMS Roles and Responsibilities awareness
training in a timely manner for new individuals (within
first few months) and improve documentation of
RCMS Roles & Responsibilities training provided to
help improve awareness and training effectiveness.

~.

2.1.c

Technical specificatio:p 2.1 states systems
are established for identifyng and
evaluating potential HSSE hazards. While
a hazard and risk assessment for the
distrbution of APG products based on
their hazard class is used to determine
how the product is handled throughout the
distrbution chain, the criteria used to
make this determination and how
distribution practices affected are not
documented.

OPI

Document how each hazard class is handled on the
hazard and risk assessment spreadsheet.

) 2010 RCMS EMPLOYEE SURVEY
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From:
Sent:

Friday, February 05, 2010 10:43 AM

To:

Cc:

Subject:
Attachments:

RCMS - 2009 APG H mployee Survey Results
APG Responsible Care Employee Survey Results - Raw Data 12-7-09.xlsx

') Dear All,

The results of the 2009 RCMS APG Employee Survey for Philadelphia HQ are quite favorable - please see the high level
summary below. The vast majority of employees feel that FMC provides them with necessary information on potential

hazards of our products and on HSSE programs, strives to protect employees through our HSSE activities, and operates
its activities in a safe and responsible manner.

Written responses to two additional survey questions (listed below) identified the following concerns:
· being able to find needed information in case of an emergency

· dealing with hazards of new ai's that we are not familar with
· making sure that RCMS training is on-going and that everyone is committed to continuous improvement
v . "nd i are addressing each of these to ensure that there are appropriate actions in place to address and alleviate

these concerns.

If you are interested in the detailed results of the survey, the attached spreadsheet contains all the survey data.
If you have any questions, please let me know.

)

~
Summary of RCMS Employee Survey for APG HQ:

Number of Responses

95 (approx. 65% response)
ResDonse

Survey Question
Familiarity with RCMS
FMC provides info on potential hazards of our products
FMC keeps me informed on HSSE activities

92 - yes, 2 - no, 1 - no response

FMC is prepared to deal with emergencies that may have

91 agree to strongly agree, 4 disagree
91 agree to strongly agree, 4 disagree
91 agree to strongly agree, 2 disagree,
2 no response
89 agree to strongly agree; 5 disagree,

community impact

1 no response

FMC operates in a safe and responsible manner

93 agree to strongly agree, 2 disagree

FMC strives to protect employees through HSSE programs

Additional survey questions:

1. What,if anything, concerns you most about FMC and Responsible Care?

2. Has FMC provided you with sufficient information on what to do in case of a chemical or other emergency?

1

2010 RCMS CUSTOMER SURVEY

)

)

ì
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From:
Sent:

~

Wednesday, Februa!y 03, 20104:22 PM

To:
Cc:

Subject:
Attachments:

~y Resur!or FPS and N~ l

--

Jl

FMC Responsible Care Survey Results - APG Customers.xlsx

Dea
The results of our RCMS Customer Survey for FPS and NAC (combined) are attached. A high level summary is tabulated
below. The results are mostly favorable; however, the response rate was low at only 10%.

)

There is opportunity for some communication, training, and education on safe transport, handling, and use of our
chemicals with a few of our customers. Please let me know if you would like my help in putting something together for

them from a product stewardship perspective.

..

Best regards,

)

RCMS Customer Survey Results for FPS and NAC:

Familarity with RCMS

4

Members of ACC

3

FMC is committed to Responsible Care
FMC has been proactive in Responsible Care efforts
FMC is committed to resolving problems with handling
and disposal of chemicals
Confidence in FMC's ability to provide exact chemical

21/23 agree or strongly agree; 2 N/ A
21/23 agree or strongly agree; 2 N/A
22/23 agree or strongly agree; 1 N/A

information in a timely manner
Have an effective means of communicating with FMC
on safe transport, handling and use of their chemicals
FMC offers training/education on safe transport,

22/23 agree or strongly agree; 1 slightly

disagree
21/23 agree or strongly agree; 1 disagree; 1
N/A

17 agree or strongly agree; 3 disagree; 3 N/A

handling, use and disposal of their chemicals

There are two worksheets included in the spreadsheet - one with all the data and one with just the two questions and

)

responses on:

What additional steps could FMC take the help educate and inform you?

What other suggestions/comments do you have?

i

)

MINUTES OF MEETINGS WITH
GOVERNMENT AND
NON-GOVERNMENT ORGANIZATIONS

)

J
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FMC MEETING WITH
CONSERVATIONISTS CONCERNED
WITH WILDLIFE POISONING USING
FURADAN - APRIL 15, 2009

#13807464 vI

)

WildlifeDirect / FMC Meeting with Conservationists Concerned with Wildlife Poisoning
using Furadan

WildlfeDirect offices, Nairobi, Kenya
15, 2009
10.30 am

Apri

')

Present:
Kenya

r J Wetlands Intl, Bird life Int', National Museum of
_ _' National Museum of

Kenya, Member of

~ Living with Lions, Laipia

bird commttee

1 WLD, Communcations
tI WLD, Parnerships

Kenya, Member of

'1 National Museum of

bird commttee

FMC, commercial manager for East Afca and India

)

.- Kerr and Downey Safars

WLD, Executive Director
I FMC, director of global regulatory affairs and compliance

FMC, global product stewardship manager for agrcultual products

__ WW, Envronmental Hazards
_ velcomed the visitors and after introductions the agenda was agreed upon:
· Description of Furadan withdrawal and buy back program
. Field reports of wildlife poisonings

. General discussion
ì

. Way forward
FMC expressed the following points at the begig of

the meeting:

· Thaned everyone for attending the meeting, paricularly on such short notice

· Desire for this meeting to be the first stage of an on-going dialog and exchange of
views where we can learn from one another

· Asked for the discussions to remain private to allow for ful and honest exchange of
views
· Listed other stakeholders they would be meeting with durg the week
. Goals for the meeting:

1. Understand the existing data that ties Furadan specifically to wildlife poisonigs
2. Discuss strategies to address the situation over the long term
3. Establish a clear and consistent process for inormation sharg and reporting on
any futue poisonig incidents

)

)

'.

MINUTES OF THE MEETING
)
Furadan Withdrawal and Buv-Back Pro1!ram

. FMC noted that after the intial reports of lion poisonig in the Maasai Mara, no product was

sent to Kenya since last May and that the buy-back of Furadan had stared. recently.
Withdrawal and buy back is takg place in Kenya, No more product is being distributed to

Tanana and Uganda. Afer some time an assessment wil be done in each country
individually to decide on whether it can be re-introduced while ensurg that it wil be used

responsibly. Although Furadan buy back is underway, WLD reported that Furadan is stil
available in numerous Agrovets across the country as of this mornng. Paula agreed to send
Linda a list of all the Agrovets visited/phoned with inormation on where product was stil
available so it can be purchased by Juanco.l-commtted to following up with Juanco.
i. i' ) ,,~

Field Reportsof Wildlife Poisonin1!s
~

Lions:
,)

Furadan on lion populations in Kenya.
~' Conservationists wared that the availabilty of Furadan is tipping the balance against lions, a

." FMC expressed concern about the potential impact of

species that is rapidly decling because poisonig is the biggest intant threat to them, One
. poisoned carcass can have devastating local impact. Removig the product could buy time,
FMC explained that the action to withdraw Furada was based on the judgment that Furadan
has the potential to cause major damage to lions. The decision was to pull back the supply

.. '

and sort through the problem,

· FMC reviewed their independent investigation of the Maasai Mara incident involving hippos
and lions after PCPB had conducted its investigation. They noted that the incident in Mara

was when they were first aware that Furada was being closely lined to lion poisonig.
They provided a detailed explanation of what was found and explaied how they concluded

that the weight of evidence did not support a connection between Furadan and the incident of

secondar poisonig. As par of their investigation, they evaluated the methods used in the
Governent Chemist Lab and the KEPIDS lab and highlighted that the latter used a superior
method for identification and quantification. They made no judgment about the Governent

Chemist Lab in general, but noted that in the specific case of the Furadan incident, the
method was uneliable.

· Conservationists noted that strigent methods of analysis may not be met in all incidents of
poisonig using Furada, but that other anecdotal information should be considered, such as
interviews with those lacing carcasses who adnt to using Furadan. It was shared that in
some areas Furadan is stocked purely for stray dogs and problem anmal control. Pastoralists

)

are the main users and Furada is usually decanted into plastic bags and is clearly
recognzable. It was confired that all lion deaths are reported to KWS and that although the
overall Laikpia population is stable now, this is due to success in the central private ranches
where populations are increasing versus major declines in the surounding communty areas.
Elsewhere lion populations are decling signficantly, paricularly in Amboseli and Mara
areas.

-,

)

· FMC inquired about two statistics quoted in the 60 Minutes segment. 1 - What has caused
the decrease in lion population from 200,000 to 30,000? Conservationists stated that it was
from increased human population takg over the lions' habitats, hunting, spearg, and
poisonig. 2 - What are the 70 lion poisonigs due to? Conservationists stated that they
were not all necessarly due to Furadan.

Birds and fish:
)

· Conservationists discussed incidents of Furadan being used to kill birds and fish so they can
be used for human consumption. FMC noted that human poisonig was unikely through
subcutaneous contamnation, but possible to those handling the product who are at risk of
ingestion. There was discussion on how sureys should be conducted to determe risk to
people who are exposed to repetitive exposure through eating contamated birds and fish.

General Discussion

· Threat of alternatives being introduced in absence of Furadan: Durg discussion it was
suggested that Furadan is such a well known brand - it could be re-packaged and

)

counterfeited. It was also confirmed that the Furadan patent has expired and that the product
can be manufactued by generic producers. Thus, generic Furadan could appear in the Kenya

market.
· Furadan packaging: In the 1990's FMC had agreed to sell Furadan only in packages:;5 kg.
Ultimately, this was not implemented due to industry product stewardship concern that the

bigger packages would be opened and the product re-packaged in smaller unabelled packets.
When asked why FMC does not indicate on the label that misuse could lead to prosecution,
FMC indicated that it must follow national rules on labeling.
· Risks of using Furadan in a developing countr: Concern was raised regarding ability for
users to follow proper use and responsibility in term of stewardship of the product given the
scale of corrption and the illteracy. It was noted that people use the product without gloves

or following other precautions on the labeL. FMC reviewed the evolution of pesticide classes
(organochlories, organophosphates, carbamates, pyrethroids) and explained the role Furadan

has had in feeding the world and the way the product had been safened for the user through
formulation as a granule. For example, the acute dermal toxicity of Furadan 5G is greater
than 10,000 mg/ kg. FMC re-affired that despite its safer properties growers should always
be wearg gloves and protective equipment.
· Incident reportng: Concern was raised about lack of trust between NGO's and some

governent agencies on reporting incidents. WLD feels that little credibility has been given

to the reports by the governent. All incident reports were shared with the PCPB and KWS
at the April 2008 meeting and since then reports have been made available on the WLD
website. FMC requested copies of the incident reports documenting the poisonigs since
they have not received any to date. FMC also stated that there is a process in place for
handling wildlife poisonigs which involves submitting offcial reports to PCPB. They
stressed that this procedure needs to be followed so the problem can be handled effectively.
FMC confirmed that the KEPHIS lab is a world class lab that can test for Furadan using high
performance liquid and gas chromatography technques which are superior to thi layer

chromatography. Ad a comment that Darcy Ogada indicated she had new evidence of

'.

carbofuan analysis based on gas chromatography analysis by a chemistry student, but that
she would have to seek approval from the4 individual before sharng the inormation with us.

I\

· Status of Furadan globally: FMC reviewed the registration status of Furada in the USA
and the ED. Carbofuan was first registered in the United States in 1969 and is available in

granular and liquid formulations. In 1991, the USEPA and FMC agreed to phase down and
limt the use of granular formulations to minize risk to birds. Growers began to use the
')

liquid formulation in place of granulars. There have been no confirmed reports of bird
mortality from labeled uses of Furadan since 2000. The US EPA is curently evaluating
Furadan's re-registration eligibility and the product's benefits, In March 2009 EPA approved
FMC's voluntarly cancellation of most Furada uses. In July 2007 the European

Comrssion issued its decision not to include carbofuan on Anex I listing. Concerns had
)

been identified late in the review process and consequently certai risk assessments could not
be concluded. FMC had submitted the additional data two years before the decision, but

these were not reviewed because they were submitted after the legal deadline. The
Comrssion stated that the decision did not prejudice the submission of a new application for

registration which FMC did in April 2008. The new application is under review.

· Options for Kenya: The likely impact of the Furadan withdrawal from Kenya was discussed.
)

FMC raised concerns that farers who use the product correctly would be penalized by the
withdrawal of Furadan and that poisonig of wildlife may not decline uness underlying

causes are addressed, Product stewardship ideas were explored that could ensure that the
product could be used responsibly if it were ever to be reintroduced into the market:

licensing users, havig them sign for products, requirig evidence of growers being trained
on proper use, monitorig the distribution chanel, and limting the number of distributors.
Ideas for developing an unpalatable Furadan product were discussed as well. However, FMC

comrtted that the product would never be re-introduced into the maket unless they were
assured that it would only be used responsibly and not to poison wildlife.

Way Forward

· Monitoring: In term of monitoring and reporting poisonig incidents it was emphasized
that Furada is not the only poison available, although it was noted that it is curently the
cheapest and most widely product available, even in areas without agrcultue, In gatherig

evidence, FMC suggested lookig for external signs includig blue or purle granules,
presence of blue or purle color, or consistent sized granules with no color (in case in color
c.')

has leached out). Granules should be looked for in stomach, mouth, and on the ground around
the carcass, If no evidence of Furadan is found, then look for other causes. Mocap, a

granular organophosphate product, looks simlar and has comparable toxicity. FMC noted
that the problem with the wildlife confict is much bigger than just Furadan due to cultual,
legal, and enforcement issues as well as the improper use of the product.

)

· Actions for the Poison Task Force: FMC suggested that the Governent should be the
focal point for the task force since there is a process in place for handling wildlife poisonigs.
It was noted that, to date, the governent had taken no action despite the reports and public
concerns and that they may not share data equally. The following was agreed to: 1) fact
finding, monitoring, and networkig wil continue, 2) saiples wil be taken for analysis, 3)
all cases of poisonig will be reported to the governent, 4) the governent wil be invited to
futue Task Force meetings, and 5) the Task Force wil monitor the availabilty of
Furadan in
Agrovet shops and share this inormation with Juanco and FMC. It was noted that a number

"

-iI, ~

of bird and fish samples suspected to have been poisoned using Furadan remained to be
analysed.

Action Items
i. Develop a template for gatherig necessar information when poisoned wildlife are

found - FMC to provide first drat
'¡

basis with a copy to FMC~" -

2. Collect inormtion at one location and submit offcial reports to PCPB on a quarterly

3. Send data on Furadan availability in Agrovet stores to Juaco an, _ __
4. Send previous reports on misuse to..and I ,_ ,

5. Confirm that.. report can be shared wit! iud send it to her _
.)

6. Consider having another triparite meeting in near futue to bring together all the parers
(discuss with all stakeholders)

7. InOtH _ about the meeting ~
8. Circulate miutes for review r ,_ I

In closing, the need for fuding to continue activities of the Task Force was discussed and it was
agreed that fuding needs should be discussed at a futue meeting.

The meeting was closed with thanks at 2 pm.

FMC MEETING ON WILDLIFE
POISONING USING FURADAN
APRIL 16, 2009

)

)

,)
'."'~ "

."

,".I
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Maasailand Preservation Trust / Living with Lions / FMC Meeting on Wildlife Poisoning using
Furadan

, ~hula His, Kenya

r .s home,
April

16, 2009

12:00 pm
)

Present:
J - Maasailand Preservation Trust

Maasailand Preservation Trust
)

~
~

J Living with Lions, Maasailand

Living with Lions, Maasailand
_ Living with Lions, Maasailand

FMC, Commercial manager for East Afca and hidia
FMC, Director of global regulatory affairs and compliance
- FMC, Global product stewardship manager for agrcultual products

&. -i welcomed the visitors and after introductions the agenda was agreed upon:
. Description of Furadan withdrawal and buy-back program
. Field reports of wildlife poisonigs

. General discussion

. Path forward
FMC expressed the following points at the beginng of

the meeting:

. Thaned everyone for attending the meeting, particularly on such short notice
)

. Desire for this meeting to be the first stage of an on-going dialog and exchange of views

where we can lear from one another

. Asked for the discussions to remain private to allow for full and honest exchange of views
. Listed other stakeholders they would be meeting with durng the week

. Goals forthe meeting:

i. Understand the existing data that ties Furadan specifically to wildlife poisonings
2. Discuss strategies to address the situation over the long term
3. Establish a clear and consistent process for inormation sharig and reporting on any
futue poisoning incidents

)

MINUTES OF THE MEETING

Furadan Withdrawal and Buv-Back Pro2ram
. FMC noted that after the intial reports of lion poisonig in the Maasai Mara, no product was sent to
Kenya since last May and that the buy-back of Furadan had stared recently. Withdrawal and buy
back is takng place in Kenya. No more product is being distributed to Tanana and Uganda, Afer

.. .

some time an assessment wil be done in each country individually to decide on whether it can be re
introduced while ensurg that it wil be used responsibly. Although Furadan buy back is underway,

both'" and _ reported that Furadan is stil available in numerous Agrovets in Chula Hils.
Afer discussion, it was agreed that ~ and would buy-back any Furadan they find,
inventory it, afd store it in a secure location, They wil notify FMC of the product they have and
FMC wil request that Juanco pick up the product, reimburse -l and - -, and transport the
product to their secure warehouse for storage. also said that Furada is stil in bomas

(houses) so it wil be available for some time to come.
)

Field Reports of Wildlife Poisonin2s
Lions:
)

., FMC expressed concern about the potential impact of Furada on lion populations in Kenya. FMC
explained that the action to withdraw Furadan was based on the judgment that Furadan has the
potential to cause major daage to lions. The decision was to pull back the supply and sort through
the.
problem.

· FMC reviewed their independent investigation of the Maasai Mara incident involvig hippos and
lions after PCPB had conducted its investigation. They noted that the incident in Mara was when
they were first aware that Furada was being closely lined to lion poisoning. They provided a
detailed explanation of what was found and explained how they concluded that the weight of
evidence did not support a connection between Furadan and the incident of secondar poisoning. As
par of their investigation, they evaluated the methods used in the Governent Chemist Lab and the
KEPHIS lab and highlighted that the latter used a superior method for identification and
quantification. They made no judgment about the Governent Chemist Lab in general, but noted that
in the specific case of the Furadan incident, the method was uneliable.

· ,eported that there have been no lion killings in the past four years on his ranch, He feels that
much of this is attributable to the Lion Guardian program. However, outside of his ranch lion
')

poisonig is stil a big problem.
Crocodiles:
· _ reported that in Tanana Furadan is lined to crocodile poachig. Poachers shoot and kill

hippos and then ,lace them with Furada. The crocodiles feed on the dead hippos and die. The
advantage for the poachers is that the crocodile skis are intact and they can sell them for large sum
of

money.

,-had pictues of blue granules on the hippos and around the crocodiles' mouths. This was the

first real hard evidence linkng Furadan to wildlife poisonig FMC has seen. Everyhig else to date

) has been anecdotaL.
Hyenas:
· 1 stated that she had originally been studying hyenas in Laikipia for her Ph.D. thesis. She

reported that due to Furada poisonig, the hyena population she was studying all died and that is

why she is now studying behavior of predators in relation to livestock depredation, and also the
population effects from poisoning.

..

General Discussion

· Incident reportng: FMC requested copies of the incident reports documenting the poisonigs since
they have not received any to date. FMC also stated that there is a process il place for handling

wildlife poisonigs which involves submitting official reports to PCPB. asked who PCPB
was. FMC described who they are and their fuction. FMC stressed the importance of submitting the

incident reports to PCPB so the problems can be handled effectively. -ieviewed the

)

protocol they use when they find anal carcasses. It was very comprehensive.
· Analytcal laboratories: ielayed that LWL has not found an anlytical

lab that provides

reliable results. They have tried several in Nairobi and found the equipment is antiquated, the
technques are not appropriate, and their samples have gotten mixed up. FMC recommended they try
the KEPIDS lab which is a world class lab that can test for Furadan using high performance liquid
and gas chromatography technques which are superior to thi layer chromatography,

)

.

Status of Furadan globally: FMC reviewed the registration status of Furadan in the USA and the
ED. Carbofuan was first registered in the United States in 1969 and is available in granular and
liquid formulations, hi 1991, the USEPA and FMC agreed to phase down and limt the use of
granular formulations to mize risk to birds. Growers began to use the liquid formulation in place
of granulars. There have been no confined reports of bird mortality from labeled uses of Furadan
since 2000. The US EPA is curently evaluating Furadan's re-registration eligibility and the
product's benefits. hi March 2009 EPA approved FMC's voluntarly cancellation of most Furadan
uses. In July 2007 the European Commssion issued its decision not to include carbofuan on Anex
I listing. Concerns had been identified late in the review process and consequently certain risk
assessments could not be concluded. FMC had submitted the additional data two years before the
decision, but these were not reviewed because they were submitted after the legal deadline. The
Commssion stated that the decision did not prejudice the submission of a new application for
registration which FMC did in April

I

2008. The new application is under review.

· Options for Kenya: The likely impact of the Furadan withdrawal from Kenya was discussed. FMC
raised concern that farers who use the product correctly would be penalized by the withdrawal of

Furadan and that poisoning of wildlife may not decline uness underlying causes are addressed.

Product stewardship ideas were explored that could ensure that the product could be used responsibly
-j

if it were ever to be reintroduced into the maket: licensing users, havig them sign for products,
requirg evidence of growers being trained on proper use, monitoring the distribution chanel, and
limting the number of distributors. Ideas for developing an unpalatable Furadan product were

discussed as welL. However, FMC commtted that the product would never be re-introduced into the
market uness they were assured that it would only be used responsibly and not to poison wildlife.

)

Path Forward

· Monitoring:hi term of monitorig and reporting poisonig incidents it was emphasized that
Furadan is not the only poison available, although it was noted that it is curently the cheapest and

most widely product available, even in areas without agrcultue. hi gatherig evidence, FMC
suggested lookig for external signs including blue or purle granules, presence of blue or purle
color, or consistent sized granules with no color (in case in color has leached out). Granules should be
looked for in stomach, mouth, and on the ground around the carcass. If no evidence of Furadan is

j

.. .
..

found, then look for other causes. Mocap, a granular organophosphate product, looks simlar. FMC
noted that the problem with the wildlife confict is much bigger than just Furadan due to cultural,
legal, and enforcement issues as well as the improper use of the product.

Action Items

added to it. "

1. _ :il send - ~ 'ie protocol they use in field so specific informtion on Furadan can be

2. LWL wil submit offcial incident reports to PCPB with a copy to FMC.
3. and"'wil buy báck any Furadan they find in
Chula Hills, store it in a secure location,
and let FMC know what they have so Juanco can come pick it up.
)

')

-,

)

)

FMC MEETING ON WILDLIFE
POISONING USING FURADAN
,APRIL 17, 2009
)

-)

:j

)
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Kenya Wildlife Servce / FMC Meeting on Wildlife Poisoning using Furadan

Kenya Wildlfe Servce (KS) offces

Nairobi, Kenya
17 , 2009

April

Present:
1.- KWS, Biodiversity, Research, and Monitoring

~ KWS, Biodiversity, Research, and Monitoring

)

)



- KWS, Biodiversity, Research, and Monitoring

.

~ - KWS, Biodiversity, Research, and Monitoring

KWS, Biodiversity, Research, and Monitoring

=MC, Commerial mage for Ea Afca an Indi

L

I - FMC, Director of global regulatory affairs and compliance

FMC, Global product stewardship manager for agrcultural products

.r ~ welcomed the visitors and after introductions the agenda was agreed upon:
· Description of Furadan withdrawal and buy-back program
· Slide presentation by KWS on wildlife poisonigs

. General discussion

. Path forward

the meeting:
· Thaned everyone for attendig the meeting, paricularly on such short notice

FMC expressed the following points at the begig of

· Desire for this meeting to be the fist stage of an on-going dialog and exchange of views

where we can lear from one another
· Listed other stakeholders they had met with durg the week

· Goals for the meeting:
1. Understand the existing data that ties Furadan specifically to wildlife poisonings

2. Discuss strategies to address the situation over the long term

3. Establish a clear and consistent process for inormation sharg and reporting on any
futue poisonig incidents

MINUTES OF THE MEETING

Furadan Withdrawal and Buy-Back Pro1!ram

· FMC noted that after the initial reports of lion poisonig in the Maasai Mara, no product was sent to
)

Kenya since last May and that the buy-back of Furadan had stared recently. Withdrawal and buy
back is takg place in Kenya. No more product is being distributed to Tanana and Uganda. Afer
some time an assessment wil be done in each country individually to decide on whether it can be re

introduced while ensurg that it wil be used responsibly.

)

Il~ .... 

Slide Presentation - Summary Points (Charles Musvoki)
the Agrovet stores in Kenya cared Furadan. A teaspoon of
Furadan can be purchased - the
store owner wil open a container and wrap the teaspoon of Furadan in newspaper for transport.

· 88% of

)

· l-reported thathe went to an Agrovet store and asked for a product to kill stray dogs and they

gave him Furadan.

· Reviewed amounts of Furadan that would potentially be required to kill

lions and hippos on an acute

basis. KWS cited amounts that were considerably lower than what FMC estimated. These
differences were determed to be due to KWS using: 1- lower anal weights and 2 - techncal
)

product vs. ~ormulated product acute oral tox values.

t
Ii' Incidents reviewed:

'0","Ap:¡l 2004 (Athi River Ranch): 187 vultues died after feedig on dead cow laced with

Furadan. Pastoralist confessed to using Furadan. No blue granules were observed. Five
)

spotted hyenas and two jackals also died.
2005 (location?): 30 vultues died after feeding on a dead cow laced with Furadan

o April

o May 2007 (northern Kenya - not an agrcultual area): 5 lions died. Blue granules were
observed and confession by pastoralist to have used Furadan
o June 2007 (northern Kenya - not an agrcultual area): 2 lions and 15 vultues died. Blue
granules were observed and confession by pastoralist to have used Furada

o August 2007 (northern Kenya - not an agrcultual area): 4 lions and 2 hyenas died. Blue
granules were observed and confession by pastoralist to have used Furada

o October 2007 (Laikpia): 9 hyenas poisoned allegedly with Furadan. Ph.D. student had to
abandon here study.

o December 2007 (Laikipia): 8 lions poisoned allegedly with Furada,

· 100 lions lost per year due to poisonig from 2001 - 2008; 75 of them from Furadan (equates to 0: 10
per year)

· FMC requested copies of the slide presentation, anmal and bird census information, field protocol,
and incident reports. KWS outlined the proper procedure for requesting information.

General Discussion

)

· Lions: FMC expressed concern about the potential impact of Furadan on lion populations in Kenya.
FMC explained that the action to withdraw Furadan was based on the judgment that Furadan has the
potential to cause major damage to lions. The decision was to pull back the supply and sort through

the problem. KWS) _ stated that there were 20,000 lions in Kenya in 1989 and now there are
0:2000. Toursm is #1 for Kenya and there needs to be a balance between agrcultue and toursm
issues.

· Maasai Mara incident: FMC reviewed their independent investigation of the Maasai Mara incident
involvig hippos and lions after PCPB had conducted its investigation. They noted that the incident
in Mara was when they were first aware that Furadan was being closely lined to lion poisoning.
They provided a detailed explanation of what was found and explained how they concluded that the

)

--i .\;

weight of evidence did not support a connection between Furadan and the incident of secondar
poisonig, As par of their investigation, they evaluated the methods used in the Governent

Chemist Lab and the KEPHIS lab and highlighted that the latter used a superior method for
identification and quatification. They made no judgment about the Governent Chemist Lab in
general, but noted that in the specific case of the Furada incident, the method was uneliable,

')

· Incident reportng: FMC requested copies of the incident reports documenting the poisonigs since
they have not received any to date. FMC also stated that there is a process in place for handling
wildlife poisonigs which involves submitting official reports to PCPB. stated that he was
told that KEPHIS re-routes samples for analysis to the Governent Lab. FMC and KWS agreed that
there is a need for reliable analytical technques to be used.

· Status of Furadan globally: FMC reviewed the registration status of Furadan in the USA and the
ED. Carbofuan was first registered in the United States in 1969 and is available in granular and
liquid formulations. In 1991, the USEPA and FMC agreed to phase down and limt the use of
granular formulations to mize risk to birds. Growers began to use the liquid formulation in place
of granulars, There have been no confired reports of bird mortality from labeled uses of Furada
since 2000. The US EPA is curently evaluating Furadan's re-registration eligibility and the
product's benefits. In March 2009 EPA approved FMC's voluntarly cancellation of

J

most Furadan

uses. In July 2007 the European Commssion issued its decision not to include carbofuan on Anex
I listing. Concerns had been identified late in the review process and consequently certain risk
assessments could not be concluded. FMC had submitted the additional data two years before the
decision, but these were not reviewed because they were submitted after the legal deadline. The
Commssion stated that the decision did not prejudice the submission of a new application for
registration which FMC did in April 2008. The new application is under review.
· Options for Kenya: The likely impact of the Furadan withdrawal from Kenya was discussed. FMC
raised concern that faners who use the product correctly would be penalized by the withdrawal of
Furadan and that poisoning of wildlife may not decline uness underlying causes are addressed.

Product stewardship ideas were explored that could ensure that the product could be used responsibly
if it were ever to be reintroduced into the market: licensing users, having them sign for products,
requiring evidence of growers being trained on proper use, monitoring the distribution channel, and
limting the number of distributors. Ideas for developing an unpalatable Furadan product were

discussed as well. However, FMC commtted that the product would never be re-introduced into the
market uness they were assured that it would only be used responsibly and not to poison wildlife.
"\
I

Path Forward

· Monitoring: In term of monitorig and reporting poisonig incidents it was emphasized that
Furadan is not the only poison available, although it was noted that it is curently the cheapest and

most widely product available, even in areas without agrcultue. In gatherig evidence, FMC
suggested lookig for external signs including blue or purle granules, presence of blue or purle
color, or consistent sized granules with no color (in case in color has leached out). If anmals are stil

alive, take careful notes about symptoms, Take pictues. Granules should be looked for in stomach,

mouth, and on the ground around the carcass. If no evidence of Furadan is found, then look for other
causes. Mocap, a granular organophosphate product, looks similar. FMC noted that the problem with
the wildlife confict is much bigger than just Furada due to cultual, legal, and enforcement issues as
well as the imroper use of the product.
. KWS noted the following needs:

)

.' 't

o Aggressive public awareness program on Furadan safe use
o Education for the Agrovet shops owners/proprietors on agrcultual products

o Adding a statement to the Furadan label regarding ilegal use
o Intermsterial task force meeting including Minster of Agrcultue, PCPB, AA, NGO's
and KWS to address human wildlife conflct as a whole

Action Items
1. Submit reports of

wildlife poisonig to PCPB with a copy ofFMC , , _

2. Find a laboratory that has reliable techncal capabilities and equipment, _ '
3. Work to initiate the intermsterial task force; write to the Minster of Wildlife requesting assistance

with this 1 _
4. Submit official requests to KWS director for slide presentation, anil

census inormation, incident reports, and toxicology protocol used when poisoned anmals are found
,

)

)

)

)

)

COMMUNICATIONS FROM THE
COMPANY TO KENYA WILDLIFE
SERVICE

')

)

)
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From:
Sent:
, !

To:
Cc:

Subject:

~

...i ~
,

Tuesday, May 12,20096:18 PM

RE: Furadan and Wildlife - Request for information

Dear Dr. Kipngetich,
ì

I hope this finds you welL. I wanted to check to see if you had any questions about my request for information outlined

below.
Also, could you please confirm that you received my email and when I may expect to receive the information? The

information wil be most helpful to me in further understanding the issues.
Thank you for your help in this matter.

With regard,
Linda

Linda W. Froelich
310bal Product Stewardship Manager
FMC Corporation
1735 Market Street
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania USA
215-299-6183 (office)
267-250-6328 (mobile)

:)

Cc: , __
From: Linda Froelich
Sent: Friday, April 24, 2009 2:21 PM

To: 'kipngetichC' _ '*'

J

Subject: Furadan and Wildlife - Request for information

)

Dear Dr. Kipngetich,

Allow me to introduce myself. My name is Linda Froelich and I am the Global Product Stewardship Manager for FMC's
agricultural products business, As you know, our product Furadan has been implicated in lion poisonings in Kenya. My
colleagues and I were all shocked to learn the extent to which lion poisonings have been occurring in Kenya and it is very
)

troubling that our Furadan product is being linked to these tragic events. We have been disturbed by this issue since it
was first reported to us last year that two lions had been poisoned. That is why we took immediate action to halt
further sale of the product to our distributor in Kenya. It was not until we watched the US news program "60 Minutes"
produced CBS News shown on US broadcast television on March 29, that we learned the full magnitude of this problem.
1

..-l~
Consequently, we have undertaken very aggressive steps to get all remaining Furadan product off the shelves in Kenya

as a precautionary measure.
Last week a team of three people from FMC (our regional manager from India, our director of global regulatory affairs,
and myself) came to Kenya

--

to monitor the progress and effectiveness of our Furadan Buy-Back Program, learn about the

firsthand experiences of conservationist groups and explore ideas fqr working together, and to understand more about
the human-wildlife conflict and current programs from government officials like KWS, On Friday of last week we had a

very productive meeting with '" I , and w all

members of your Biodiversity, Research, and Monitoring team to discuss the situation. gave an excellent

slide presentation detailng the incidents over the past several years and we had a very good discussion.
)

FMC is committed to ensuring that wildlife is not poisoned by our product. To that end we would like to work together
with KWS on this issue. To help us in this endeavor we are requesting the information listed below so we can fully
understand what has happened and to determine the best course of action going forward. Mr._ l indicated to us

that the proper procedure was to make an official request to you.
17, 2009)

1. slide presentation to FMC on wildlife poisoning (April

2. All wildlife poisoning incident reports involving Furadan including information on whether they were intentional
or accidental and who may have caused the incident
3. The toxicological protocol that is used when poisoned wildlife are found (so we can add specific information to

help determine the cause, i.e. look specifically for blue granules or blue color, the symptoms of Furadan
poisoning to look for
4. Census information on total numbers of animals and birds that have been affected over the past 10 years
Please let me know if you have any questions about our requests and when we might expect to receive the information.

J look forward to hearing from you and working with your team.
Best regards,
Linda

Linda W. Froelich
Global Product Stewardship Manager
FMC Corporation
1735 Market Street
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania USA
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DlIr Sin
FU'AK SO
ruradan Sa- as you ri9ht.ly "'arn on tbe directions for \l58 18
highly toxic to bird., 9lffG and live;tock. UnfortunatelY this

knowledge 15 being exploihà by farmers \obo are bdting with
Furadan where wild fowl !QQd ~nd ire killing lar98 numbers.
I have found areas where such alaughter has taken place, usually

only ma~Ked by ~ne r..1du.. of the ba1t &hd feathers, Other
re5identa report th4t in one 700 acre area of rice between 100

IlnCl l.!50 bi.:cda ue being poisoned. daily and s\Ue~u.D.'tly fiold.

Local wild fowl Populat1ons cannot IUÐort au.ch davaata.ting
',1

attri~ion and $ome ipecies could be wiped out if this practice

cont inues .

It seem. unneceIJsary at the present time to Use such an
envfronmentally un£ri.n41y c~emic.l, ind I urge you ~~
incorporate an unpalatablQ flavour into Furadan which ~akeø it
und~sira~le to bird.., gAme and live.tock. i look

,)

forward. to

riceiv1no your reaction to this proposal.

¥ourB fai~Y

¿:. r-¿) ;:~
.,' )

t Co¡iie.
N PATERSON
~
to:
The Dlrect.or,
Kenya Wildlife Services)

P.o. Box 40241, '
NAIR08I

***FISMA & OMB Memorandum M-07-16***
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laet Africa W11dliii soc1ety
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Mr Mark Stanley Price
African Wildlife roundation
P.O. Box 48117
S'A'ItlOBI

j

Mr .J P d 'lluart
world Wid. i'UM for Jfature
J'.o. SoJC li~40

KAIROBI

!hi Kanaging Direçtor
pes~1c1de Cnemícala Association o~ K.nya
P.O. iox 60123
NAIROBI
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linru~ES OF MEETING HELD ON 24, .('Ol:Y 3.9'6 AT ii~"'~~'":~r.UD
.' ;I. r I, ,. e I; 'fn" ,
. !!'t." .. \0... ...... l§
kF, ~"'~."
¿",.r

SUBJECT i i:tnÐA! AND l!N"!ROIDEN'1 ,.... 7 - ,(;.:
AUG "to-,
'jç

PRESENT i

See attacbed list of attendants

'\.,10'
"';. ,f¡ 1"

fROCEEDING

'. ,~~ ~ ß' i ~

This meetiiiq dei1~.~at.d on the tollow1nc¡ issues r
1

The case of Furaàan causing mortality to ducks
especially in th* rioe qrowinq schemes in Ahere and
Mwea r.s~itinq fromi

-)

i) D~cks feeding on the product directly in the
field and/or from a bait.

iil D~çks feeding on rice treated with Furadan
At a5 dAY~ a~ter tran~plant!ng.

)

2 Possible secondary poisoning from eating ducks killed

by F'Uradan. 

3 Birds dying after feeding on ~heat/barley seeds
dressed with Furadan.

4 Resultant decline on duck population generaiii visaviz effects on biod:!vcrsity. An indication of 100
ducks being killed with Furadan per week.
JU::A~:~T_l9N ,Ql,A-,~oYE,,_l-.sSUES

1 Case of baiting duc~s:
This was nat~d to bo an 111cgal or cxlminal act which
could be hanaled bY KW~ and ~C~~ wno ~ro emoowBr~d ~o

prosecutB such cagas.
?
,!

DUGks dyinq due to feeding on rice treated with
Fm:i1d;:n:
This is net possible fro; a technical point of view.

'llii,,'t~ tu'C no )~(~;;ou~,s of the pi.'ol:IUi:t :\n the c:cop at
i1ëll:VI'~:3 t t,,) .;.:i i.::,~ Q ny tax i nit y .

J ~~conda~y poisoning to hwnan3:

Tl~L: .;g;iin \.¡~:? i1i:t."?d t.1iùt.it Üi )'\(;('. po:';s1JJle" i'i,ii:;viun
is ;iHitaboli.Zë:d .in the .',n.i,ml:~l ))1)~1y. Thn :Jl(~I;:,11)rJ.1:ites

.ir.~ of l1i) toy.ic.ologi~al significal\Ce iiiplyin(J a no
çh~n~e of ~0~ondary poi5çnin~,

"

.-, - "'

, /".

'.
r-Ì

~

i'''
:..1

4

BIrds dying after feediÐ9 on whe&~/~arl.y seed.

~,6

t~eated/drês~.d with Furadan:

'.

Such eXposed seeds which are fed on by ~ird8 are found
at turning point. ot ieed pl~nters.

.
I~

;,

These planters cou¡d be modified to ensure that t~.
seeds are co~pleteiy buried in the soil even at such
turning points. ~t was noted that rura4an is such a
useful product for the purpose ot pçst m~naqem.ut in

f:

oereals.

i~
¡:
"
!:

5 Decline on biodiversity:
Indioaticn on numer of ducks killeC waii based on

~

hearsay. While it is difficult to 41spute the fiques

!

f

only an objective 6tudy/survey can ve~ify this

)

ì

indi.cation.

I

RECOMMENDA~IONS/PROPOS~LS TO AVERT SIMILA KIS-USE OF PRODUCT IN

¡

FUTUR~

)

From the on-set it was noted that Furadan is currently the safost
at the soil applied in6eoti~ide/nematicid. from the applicators
point of. vie~". It va. also noted to be very ~ffective for tn~
pUrpos~ of pest management in a wide spectrum of pest ahd crop

,¡e'ctor:; .
For thes~ rea~ons the meeting resolved that the push for a ban
of the product duq to reporto of produot mis-uso was out of tha
quastio~. H~nce¡ the meeting mad$ th~ following proposals aimed
at ~verting miß-use of Furadan:

a)

That FMC nesearch L~boratory look for an appropriate

~dditive to the current formulation to make the

product \rr,..a t~ract:l.'It1 and/or. repellent to di.icks and

Qther bir,j.s. It ./.'iS further a.greed that this be
açcomplish~d in about 3 year5 from now. By the end of
thi3 period an implementation shoui~ be achiavnd or a
r~port on that pursuit be avail~d.

)

b) 111 t.h" sll',:n:t terin, tbn inl~etin9 resolved th~ follo,..ing:
í,) A :s'..r.()ng i:~;:.l!,pe\ign be und!3ltak13i1 \:,1;

p\.iblictse/edqea.t.e t.he loc.:il people on the
dangøJ.'~I: of k,iU,i.'rtj birds \l:'Jing t\Ji:¿¡d~-(I'.

l:rint (poster:;) ,ind nl.dic media should be

cans i d~red in this undortaking.

E.~ f!J2q.D.~ i )?i 1 i.!y.

~;;af.:~ Use projéc.I',¡ Di~';t¡:ib1IL()l.S i,f Fìl:i;,\d.'!n

)

a lhi :nw

-

)

:y);~vl~'

_. _.,..", ,,~ 1:Ml løJel por~1~~n:L:n~~~&~~:~

I
,
i
,

i.:i ¡ 1:......-- - - 

:.lativ. ~o .nv1ro~.nta4 U~.-~~- -
\1se of J'adail.

Beø'Oonsibii.i~
Di.tri~utor of fur.dan (AgrsVo) a~d rHC

ntl: I ~ va,s ¡iotaci that most of such

informtion is ai:aady Qontainea
i.n the ourrent label, ID would

look at possibility of a4din~

more to einpbasize on effect5 on
birdS.
iii) NIB _ to hole! seminars in Ahe:o aiid Mwea.

Rice s~hømes to e4uoate tarmers and their
sta.f! on \lSaC¡ll of furadan and tha laqa).

implioations of ~isu6e. sate Use ~roj.ct

and PCPS would also participate in t.hese
forums.

)

iv) ~ws in conjunction with the local
adniin1stration (in )"hero and Mwea) undiirtalte

to ~ediatelY inform the pUbliC a~out the
illegality of ~iiiing pird& and ~ore so with
agrioultural oheniica).s. KWS to i~ediatalY
start being on the looK out for people said

)

to be baitin9' duckS with i'uradan with a -.iew

of arresting and prosecuting 'Ch~:i. AnY
arrest roade should be pUblicized to deter
future indulgence into the habit.
The sale of dead ducks in hotels should also
be banned.
v) J\ cOm1ni ttef, to formulate and co-ordinõ\te

pliins/pi:oqr::nul:S add,:el'ssing all J.S5ues as

indicated above was propooed. This to
compr ise at':
F 11 C
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From:~ 11 __
Sent: Saturday, January 22, 2011 3:26 PM

To
Cc:
Subjec: FMC Meeting - January 20, 2011
Importance: High

Hello All,
On Thursday Januar 20th, ~and I met with and a number of chemists at the FMC

Ewing lab.
We had a productive meeting.

The product in the sample bottle that~ollected was tested. Even though the label states it is
Furadan 5G from FMC, the test results show the product in that particular bottle is not Furadan and no
carbofuran was detected.
The product in the bottle is unkown at this time. Further testing will be done to lind out what it is and
.)

the results wil be reported to us. From the results we got so far, the best guess is that it is some type of
insecticide. The toxicity is unkown at this time. It could be quite toxic.
This opens up a whole new set of questions.
We have to keep in mind this is only one bottle. In order to ligure out what's going on, we need to
gather additional samples and other information. We are in the process of discussing strategy,

the way

forward and the next steps. There are many possibilities. As plans and strategies unfold, we wil keep
you updated and ask for your input and assistance.
. . s willing to cooperate and continue the conversation regarding the pesticide issues in Africa that

involve FMC. .. and I wil be in touch to facilitate fuher meetings.
Please refrain from posting these results in blogs and websites until more 'Furadan' samples can be
obtained and we have a strategy in place. Otherwise, this material may disappear from shelves, yet stil
be readily available to do damage at some point in the future.
Although we are sure we won't all agree on everything, our hope is we can all work together and keep
, the end goal in mind, to make positive changes to benefit the wildlife and people of Africa.

..
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From: _

---

,(§fmc.com)

Sent: Monday, January 24, 2011 9:30 PM

To:
Ce:

Subject: FW: Poisoned Lions

.)
Dear All,
Below is the email exchange between II I -nd.., There are some \(ery graphic photos of dead lions at the bottom of the email

string which l believe are forwarded from I througl a conservationist who has been involved in an Amboselli

Lion Rroject; (see email message signed URn to , In one of the pictures there are blue granules sprinkled on the lion carcass,
When you enlarge the picture, the granules are of inconsistent size and are angular in shape similar to the Ugandan product we analyzed last
weèk which was not carbofuran, I will communicate this t - 0 be sure she is aware,
In -l response t, she suggests training the game scouts on how to safely collect samples of granules sprinkled on carcasses so the

granules can be tested, I'll be very interested in his response to her suggestions, Prior to -=nd I meeting with -lin August 2009 we
had sent him a protocol outlining what to look for and what to do when coming upon a dead carcass suspected of being poisoned. He told us
it was not useful to him because people would not respond if they could not answer all the questions in the protocol.
Next steps;

our analysis of the Ugandan product on FuradanFacts, Will keep information at a high level so the counterfeiters do
not have the details of what we found,

i, Put results of

2, Contact i' hout the exchange below and the timing for meeting with Defenders,

..

Regards,

From: .. I
Sent: Sunday, January 23, 201111:50 AM

To: U

Ce. 1- . - ,

,

Subject: Re: Poisoned Lions

Hello ~ and all,
Thanks for your input and photos,... This is very important and valuable information, as you know.

I can't answer for FMC's position, but at the meeting we had last Thursday, i heard nobody from FMC say that they believed there
was no more Furadan in Africa. We did not discuss that point directly. i did question Linda about how the buy-back program was
business registration to work from in order for them to locate all of
the stores to check for
there was some sort of
conducted and if
Furadan. She told me that Juanco went to the stores that they had distributed it to, for the buy-back.
I'd like to thanki-r taking the personal risk of collecting the sample that was tested at our meeting, Every,one should keep in

mind that was one sample, and now there are even more unanswered questions.
From this latest information you've sent, I think it would be exceedingly helpful ifthe community game scouts 'could be trained to
safely collect samples ofthe granules sprinkled on any carcass as soon as they find it. Those granules could then be tested to find
you need the
out if they are Furadan, or something else. We can give you guidance on how to collect the sample. Let us know if
)
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the poison is insignificant to a dead lion or other wildlife,
it wil be important regarding the way forward, and to understand exactly what is going on and how to end this slaughter.

necessary equipment such as vials, gloves, etc. Although the identity of

All of

this information and effort is extremely important in order to continue working together in a meaningful, cooperative manner.

Note this just in from the Kenyan anti poaching teams in Maasailand.
I hope you enjoy the images.

.

All the best

and-

Dear .

Here are some pies and storey of the Lion I told you about, killed accross the border in TZ,

~and.

.....see the pic of what is obviously Furadan, feel free to use it as you wish,

Will update on any other details as they come out.
R

From: .,. _

----- Original Message ----

To: MPT -:mailto: . '" i-

-- .. ;

i _..IT

----..

----

-

T~ ;.- ii
;-

Sent: Saturday, January 22, 2011 12:30 AM

-

'.



Subject: Poisoned Lions
'ì

Poisoned lions
It has been a very busy and bad week for MPT considering the death of 5 lions by

poisoning from the Tanzanian farmers using Furadan. The first lioness was poisoned on
2nd of January 2011 after killing a cow inside a boma at Kitenden area on the Tanzanian
side. We were notified about the death of the lioness by community game scouts from
Tanzania working under AWF on 5th of January who found the carcass by luck when they

were on daily patrol. We went up to the community game scout post and they gave us
.)

the GPs coordinates of where they saw the carcass and they also managed to take a few
pictures. The pictures showed that the carcass was almost 3 days old and most of it had
been eaten by hyenas and vultures. We abandon the search and decided to continue

)
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from where we left the next day because it was already getting late. Using the GPs
coordinates we were able to locate where the lioness died the next day. At the site we
found only a few scattered bones, it was even hard to identify if it was indeed a lion. I'll
send pictures that were taken by AWF game scout because they are more detailed than
the ones I have. We decided to use an informer in order to get the full extent of the
matter and he was able to give us the following details.
. . The lion was poison,~d by a man known as Samanya ole Samaki( owner of the

.
.

cow killed by the lioness)

. . Four hyenas and a vulture died after eating the lioness carcass.

GPS coordinates of the carcass - 0308275 9688511
On 19th of January we received another report from our informer that four lioness have
died as a result of poisoning using Furadan. The lions were killed in retaliation for killing
a cow which had a small calf belonging to the same guy, Samanya ole Samaki. We went

the next day to look for the carcasses and we were joined by the zonal warden of
)

TANAPA and a few rangers from Tanzania. We were able to find only one carcass of a
male lion. All the canines had been removed, claws and a big part of the skin was also
missing. We tried to convince the warden to burn the lion carcass to prevent the death of

other animals that may feed on the carcass but he decline. It also appeared as if Furadan
was sprinkled on the lion carcass probably targeting hyenas. The search resumed the
next day but we didn't find anything so we abandon the search. On 21st we received
another report that only one lion returned to feed on the carcass of the poisoned cow
and not four as reported 2 days ago. We also heard that the 3 lions all females were
spotted together lying under a tree and they looked okay. It also seemed like TANAPA

will not take any action against the owner of the cow responsible for poisoning the 2
lions. There were also rumors circulating around that any person from Kenya entering
Tanzania to follow up on the issue will be arrested or beaten up by the local community.

GPS coordinates of the poisoned Male lion - 0309137 9685792

GPS coordinates of the poisoned cow

------ End of Forwarded Message
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Pest Control Products Board
From: Laurence Frank rlgfrank~uciink.berkeley.edul
Sent: Friday i JUo~Q6~ 2_0E~. 7:56 AM

To: pcpboard~todays.co.ke
Cc: 'David Mead'; Laikipia Wldlife Forum; Kenya WldUfe Service - Laikipia Station

Subject: RE: Frederick Muchiri: Predator Poisoning in Laikipia

Dear Fredenck,

Many thanks for the report you sent me last week. I am attching my response for your consideration.
Best,

Laurence Frank
Dr. Lameiice Fran Director

Laikipia Predator Project
Mpala Research Centre
PO Box 555

Nanyuki

Tel: + (0) 176-32758
Fax: + (0) 176-32750

..
Cc ~ 6\~
Duf

-

~
-~

'

"ì

13-Aug-03

tj.l,

'~
LAIKIA PREDATOR PROJECT
UNVERSIlY OF CALfi"ORN BEREY

MI'ALA RESEARCH CENTRE

Mim/a Research Cenh'e

MIISBJl a/Vertebrate Zoology

P.o. Box 555 .
Nan)aiki, Ke17a

3101 Valley Lif Sciences Building

PllCme: + (254) (1) 17632758

Phone: + (510) 848-0418

Berkeley, CA 94720-3160 USA

Fa..: + (254) (0) 17632750

Fax: + (510) 642-8321
Email: Igfrankiiclink.berkeley.edu

13 August, 2003

Fi-edeiic Muchhi
Pest Control Products Board

Richard Sikiku
Kenya

Agrochemica Association of

Dear Mr. MucbI and Mr. Sikuk:
Many thans for your report on your viit to Laipia You clealy gaied a lot of
you a comprehensive view

of

inormon, which gave

the attudes ofpastoralts and faers toward widl. You certai

appreciate the tenions between wildle conservation and the hum population. I am sure tht your visit
was very important in remiding people that poisonig of
wildlie is ilegal and that th pracce wi now
be less common.

I am sorr that I was not there to meet you, but I gather th you got good iiomition from my asisant
Sleven Ekwanga On your nei viit, it would be wortwhie for you to tal to biologists and
conservationits, as well as pasoralts and fas. Unfortely, there are a numbe of inaccuracies in
what you were told, and in the futue I hope you wi be able ío meet with widlie experts~

predators have increaed although lions sti occur on
hyena are also
almost certaiy declig due to persecuton. In fact, it is not at al clear that predator atacks on livestock
It is almost certly untre that pOptÙatons of

conservation propertes, they have essentialy disappeaed elsewhere an populations of

have actualy increased, although people may feel tht they have; I have worked on predators for over t:
years, and people have always felt tht "there are more th there

used to be", even though populations

have been in steady declie. It is certai that al widle has diappeaed in agcultural area, and declied
dramaticailyon pastoralt lands. Although predators avoid hum, there is less wid prey and even
though they are few in nwnber, hiiger may force predators to attack domestic stock.

Although people may deny poisonig, it is indeed happeng on an increaing scale. I would guess that onl:
a few people are responsible for poisonig, but they ca have a very serious effect on predator populations.
We have seen cases where whole prides of lions have been poisoned in a single iùght; a'group of five was
poisoned in eatern Laikipia a few days ago. In Maaiand whole lion populatons have nealy diappeaed
in recent years.

It is entirely untre that lions and leopards are "clever an" who wi not retu to a ki. I have
captured and released over one hwidred lions and 25 leopards in Lapia every one ôfthem when they

returned to a ki Simarly, when lions and leopards are shot it is viy always when the ret to last
night's kil. It is, in fact, veiy eas to poison most predators precisely because they relibly retur to kils.
Only wild dogs and cheetah are exceptiona in that they do not retu to ki and are probably rarely

poisoned.

~ ~

Wild dogs have indeed increaed in the last few yeas, and the Samui~Laipia Wild Dog Project is
monitoring them very closely, includig al reports of attacks on domec stock. In fact, they have found
that wild dogs rarely atack stock, and the few attacks have occmed largely when the dogs wandered onto
their tie on
agricultural land where there is no wid prey. The Laipia wid dogs spend only about 90/0 of
the livesock atacks have occured there (however, as you noted, may
settlement lands, but over 10% of
of these attacks have kied multiple sma stock, which is very pai for the owner). The report you
received of wid dogs atackig boma at night is probably fale: these ans are diur and avoid people.
I have never head of an atack on a boma
';

As you so rightly noted, in may cases livestock are not wel protected from predators; good protecton cai

predators. The ma purose ormy

dramaticaly decreae livestock losses, and peoples' intolerance of

project is to help commU1ties improve livestock husbandr to beter protect stock from predators, reducing

the need to ki these an.
I have a few conunts, on some of

your recommendations under section (g):

I. Wild dogs are among the rares an in the world (there are less than 5000 left in al of Afca) and are

classified as Cricaly Endangered. They are therefore stgently protected and it would be high ilegal to
wid dogs to Laipia is a major
Jaw. The retu of
kil them, under both Kenya and Interatona

conservation achievement and a strong tourt ataction, espec on the commy owned area where
the dogs have setled. Agai in spite of

)

what you were told, atacks by wid dogs on domestic ais have

been uncommn on the group ranches and nonextent on conurdal ranches.
Virtually al hyena depredation occurs when hyena force their way ino poorly buit boma; we are workig
with the local people to imrove bema constrcton Hyenas come around settemets at night to scavenge
on bone and other takataka lyg aroimd; we encourage people to dispose of an waes so that they do
not attact hyenas in the fit place.

2. People frequentl state that problem predators should be tranlocated. In fact it is viy imossible to
translocae predators due to their tertorial behavior, so th is not an option for predator maagemet. In
the case of persistent problem leopards, shootig is probably the only realstic option
3. It is simply une that lions and leopards are not poisoned.

4. W1e people may deny using Furadan the blue crytal obtaied by Mr. Maere as being the pesticide
iised to poison predators were identfied as Furadan
As you note, Kenya abandoned compenation for widle - hum confct when corrption at al

levels

totally imdemùed the system With a new commtmnt to honest governent, it ma well be tie for
Parliament to reviit the issue, as just compenation would dramcay imrove tolerance of

i thin it is wort rememberi that widl toursm is one of

widle.

Kenya's pri foreign curency eaer, ani

that wildlie is disappeaing at an a1amg rate al over Kenya EXCEPT in Laipia Due to conservaton
efforts, widlie increasing and thi area is rapidly beomig a major tourt destiaton. As you leared, thE
they
Masai commU1tIes are buidig their own lodges and atacg tourm, but they ca onl do that if

can offer widlife, and especiany predators: tourists want to see lions. The Kenya Wi1dl Servce, the
Laikipia Wùdlie Foru and the Laikipia Predator Project are al trg to help these commties profit

from tourism by helping them fid was to live with predators.

I want to than you very much for the strong interest you have taken in predator conservation Your visit
will have strongly remided people tht poisonig is not acceptable, and I am sure th it wi have a very
positive effec. Now that we are aware of

proper chanels, we wi mae sure that you are promptl

,.1

..j ~
',..)

)

\

inormed of suspeCted incidents, and I hope to be able to meet with you should you mae anoth6r viit to
Laikipia.

Sinerely yours,

l- -l

)

Laurence Fran Ph.D.

Cc:
KWS. Laipia Ofce

Laikipia Wùdle Foru
David Mead
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Mpala Research Centre
P.O. Box 555

N IXNì'U
Tel: (Q)d 62-32575, Fax: 32750
Atln: Lawrence Frank - e-mail 19fran(Iberkeley.edu

SA MPLE ANALYTICAL RESULTS

Ymi wil recall the varous meetings we have had over lion poisoning in Laikipia and
investigations done to get to the killing agent.

Two inve~ns have been done and the last one was at Muggie Ranch where frozen
saiiple:(of visc¿ra of the poisoned lions were taken and stored at Mpala Research Centre

awaiting 'analysis. These samples were delivered to our offces with additional liver
samples from suspected poisoned lions. .

The samples were analyzed with specific interest on Carbofuran and Strychnine. The
result of analysis are as indicated below;
Analytical report

Somole
.
Stomach contents of female hyena
..1),28 - stomach contents

LF08 - stomach contents
-..r90 - st~mach contents

Liver

Carbofuran

Strychnine

Not detected
Not detected
Not detected
Not detected
Not detected

Not detected
Detected
Detected
Detected
Detected

The results indicate that strychnine is the poison that was used to poison lions as it was

detected both in the stomach and the liver. Since these samples were drawn from
d i rfcrent ranches and at different times, it would be correct to conclude that strchnine is
in the wrong hands and your future investigations should focus on that line.

,

~.s

) ."

It is therefore true to say that contrar to the common belief that carbofuran was being
used to kill the lions, strchnine, which is nonnally used by Veterinar deparent to bait
dogs is the poison that the locals use in killng the lions.
Regards.

m~.
F.N. Mucbiri
FOR: CHIF EXECUTIV/SECRETARY
C.C. David Mead - e-mail davidmead(gkenyawe.com
Director
Veterinary Services

P.O. Private Bag - 00625

KAGEMI - NAIOBI
Chief Executive Officer
AgrochemicaIs Association of Kenya

P.O. Box 13809
NAIROBI
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Lab. Sample No.: VT 27/04

Th~ Chier Analvst,
Pest Control Products

Sender's Reference:

Board,
Box 13794, Nairobi-

î~ '.~Cr(í)tion of Sample:

Date Rcceii/cdP0800.

1. Stomach contents of female spotted Hyena.

;ui:~línl1¡öi~ìO
2. LF03 stomach contents.

03/12/04

3. 328 stumach contents.
4. LF90 stomach con~ents.

'~'~Æ~~i~~:

r....amination Required:

C~rbof'uran and Strychnine
Analytical Report:

Sampl e

-

Carbofuran

of' female hyena
--

Not detected

not detected

Not detected

detected

Not detected

detected

Not detecte:l

detected

Not

detected

Strychnine

Stomach contents

328 stomach contents

_.

LFOB

stomach contents

LF90 stomach

contents

Li Yel'

" ,. Date: I, ' I

),l,iii . "',,! 1'1 i' II:! i

¡ . i

Ü¡¡:¡!Ih: -:3(12l04, I I i :
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pcpboard
From:
Sent:

Laurence Frank (Igfrank(gberkeley.eduj
Thursday, F-e.5iìi:awlik~9P5 12:58 PM

;p r~l1t''ø.Ìì.tlg~~~ .

To:
Cc:

pcpboard; Laikipia Wildlife Forum; Claus Mortensen; alayne Mathieson; D?vid Mead; Nicholas

Georgiadis; Seamus Maclennan; research(QKWS.org .

Subject:
)

Predator Poisoning

Dear Dr. Manga,

I was extremely pleased to meet you and Dr. Kinyua today to discuss the

predator poisoning incidents in Laikipia. Dr. Muchiri i s finding of
strychnine in poisoned lions was a critical breakthrough, and it is
marvellous that the Vet Dept. is following up so thoroughly.
As I said, we are losing lions and other predators at
not only in Laikipia but other in parts of Kenya, as
know promptly when we get other cases. Please do not
touch at any time, and I would be grateful to receive

investigations.
Sincerely,

a frightening rate,
well. I will let you
hesitate to get in
news of your

~aurence Frank

Dr. Laurence Frank
Laikipia Predator Project

Kilimanjaro Lion Conservation Project
PO Box 555

Nanyuki
KENYA

Tel: + (0) 62-32575
Fax: + (0) 62-32750
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WATERFOWL AND PREDATOR PROTECTION
FROM LEGAL AND ILLEGAL USE OF FURADAN

HELD AT KER & DOWNEY SAFARI'S HEADQUARTERS
ON 12th MARCH 2003 AT 9.00 A.M. .

PRESENT

)

David Mead - Honorary Warden, Kenya Wildlife Service

Senior Inspector, Pest Control Products Board
- Administrator and Training Manager, Agrochemicals Association of Kenya
Country Manager, Southern & East Afnca, FMC Agricultural Products Group
. - Regulatory Affairs Manager, Europe & Middle East/Africa, FMC Chemicals
_ Technical Consultant, (GIFAP Safe Use Project)

)

Laurence Frank - Laikipia Predator Project (LPP)

IN ATTENDANCE
Taking minutes

)

INTRODUCTION
The Meeting was called to discuss two issues relating to Furadan 5G and

attendant problcms:

a. The poisoning of ducks and other waterfowL.

b, The increasing occurrences of predator poisoning, primarily in Laikipia and the

Chyulu/Kimana/Ainboseli eeo-system.

BACKGROUND - DM/JA
1. Ducks and Waterfowl

a. Throughout the '90's, but getting steadily more critical, ducks were being targeted by poachers
in the Mwea and other rice-growing area" in Kenya by ilegal baiting with Furadan mixed with
rice grain. Ducks were being immobilised and caught prior to death - eviscerated, and sold in
the illegal 'bushmeat market. Witnesses reported seeing pick-up trcks full of duck carcasses,
and as a consequence of this wholesale slaughter, duck populations were rapidly diminishing in
these hitherto proliiìc areas.

b. Through the use of Furadan as a pesticide on rice-growing crops, significant nwnbers of

waterfowl e.g. Ibis, Spoonbils, Herons, Storks and other waders were being kiled by ingesting
the product.

These issues were addressed at the Furadan Environmental Meeting at the MKSC on 24th July 1996,
but the various actions detemiined at Úiat time, though laudable, failed to solve the problem and the
rapid decline in the above species continued unabated. DM bought this serious issue to the attention
of FMC which finally led to their passing a Resolution to "de-register the product from rice-growing
areas and to restrict the sale to 5 kg packs or larger". This timely action by FMC was greatly
appreciated and as a direct result, wildfowl populations increased significantly.

f.j 1.

In late 2002, it became apparent that Furadan was again being sold in 200 g. packs, and since this
was contrary to the FMC Resolution, DM brought this to their attention.
the product was again available in such small, cheap and easily
DM's primary concern was that if
obtainable quantities, and since duck populations had increased markedly, there may be a resurgence
of poisoning of duck for' bush-meat'.
predators, in the areas noted above,
the poisoning of
by 'salting' predator-kiled livestock with Furadan. DM then requested LF to address the meeting
with his findings and concerns.
Co-incidentaIly,LF reported the incidences of

2. Predator poisoning - LF:

)

LF is involved in the Laikipia Predator Project and reported that there was an increasing intolerance
their livestock. There have been many occurrences of
predator poisonings with Furadan suspected as the prime agent. The LPP has adopted a three
pronged approach to this issue:
by livestock owners to predator kilings of

a. Educating local communities as to the commercial values, through tourism, of

predators 

particularl y the large cats,' but also hyenas. A number of communities have already established
)

very successful tourist facilities (community-owned lodges) and thereby generating significant
remuneration from wildlife. There is an increasing interest in community conservation, from
which returns from tourists viewing wildlife more than compensate for the losses of livestock.
This is aii ongoing and expanding movement.
b. Reducing livestock/predator conflict by the LPP's efforts to identify inexpensive mean of

strengthening 'bomas' (stockades) to restrict access at night by predators, including having alert
dogs as aii early warning device.
c. Attempting to restrict the availability of any product that can he used to
was the main point of

poison predators- which

his attendance at this meeting.

OM added that the Wildlife (Conservation and Management) Act, pennitted landowners to kill any
animal in defense of

human life, livestock or crops.

I-laving covered the background and concerns, the meeting was opened for comments and

suggestions from the floor.

COMMENTS
I. FM made an invaluable point, that the Wildlife Act notwithstanding, the PCPB can, and do,
prosecute offenders for Misuse of Products. A most helpful and encouraging piece of
information which wil go a long way towards resolving the two key issues concerning ducks
and predators. Successful prosecutions on these grounds, and given full support hy the PCPB,
should have considerable impact 011 the conservation of

)

Kenya's wildlife heritage, particular to

the aforementioned issues.

2. LF asked what action he should take and what sort ofrepo11 was required by the PCPB. FM/RS
advised:

P~,J.
" \l

,

a.. Telephone the offce of the PCPB (254-2-446115) immediately together with e-mailed

information (pcpboardrlv,todavs.t:.ke) marked for FM's attention, or in his absence, Mr Peter
Amukoa.
b. Take samples from the 'salted' carcasses, if

possible, and certainly from the animal poisoned,

and retain these under refrigeration.
j

c. Identify the owner of the livestock killed, as the most fikely culprit.

,.

/'

d. Full details of the incident, including location, species involved and date of
occurrence/evidence
The PCPB stated they will make every effort to visit the site and collect those samples taken, for
analysis, with a view to determined prosecution of offenders. ACTION - PCPBILPP

)

the PCPB, and furthermore
he recommended that all significant information was communicated to the national press. He

J. . commented on the high degree of effciency and effectiveness of

also suggested that the PCPB may care to make an interim statement to the press after LF has
provided them with a concise background of previous occurrences. This would also include the
PCPB's commitment to prosecuting offenders which wil result in heavy penalties for the misuse
of product, and the serious ilegality of fe-packaging the product into small and un
labelled
)

packages. It is hoped that this press coverage wil have considerable impact on potential

offenders by stressing the risks they nin. ACTION - PCPBILPP.
4. FM/RS commented on the matter of small packs vs larger and explained that properly labeled
small packs was the correct stewardship of
the product. They stressed that otherwise there was a
likelihood of larger packs being broken down for re-sale into smaller quantities without the
essential labeling. They submitted that ducks were not dying due to small packs, but rather to
the large packs being broken down. These opinions from qualified experts were accepted as
logical and informed. The issue of smaller packs was accordingly agreed to, in principle,
subject to how things went in the future. Ifit did not work, then the issue would have to be re

visited. PCPB/AAK would continue to keep a check on sales outlets to see ifit were possible,
by covert means. to buy small and unmarked quantities. Any orus, as interested paries, should

also report any similar findings to them for action.

5. DM asked FMC to confirm that the de-registration from rice growing areas would remain in
force and requested that in addition, that the labeling include something specific to 'prohibit use
in rice growing areas' and with a warning that 'product misuse is a serious offence'.
6. DJ approved the continuation of sales in the smaller packs of 200 g, and confirmed that they
would include the requested information on their labeling with effect from the next re-run. He

0)

would e-mail DM as to what form this would take. ACTION - FMC/DM. He went on to say
that as far as he was concerned the issue of ducks was now closed, subject only to any
resurgence of illegal baiting. He requested that DM/LF correspond with him direct as confusion
could arise if
their USA offce was approached. DM accepted this provided that he was kept
aware that USA was being upliated and that he was sent copies of
the relevant correspondence
betweenWUSA to confirm this. _accepted this. ACTION - FMC (.). '
7. 'iA pointed out the marketing problems of FMC and that any ill-wil towards their product is a
major concern of theirs. He also commented that the issue of large packs vs small packs was a
two-edged problem, but agreed that it could remain on the 'back-burner' unless futUre
developments indicated that it be re-addressed. He reiterated that Furadan was an excellent

fJ,3

..

product for the agricultural sector, and it was hoped that provided its negative side to Kenya's
wildlife was carefulIy controlled and monitored, there would be no call for pressure to withdraw
the product altogether. He again stressed the need for good prosecutions and media focus on

culprits. DM concurred with this 'wait and see' way forward. ACTION (re prosecution)PCPßI AAK.

8. DM requested that the PCPBI AAK send him a copy of any statement or notification to the press
a photocopy from the newspaper), in case he missed it. This was agreed. ACTION
(basically

_ PCPB/AAK. DM would pass these on to LF. ACTION - DM.
9. LF asked DJ if

nothing could be done to make the product totally unpalatable by both taste, and

smell, to carnivores and birds? DJ remarked that this was in progress, but what may work for

carnivores may not work for birds and vice versa. ACTION - FMC.
CONCLUSION
DM concluded that we had gone about as far as could be realistically expected tor the present and
requested that all parties make a concerted effort, work together. and keep each of the others
informed. In this way, we would be able to work towards our undisputed and common goal of
preserving Kenya's wildlife. He then thanked everyone for their active participation and valuable
inputs.
There being 110 fui1hcr business, the meeting ended at 12.30 p.m.
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FMC Chemical, sprr

Agricultural Products Group
Boulevard de la Plaine 9/3
B. 1050 BRUSSELS
Bfilqium
TeL. 32 2 645 95 84
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-FMC
KER & DOWNEY SAFARIS LTD

P.O. Box 86

KAN 00502
NAIROBI

)

KENY A

Attention: Mr David Mead
Brussels, 22'h April 2004

Dear Mr Mead,

Following our meeting last year and iii agreement with the PCPB, we have amended the label of our
the limitation of use on paddy rice. This use restriction is

product FURADAN sa regarding the mention of

clearly mentioned as you can see on the copy of

the new label that is enclosed for your information.

I also take this opportunity to confirm that we are currently working on this formulation to make it less
palatable for birds, which is the group the most at risk as you identified it. This takes time, because the
palatability has to be tested under real condition.
Should you have any comment or questioii, or need any additioiial informtion, plea~e do not hesitate to
contact me.
Yours sincerely,
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Florence lroiibac
Regulatory Affairs Manager
Europe, Middle Ell!. Africa
FMC Chemical sprl, APG
'-'.\
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Tel: 00.J :1 ó45 95 47

Fax: 0032264596 55
cc Philippe Quinioii FMC
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From: Andrea Utecht
Sent: Wednesday, December 22, 2010 6:25 PM
To:
***FISMA & OMB Memorandum M-07-16***
Subjec: Response to your proposed commitment letter

Dear David:
-)

We have given careful thought to your most recent proposed commitment letter in the context of our current
product stewardship programs and practices. We believe, however, that your proposal requires undertakings
that go far beyond the control of one company. Also, we are obligated to balance your concerns with the
concerns of all our shareholders, and we do not feel that your proposal properly strikes that balance.

) FMC is very committed to the robust and effective stewardship of our products. As you wil recall when we met
on December 9, we walked you through a number of the steps we take to steward our products around the
globe, and specifically in South and East Africa. Many of the examples we shared with you at that meeting had

been unknown to you. Some of the Product Stewardship programs / efforts that we described, and which are
but a few of the examples of our global product stewardship programs, are:
. Despite having received no definitive proof of any deliberate misuse of carbofuran, we stopped all

Furadan sales in Kenya effective May 2008, stopped all sales in Uganda and Tanzania effective May 2009,
and stopped all sales to South Africa and Zambia effective January 2010.
. We instituted Furadan buyback programs in Kenya in May 2009 and in Tanzania and Uganda in

September 2009 that spanned several months and covered more than 25,000 kilometers. These involved

visiting hundreds of Agrivet shops to buy back any Furadan found at up to ten times the original price. All
Furadan repurchased was packed and shipped out of Africa.

. We made an offer to local authorities and wildlife conservationist groups to fully fund the analysis, at a

reputable laboratory, of wildlife specimens from incidents of suspected "misuse" - this offer still stands.
. We have developed and are implementing a phased program to withdraw Furadan and other products

from any markets in which we cannot assure that these products' safe use is a national priority, and/or
effective product stewardship cannot be generally implemented.
. We have established a Sustainability Council of members representing non-government organizations,

including large cat preservation, whose remit is to provide us with independent external expertise and

recommendations.
. We informed you that it is highly likely that FMC's withdrawal of Furadan from these markets has opened
the door to generic carbofuran, and that FMC has no control over how these generic products are

stewarded.
. We offered for you to undertake a trip at our expense to East Africa to see foryourselfthe situation on
the ground and to talk with whomever you choose, irrespective of whether you withdraw your
shareholder proposal or not. The goal would be for you to come back to us with your perspectives on any

additional practical actions that we could be taking to further decrease the conflict between wildlife and

2/3/2011
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humans in these countries and that are in FMC's shareholders' best interests. This offer remains open
through June 201i.

)

Unquestionably, we will continue our efforts to reduce the incidents of misuse of any of our products, and in
doing so we wil keep your recommendations in mind. We want to thank you for the news article you sent
yesterday and have already begun to look into the incidents. We certainly appreciate your interest in this issue;
unfortunately at this point we believe that further negotiations would not be productive.
Sincerely,

)

Andrea Utecht

Please be advised that this transmittal may be a confidential attorney-client communication or may otherwise be
privileged or confidential. If you are not the intended recipient, please do not read, copy or re-transmit this
communication. If you have received this communication in error, please notify me bye-mail

(andrea.utecht~fmc.com) or by telephone (call us collect at 215/299-6990) and delete this message and any
attachments. Thank you in advance for your cooperation and assistance.

)
Andrea E. Utecht

Vice President, General Counsel .and Secretary
FMC Corporation
1735 Market Street

Philadelphia, PA 19103
Phone: 2151299-6990
Fax: 215/299-6728

)

)
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***FISMA & OMB Memorandum M-07-16***

)

***FISMA & OMB Memorandum M-07-16***
Sent Via Email and Federal Express Stadard Overnght:

Januar 24, 2011

u.S. Securities and Exchange Commssion

Division of Corporation Finance
Offce of Chief Counsel

100 F Street, N.E.
Washington, D.C. 20549

!!...'t'~1

r'\.)

cr:.

Re:

)

Shareholder Proposal by David Brook Reply Letter
Product Stewardship and Human Equality: FMC Corporation

Dear Sir/Madam:

:s

~::i..

....

w

This letter has been prepared to assist the staff of the Division of Corporate Finance
("Staff') of the United States Securities and Exchange Commission ("SEC") with a reply to the
request by FMC Corporation, ("FMC") dated December 29, 2010, to exclude the shareholder
proposal of David Brook, ("Brook Proposal") dated November 16, 2010, (which included an
1 , included as Exhbit 1) from the 2011 anual proxy statement.
anotated version provided later

The Proponent believes that the information provided in this letter wil overwhelmingly convince
the Staff that the Brook Proposal has merit, that FMC has failed to sustain its burden to exclude
the proposal and the SEC should therefore allow the Brook Proposal to proceed to a discussion
and vote by all shareholders of FMC.
-)

I. INTRODUCTION:
Like so many legal issues, FMC's arguments and the length of their documents present
the appearance of a carefully thought out and documented corporate approach toward product
the emperor's new clothes, when you begin to peal
management. Unfortately, like the story of
away the layers of rhetoric and misinformation, the SEC will identify that nothing could be
fuer from the trth. As detailed below, after careful research of these issues and discussions

with corporate officers, including an in-person meeting, it appears that FMC has spent more time
and effort on building a public relations program than on building a credible, effective
) stewardship program.

FMC's materials (and this additional information) show that it has no effective corporate

understanding or control over the misuse of its pesticide products. FMC has not presented a
single written policy or procedure as to how its supposed product "stewardship" program is
)

1 As was mentioned in the onginal cover letter, page 3, an annotated Shareholder Proposal was supplied

to FMC on December 9,2010, in order to provide FMC with the documentar sources supporting the
Brook Proposal. A copy of
the annotated Brook Shareholder Proposal is attched as Exhibit 1.

)
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implemented. The Brook proposal was specifically submitted for that reason, since a diligent
review of FMC information, governenta sources, not for profit organizations and discussions
)

with those people and organzations on the ground in Afca, the United States and Canada,

indicated that there is no real or substatially implemented FMC product stewardship program.
This is not to state that FMC has not taen defined actions to respond to allegations of one

product's misuse though intentional poisonings, namely Furadan, but therein lies the problem.
FMC's entire approach to these issues has been driven only by ad-hoc reaction to crisis. FMC
has never taken the steps to create a pro-active product management program which is capable of
accurately identifYing product misuse and then implementing predetermined measures to correct
and prevent futue incidents. Its efforts have only involved one pesticide, namely Furadan. The
Brook Proposal (if àdopted) would establish comprehensive pro-active corporate-wide policies
and procedures to credibly manage all of its agrcultual products, not just one.

The logical conclusion which may be drawn by the SEC from FMC's own submittls is
that it has failed to demonstrate suffcient indicia of a corporate commtment towards product
management and towards prevention of product misuse. Corporations, like governent, tae

very specific steps to put in place expressions of corporate philosophy. This process usually
involves steps to identifY issues, research those issues, bring staeholders together for

discussions. of issues and possible solutions, drafting policies, approving policies, getting more

stakeholder meetings, drafting procedures, submitting those procedures for reviews by
stakeholders and upper management and then ultimately adopting, usually in some formal
process, these policies and procedures to implement a corporate philosophy. Most corporations,
like governent, keep literal policy and procedure books, usually indexed by number, with

established operating authorities as to what policies have been adopted and what procedures are

established and how they wil be implemented and who withi the corporation will be
responsible for proper implementation and oversight.
.C)

These policies and procedures provide management and all employees with a written
understanding of their corporate expectations and responsibilties. This is especially important

today, since a corporation for example, with a strong leader and no policies, may find itself in
trouble should that person leave. There is the increased likelihood that without the stabilty and
predictability of written policies and procedures that the corporate direction may be forgotten or
misdirected. After review of all available and requested information from FMC and one detailed

meeting with the FMC Vice President of Agricultual Products Group and the FMC Vice
President, General Counsel and Corporate Secreta2 it has become apparent that FMC has not

institutionalized though the adoption of policies or procedures any product stewardship
program. It appears that since FMC operates without some form of organzed corporate control
over its supposed program, there can be no implementation, let alone substatial implementation
of any stewardship program. Superficially the FMC arguments sound good in theory, but the
lack of any documentation, other than the word "stewardship" overwhelmingly demonstrates that
in practice FMC has not, as a corporation, committed to any real product stewardship program.
It is also importt to place a caveat on all of the inormation which was actully

)

provided by FMC and the information which is being submitted as legal support for the Brook
2 The Assistant General Counsel and the Manager of Global Product Stewardship were also present at
this meeting.

2
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ProposaL. There is a vast amount of information about Furadan, (some about Marshal, a second
FMC pesticide alleged to have been misused for poisonings3) and other pesticides which FMC

manufactues and sells. Some documents like rule adoptions, dietar studies, and endangered
species reports are extensive with literally thousands of pages of studies and analysis. I have
made a diligent effort to trthflly and accurately prepare this proposal and document its

'.1
.OJ

legitimate purose. As a shareholder of
the company, who does not oversee the manufactue of
these complex chemical compounds, I have done my best to research these issues and provide
reputable sources as support for the Brook Proposal. I also do not have the resources of a multi
national company, like FMC, to produce all sorts of company information in my support. That is
why this proposal makes sense and is not duplicative of existing company programs, especially
since FMC has only spoken about Furadan, one of its pesticides and the Brook Proposal deals
with all of
the FMC products, which in the United States equates to approximately 97 other FMC
branded insecticides, herbicides and fugicides4. It would also include an unown number of
products which are only sold outside of the United States and for which there is no corporate
obligation to report incidents which occur outside the United States in the United States.

i will note however, that the inormation which I have gathered from across the world
indicates that there is an unesolved problem with the misuse of Furadan and now it appears also
)

)

MarshaL. This problem continues into the year 2011. I also wil note that considering the
resources of FMC to gather information in support of its position that it has an active product
stewardship program, the actual inormation it provided is prett scant and substantively not
really company-based. Whle the SEC is spending time reviewing the documents presented in
support of the Brook Proposal, I also think it is important for the SEC to also look at what FMC
has NOT provided in support of its arguments. Put simply, based upon what it has provided,
(and that is all that we can go on) FMC has not included much, if any documentation in support
of its "substantially implemented" position. FMC has not provided any information to show that
the Brook Proposal is false and misleading, and FMC has not shown that the subject ofthe Brook
Proposal is par of its "ordinary business operations," since the Brook Proposal raises suffciently
significant social policy issues as discussed below.
It is also critical to identify that FMC has neglected to mention that while it has a legal

obligation to report incidents of misuse to the EP A for its U.S. registered pesticides, like
Furadan, it has no obligation to report any incident of misuse for pesticides which are not
registered in the U.S., like MarshaL. I mention Marshal, since there are allegations of its misuse
in Africa for intentional poisonings5, (Report enclosed as Exhbit 2) and Marshal (carbosulfan)
breaks down into carbofuan (basically Furadan) but FMC has no governental obligation to
track or report these issues. While some of their pesticides like Furadan are registered in the
United States and others like Marshal are not, the Brook Proposal would require FMC to
establish a stewardship program for all pesticides, like Marshal, which appear to be slipping
though the stewardship cracks.
3 Marshal, is also a carbamate pesticide with a chemical name of carbosulfan. It is not registered in the
United States.

p 4 See, FMC's Professional Solutions webpage at:

http://www .fmcprosol utions.com/Home/ProductLibrary .aspx and http://www.fmccrop.com/product/list/
5 See, Lion poisoning incident reports from April
25, 2010 and bird poisoning report from October 29,
2010 and photographs of
Marshal 350. (Exhibit 2)

3
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FMC has been deceiving itself about the serious adverse impacts which Furadan has been
I)

having on the world's environment. The purose for this proposal is to begin to address ths
long-standing history of "head-in-the-sand" corporate management. The plethora of readily
available inormation of crinal acts and curent investigations of crimes, reliable scientific

research with documented scientifically peer reviewed reports, confrms that FMC has not

provided the SEC with a trthf explanation of the serious problems with its sale and
'"\
..,/'

distribution of Furadan and other dangerous pesticides6. As wil be detailed below, this very
carefully orchestrated presentation by FMC failed to disclose many of the facts underlying the
sad history of Furadan and the failure by FMC to control this higWy toxic pesticide. This
information also confrms that FMC's only focus has been to react to Furadan issues in its
"stewardship" program, when it has become apparent that at least one other FMC pesticide,

named Marshal, is now alleged to being misused for intentional poisoning of wildlife. A
"stewardship" program which addresses only one pesticide is not a stewardship program.

,.'1

This reply letter will systematically review FMC's information and provide responses
that wil detail, with documenta inormation, why FMC's assertions are not supportble by its
record, nor information in the public domain. The letter will also provide the critical inormation
that wil confir why the Brook proposal is worty of review by all of the shareholders of FMC

and why the SEC should reject FMC's request to exclude this proposaL.

A. WHT'S THE PROBLEM?
The following brief explantion is provided in order for Staff to better appreciate why the
Brook Proposal was advanced? FMC produces agricultual pesticides as well as other chemical
products. Furadan is an FMC N-methyl carbamate pesticide (chemical name is carbofuran8)
made in granular and liquid form. Furadan acts as a cholinesterase inhbitor9, for which the
United States Environmental Protection Agency ("EPA") concluded in
2009 that the:
)

" .. . dietary, worker, and ecological risks are unacceptable for all uses of
carbofuan. All products containing carbofuan generally cause unreasonable

adverse effects on humans and the environment and do not meet safety standards,
and therefore are ineligible for reregistration.1o" (Enclosed as Exhbit 3)
-:)

6 See, National Marine Fisheries Service, Endangered Species Act Section 7 Consultation Biological

)

Opinion, April
20, 2009 Report at: http://www.nmfs.noaa.gov/pr/pdfs/carbamate.pdf(at 591 pages), See,
EP A Carbofuran Webpage for reference information:
http://www.epa.gov/oppsrrdllreregistration/carbofuran/ See, enclosed affidavits in Exhibits 7 and 8.
7 The information provided as to Furadan in this section is based upon the writer's understanding of
this
chemical compound and while I believe all of it to be accurate, with sources provided, I welcome the
reader to independently confirm its accuracy.

8 Chemically, Furadan is: C12HISN03 with a the full chemical composition of: 2,3-dihydro-2,2-dimethyl

7-benzofuranyl methylcarbamate.
9 See, Extension Toxicology network description of

Cholinesterase Inhibition at:

http://extoxnet.orst.edu/tibs/cholines . htm

io See, EPA CarbofuranCancellation Process Cover Pages, November 2010 attached as Exhibit 3 and

also at: http://www.epa.gov/oppsrrdl/reregistration/carbofuran/carbofmannoic.htm

4
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As an insecticide, Furadan is applied to operate as a "systemic," which means it is meant
to be drawn into the plant's vascular system though its roots, so when an insect bites the plant it
eats some of

.)

the poison. In layman's terms, Furadan acts by disrupting the enzmes(s) that allow

for the proper firig of nerve impulses and the insect's nervous system simply spasms out or
shuts down (or both) and its internal control over all of its organs stops workig and the inect
dies. The problem is that very small amounts of Furadan will also perform the same disservice
to humans, wildlife, fish, birds, watedowl and any creatue in between which comes into contact
with it and ingests it. It is odorless and tasteless. It is an indiscriinate poison. Furadan is very
effective at killing everyng that happens to get it into its system. Just to put ths pesticide in
perspective, in the granular form, if ingested, about a quaer of one teaspoon of Furadan wil kill
you, or in a liquid form approximately 7 drops wil kill a human being11.
Furadan is stil offcially a registered pesticide in the United States and its use has been

extensively researched by many branches of the federal governent and State governents,

,)

unversities and not for profit groups, including EP A and the National Mare Fisheries Service
(NMFS.) The general consensus is that it's intentional use in the United States has created many
problems, leading to the EPA's May 15,2009 Final Rule for Tolerance Revocations12, which has
determined that no residues of carbofuan (Furadan) are allowed in foods produced domestically.
The EPA Final Rule went into effect on December 31, 2009, and it included domestic and
imported foods. On appeal, the imported foods provisions were not accepted by the United
States Court of Appeals, so imported foods, such as coffee, bananas, sugar cane and rice are stil
allowed to have residues of carbofuan 13. FMC has appealed.
As an example of the seriousness of its concerns towards its intentional use, NMFS stated
on April 20, 2009, "NMFS concludes that pesticide products containg carbarl and carbofuan

are likely to ieopardize the continuing existence of 22 listed Pacific salmonids (Salmon species)
as described in the this Opinionl4 (Emphasis added.) NMFS is stating that its research indicates
that it is likely that carbofuan use may cause the extinction of 22 different species of Salon in
';

the United States. When Furada was widely used in the United States, it was listed as a
restrcted pesticide, which meant that only licensed applicators could purchase and apply it.
FMC stated in its letter that EPA only based its revocation decision on "computer models."
(P.l3, Full Paragraph 2) EPA stated that it looked at thee lines of evidence in assessing
ecological risks, which included a screenig level risk assessment, a refined assessment and field
data with carbofuan.15 FMC is wrong.
11 Based upon a person weighing 150 Lbs. Source: www.chemicalbook.com
12 See, Carbofuran; final Tolerance revocations: Final Rule, Federal Register VoL. 74, No. 93, Pages

:\

23046-23095, Friday, May 15,2009, and also the Order Denying FMC's Objections and Requests for
Hearing, Federal Register, VoL. 74, No.221, Pages 59608-59686, Wednesday, November 18, 2009.

l3 See, National Corn Growers Association. et al. v. Lisa Perez Jackson, 613 F.3d 266,2010.
14 Please recognize that the study conducted by NMFS also included research into carbaryl as well as

carbofuran, but the seriousness of

the conclusion as to the impact of carbofuran is stil made. See, April

20, 2009 letter and supporting documents by the NMFS sent to the EP A:
http://www .nmfs.noaa. gOY /pr/pdfs/ carbamate. pdf

15 See, March 7, 2006, Reregistration Eligibilty Science Chapter for Carbofuran, Environmental Fate

and Effects Chapter, Page iii, go to: http://www.epa.gov/oppsrrdl/reregistration/carbofuran/ and look for
EPA docket: EPA-HQ-OPP-2005-162-0080. Document is 532 pages.

J
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In the United States, Furadan has been intentionally ITsused in successful attempts to
)

poison what certin people decided were undesirable anals, like coyotes and raccoons, with

the unitentional side effect of killing hawks, Bald Eagles, and any other anmal that has the
ITsforte of eating the carcass of the original poisoned anmal. Furadan has no odor or taste, so

the anials eating the baited carcass have no warg that they are eating the poison. FMC
-~)

would like to suggest that this is an old problem, but it is not. In 2010, there were four crial
convictions in the United States, (that I know of) where there were confrmed ITsuses of
Furadan, resulting in the death of Bald Eagles, hawks, vultures, raccoons, ITgratory birds and
dogs. These incidents and the criinal convictions of the responsible individuals occured in
New York State, Kentucky, Ohio and Connecticut16. The Connecticut case, December 2010, is
especially troubling, not just for the iresponsible behavior of the man convicted, but for the
Massachusetts company that wilingly sold the Furadan without even identifYing if the buyer was
licensed to purchase it17. The burden of proof in a criITnal trial is "beyond a reasonable doubt,"
so there is no doubt that Furadan was involved in each of these incidents. (See, December 10,
2010, copy of State of Connecticut Press Release enclosed as Exhbit 4.) The Furadan incidents
have continued, and as recently as January 12, 2011, there was a news report from Claiborne

County, Tennessee involving the intentional poisoning of dogs18 with an active criminal
).

investigation currently occuring right now.
The Brook Proposal would include stewardship in the United States, as well as AtTca, for
which FMC has said nothng in its arguments to the SEC. The issue of misuse and poisonigs in
the United States should have peen addressed by FMC in its materials since problems continue in
the United States even after FMC voluntarily cancelled its registrations for all but six crops in the
United States19. It is also interesting to note that FMC has failed to include incident20 data that it

has collected from around the world on product ITsuse or other incidents, since this may not be
helpful to their arguments that everyhing is under control.

The problem with Furadan is that in other countries, especially in countries which have
no licensed applicator laws, Furadan can be purchased by anyone who has the money. In 2008,
CBS's 60 Minutes reported (Transcript included as Exhibit 5) that it cost about two dollars for a
16 U.S. Fish and Wildlife Services: "Kentucky Man Sentenced for Poisoning Hawks and Vultures,"
;d) February 18,2010, See, http://www.fws.gov/southeastlnews/2010/rlO-015.html, Allegany County, New

York Man enters Guilty Pleas to Poisoning Two Bald Eagles, March 9, 2010, See,
http://www.dec.ny.gov/press/63388.html. See, information on the Ohio conviction:
http://www .epa. gov/compliance/resources/cases/criminal/highlights/20 1 O/bee-richard-06-08-l O.pdf See
also, Winter Poisoning of
Coyotes and Raptors with Furadan-Laced Carcass Baits, Journal of
Wildlife
Diseases,32(2) 1996, pp. 385-389. See also background information on Raptors: Poisoning of
Raptors
with Organophosphorous and Carbamates Pesticides with Emphasis on Canada. the United States and the
United Kingdom, Pierre Mineau, et aI., Journal of

Rapt

or Research, 33(1):1-37, 1999.

17 See press release from the Connecticut Department of

Environmental Protection:
http://www .ct.gov/dep/cwp/view .asp? A =384 7&0=469794
18 See, http://www.wbir.com/news/article/152070/2/Claibome-detectives- investigate-poisoned-dogs
) 19 See, National Com Growers Association. et aI. v. Lisa Perez Jackson, 613 F.3d 266, at 270,2010.

20 See FMC's own submission, Section H, Page 26, which indicates that EPA changed the reporting

requirements in 1998 so "minor incidents, solitary deaths need only be reported in some aggregate
fashion.
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bottle in Kenya21. Specifically in Afica, in recent years it has become the poison of choice by
certin people who have used it not just to intentionally poison wildlife, but to poison watedowl
and fish which are apparently being sold for human consumption22.

B. SPECIAL NOTATION: FAILUR TO COMPLY WITH STAFF
BULLETIN NO. 14C
It should also be noted that FMC has neglected to comply with Staff Legal Bulletin No.

14C, dated June 28, 2005, Section G, since it has failed to provide the SEC with all
correspondence the company has exchanged with the shareholder proponent. FMC has failed to
include a copy of the anotated Brook Proposal which provided the company with a detailed
anotated version of the proposal containng 16 footnotes which provided FMC with over 30
,:¡ citations to scientific, governental, educational, crinal convictions and press reports as
independent background and support for the proposal. Without a copy of this anotated

proposal, the SEC might believe that allegations made by FMC about false information were

correct. This failure to disclose and provide this information to the SEC is extremely significant,
especially in light of the fact that if shareholders are not commtted to communicating with the
SEC, then the SEC may be basing its decisions upon flawed and misleading and certinly
deficient information provided by a corporation. If there is such a thing as SEC imposed
"sanctions" for this failure to disclose, the SEC should consider such an action against FMC.

There is no valid excuse for FMC's failure to disclose this information. The anotated Brook
Proposal is included as Exhbit 1.
FMC has also failed to provide the SEC with the detailed email correspondence and two

drafts of a proposed agreement between the proponent and FMC to establish a credible
stewardship program at FMC23. Review of this agreement is extremely insightful, since it wil
confrm that FMC does not have, nor does it desire to implement a credible or effective
stewardship program. Copies of this information is provided in this response and it wil confir

not only that FMC has not been forthright in its dealings with the SEC, but this additional
information provides added support to the validity of the Brook ProposaL. (See email

correspondence and FMC letter, with proponent's letter showing proposed ideas for creating a
credible product stewardship program, attched as Exhibit 6.)
')

C.

THE TWO COMPONENTS OF THE BROOK PROPOSAL:

The purose for this shareholder proposal is twofold:

First, FMC has no written coherent corporate policy to control its sale of highly toxic
.) pesticides and other chemicals that have been used to intentionally (and unntentionally) poison
21 See copy of

transcript from story attached as Exhibit 5 and website link for actual video story:

http://www.cbsnews.com/stories/2009/03/26/60minutes/main4894945 .shtml?tag=mncol ;lst; 1

22 See, Measuring the conservation threat to birds in Kenya from deliberate pesticide poisoning, Martin

Odino, July 30, 2010. See also, Evidence for revoking registration of carbofuran in Kenya, Paula
Kahumbu, May 17,2010.
23 The Stewardship Proposal was exchanged in letter format with FMC. A copy of
this proposal and
accompanying email correspondence is included as Exhibit 6.
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wildlife across the earth. People have also died from intentional and untentional poisonig
from Furadan24. Whle the evidence that Furadan and other FMC products, like Marshal have
been intentionally misused is growig, the ability of FMC, to effectively deal with this issue is
lacking. Based on all available inormation, the Brook Proposal was drafed, since it appears that
if there is any wilingness of FMC to confront these issues, it seems to be driven more by its
concern towards bad public relations, than by any organized corporate approach towards proper
investigation and solutions to these critical problems.

The Brook proposal offers an imnently reasonable approach to better understading
the issue and it then allows the company to craf appropriate inormed solutions to this problem.
The proposal would recommend withdrawal of products where there is documented misuse, until
the company can identity the cause and control it. The Brook Proposal would for the first time
have FMC prepare a Stewardship Report identitying misuse and most importtly set up a
process whereby FMC would identity and propose changes to prevent fuer misuse.

Second, the Brook Proposal seeks to have FMC establish a human equality declaration
and policy. Human rights issues impact all companies like FMC that conduct manufactung and
)

sales internationally. This intended policy declaration would propose establishing the United
States as the benchmark countr for FMC to determine appropriate handling and exposure for its
the Brook Proposal would deal with all ofFMC's operations, not

operations. This component of

just its pesticides. This proposal is perfectly within the realm of any corporation to determne
how it can best establish a philosophy of human rights in the form of an equality declaration as to

how it intends to treat all people and as a policy it would allow FMC to be guided by these
principles. It should intially be noted that FMC has no policy as it relates to treating all people
equally, regardless of nationality, when it comes to the use and exposure to its pesticides and all
other chemical products that it manufactures.

II. RESPONSE TO THE FMC ARGUMENTS:
FMC has made three arguments in support of its position that the Brook Proposal should
be excluded from its 2011 annual proxy materials. It should be noted that the burden of proof to
sustain this position rests squaely upon FMC as stated at 17 C.F.R. 240.14(a)(8)(g.) and in
') addition, the SEC wil not consider any basis for exclusion that is not advanced by the

company25.

I respectflly maintain that a careful reading of the FMC arguments, combined with the
supplementar information and documents which are being provided by the proponent, wil
) convincingly show that FMC has failed to meet its burden and that there is more than adequate

legal support for this proposal to be heard by the shareholders ofFMC.

24 See article on 3 year old accidentally ingesting Furadan:

http://news.nationalgeographic.com/news/2009/11 /091113-boy-kiled-lions-pesticide- furadan.html and
Romanian singer's suicide with carbofuran: http://ilfolks.blogspot.com/20lO/07/no-more-manole
madalina-manole-birthday 29.html
25 Staff

Legal Bulletin No. 14, July 13,2001.
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FMC has generally stated that the Brook Proposal should be excluded because:

the proposal, and
· The inormation contained in the proposal is "materially false and misleading," and
· FMC has "substantially implemented" the objectives of

· The proposal deals with a matter that is relating to the "ordinar business operations
ofthe Company."

Brief Answers:

ì

FMC has not substantially implemented the components of the Brook Proposal, since it
has not adopted policies or procedures that it has disclosed or taken sufcient actions to
address the concerns raised in the proposal. FMC admits that it has no policy on human
equality, so factully there can be no implementation whatsoever.

The information contained in the proposal is not false, nor is it misleading, since all
statements in the Brook Proposal are supported by reliable independently documented

and verified sources.

)

The Brook Proposal raises suffciently significant social and environmental policy issues
which transcend the day-to-day business matters, since FMC's failure to act, as directed
by the language in the Brook Proposal may, among other things, be contrbuting to the
extinction of at least one anmal species.

ARGUMNT

A. FMC HAS NOT SUBSTANTIALLY IMPLEMENTED THE
COMPONENTS OF THE BROOK SHAHOLDER PROPOSAL,
or,
"Actions Speak Louder Than W ords26"

FMC has argued that the nature of the Brook Proposal and its curent programs coincide
sufficiently as to maintai that the Corporation has already "substantially implemented the
) objectives sought by the proponent." (Page 3, second paragraph.) If ths had been true, I would

not have submitted the Brook Proposal in the first place. The genesis for the Brook Proposal
originated from a careful analysis of the available FMC corporate investor information and other
documents, governental reports and regulatory documents, discussions with experts in
different fields, media reports and an examination of the available misuse problems across the
) world with FMC's products, which indicated that if FMC was doing something, it was not

working. FMC can state that it has a product stewardship program that is the fuctional
equivalent of the Brook Proposal, but without presenting some form of objective criteria to show
that to be the case, all that the SEC is left with is hollow words. A factual analysis of what FMC
is actually doing compared to the components of the Brook Proposal as detaled withn this letter
)

26 Sometimes the easiest way to separate fact from fiction is to look at what someone is actually doing,
since, "talk is cheap" and since corporations are profit driven, sometimes they are better at presenting an
image which does not always reflect what they are actually doing.

-)
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wil show that FMC is not doing what the Brook Proposal would establish and even if it is doing
the Brook ProposaL.

something, it has certainly not substatially implemented the objectives of

)

1. APPLICABLE LAW AND THE COMPONENTS OF THE
BROOK PROPOSAL
)

Under Rule 14a-8(i)(lO), a shareholder proposal may be excluded if the company has
already substatially implemented the proposal. First, it is insightful and tellng to observe that
that FMC has stated that it believes that it has substantially implemented the "objectives" sought
by the proponent, it does not state it has implemented the proposal. (P3, Second paragraph.)
FMC is a sophisticated corporation with more than adequate legal representation, and one is left
to believe that it picks its words very carefuly. So, initially it appears that FMC has openly
admitted that it only believes that it has substantially implemented the "objectives", but it has
admittedly failed to state that it has substantially implemented the "proposal.27

The general policy underlying the substatially implemented basis for exclusion of a
shareholder proposal is to "avoid the possibility of shareholders having to consider matters

)

which have been favorably acted upon by management." Release No. 34-12598 (July 7, 1976)
The Staff has stated "a determination that the company has substantially implemented the

proposal depends upon whether (the company's) paricular policies, practices and procedures
compare favorably with the guidelines of the proposal." Texaco. Inc, (avaiL. Mar. 28, 1991)

FMC has even argued that "A proposal need not have been implemented in full or precisely as
presented for it to be omitted as moot under Rule 14a-8(i)(10) - all that is required is that the
company has in place policies and procedures that address the proposal's essential objectives
satisfactorily." (P. 3, Paragraph 1) Quoting the 1983 Release and Caterpilar. Inc. (avail Mar.11,
2008); Wal-Mar Stores. Inc. (AvaiL. March 10, 2008); The Dow Chemical Co. (avaiL. Mar. 5,
2008); and Johnson & Johnson (avaiL. Feb 22, 2008.)
-i

Whle there are varying interpretations of what "substatially implemented" means in
practice, there are some common criteria that Staff examines in order to determine if a
comparson of what curently exists at FMC parallels the Brook Proposal. First, what has the
company done to manfest its intent to adopt the components of such a proposal? In Dow
Chemical Company, (avaiL. Feb. 24, 2000) ("Dow") a proposal was made regarding genetically-

)

engineered agrcultual products to withold distributing until tests could show no har to

)

humans, anals of the environment. Whle the proposal was ultimately withdrawn, the
information which Dow produced in its response is extremely insightf as applied to FMC.
Dow provided the SEC with detailed information as to the natue of its product stewardship
programs. Dow's inormation allowed an objective observer to identify components of its
programs which confrmed that this program was real and it had integrated these programs into
its daily operations:
27 Could this word choice be a distinction without meaning? No. There is no logical explanation other

than an admission that FMC is fine tuning words to avoid the conclusion that it cannot demonstrate
substantial implementation of the proposal but only what it calls its "objectives." The rule states

"already substantially implemented the proposaL." not its objectives.

j
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Finally, Dow has in place a long-stading Environment, Health & Safety
("EH&S ") policy designed to ensure that all of its products and operations,
including its agricultual products, meet DOW'S standards for safety. This policy

incorporates DOW'S Responsible Care initiative, which is drven by EH&S
excellence, public parcipation and dialogue. n24 The Responsible Care intiative
contains six codes of management practice, including a "Product Stewardship"

program. Under this program, Dow has implemented systems and processes for
evaluating. monitoring and addressing both the risks associated with, and the
societal concerns raised by, its products, including those that are genetically

engineered. These systems and processes include a "Business Risk Review,"

though which Dow conducts risk evaluations for new and existing products and
their applications. These various reviews address the entire life cycle of a product,
staing at the discovery phase. The "Societal Concern Evaluation" is a disciplined

)

process of considerig the public perception of DOW'S products and how they

might be received by consumers and concerned citizens. In conducting ths
evaluation, teams of Dow employees (*43) address a checklist of 40 or more
questions. Finally, once its products are brought to market, Dow has ongoing

J

"product stewardship" programs to ensure the proper use of its products by

customers. (Emphasis added.) 200 SEC No-Act. Lexis 301, 42-43.

The analysis conducted by Dow above provided information which, if questioned, would

have provided independent verification of a detailed corporate commtment to stewardship.
Though adopted policies and procedures which involved public participation and dialogue the
reader could examine the implemented systems and processes set up to evaluate, monitor and
address risks associated with its products. Dow's reviews evaluated its products and included a
societal concern evaluation with teams of its own employees addressing a checklist with 40
this has happened or has been

questions to ensure that its products were properly used. None of

coherently documented and presented to the SEC by FMC.
i

The proponent suggests one simple possible test for the SEC to utilze to determne what,
if any substantial implementation of the product stewardship program really exists at FMC, it's
called the "transferabilty test8." It is based upon the following very hypothetical premise; what
if all senior management at FMC was changed tomorrow? What stewardship program would
exist at FMC the day after that? If FMC really had all these programs in place, then nothing
would be different, since there would be wrtten policies and procedures, guidance, guidelines
and internal memorandum on how all of these programs would work and how the new offcers
would continue where the old ones left off, like those at Dow. But, that is not the case here. If

we look at FMC's submissions, it becomes very obvious, very quickly that virtally no
~ "stewardship" would exist, since all actions which FMC suggests that it took to implement its

programs were ad hoc and possibly only decided upon by one or two people, not "the
Management." Without the direct involvement of the Board and the Senior Executive Offcers,
it is hard to imagine that FMC can claim that any program exists. The actions which FMC has
argued were part of a larger product stewardship program, like moratoriums, or buy

backs

apparently were ad hoc, with no objective policy direction, except that someone decided to do
28 This terminology was created by the writer, but it does seem to fit as an appropriate legal test in this
situation.

)
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something. Without the abilty of FMC to demonstrate tranferability, there can be and is no
substantial implementation of any product stewardship program.

FMC has no such policies, procedures, public paricipation components, identified

systems or processes set up to monitor and assess risks and teams of employees to monitor
product use. While the products which Dow manufactures and the products which FMC
manufactues are different, the issues and the way that they are addressed should stil be the
similar or the same. FMC has failed to show in any of its materials that it has institutionalized

any components of the Brook Proposal and thus it canot objectively maintain that it has
substantially implemented it.

2. ESTABLISHMENT OF A LEGITIMATE STEWARSHIP

PROGRA
The Brook Proposal initially calls upon the Board to establish:

j
ì

a legitimate product stewardship program by: Implementing immediate
moratoriums on sales and withdrawals from the market of Furadan, and any
other FMC pesticide, where there is documented misuse of products harming
wildlife or humans, until FMC effectively corrects such misuse;
i. There is no substantial imDlementation of a Droduct

stewardshiD DrO!!ram within the FMC CorDoration
FMC claims that it has a "longstanding product stewardship program that is endorsed by
executive management." The problem is that what FMC calls a "stewardship program" and what

the proponent calls stewardship are two very different things. FMC has not provided one written
policy or procedure in its materials signed by or endorsed by executive management. If it is so
longstading, one would have thought that the FMC could have wrtten it down and provided a

copy to the SEC. How can FMC dispute the request to establish a "legitimate" stewardship
program, if it has never taken the time to actually get executive management to formally endorse

it's "stewardship program" in wrting? How can FMC argue that it has such a "legitimate"
stewardship program when it has not ever produced a single policy or procedure in its submitted
-l materials to the SEC to prove this is a real program and that it actually works? While certain

people at FMC may be interested in these issues, without some formal endorsement by the Board
and management there can be no effective and consistent corporate stewardship. FMC's
materials submitted as exhbits seem to indicate that it calls safe product use by it employees and
far workers as "product stewardship." This does not address issues such as preventing

intentional misuse or properly documenting the reasons for that misuse. Adoption of the Brook
Proposal would be the first time that FMC actually established these stewardship steps.

In order to attempt to understad what FMC is actully saying publicly about its
stewardship programs, a quick look at its own website is insightfL. It appears that based upon
FMC's own representations on its website that its "stewardship" program consists of a one page
explanation29 and it only relates to Furadan. Its "performance metrcs, product stewardship30
29 http:// http://www.furadanfacts.com/CommitmenttoStewardship/tabid/3 809/Default.aspx
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page provides nothg about any FMC programs, but it does provide references to a group called

the Amencan Chemistr Council, which is an unrelated business entity. Ths is not an FMC
program.

FMC states that it recently created the position of Global Product Stewardship Manager.
(P. 5, Paragraph 1) This is a positive step, but it does not mean that FMC has implemented the
specifics of the Brook Proposal, since there is no information as to the details of the role this
person will play or if that single person has a budget to perform any work and/or who they report
to and what is done with their recommendations.
FMC has stated that it established the "Stewardship Network at FMC in June 2009. (P.5,
Paragraph 2) That's nice, but since 2009, what reports have they prepared and what

recommendations have they made? The submittl by FMC is devoid of any documents to
demonstrate that this "network" is operational or that it fuctions with any corporate fuding or

'\
)

guidelines. Could it be so "informal" that they have not gotten around to preparng any reports,
yet? FMC states that this "network" facilitates direct reports to USEPA of adverse effects from
pesticides. This activity is not voluntar, as FMC is mandated by federal law to report all such
incidents as required by the Federal Insecticide Fungicide and Rodenticide Act, so that can't be
called FMC's program and it has nothng to do with the substance of
the Brook Proposal.

FMC states that it has withdrawn sales of Furadan in Kenya and other pars of Afrca.
Nevertheless it argues that there is no proof that the misuse of Furadan was the cause of lion
poisonings. That action is inconsistent. The Brook Proposal calls for FMC to act where there is
)

"documented misuse" which means that FMC would devote resources to identify what caused a
death and whether it was caused by an FMC pesticide. FMC curently has no means nor has it

devoted resources to objectively identify these animal and human deaths and injuries. The
)

Brook Proposal calls for moratoriums on sales and withdrawals of Furadan, and any other FMC
pesticide, where there is documented misuse of products harming wildlife or humans. until FMC
effectively corrects such misuse. (Emphasis added.) FMC is only admittg or addressing that it
has or may have a problem with Furadan only. The Brook Proposal has been wrtten to establish
corporate actions to address all pesticide products, not just Furadan. As discussed within, there
are new allegations that other FMC products, namely Marshal, is being intentionally misused and
FMC currently has no mechanism in place to identify or address this issue proactively. These

differences alone, with FMC just looking at one pesticide versus all of them in the Brook
proposal demonstrates that FMC has not substatially implemented the Brook Proposal

)

The differences between what FMC has done and what the Brook Proposal calls for are
many. FMC admits that it withdrew Furadan even though it argues there was no "connection"
between Furadan (carboftran) and the death of the anmals. Why? Does FMC know more than
it is telling or could one argue this is not sound policy to act without any objective information.
The Brook Proposal calls for action when there is "documented" misuse, which requires better
information gathering, testing, necropsies, etc., by FMC or its agents. FMC has been informed
that Marshal (carbosulfan) is allegedly being misused for intentional poisonings in Kenya, yet

\

to investigate and document this potential

FMC has done nothing that the proponent is aware of

J

30 http://www .fme.eom/ AboutFM C/Responsi bleCare/PerformaneeMetries/ProduetStewardship.aspx
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misuse31. Marshal is stil readily available in Kenya, Tanania and Uganda and while it is not as
potent as Furadan, it is stil sufficiently deadly and can stil be utilzed for intentional poisonings.
The Brook Proposal covers all FMC products, FMC's program does not. There was an

identified poisoning death of a 3 year old child in Kenya from Furadan ingestion, on or about
humans in its materials, but the Brook Proposal
would cover stewardship addressed to protecting wildlife as well as humans. Most importantly,
one more distinction between what FMC claims to be doing, is that the Brook Proposal would
establish corporate criteria to maintain moratoriums, until FMC "effectively corrects" such
misuse. FMC has no such policy and while FMC claims it has stopped sales in Kenya, Tanzana
and Uganda, there are reports that Furadan is still available in neighborig countries33. Also, see
Exhbits 7 and 8 within the attached exhbits.
October 26, 200932. FMC makes no mention of

ii. There is no substantial implementation of a Droduct
stewardshiD pr01!ram on the 1!round in Africa or

elsewhere.
)

As an intial example of that wide gap between FMC theory and reality as to substatial
implementation, the following statement prepared by Dr. Laurence Fran, Director, Living with

Lions, Museum of Vertebrate Zoology, University of California is provided for some
background information about what is really happening on the ground in Africa, enclosed as
Exhibit 7. Dr. Fran has been involved with predator biology and conservation issues in Kenya

for over 40 years and he has authored 79 scientific papers and 10 aricles specifically on the

biology and conservation of African predators. He regularly travels to Africa for research. Dr.
Fran has identified that today, the greatest theat to large predators in Africa is from retaliatory

killngs and Furadan is stil the leading intentionally misused poison for that purose. He
describes an incident as recently as Januar 2, 2011, on the Tanana side of the Kenyan border
whereby Furadan was used to kill a female lion and later one male lion.
)

This death by Furadan issue is not new and he has met with FMC as far back as 2003 to

tr to convince the company to stop sales and better control this problem. He indicated that
nothing changed until CBS 60 Minutes ran an episode about lion poisonings in 2009. His own
belief is that Furadan is stil available in Tana, contrary to what FMC has stated. Whle
FMC denies that Furadan is being used, the few people who are getting caught and the others
who speak about their poisonings are confiring that they are using Furadan to continue ths sad
destructive cycle of death. (Please be aware that the photographs included of these poisonings

may be distubing to view.)

Whle Dr. Fran is involved with large predatory mammals, Mr. Marin Odino, is
involved primarily with birds in Kenya. Marin has his Bachelor of Science Degree in Zoology
and he has spent the last four years on the ground in Kenya researching bird poisoning incidents
31 Lion Poisoning Incident Report, dated April

)

22, 2010 and Wildlife Direct Press release, dated May 13,
2010, enclosed as Exhibit 2, was provided to FMC by the proponent.

32 b

www.youtue.com/watch?v=uOHh YK40KOw

33 See, Wildlife Direct article from November 20,2010 discussing origins ofFuradan from Uganda at:
http://stopwildlifepoisoning.wildlifedirect.orgl
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and the role of Furadan in these continuing events. Marn's statement as to his experiences is
enclosed as Exhbit 8. It becomes apparent after reading his observations directly from Kenya,

that whatever FMC may be telling the press and/or the SEC, that its "stewardship" program is

not actually working on the ground in the place where it claims to have a handle on the problem.

Marin's in-person recent (Januar 2011) observations conf that Furadan is stil readily
available and it is the poison of choice by poachers who are using it to kill larger waterfowl
birds, presumably for human consumption. One can only imagine what is happenig on the

ground in places where FMC has never been confonted by the press or active concerned
citizens.

)

Dr. Fran's statement and Mr. Marin Odino's statement truly show a dysfuctional FMC
product stewardship program on every level in the field. So one can only ask the questions.
Does FMC actually have any stewardship program on the ground in Kenya or anywhere? If

there is any FMC stewardship program, what are the actul components of it? If Furadan
continues to be used to poison wildlife, can anyone state that a supposed moratorium on sales is
even workig? Since poisonigs are continuing in 2011, then what par of this "stewardship"
program is working better now, than in 2003? What report and knowledge of this 2011 event is
even known at FMC? If, as claimed by FMC, there was an effective moratorium on the sale and
a buy back program for Furadan, why is it stil showing up in 2011? What can be said about the
success of
the buyback program by FMC? What efforts has FMC made to address what appears
to a thrving possible Furadan black market program? Has FMC ever conducted an audit of its
sales and its inventories and its buyback program to determine if it ever got its outstanding stocks

of Furadan back? Does FMC even know what stocks of Furadan it sold or is sellng in these
countries? Is the FMC distributor acting honestly?

'i

Dr Fran's and Mr. Marin Odino's statements raise more questions than answers, since
if FMC actually had a substantially implemented product stewardship program there would be
actual answers to these questions and a working program to stop all of these continuing senseless
kilings.
FMC raised some other matters that it claims have a connection to product stewardship.
It mentioned "Vision 2015." (P. 6, Paragraph 3) Proponent reviewed this document online,

,"')

)

which appears to have been released on or about December 2, 2010, and canot identify any item
related to stewardship. Ths document appears to be a glossy business marketing plan with no
focus towards product stewardship.
FMC has provided two attachments listed as exhbits C34 and D, and it has suggested that
it enhances its stewardship programs, but these are only employee internal safety documents and
while they are good for employees, the Brook Proposal is focused on how FMC establishes a
credible stewardship in the real world, not at its production facilities. There are no lions

34 It should be noted that FMC erroneously placed the last page of its Exhibit "H" at the end of Exhibit
"D" which happens to be the "Conclusion" by EP A which openly states that "Taken together data from
incidents reports and the available field studies do demonstrate that when carbofuran is used as curently
registered, adverse effects in wildlife can and do occur in field conditions. Including: Mortality, Sublethal
effects, Incapacitation, Reproductive effects."
15
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jeopardized with poisoning at FMC facilties. FMC Exhbits E, F and G appear to be safety
training for applicators, more than what one would consider stewardship issues.

FMC has provide its Exhbit "L" and suggested that its shows the "permssible levels of
carbofuran residues in hundreds of different types of foods" by the European Union. I am not an
seeds have a little "sta"
expert, but I do notice that all of these foods listed, except citrs and oil
notation next to them. That sta definition at the top of the page appears to indicate that the level
d)

set is the "lower limit of analytical determnation." What I thi that means is that if any level
registers in a test of for example almonds, then it is unacceptable and would be baned. At a

minimum, without a better explanation, this inormation and claims by FMC may be misleading
to the reader. The SEC is directed to The European Commssion Decision and an appeal

)

decision, referenced in the Brook Anotated Proposal (footnote 6) which concludes with
"Carbofuan should therefore not be included in Anex I to Directive 91/414ÆEC35. EEC
Directive 91/414, Anex I, is a list of substances that are allowed in plant products. It would
appear that based upon the Decision of the European Commission that carbofuran is not allowed
as an Anex I chemicaL. The conclusion is that no carbofuan is allowed in foods in Europe.

3.

J

PREPARTION OF AN ANNUAL STEWARDSIDP REPORT

The Brook Proposal calls upon FMC to further implement the product stewardship
program by:
Preparing and publishing, at reasonable cost, excluding propriety

information, a product stewardship report by October 2011, and annually
thereafter, addressing all documented product misuses worldwide since 2005

and proposing changes to prevent further misuse including: workig with
foreign governments in training and educational programs, licensing

applicators, restricting access, incorporating bittering agents and funding
"'1

programs to prevent loss of livestock and wildlife;

FMC canot claim that it has ever begun to implement any component of this portion of
the Brook ProposaL. FMC management and its shareholders have no baseline of information to
determine what is happening with its pesticide products worldwide. The first way to fid out is
to identify what incidents and events have occured and where they have occured and what
pesticide was involved in order to understand the scope of any problem. This proactive approach

to product stewardship has never been presented to management by management or the
shareholders. FMC canot argue that it has substantially implemented ths component of the
)

proposal since it has never produced any report of this type. But the most importnt par of this
section of the Brook Proposal will be the ability of FMC to identify trends and other issues and
to devote resources to "proposing changes" to prevent fuher misuse, something for which there
is no curently organized corporate approach. This reporting would also provide information

35 See, European Commission, SANCO/l0054/2006 final, September 7,2007,
http://ec.europa.eu/food/plantlprotectionlevaluationlexistactive/list carbofuran.pdf as a review of
2007/416/EC, dated June 13,2007 http://eur
lex.europa.eu/LexUriServ/LexUriServ.do?uri=OJ :L:2007: 156:0030:0031 :EN :PDF
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which is not being reported to EP A, since it would include all incidents without setting mium
dead anals and it would include pesticides not registered in the United States. (See, footnote
20.)

Staff, as discussed in the Lowe's Companies, Inc. ("Lowe's) (AvaiL. March 21, 2006)

decision, has rejected numerous no-action requests based on Rule 14a-8(i)(10) where companes
have taken far more significant steps towards implementation of a proposal than FMC actully
has suggested it has in this case. See, e.g., The Coca-Cola Co. (Jan. 19, 2004) (Provision of
inormation relating to stock option grants by race and gender to a thid par, resulting in public

report, insuffcient where shareholders sought direct access to data); 3M Company (March 2,
2005) (requesting implementation and/or increased activity on eleven priciples relating to
human and labor rights in China not substantially implemented despite company's

comprehensive policies and guidelines, including those that set specific expectations for Chinabased suppliers); The Dow Chemical Company (Februar 23, 2005) (Proposal seekig report
relating to toxic substances not substantially implemented by a public report that fails to address
core concerns raised by the Proposal, and where several statements were materially misleading).
ExxonMobil lost two challenges despite its clais that it had reported extensively on the topic of
the proposal ( ExxonMobil (March 24,2003) and ExxonMobil March 17,2003)). (Pages 29-30.)
a proposal by the People
refused to exclude
See, also, DeVry, Inc., (AvaiL. Sept. 25,2009), Staff

for the Ethcal Treatment of Anmals, where even though veterinaran hospitals had some
procedures in place, the natue of the proposal and the details which it sought to implement were

sufficiently different to sustain a substantially implemented exclusion argument.

4. ENHANCED CREDIBILITY THROUGH INDEPENDENT
REPORT PREPARTION
The Brook Proposal finally adds one more layer of credibilty to the stewardship program
by:

"Establishing an independent scientific advisory panel to prepare these reports;"

FMC argues that it has created its "Sustainability Council" and that this group will
perform some independent role in the company's operations. Whle this step is commendable,
there is no indication in the FMC materials that ths group would play any role in what the Brook

Proposal is calling for, which is preparing the anual reports on product misuse. The name
"Sustainability Council" itself raises questions as to what its role might be as it relates to product
misuse, since sustainability has nothing to do with the issues raised by the Proponent. FMC has
also provided no charer or mission statement for this group, so one can only guess as to what
purpose this group wil or wil not serve.

)

)

The objectivity ofFMC's membership on ths "council" could be questioned, since FMC
admits providing "significant financial support" (P. 7 Paragraph 3) to at least one organzation,
Panthera and then it appoints it to this "independent" counciL. First it appears that ths council
meets only every six months, and there is no independent oversight. What can it get done if it
meets every six months? Second, FMC fails to indicate how it intends to take the information

gathered or whether it can simply decide to reject the findings if it doesn't like them. The Brook
Proposal wil have transparency in its strcture, since FMC wil agree to retain independent
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)

advisors, no differently than when it hires outside auditors to perform financial and other
reviews. Ths suggestion that "Sustainability Council" wil be independent and prepare reports
as envisioned by the Brook Proposal is strctually flawed and FMC canot even begin to
suggest that it has anythg to do with implementing ths component of the Brook Proposal.

FMC's position with regard to the anual report and the independent preparation is also
not unike the decision in Lowe's Companies, Inc. ("Lowe's) (AvaiL. March 21, 2006) whereby

J

proponent requested Lowe's to, "issue an anual report to shareholders ... reporting its progress
toward implementing the company's wood policy." Lowe's argued that it had substatially
implemented the proposal since it had prepared the "Lowe's Wood Policy Status Report," which
it argued had substatially implemented the proposaL. Staf disagreed and refused to exclude the
proposal.

Proponent, Domin Social Investments, argued with many parallels, that, "As discussed
above, the Company's Status Report consists of anecdotes, misleading information, and
numerous material omissions. When the Supporting Statement of the Proposal's request for a
"company-wide review" is considered, the Status Report also falls considerably short of the

mark, providing no quantifiable data on any of the recommended indicators." (Page 28) In
Lowe's, there was at least some Company wide report, but with FMC, there has never even been
an attempt to prepare any type of report as envisioned by the Brook ProposaL. In Wendy's
International (Febru 21, 2006), a proposal filed by the Proponent sustained a challenge under

Rule 14a-8(i)(10) when Proponent argued that the proposal's request for a "company-wide
)

review of policy, practices and indicators related to measurng long-term social and
environmental sustainability" had not been performed, despite the publication of the company's

corporate social responsibility report. Similarly, in Kimberlv-Clark Corp. (Januar 30, 2006),

existing company disclosure, materially better than Lowe's disclosure and FMC's non
disclosure, it could not render the proposal moot, as the Company's disclosure contained

misleading information, and no evidence of the specific study requested by the proposal. These
cases support proponents position that even if FMC could show it had some independent review
(which it does not) that it is not suffcient to exclude the Brook Proposal.
5.
....1

ESTABLISHMENT OF HUMAN EQUALITY
DECLARATION INTO FMC CORPORATE
RESPONSIBILITY PRICIPLES

The last component of the Brook Proposal provides for:

:i

"Incorporating in the FMC Corporate Responsibilty Principles a human
equality declaration stating that FMC wil treat third world people no
differently than Americans as it relates to U.S. pesticide exposure limits."
Simply stated, there can be no suggestion of substatial implementation of this proposal

)

by FMC, since FMC admits that it has no such corporate responsibility principle and there is no
actual or anticipated implementation of this proposal by FMC. This component of the Brook
Proposal is therefore fully appropriate for presentation and discussion by the shareholders as to
its appropriateness for adoption by the Board.

18
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FMC has made a series of arguments that it operates under the F AO Code of Conduct and

is a member of the American Chemistr Council and that the company has a Code of Ethcs.
These are all good thgs. It should be noted that the F AO Code of Conduct is strictly volunta

and there is no enforcement of it. Regardless, as that saying goes about comparing apples and
oranges, the Brook Proposal is diferent, it has not been substantially implemented, therefore the
SEC should not concur with FMC's request to exclude this provision.
:¡

6. THE MEETING WITH FMC CORPORATE OFFICERS
In an effort to avoid involving the SEC and in the interest of compromise the proponent
met with officers of FMC at their Headquarers on December 9, 2010, specifically with Ms.
Andrea Utecht, Vice President, General Counsel and Secreta; Milton Steele, Vice President
and General Manager Agricultual Products Group; Michael F. Reily, Assistat General

Counsel and Linda W. Froelich, Manager, Global Product Stewardship. The meeting, which
hours involved an open discussion about FMC's efforts at

lasted approximately two and one half

product stewardship and the proponents efforts to convince FMC to support the proposaL. The

discussion covered a wide range of topics and while FMC argued it had established these
programs, it could not ariculate how it had actully implemented them in Afica and other places
where allegations of product misuse is occurng. FMC offered to work with the proponent to
establish this written defined policy if proponent agreed to withdraw his proposal. The meeting
ended with a positive belief on the par of the proponent that FMC would agree to adopt the
substance and principles of the Brook Proposal, after negotiating the language, if the proponent
) would withdraw the proposaL.

FMC's Andrea E. Utecht, Vice President, General Counsel and Secretar sent a letter

detailing what it proposed, enclosed as Exhbit 6. The FMC proposal was a little light on details.

When proponent developed an objective and verifiable approach to product misuse and
submitted to the FMC, it was rejected, twce, without even the offer of discussing alternate
language. While no program is without improvement, this proposal would have established a
clearly defined credible stewardship program at FMC. Management's failure to even negotiate
wording changes indicates that FMC has not even partially implemented what the proponent
believed embodied a credible stewardship program. Whle FMC maintaed that the scope of the
proposed stewardship outline exceeded the shareholder proposal, Management never even
discussed one single point of it.

As can be seen in this draft, FMC agreed that after the meeting that, "we have determined
that we have mutual interest in finding ways, where feasible, to improve the curent practices
used to investigate and report potential misuse events in developing countres. In particular, both
paries agree there is benefit to be derived from having a more formalized. objective system.

whereby such incidents may be investigated by an independent par. with the results both
verified in reputable labs using appropriate protocols and reported accurately to interested
paries.36" (Emphasis added.) The response by the proponent and suggestions for detailing how
to implement a better system of stewardship was then provided to FMC, via emails37.
)

36 Quote from original letter by FMC's Andrea E. Utecht.
37 The emails which were exchanged are also included.

)
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Apparently FMC then determed, either these ideas might work and/or it was unwiling to
commt to establishing a more objective program which is envisioned in the Brook Proposal.

If FMC had substantially implemented any components of this proposed compromise, as
it has suggested in its letter, one would have thought that it would have at least brought these up
as par of ths negotiation. It did not. This shows that while FMC claims to have a robust

stewardship program, when it came time to pin the corporation down on the specifics of a
detailed process, there was an unwillngness to commt to defined components of any plan. A
copy of ths draft settlement letter for proper implementation of this Stewardship Plan by

proponent is enclosed as Exhbit 6.

FMC also failed to provide a copy of ths proposal to the SEC and even though it was a

draf, proponent maintains that it is stil "communcations" as defined by the SEC rules and
should have been provided by FMC as par of its obligation to disclose all communications and
to give a flavor for FMC's approach to these issues. There was never any agreement by the
paries to consider this or any other communcation "confidential," so it sheds light on how little

)

FMC is interested in a legitimate product stewardship program, since many of these proposed
steps would substantially enhance its ability to better manage alleged misuse incidents.

B. THE INFORMATION PROVIDED IN THE BROOK PROPOSAL IS
TRUTHFUL AND IT IS NOT FALSE OR MISLEADING
FMC has devoted substantial resources, almost seven pages, of its letter arguing that the
Brook Proposal should be excluded under Rule 14a-8(i)(3) since it alleges that the proposal and
the supporting statement are materially false and misleading. Nothing about the Brook Proposal

is materially false or misleading. FMC raises one complaint about the actul proposal and
-)

twelve about the supporting statement. Knowing that any issue relating to Furadan and its use
and misuse is controversial, proponent on December 9, 2010, provided FMC with an anotated
reliable information to
support each statement. A Copy of the Brook annotated shareholder proposal is enclosed as
Exhibit 1. Whle a few comments should be made as to FMC's remarks, and rather than address
every challenged statement, and be sure that I can, proponent relies upon Staf's curent guidance
on this issue from Staff legal Bulletin No. 14B, ("SLB 14B") dated September 15, 2004, Rule
14a-8(i)(3) as interpreted by Staff prohibits a company from moving to exclude a proposal
has noted in Bulletin 14B, a company's
version of

the proposal complete with 16 footnotes and over 30 sources of

merely because it objects to factual assertions. As Staff

statement in opposition to the proposal is the proper foru for disputing the facts. The Bulletin

states:
\
'/

Accordingly, we are clarifYing our views with regard to the application of rule
14a-8(i)(3). Specifically, because the shareholder proponent, and not the
company, is responsible for the content of a proposal and its supporting statement,
we do not believe that exclusion or modification under rule 14a-8(i)(3) is
appropriate for much of the language in supporting statements to which

ii

companies have objected. Accordingly, going forward, we believe that it would
not be appropriate for companies to exclude supporting statement language and/or

)
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an entire proposal in reliance on rule 14a-8(i)(3) in the following circumstances:
/1

.
.
.

the company objects to factual assertions because they are not supported;
the company objects to factual assertions that, while not materially false or
misleading, may be disputed or countered;
the company objects to factual assertions because those assertions may be

interpreted by shareholders in a manner that is unfavorable to the
.

company, its directors, or its officers; and/or
the company objects to statements because they represent the opinion of
the shareholder proponent or a referenced source, but the statements are
not identified specifically as such.

We believe that it is appropriate under rule 14a-8 for companes to address these
objections in their statements of opposition.

)

As SLB 14B confirms, the supporting statements in the Brook Proposal are not the kind
of statements that are subject to the exclusions under Rule 14a-8(i)(3). FMC generally objects
that the statements are not supported, materially false, misleading, or unsubstantiated and these
are exactly the grounds that SLB 14B addresses as not appropriate for exclusion. Therefore the
company's foru for addressing its concerns should be in its opposition statement.

As to FMC's comments on the Brook Proposal relating to a declaration of human
equality, it appears that FMC completely misunderstands the basis for ths proposed principle.

-)

There is no intent to impugn or judge FMC's curent activities. This portion of the proposal is
meant to fill a void and begin to establish an additional component of the FMC's Corporate
Responsibilty Principles. In the absence of any action, which is the case, there is no implied
value placed upon FMC and FMC seems to misunderstand this issue as a Furadan issue, when it
is meant to open a discussion over all products and how the company should best operate
unformy in the international marketplace.

As to each of FMC's other objections, proponent has supplied outside sources of

,)

information for each of the statements provided in the Brook Proposal, but a brief reply may be
helpfuL. FMC seems to object to every source of information, recognizing that the proponent
simply identified sources of information, including the United States Environmental Protection
Agency, which was the source for a number of statements. FMC is also splitting hairs as to other
issues raised as to the United States and Europe "banng" residues of carbofuan in foods. EP A
has eliminated tolerance levels in domestic foods, that means zero carbofuan levels in domestic
foods. FMC admits that EP A did "revoke all domestic carbofuan tolerances." That is a ban.
The European Union performed the same basic fuction. It is not understandable as to why
FMC is objecting. The statement about "millons" of migratory birds being unintentionally
poisoned was taken from a number of sources, including, EP A and directly from a study report
by Pierre Mineau, PhD38, a world renown avian pesticide expert. The number may have been
38 See, Direct Losses of Birds to Pesticides - Beginnings of a Ouantification, Pierre Mineau, USDA

Forest Service Gen. Tech. Rep. PSW-GTR-191, 2005.
http://www.fs.fed.us/psw/publications/documents/psw gtr 191/psw gtr 191 1065-1070 mineau.pdf

Pierre Mineau, PhD. is a Senior Research Scientist in Pesticide Ecotoxicology National Wildlife

)
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low, durng the peak of the use of Furadan in the United States. See also the American Bird

Conservancy's fact sheet on Carbofuran, which stated that the EPA's estimate was up to 2
)

million birds a year were kiled by carbofuan39. This information was provided to FMC as par
of the anotated Brook Shareholder Proposal. FMC has stated that its Exhibit "H" shows that
less than 11,000 migratory birds have been affected by Furadan. The proponent has read FMC

Exhbit "H" twce and canot find any reference to ths number.
')

FMC must be joking when it argues over the statement about unestricted sales in thd
world countres. The 60 Minutes episode clearly shows their reporter, Bob Simon, going into an
Agrovet store, in an undercover fashion and buying Furadan, no questions asked. As to
iresponsible use, this information was heavily footnoted in the Brook Proposal and the focus of

the 60 Minutes report was on the misuse of pesticides, including Furadan to poison lions. FMC
)

has actually supplied an offcial copy of the laboratory analysis of the Republic of Kenya,

Governent Chemist's Deparent as its Exhbit "K" which confired that "carbofuran
(fuadan)" was detected in the stomach contents of a lion and a hippopotaus. If FMC does not
agree with the Governent of Kenya, that is between it and the governent.

As to Marshal, FMC was provided with allegations that Marshal is being misused. The
Proponent simply transmitted this information and anotated it in his proposal. FMC admits the

problem has spread to other countres, since allegations were made which ultimately later led in
2010 to it stopping the sale of Furadan in South Africa. As to jeopardizing reputation and

)

profitability, does FMC enjoy receiving bad press and does bad press help its reputation and
profitability? The answer certainly canot be "yes."
FMC states that Furadan is "heavily regulated in worldwide markets" and it sells only to
licensed distributors. (P. 15, Paragraph 4) What FMC fails to disclose is that unlike the United
States, where only licensed applicators are able to purchase Furadan (and other restricted use
pesticides) in much of the rest of the world's under-developed countres, like Kenya, Uganda,
and Tanania, there are no licensed applicators, so the prerequisite to purchase, is money, not

training or some demonstration of competence in understading the serious dangers of handling
these poisons.
FMC states that proponent misrepresented information as to the unestrcted international
~,

-)'

sale of Furadan and cites to and includes the "document that proponent refers to substatiate this

claim, attached hereto as Exhibit M." (P 15-16) It is curous that FMC has now acknowledged
that it read the annotated version of the Brook Proposal, since this was the only location for this
source provided to FMC, yet FMC has failed to inform the SEC and failed to attempt to refute all
~)

of the other citations provided in the Brook ProposaL. As to this citation, FMC is in error, this
citation was referrng to the fact that Furadan is not just creating har in far away countres, as

evidenced by the reference to this aricle mentioning threats to wildlife, not just in Kenya but
also South Africa and Uganda. (Page 2, first new paragraph of its Exhibit "M".) The statement
made by the proponent is supported by this article.
Research Centre, Science and Technology Branch, Environment Canada & Adjunct Research

Biology, Carleton University
39 http://www .abcbirds.org/abcprograms/pol icy /toxins/profiles/carbofuran.html
Professor, Department of

)
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FMC also argues that the proponent's use of an aricle about human deaths from exposure
to carbofuan (Exhbit N) was materially false since it was not FMC's product that killed these
people. Whle the proponent is not aware of whether FMC sells its products in Senegal, the basis
for the proponent's statement is stil valid. The Brook Proposal asks FMC to acknowledge a
basic human principle of equality and FMC canot argue that its sale and distribution of Furadan
and many other pesticides is handled completely differently in "third world countries." If ths
term is not understood, then proponent would be more than happy to amend its proposal to
change ths to "undeveloped" or "underdeveloped" countries. The policy issue is stil the same,
in these undeveloped countries FMC allows for greater opportty for poisonings and other

misuse towards people and wildlife than the way it treats people in the United States to potential
exposures to these same products. Not everyone may agree with this policy proposal, but the
merits should be decided by no one other than the shareholders.

That last issue relates to that mornng cup of coffee, somethig near and dear to many of

us. FMC admits in its own materials that it succeeded in overtng the USEP A tolerance
revocation for residues of carbofuan in four imported foods, including coffee, that is why "it is
possible that residues of it were in your mornng coffee." (Emphasis added.) This is a truthl
/)

and accurate statement. See, footnote number 19.

C. THE BROOK PROPOSAL DOES NOT DEAL WITH MATTERS
RELATING TO FMC'S ORDINARY BUSINESS OPERATIONS
FMC has broadly argued that the Brook Proposal should be excluded, under Rule 14a

8(i)(7) stating that it could be burdensome and "not in fuherance of any investor related
determination." FMC has not elaborated on its claims, nor explained why it believes that the

ì Brook Proposal is of a natue that it involves the company's ordinar business operations. FMC
has cited to many prior matters, but it has failed to ariculate how the Brook Proposal involves

the day-to-day ability of management to ru the company or how the proposal seeks to micro
manage the company such that it justifies its exclusion. Proponent maintains that since FMC has
failed to make a coherent argument discussing the two prong test involved in analyzing activities

constituting (or not constituting) the company's ordinary business operations, that the SEC
should sumarly reject FMC's request.
Proponent relies upon Stafr s guidance as the basis for interpreting and distinguishing

proposals that involve the company's ordinar business operations and those that do not. Staff
Legal Bulletin No. 14A, July 12,2002 ("SLB 14A") and Exchange Release No. 34-40018, May
21, 1998 ("ERN 40018") both discuss what types of proposed activities may involve ordinar

business operations. Initially, to paraphrase both SLB 14A and ERN 40018, proponent
maintains that the substace of the Brook Proposal does not involve the day-to-day activities of

FMC, like workforce, hiring or production, nor would the proposal act to micro-manage the
company. Proponent maintains that the Brook Proposal raises suffciently significant social
policy issues and would not be excludable, because the subject matter transcends the day-to-day

business matters and raises policy issues so significant that it would be appropriate for a

)
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the Brook Proposal includes credible establishment of an
FMC product stewardship program, the objective reporting on product misuse, proposed changes
to prevent misuse and it proposes an addition to the FMC Corporate Responsibility Principles to
add a human equality declaration.
shareholder vote. The subject matter of

"J

-)

Extinction is a word that all to often today involves some form of human failure. The
continued use and misuse of Furadan and other FMC pesticides, may be contrbuting to the
extinction of lions in Africa and certain Salmon species in the United States. Extinction is
forever. The question to the shareholders is whether FMC is doing enough to properly steward
its products? Can and should FMC tae new definitive actions to investigate misuse and stop it?
What is the proper role of a corporation when it makes products which may be contributing to
the loss of species across the planet? How can a chemical company which purosefuly
manufactues poisons, take steps to act honestly and build trst and its reputation by acting
responsibly in the international community in which it operates? What is the role of a chemical
manufactuer to treat all people equally when it comes to potential human exposures in the
handling of

)

it products and in the foods that people across the world consume?

The Brook Proposal, directly and indirectly asks the shareholders, management and the
Board to consider and to debate all of these issues. These are significant social policy issues.

The Brook Proposal is one possible answer to some of these questions. Proponent maintains that
the Brook Proposal raises sufciently significant social, environmental and human rights issues

such that there can be no justification for excluding it under the Rule 14a-8(i)(7) exclusion.
The Brook proposal raises completely different issues than the cases cited by FMC.

Coca Cola, Co., Marriott International, Inc., Walmart Stores, Inc., and Walgreen Co., all
involved proposals which attempted to directly impact consumer marketing decisions. The
Lowe's and Home Depot cases again dealt with direct marketing of products and there is really
no comparson with the social importce of glue traps or soda to the issues raised in ths matter.
~i

If one were to examine a case with parallels, it would be Devry, Inc., (AvaiL. Sept. 25,

2009) whereby People for the Ethical Treatment of Animals ("PET A") submitted a proposal to
enact a policy prohibiting all medically unecessar surgeries (on anmals.) While Devry argued
that the proposal implicated ordinar business, PET A, argued that the issues which its proposal

" raised transcended the day-to-day business operations and that it raised policy issues so

significant that it would be appropriate for a shareholder vote. PET A cited to the Wyeth
decision, (AvaiL. Feb 4,2004,) Wendy's Intl (AvaiL. Feb. 8,2005) Hormel Foods Corp. (AvaiL.

Nov. 10,2005) and Woolworth Corp. (AvaiL. April 11, 1991) as support for its position as does
the proponent. Staff was unable to concur that Devry could exclude the PET A proposal under

') Rule 14a-8(i)(7.) Staff in this matter should draw the same conclusion and allow the Brook

Proposal to proceed.

III. CONCLUSION

The Brook Proposal offers an opportity for FMC to establish a real product
stewardship program. Whle FMC has made numerous statements about the broad extent of its

)
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"stewardship" programs, the problem is that other than providing glossy colored papers and
some crisis generated decisions, it has failed to demonstrate that it even has a single actual
fuctioning program or person on the ground in Afrca (or other continents) taking defined steps
to ensure that its pesticides and chemicals are not misused for poisoning anmals or people.
FMC has no written policies or procedures which it has provided to the SEC (or to Proponent)
which detail how it actually deals with the issues which have been raised in the Brook ProposaL.
:)

How can FMC claim that it has this problem under control when it has failed to even
accurately define the problem and it has failed to provide a single document which shows that it
has actually put in place what it is so good at talking about? Most signficantly, the two

statements by Dr. Fran and Marin Odino speaks volumes about the lack of any product
stewardship program controls on the ground in Afrca. Unfortately, the proof is in the poison
and the poison, Furadan is continuing to be available and be used for the unecessar slaughter
of Afrcan wildlife. Since FMC has not substantially implemented the Brook Proposal, the SEC

should refuse to concur that FMC may exclude the Brook Proposal on the grounds that it has
been substantially implemented.

FMC has also misdirected the focus of this issue by presenting arguments to suggest that
the Brook Proposal and mostly the supporting statement provides materially false and misleading
information. As demonstrated in the anotations and other supporting documents, the

information provided in the Brook Proposal is accurate and truthfuL. In this situation, the SEC
should follow SLB i 4, refuse to exclude and encourage FMC to address its objections in their
statement of opposition.

Finally as to the FMC argument that the Brook Proposal relates to its ordinar business
operations, FMC has failed to substantively argue the two prong test as established by the SEC.
This is suffcient grounds for the SEC to reject FMC's request. But, in addition the Brook
Proposal raises sufficiently significant social issues such that the subject matter transcends the
)

day to day business matters by raising significant policy issues, such as wildlife poisonings,

possible extinction and human equality principles which are so significant that it would
definitely be appropriate for the shareholders to decide.

The Brook Proposal, if allowed to proceed to the shareholders, wil help make FMC a
..,;

better corporation. The importce of this proposal is twofold. First, it will mark a new
beginng in the way that FMC acts to more credibly manage the full life cycle of its pesticide
products in a fashion that will ultimately improve the use, as well as avoiding the misuse of these

)

products. Second, it wil hopefully allow FMC to question its operations and question prior
management decisions, in the hopes that the corporation wil stop fighting everyone who
suggests that doing the "right" thing is as importt, if not more important than just corporate
profits. The question that the FMC Board of Directors, Management, all of its employees and
ultimately its shareholders should ask themselves is simply, "What do I say to my wife, my
husband, my children and my grandchildren when they ask me if I worked for (or held stock in)
that company that killed the
lions or took definitive steps to save the lions?"

)
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Please help those who want to give the lions and other threatened wildlife their "voice" at
the anual meeting of the Board of Directors by rejecting FMC's request to exclude the Brook
Proposal.

Should Staff request any additional information, clarfications or wording changes to the
Brook Proposal please let me know, so that I may follow your direction. If transmittal of your

ble via email, that would be the simplest means of delivery sent to
)

***FISMA & OMB Memorandum M-07-16***
dpbro

er;:l
David Brook

Cc: Ms. Andrea Utecht, General Counsel FMC
1/24/11 1:47 PM

..1

)
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DECEMBER 9, 2010 - ANNOTATED VERSION- bv David Brook

IMPROVING FMC's PRODUCT STEWARSHIP PROGRAM AND
CORPORATE RESPONSIBILITY PRINCIPLES
)

FMC's Furadan insecticide is killing more than just insects i. Furadan (carbofuran) is being
large mamals such as lions in Afrca2. Milions of migratory birds in
South and North America have been unintentionally poisoned by Furadan3. Even America's
national symbol of freedom, the bald eagle, has been poisoned by Furadan4. USEP A banned all
carbofuran residues in domestic foods, effectively prohibiting its use in America on December 31,
used to intentionally kill

20095. The European Union baned residues in foods in 20076.

While Furadan use is restricted in the United States, FMC has allowed its unrestricted
international sale in comer stores in many third world countries? Anyone can buy it for a few U.S.
dollars8. Furadan is not just creating harm in far away countries9, in the U.S., carbofuran has been

April

See, National Marine Fisheries, Endangered Species Act Section 7 Consultation, Biological Opinon, dated
Pacific Salmon, www.nms.noaa.gov/pr/pdfs/carbamate.odf - 2009-04-21 , Page 481-482

20, 2009, for the loss of

for conclusions on impacts of continued registration of carbofuan. See, USEP A Interim Reregistration Eligibility

Decision for Carbofuan, August 3,2006, EPA-738-R-06-031. See, USEPA Reregistration Eligibility Science Chapter
for Carbofuan, March 7,2006, EPA-HQ-OPP-2005-162-0080. See, Evidence for Revoking Registration ofCarbofuan
in Kenya, Paula Kahumbu, May 17, 2010, as to reported incidents of misuse in Kenya. See, The Hazard of Carbofuran
to Birds and Other Vertebrate Wildlife, Pierre Mineau, National Wildlife Research Centre, Canadian Wildlife Service,
1993.
2

See, Footnote 1, above, and See, CBS Sixty Minutes Episode:

Hope in the fight against
lion-kiler pesticide, the East African, Rupi Mangat, June 15,2009, htt://www.theeastafrican.co.ke/news/
/2558/6l0826/-/r2heu5z/-/.
htt://www.cbsnews.com/stories!2009/03/26/60minutes/main4894945.shtmL. See, Ray of

3 See, Direct Losses of

Birds to Pesticides - Beginings of a Ouantification, Pierre Mineau, USDA Forest
Service Gen. Tech. Rep. PSW-GTR-191, 2005. See, Birds and Pesticides: Are Regulatorv Decisions Consistent with
the Protection Afforded Migratorv Bird Species Under the Migratory Bird Act? Pierre Mineau, Wm. & Mary EnvtL. L.

28:315, 2003. See, American Bird Conservancy Press Release, August 3,2006, "Pesticide Ban

& Pol'y Rev., Vol

)

Follows Milions of

Bird Deaths," htt://www.abcbirds.org/newsandreports/releases/060803.htmL. "Carbofuan

manufactue to be banned in the USA?" Wildlife Extra, March 2010,
http://www.wildlifeextra.com/do/ecco.oy/view item?listid= 1 &listcatid= 1 &listitemid=6899&live=0#cr, Birds:
Bellweathers of
Watershed Health, Lyne Trullo,
htt://cfoub.epa.gov/watertain/moduleFrame.cfm?module id=17 &parent obiect id=263&obiect id=263.
4 U.S. Fish and Wildlife Services: "Kentucky Man Sentenced for Poisoning Hawks and Vultues," February 18,

2010, See, htt://www.fws. gOv/southeast/news/20 1 O/d 0-0 15 .html, Allegany County, New York Man enters Guilty
Pleas to Poisonig Two Bald Eagles, March 9,2010, See, htt://www.dec.ny.gov/press/63388.htmI. See also, Winter
Poisonig of

Coyotes and Raptors with Furadan-Laced Carcass Baits, Journal of

Wildlife Diseases,32(2) 1996, pp. 385

389. See also background infonntion on Raptors: Poisoning ofRaotors with Organophosphorous and Carbamates
Pesticides with Emphasis on Canada. the United States and the United Kingdom, Pierre Mineau, et aL., Journal

RaptorResearch, 33(1):1-37,1999.
)

of

5 USEPA Carbofuan; Final Tolerance Revocations; Final Rule, Federal Register, Volume 74, Number 93,

23046-23095, May 15, 2009. Carbofuan: Order Denying FMC's Objections and requests for Hearing, Federal
Register,Volume 74, Number 221,59608-59686, November 18,2009.

6 European Commssion, SANCO/l0054!2006 final, September 7,2007, as a review of2007/416/EC, dated June

13,2007, See also: htt://ww.fuadanfacts.com/Regulatorvlnfonntion.aspx.
7 See, CBS Sixty Minutes Episode: htt://www.cbsnews.com/stories!2009/03/26/60minutes/main4894945.shtml

)

See, CBS Sixty Minutes Episode: htt://www.cbsnews.com/stories/2009/03/26/60minutes/main4894945.shtnll
9

See, Carbofuan and its Toxic Metabolites Provide Forensic Evidence for Furadan Exposure in Vultures (Gyps

africanus) in Kenya, Peter O. Otieno, et aL., Bull Environ Contam Toxicol, Published online: April 7,2010,
htt://ww. peregrinefud. org/pdfs/ResearchLibrary!20 1 OCarbofuran. pdf.

found in the umbilical cord blood of

women in ManattanlO and it is possible residues of

it were in

your morning cup of coffee, since residues are allowed in certain imported foods Ii.

The irresponsible and unregulated use of Furadan through a lack of product stewardship by
)

FMC in Afrca, Asia and South America is creating a nightmarish result prompting CBS Sixty
Minutes to document the intentional misuse of this product to exterminate lions in Kenya.
(http://ww.cbsnews.com/stories/2009/03/26/60minutes/main4894945 .shtml) There are new

reports that Furadan and Marshal (carbosulfan) are being intentionally misused to exterminate
wildlife in other Afrcan countries, including Uganda, Tanania and South Afrca and to poison
fresh water fish and waterfowl sold for human consumptionl2.
While FMC acted to stop sales in Kenya 13, it has not stopped the problem from spreading to
other countresl4. FMC has failed to responsibly control the misuse of Furadan, thus jeopardizing
FMC's reputation and profitability. As shareholders, the next embarassing news story or potential
stewardship may harm our investments.
litigation over FMC's failure to practice honest product

FMC should also amend its Corporate Responsibility Policies, since it affords Americans

greater protections from exposure than third world peoplel5, who are allowed unlimited exposure to
Furadan 16.

)

RESOL VED, the Shareholders request the Board establish a legitimate product
stewardship program by:

· Implementing immediate moratoriums on sales and withdrawals from the market of

Furadan, and any other FMC pesticide, where there is documented misuse of
products harming wildlife or humans, until FMC effectively corrects such misuse;

· Preparing and publishing, at reasonable cost, excluding propriety information, a
product stewardship report by October 2011, and annually thereafter, addressing all
"
J

10

USEPA Carbofuan; Final Tolerance Revocations; Final Rule, Federal Register, Volume 74, Number 93, page
23087 and study in reference note 118 on Page 23093, May 15,2009.

11 See National Com Growers. et al. v. Lisa Jackson, 613 F.3d 266, July 23, 2010. See also, "Furadan Facts" as

. ,)

)

to Cour of Appeals Decision,: htt://www.fuadanfacts.com/ProductMisuse.aspx.
12 See, Evidence for Revoking Registration ofCarbofuan in Kenya, May 17,2010, as to reported incidents of

misuse in Kenya and Measuring the Conservation Theat to Birds in Kenya from Deliberate Pesticide Poisonig, Martin
Odino, July 30,2010. See, Wildlife Direct website article on vultue poisonig,
http://stopwildlifepoisoning.wildlifedirect.org/. See, Lion poisoning incident reports from April
25, 2010 and bird
poisonig report from October 29,2010 and photographs of
350. (Sent as a PDF document.)
Marshal
13
See, Furadan Facts, www.fuadanfacts.com/AQs.aspx.
14
See Analytical Report, October 6,2009, Paul G. Allen Family Foundation Wildlife Chemistr Laboratory,
Botswana Predator Conservation Trust. (Sent as a PDF document.)
15 USEPA Carbofuran; Final Tolerance Revocations; Final Rule, Federal Register, Volume 74, Number 93,

23046-23095, May 15, 2009. Carbofuan: Order Denying FMC's Objections and requests for Hearing, Federal
Register,Volume 74, Number 221,59608-59686, November 18,2009.
16 See, "Bad for America, Good for Africa" New African Magazine, December 1,2010,

)

htt://ww.bivokulule.com/view content.php?artcleid=3137. See also, Investigation of deaths in an area of groundnut
plantations in Casamance. South of Senegal after exposure to Carbofuan. Thiram and Benomvl, Maria, U genia Nia

Gomes Do Espirito, et al Journal of Exposure Analysis and Environmental Epidemiology (2002) 12, 381
38810.1 038/sj.jea. 7500239 10.1 038/sj .jea. 7500239, htt://www.nature.com/ies/iournal/v12/n5/full/7500239a.html.
2

documented product misuses worldwide since 2005 and proposing changes to
prevent further misuse including: working with foreign governents in training and
educational programs, licensing applicators, restricting access, incorporating
bittering agents and funding programs to prevent loss oflivestock and wildlife;
. Establishing an independent scientific advisory panel to prepare these reports; and

. Incorporating in the FMC Corporate Responsibility Principles a human equality

declaration stating that FMC wil treat third world people no differently than
)

Americans as it relates to U.S. pesticide exposure limits.
I, therefore, urge Shareholders to vote FOR this proposaL.

)
* * * * ** ** * * * * ** * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * ** ** * * * * * ** * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
The following is not part of

the proposaL.

Submitted on: November 16, 2010
By: David Brook
***FISMA & OMB Memorandum M-07-16***

Owner of75 + shares, since on or about July 29,2009.
12/9/201011:39 AM

)

)
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)

Lion poisoning incident in the Masai Mara on 22nd April 2010
)
*Incident:* Poisoning of

*Date of

three lions

incident: 22nd April* 2010

*Threat: * Lions
*Method:* Dead cow laced with pesticide to kil

lions

:)

On the 25th of April investigators confirmed the deaths of three lions in the Masai Mara which
occured on the 22nd of April 2010. The lions lay dead in a boma belonging to a Masai family. A

lioness had just died about 5-10 meters away from the cow carcass at GPS co-ordinate 36M
0761391,UTM9877716. The carcasses of
a juvenile male and second lioness lay some 30m

)

away.

They noticed that there were piles of dead flies around the cow carcass and that the lions had not
yet been scavenged. The bodies were quite decomposed. .
Community rangers with the KWS team arrested one man named, Oletaito Olemaito, who
admitted that he had poisoned the lions with his neighbors. He also produced a container, which
he had used to poison the lion that contained pink powder. The same pink coloring was visible
on the laced meat of the cow carcass used for the poisoning.
ì

The suspect revealed that the cow carcass that was laced belonged to him and other family
members and that it had been killed by lions on the 22/0412010 when his herd's boy was grazing
livestock. He and his family decided to take the law into their own hands and kill the lions in
order to save their other cattle. Upon searching a homestead that he led us to, he identified a
100g tin with a pinkish powder that the suspect claimed to have used when poisoning the cow
carcass.
Investigators destroyed the carcasses by burning to avoid more mortality of scavengers, and risks
to the environment

The suspect was taken by the KWS to the Narok police station and booked under this booking
number: OB NO 29/27/0412010. He was released on bond on the 28/0412010 as the investigating
offcer from the police department requested for a new sampling of the specimen to be done

afresh as per their procedures so that the findings of the evidence to be used during prosecution
)

On the 28th of April the suspect was released and no charge reached the prosecutors offce.

)
The lion samples were refrgerated and flown to Nairobi on the 2ih of ApriL. The KWS

veterinaran in Nairobi collected them that mornng.
We urge the PCPB to confirm receipt of this report and to investigate and report back to us on
the findings.

oj

)

)

.')

)

)

)

Sequence of

Events of

lion poisoning in the Lemek Hills, Narok South Distrct

Recorded by Marc Goss
At Spm on the 24th of April
2010 MNC Sn. Warden Benson Ketere reported that our
Ngoswani rangers had been informed that lions had been poisoned near their gate.

)

Benson arrved at Ngoswani at S:30pm that night but could not enter the area where
the lions were reported to be lying dead, due to large numbers of elephant. Benson
returned to his station for the night.
On the morning of the 25th at Sam Benson arrved our Ngoswani Gate and was

escorted some 4km from the gate to where the lions were. Upon confirming the deaths
)

three dead lions we reported the incident to the KWS intelligence departent
Narok, and KWS Mara veterinarian. The veterinarian previously instrcted our team
of

on how to take samples, which we did with the KWS Lemek rangers and InteL. Dept.

At the scene we noticed that there were piles of dead flies around the cow carcass and
that the lions had not yet been scavenged. They had been dead for about two days,
due the rate of decomposition.

)

Our rangers with the KWS team arrested one man named, Litato Maitai, whom
admitted to the group that he had poisoned the lions with his neighbors. He also
produced a container, which he had used to poison the lion that contained pink
powder. The same pink coloring was visible on the laced meat of the cow carcass
used for the poisoning. He was taken by the KWS to the Narok police station.
On the 2Sth the suspect was released and no charge reached the prosecutors offce.
The lion samples were refrigerated and flown to Nairobi on the 2ih of ApriL. The

KWS veterinarian in Nairobi collected them that morning.

Some three weeks later we have had no feedback regarding the test results.

)

)

)'

Suspected Poisoninq in.the Mara

)

We at Wildlife

Direct were informed of the incident on Friday, October 29. We immediately left to visit the

lis Griffon, White Backed, and
Hooded) vultures, a Tawny eagle, and a Bateleur eagle, dead in the area where they had been discovered
by game scouts of a conseNation project in Siana area, Predator Aware, in the vicinity of a wildebeest
carcass that had been laced with poison by suspected cattle herders.
scene to collect evidence and assess the situation. We counted 25 (Ruppe

The pink colouration and powdery form of the substance found sprinkled on the well-eaten wildebeest
carcass point more towards Marshal than Furadan. It is known that local herders have been using Marshall

( a pink substance) to kil fleas and other external parasites by dusting their sheep and goats with this
substance. Game scouts believe that the poison was intended for lions and other large predators, which the
herders may have targeted in retaliation for suspected predation on their livestock. We could not establish
why the local community would lace a wildebeest.
-)

KWS officers had picked two intact carcasses the previous day. On this day we collected beaks, crops,
and talons, which we delivered to a professor at the Kenya Polytechnic University College (a constituent
college of the University of Nairobi) for independent toxicology testing. We also collected a sample of the
pink powder we found next to the carcasses. KWS too got this powder to test independently. Together with
.) the Mara scouts, KWS, and the police, we formed a team, and after taking samples, we decided to gather

the carcasses and destroy them by burning, to avoid cross contamination.
.....Those present during my visit (those who helped in burning the carcass) included:

';)

1. The Local Chief

2. A Kenya Police officer (Mara), Mr. Osewe Leonard
3. James Muasya (T.P.U) Police officer, Mara
4. KWS officers (Christine and
5. Moses Kuyioni - Game Warden, Mara
6. Robert Parmwati
7. The local youth

Incident Report By: Enoch Mobisa.

)

)

)

)
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WILDLIFEDIRECT

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE

13 May 2010

Kenya's lions on the brink of extinction: three more lions poisoned in Masai Mara
Conservationists have warned that Kenya's lion population is in danger of
becoming extinct within a few
years if nothing is done to stem a wave of poisonings that have already left at least eight of the
charismatic predators dead in recent weeks.

\
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Î
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v

)

)

In the latest incident, the carcasses of two lionesses and a young male were found late last month near
Lemek, apparently killed in retaliation for attacking domestic cattle. In their investigation, the Kenya
Wildlife Service (KWS) arrested a local cattle herder who admitted he had used a pesticide to poison the
lions along with his neighbours.

The suspect showed investigators a container with the remains of the poison he had used to lace a cow
carcass that the lions ultimately ate. The container had traces of a pink powder that the authorities suspect
is a form of carbofuran - a deadly pesticide commonly used in the horticultural industr. KWS has sent
both the lion carcasses and the pink substance for toxicological tests to confirm what it was
samples of
that killed the predators.

)

)

KWS took the suspect to the police but despite the evidence and his admission of guilt, he was released
shortly after. According to anonymous sources, a local politician intervened on his behalf.
This incident brings to 8 the number of confirmed lions poisonings in recent weeks across southern
Kenya; the other five occurring near the Amboseli National Park.
In their National Conservation and Management strategy for Lions and Hyenas, the Kenya Wildlife
Service estimates that only 1,970 lions remain across the countr, and said "poisoning is perhaps the
greatest threat to predators and scavenging birds".
badly for lions - in addition to 8 confirmed poisonings, more than
10 other lions have been killed in other circumstances; A lion was shot in or near Buffalo Springs
Reserve, Samburu District, by local police, while others have been speared near Amboseli National Park
KWS confirms that 2010 has started off

)

The situation is now so serious that the.

conservationist and chairman of

Wildlife

Direct Dr Richard

Leakey has again called for the government to take action.

)

"The futue of
tourism in Kenya is at risk if dangerous pesticides like Carbofuran (sold locally as
Furadan) remain on the market. Time and again, we've seen these substances used to slaughter our
national heritage and destroy one of our greatest economic assets. Yet the authorities continually fail to
follow up cases of abuse and prosecute the culprits. The Kenyan government must show that it is serious
and take swift action to ban deadly pesticides like Furadan and enforce the law.

"If

we fail to put a stop to poisonings, our lions could go extinct in a matter of

years; a catastrophic loss

for anyone who cares about our national heritage, but also a devastating blow to the tourism industr that
currently brings in hundreds of millions of dollars to our economy. " .
)

)

Carbofuran is the active ingredient in pesticides most widely used to kill wildlife such as lions and
leopards. It is also used to kill fish and birds for human consumption. Carbofuran is a neurotoxin that is
deadly to fish, birds, cats and even humans. Kenyan conservationists are calling on the Ministr of
Agrculture to ban the pesticide due to it's environmental impacts. It is not permitted for use in the
European Union where authorization for its' use was withdrawn in 2007. Nor can it be used in the USA
where it is produced due to a recent decision by the Environmental Protection Agency (EP A) that revoked
all tolerance for carbofuran residues on food. This means that carbofuan residues must not be found on

locally produced and imported food items. The decision was implemented on the 31 st December
')

2009.These decisions could affect Kenyan food exports if

the product remains in use on export crops. In

addition, Canada's Pest Management Regulatory Agency recently conducted the risk and value
the
product. Conservationists in USA have conducted an online petition and gathered more than 80,000
signatues urging the Kenyan Government to do the same.
assessments for carbofuran and its end-uses on food and feed crops and also recommends a ban of

After incidents oflion poisoning in Kenya became public in 2008, the manufactuers of
Furadan, FMC
withdrew Furadan from Kenyan shelves. However, the product is stil not offcially banned and can be
found in some agro-vet stores. The active ingredient, carbofuran, is still available in other over-the

counter pesticides.

WildlifeDirect is a conservation charity registered in USA and Kenya, and based in Nairobi. We enable
conservationists at the front lines to tell their stories and raise awareness about their work through over 80
blogs from the field on the website platform htt://wildlifedirect.org. The Chairman of
Wildlife
Direct is
Dr. Richard Leakey and the Executive Director is Dr. Paula Kahumbu. Visit htt://wildlifedirect.org for
more information

Furadan: WildlifeDirect is campaigning for the de-registration or total ban on the active ingredient of
Furadan, carbofuran in Kenya due to the threats it poses to users, consumers and wildlife. This pesticide
threatens the survival of lions, vultures, fish species and many other mammals and birds In Kenya.
Furadan is produced in USA by FMC and is sold locally by Juanco SPS as an agricultural insecticide. For
more information on our campaign against wildlife poisoning visit
htt:// stopwildlifepoisoning. wildlifedirect.org
'r

KWS is the government body responsible for wildlife conservation in Kenya. For more information visit

htt://www.kws.org
For other photographs or more information please contact Paula Kahumbu paulaC(wildlifedirect.org, or
call 0722685106, or 020 2602463

\
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(CBS) This story was first published on March 29,2009. It was updated on July 25,2009.
We all grew up learg that the lion is the kig of the jungle. And now that we're not little any
more, we know just how vulnerable they are. In fact, when exposed to man's devices, lions are
extremely fragile.

The latest weapon being used against them is poison. As 60 Minutes first reported last March,
Afrcan herders whose livestock and livelihood are threatened by lions are kiling them in the most
effective and economical way they can.
And overwhelmingly, that is by using a cheap American chemical called Furadan. It is marketed as
a pesticide, to be used for protecting crops. But it's bought by many to kill anmals. And that's one
reason why, conservationists say, Africa's lions are in trouble.
)

Correspondent Bob Simon took a jourey through the bush in Kenya to find out what's going on.
We leared that 20 years ago, there were some 200,000 lions in Afrca. Today, there are 30,000 and

the numbers are going down all the time.
Lions are being poisoned at a staggering rate in Kenya, and there's little chance cubs outside the
wildlife reserves there wil make it to adulthood.
Dr. Laurence Fran, of

the University ofCalifoffia Berkeley, told Simon he believes that poison,

combined with other threats, wil make the lion in Afrca extinct.
Frank has been following lions for the last 30 years, lookig for ways to keep them alive. Whle 60
Minutes was there, Alayne Cotteril, his colleague, needed to put a new collar on a lioness named
Mara. She darted her and put her to sleep.
Cotterill and Fran had less than an hour to do their work before Mara would wake up. A sleeping
lion is a deceptively gentle creatue. Her coat, which looks exquisitely smooth, is actually quite

rough to the touch.
Seeing Mara's claws retracting into soft, padded paws, you understad why she is such an efficient
us than we are of
her.

killer. But actully, she may be more afraid of

"They're very unikely to attck us," Cotterill explained. "There's been so many years of confict
with people in this area, it's almost hardwired into their systems to be terrfied of

)

people.

"

And with good reason: over the milenna, people have speared, shot and trapped lions. Today, the
primar culprit appears to be poison.
"We know of 30-plus poisonings just in this area in the last five or six years. We have data on
another 35 or 40 poisonings in our other study area, elsewhere in Kenya. But that's gotta be just the
tiny tip of
the iceberg," Dr. Fran told Simon.

)

Mara is part of a pride which lives on Claus Mortensen's ranch. Five years ago he found out just
how devastating poison can be when he discovered that another of his prides had gone missing.

)

"After a few days, vultues were seen circling on our northern boundar there. And we went out and
we found first one lion, then another, and then another," Mortensen remembered.
Seven lions in all had perished. The lions had been vomiting and there were no bullet wounds.
Mortensen said he was sure the lions had been poisoned and suspects that Furadan was responsible.
It's one of
the most toxic pesticides sold in Kenya, widely available and hard to detect because it
dissipates quickly in poisoned anals. Lab tests, he says, ruled out any other poison.

So why would anyone want to poison these glorious creatues? The first thig you need to know is
that 70 percent of the countr's wildlife is found outside the protected game reserves, on Kenya's
vast plains, where wild anmals and cattle mingle. Lions are there too, and that's where the trouble
begins. The lions attck and eat the cattle.
The area is inhabited by the Maasai people, who always had a way of dealing with that. The young
men went out hunting lions with spears; it was a rite of passage. Antony Kasanga was one ofthem.

Asked what it means for a young Maasai man to kill a lion, Kasanga told Simon, "It makes you
famous. You get the whole community to know you, because you killed a lion. . ..If you had one
girlfrend, you get 20 more."
It's more than

just having 20 girlfriends: killing lions protects cattle, the very foundation of

the

Maasai's existence.

) When a cow is kiled by a lion, Kasanga said it's a disaster.
And Kasanga's job now is to avert that disaster and save the lion at the same time. He is a leading
member of the Lion Guardians, a group of reformed Maasai warors who keep track of collared
lions and war herders when the lions get too close to their cattle.
Last year, they were too late in reaching an old herder whose cow had been killed. The herder laced
the carcass with poison, knowing the lions would retu to finish their meaL.
That night, Sengale and Birdie, two collared lions the Guardians knew well, feasted on it. If
the
carcass was poisoned with Furadan, they wouldn't have suspected it because Furadan has no taste
and no smell. It didn't take long before the lions were found dead; Birdie was pregnant with five
cubs.

Cows are a cash crop in Kenya. They put food on the table, and they send kids to schooL. Mengistu
Sekeret and his frends all

)

lost cows to lions. That turned them into lion kilers.

Asked how one kils a lion, Sekeret told Simon, "In very silent way."

"What is the silent way?" Simon asked.

"Actually, we use the poison," Sekeret said, explaing that it is very effective.
One poisoned lion captued on camera could barely walk. Its nervous system was shutting down, so
it was put down by vets from the Kenyan Wildlife Service who conducted an autopsy.
"

/
z.

The offcial governent chemist's analysis found Furadan in the lion's stomach. A subsequent

report by the agency that regulates pesticides in Kenya did not mention that finding and claimed
that Furadan was not connected.

When 60 Minutes asked Mengistu Sekeret and his frends about Furadan, they didn't recognze the
name, but knew exactly what it looked like.
He told Simon they call it "the blue stuff' and that that is actually the common name.
)

Simon showed them a bottle of Furadan to make sure we were talking about the same thing.
"Oh wow, it's the one," one of

)

the men replied, after seeing the purlish-blue chemicaL.

Sekeret and his frends wouldn't have any trouble finding Furadan: it can be bought in towns and
vilages all over Kenya in stores called "Agro- Vets," which sell agricultual products, including

pesticides.

But when Simon tred buying Furadan with 60 Minutes cameras rolling, the shopkeepers told him
they didn't have it in stock, so we decided to go undercover with a hidden camera.
)

When Simon walked into a shop - filmed with the hidden camera - he had no problem buying a
bottle of Furadan for 120 shillngs, or about $2.
There was actually plenty of Furadan on the shelves and we were surrised that the storekeeper

didn't ask what we wanted it for. Asked if many people buy Furadan, the shopkeeper told Simon,
"So many people buy Furadan."

But when asked what they use it for, the shopkeeper simply laughed.
ì It seemed clear from stores 60 Minutes visited that shopkeepers knew Furadan was not only used

on crops. In fact, some stores which stocked Furadan were in areas where there wasn't a crop for
miles.
In its granular form, Furadan is baned in Europe and the United Kingdom; it is severely restrcted
in the United States. Just a tiny amount from a $2 bottle is enough to kil an entire pride of
lions.

birds in the United
States and poses unacceptable risks to human health. That's why the Environmental Protection

Furadan, even when used as directed, is estimated to have wiped out millions of

Agency is in the process of banng it.

)

)

But in Africa, Furadan is perfectly legal as a pesticide. However, when the granules are sprinked on
carcasses, any animal that feeds on them will die. And not just lions - hyenas, leopards, jackals,
vultues and other birds die in droves.

"It's inexcusable to use Furadan for kiling anmals. It wasn't designed for the purose. It's grossly
iresponsible to use it in that way," said Dr. Richard Leakey, the doyen of conservationists in
Afrca, who has spent years fighting for the conservation of
Kenya's wildlife.
"But you can understand why cattle farmers do use it," Simon remarked.

.:-i

"I can understand why people rob bans. I mean, there are a lot of thngs I can understand," Leakey

replied. "It's irresponsible to put on the market something that is so utterly dangerous to wildlife in a
, country where wildlife is so critical for our economic futue."

Wildlife is in fact crucial for Kenya's economic futue. Hundreds of

thousands of

toursts bring

hundreds of milions of dollars to the country. But most Kenyans see very little of that, so there is
little incentive to value the wildlife.
"
. :j

these people living with
wildlife," said Torn Hil, an American philanthropist who wanted to make wildlife worth something
to the people.
"The amount of

toursm that's here is not sufcient to offset the cost of

Hil and Richard Bonham, a Kenyan natualist, recognized that time was rung out.

"It just became very clear uness we stepped in and made some sort of intervention, we were gonna
lose the lion," Bonham said.

So they began meeting Maasai to ask what it would tae to stop killng lions. "The answer as they
you would pay us back for our lost livestock once it's been kiled by predators and
we can replace it, then we would quit killng them," Hil said.
gave it to us is: if

"That's what we're doing," Hil said. "They don't hate lions. They hate the economics of lions."

) So Hil and Bonham set up a fund to compensate the Maasai for their livestock losses. Teams of
monitors crisscross the countrside to inspect dead cattle and reimburse the owners if they don't
poison the lions.

The program has achieved some success, but covers only a small area. Throughout the rest of
Kenya the poisoning goes on.

Asked how one stops farers from doing it, Leakey told Simon, "You stop farers by using
unegulated chemicals by not having the chemical on the market. You ban the product."

But the Kenyan governent hasn't baned the product. The company that makes it, FMC, declined

60 Minutes' request for an interview but said in a wrtten statement that Furadan is important to the
sustainability of agrculture in Kenya. They said that the labels clearly ilustrate its proper use and
that they condemn the ilegal use of their products to kill predatory wildlife.
)

/\

But does it have to be a choice between cubs and corporations? There are other ways to protect
cattle without using lethal chemicals. But for lion cubs to grow up to be the splendid creatues they
can be, Furadan cannot be part of their futue.

After our story aired, FMC anounced it would recall Furadan from stores in Kenya and stop all
sales in the neighboring countries of

Uganda and Tannia. But a random surey last month found

that while Furadan was no longer on the shelves in Kenya, it was stil available in Uganda and
Tanzania, where lions are also disappearig.
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(FMC Letterhead)
)

David Brook
)

December 13, 2010

***FISMA & OMB Memorandum M-07-16***

Re: Shareholder Proposal Concerning Improving FMC's Product Stewardship Program and
Corporate Responsibility Principles ("the Proposal")
".)

Dear Mr. Brook:

Thank you for meeting with us concerning the Proposal you have submitted for inclusion in
)

FMC's 2011 Proxy Statement, and discussing FMC's efforts to prevent intentional misuse of its
products to harm wildlife. As a result of our dialogue, we have determined that we have
mutual interest in finding ways, where feasible, to improve the current practices used to

investigate and report potential intention misuse events in developing countries. In particular,
both parties agree there is benefit to be derived from having a more formalized, objective

system, whereby such incidents may be investigated by an independent party, with the results
both verified in reputable labs using appropriate protocols and reported accurately to
interested parties.
You indicated that achieving such improvement would go a long way towards creating a more
comprehensive solution to the intentional-misuse-of-FMC's products problem that concerns
you. Additionally, we agreed that, by necessity, such a solution would involve a number of

participants in addition to FMC, including but not limited to, governmental bodies and possibly
NGOs to promulgate and enforce better stewardship standards in the countries at issue.

This wil hereby serve to confirm FMC's commitment to work to try to achieve an improved
system for identifying and reporting the cause and effect of any misuse incidents that come to
our notice. We understand that you are willing to withdraw your Proposal in consideration of
such a commitment, in the belief that the path we have outlined is a more effective way for you
to make progress towards achieving your ultimate objective of finding a comprehensive

solution to the problem of intentional misuse of any FMC products to harm wildlife or human
) health. We also understand that you are free to resubmit your proposal for the 2012 proxy

season should you not be satisfied with the progress of FMC's efforts.

Please be assured that we take the foregoing commitment seriously and that we will work in
good faith towards achieving its objectives. To facilitate our commitment, we invite you to

J meet with the Agricultural Products Group's Sustainability Council at its next meeting, and to
participate, at FMC's expense, in an upcoming trip to Africa to assess the efforts we have

)

undertaken to ensure that FMC's carbofuran pesticide (Furadan brand), is no longer being sold
in the countries of East and Southern Africa.
)

If you agree with the foregoing, please confirm and we ask that you withdraw the Proposal by

close of business on December 22,2010.
)

Sincerely,
FMC Corporation
By:

:1
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***FISMA & OMB Memorandum M-07-16***
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Re: Shareholder Proposal Concerning Improving FMC's Product Stewardship Program and

Corporate Responsibility Principles ("the Proposal")
Dear Mr. Brook:

Thank you for meeting with us concerning the Proposal you have submitted for inclusion in
FMC's 2011 Proxy Statement, and discussing FMC's efforts to prevent intentional misuse of

J

its

products to harm wildlife. As a result of our dialogue, we have determined that we have mutual
interest~ in finding ways, where feasible, to improve the current practices used to investigate and
report potential intentional misuse events in developing countries. In paricular, both parties
agree there is benefit to be derived from having a more formalized, objective system, whereby

such incidents may be investigated by an independent party, with the results both verified in
reputable labs using appropriate protocols and reported accurately to interested parties.

You indicated that achieving such improvement would go a long way towards creating a more
comprehensive solution to the intentional _misuse-_of-_FMC's products problem that concerns
you. Additionally; we agreed that, by necessity, such a solution would involve a number of

)

participants in addition to FMC, including but not limited to, governmental bodies and possibly

Non-Governental Organizations ("NGOs:2 to promulgate and enforce better stewardship
standards in the countries at issue. Those countries include, at this time, all countries in Afrca
where there has been distribution ofFMC products in the last five years.
In order to more comprehensively address these issues, FMC is interested in exploring, with your
interest and involvement, a number of options in order to identify an improved process for its

stewardship program. These options involve the potential misuse of FMC's Furadan
(carbofuran), and Marshal (carbosulfan) but this improved process would apply to all products
marketed for pesticide, herbicide or any other product which has the potential to harm humans
and wildlife. Specifically, FMC hereby agrees to research and then begin to implement the

following defined stewardship program improvements in Afrca beginning on or before March
31, 2011:

1) Actions to improve the factual identifcation of potential product misuse incidents
throu2h:
a) FMC agrees to act to establish a more comprehensive investigative process and a
more fonnal program to document intentional or unintentional misuse t)oisonings

)

of animals and people; this can be accomplished through a number of steps

)

including:

b) Better documenting of the gathering of incident information and reporting by

supporting the use of licensed veterinarans, NGOs, game wardens and
governental officers trained to investigate misuse incidents and to perform
"

)

standard necropsies with tissue sampling in order to determine cause of death.

Establishing proper chain of custody process and paperwork for the gathering and
secured transfer of samples from the field to the laboratory.
c) Acting to establish designated professional laboratories with uniform testing

protocols for the identification of chemical compounds found in samples and the

manufacturers of these compounds, if possible through impurity and process

"fingerprinting" analysis. FMC agrees to provide those laboratories with
laboratory analysis chemical peak identifiers specific to its products, if applicable.
d) Supporting the utilization of the same licensed veterinarians to prepare

J

standardized post mortem pathology reports using their field observations and the
laboratory reports.
e) Contemporaneously acting to report these incidents to police and local authorities

in order to request the lodging of criminal charges for poisoning incidents where
appropriate.
f) Acting to designate a local authorized contact person to coordinate the actions of

FMC with these designated points of contact.
g) Establishing a mailing and/or emailing list for the laboratory chemical

identification results and necropsy reports to be uniformly sent to designated
approved recipients as well as the posting of all data and reports to a secure File
Transfer Protocol ("FTP") site for access by approved NGOs, governental
agencies and other designated parties.
d)

2) Actions to establish an internal policy for product withdrawal. buyback and
auditin2 pr02ram for effectiveness when there is identifed product misuse:
a) FMC agrees to establish a written product withdrawal protocol by March 31,
201 L in order to have an established protocol in place, should an FMC product be

identified as being misused for intentional poisonings of wildlife, birds, fish or

humans. FMC agrees that it wil take steps to immediately halt sales of that
chemical within a specified distribution area or country radius of the incident and
it will make a good faith effort to buy back that compound should such an effort
reduce or eliminate stocks of that compound; and to establish internal guidance on
such product withdrawal actions.

2

b) FMC agrees that it wil examine opportnities to expand product packaging
identification systems. such as expanded batching codes. electronic tracers or
other packaging tracking systems for backtracking distribution points and sources
in order to better track sources for any product and packaging identified as
misused for a poisoning.

c) FMC agrees that it will coordinate with all of its distributors and others to
accurately maintain inventory and sales records of all FMC product inventory and
in order to confirm their understanding and compliance with product withdrawals
and/or buybacks and product return and/or destruction.
3) Actions to build consensus and trust:

a) Within three (3) months of execution of this letter commitment. FMC agrees that
it will sponsor a minimum of three open stakeholder meetings over the next year
in Kenya and/or other Afrcan countries to solicit local involvement and expand
its dialogue on the issue of product misuse. Invited attendees would include

interested representatives from: NGO's. Agrcultural interests. environmental
J organizations. governental representatives and agrculture/chemical
manufacturers and distributors. While the meetings wil be sponsored by FMC,
an involved conservation group. such as for example. Panthera Corporation or

World Wildlife Fund or equivalent organization. would be asked to (if interested)
act as moderator/facilitator for each meeting. Meeting minutes would be prepared
and recorded to be posted to the FTP site,

b) FMC wil work with and identify viable suggestions from the stakeholder
meetings. including. not limited to: ways to educate people about the dangers of
pesticide misuse. restricting access to certain pesticides. licensing applicators.

changing formulation of pesticides with bittering agents and/or pungent or acrid.
odors. funding programs to prevent loss of livestock and wildlife and promoting
enhanced criminal penalties for intentional misuse/poisoning of wildlife.
waterfowl or fish.

c) FMC wil work with NGO's and governental officials in an attempt to establish
) a poisoning incident toll-free hotline. FMC and other related chemical

distributors and manufacturers in the regIon wil also explore supporting and
funding the establishment of a financial reward program for information leading

to the arrest and conviction of anyone responsible for any such misuse poisonings.
Use of this hotline and reward program would be promoted through radio. print
and other forms of mass communications.
4) Preparation of FMC Product Stewardship Report:

a) FMC agrees to prepare a "Product Stewardship Report." to its shareholders by
October 2011. with updates and lessons learned from these enhanced program

initiatives. The report wil be prepared through the gathering of information from

changes made and incident reports with assistance of the FMC Agrcultural

)

3

)

Products Groups Sustainability Council and input from at least one FMC
unfunded Afrcan-based NGO or other involved independent conservation group.

b) FMC agrees to have the report peer reviewed prior to release by an independent
third party, such as an academic institution with no ties to FMC, such as a United
States based veterinary school with international experience or a law school with
law experience. Changes would be made to rest)ond
international environmental

to suggestions by such a third pary independent institution. FMC agrees to
involve yOU in the choice of such institution and the Afrcan-Based NGO.
5) Development of Creation of A2riculture-Business Consortium Support:

a) FMC agrees to communicate with the other chemical companies and distributors
which support the agrcultural industry in Afrca with chemical herbicide and

pesticide products to encourage the establishment of a shared funding source for
the preceeding agreed upon programs discussed in this letter agreement. Funding
support allocation would be determined by the parties based on a market share or
) simply equal division of costs. Formalization of such an agreement to support

these preceeding programs would be targeted for execution by July 2011 or
sooner, if possible.

b) Those new parties involved with this agreement would also be invited to
paricipate in the stakeholder meetings.

6) Development of Corporate Responsibilty Principles:

a) FMC agrees to examine expanding its corporate responsibility principles to

establish a policy which encourages uniformly limiting human exposure to its
pesticides based upon United States Standards.

b) FMC will work to draft such a policy by June 2011.

':,')

This wil hereby serve to confirm FMC's commitment to work to try to achieve an improved
system for identifying and reporting the cause and effect of any misuse incidents that come to
our notice. FMC agrees that it will establish and maintain an open dialogue with yOU as these
endeavors move forward and it welcomes your input for which it wil make very effort to
incorporate your ideas and comments. In order to facilitate this dialogue, FMC agrees to involve

)

you in its non-propriety communications as it develops these programs and in its formulation of
this expanded stewardship program.

FMC also agrees that should any poisoning incidents occur in other countries on other
continents, that it wil act to establish a similar program as outlined above as applied to that part
of the world.

4

We understand that you are wiling to withdraw your Proposal in consideration of such a
commitment, in the belief that the path we have outlined is a more effective way for you to make
progress towards achieving your ultimate objective of finding a comprehensive solution to the

problem of intentional misuse of any FMC products to harm wildlife or human health. FMC
will strive to have each of the aforementioned tasks implemented. or to be in the process of
implementation. not later than September 15.2011. unless otherwise noted. so that you 'He also
understand that you arc would be free to submit or resubmit yellproposal for the 2012 proxy
season should you not be satisfied with the progress of FMC' s efforts.

Please be assured that we take the foregoing commitment seriously and that we wil work in
good faith towards achieving its objectives. To facilitate our commitment, we invite you to

meet with the Agrcultural Products Group's Sustainability Council at its next meeting, and to
participate, at FMC's expense, in an upcoming trip to Afrca to assess the efforts we have
undertaken to ensure that FMC's carbofuran pesticide (Furadan brand), is no longer being sold in
the countries of East and Southern Afrca.

If you agree with the foregoing, please confirm and we ask that you withdraw the Proposal by
close ofbusÌness on December 22,2010.
Sincerely,

(Signed by a Corporate Officer)
FMC Corporation
By:

I have read and agree with the preceeding information as proposed by FMC Corporation.
By: David Brook:
12/17/2010 11:16AM
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USE OF FURADAN TO ELIMINATE LIONS AND OTHER
CARNIVORES IN KENYA
)

Laurence Frank, PhD.
Director, Living with Lions
Museum of Vertebrate Zoology
University

of California

Berkeley, C A 94720

)

23 Jan. 2011

Credentials:
BA in Biology, Reed College, 1970
MSc. in Ecology, University of Aberdeen, 1974
PhD in Zoology, UC Berkeley, 1983
40 years of research on biology and conservation of predators in Kenya
79 scientific papers and 10 popular aricles on biology and conservation of
,J

Afrcan predators

Statement:

')

I have been active in predator research in Kenya since 1971 and predator conservation
since 1997, with emphasis on lions and spotted hyenas. The greatest conservation threat
to these and other large predators is retaliatory killng by people in response to
depredation on cattle, sheep, goats and camels. Poisoning with Furadan is the most
common way for people to get rid of large carivores, as most species retu to finish a
large kill the next night. Livestock owners poison the remains of the carcass, killing every
carvore, vulture or eagle that subsequently feeds on it. The most recent lion poisoning

case ofwhIch I am aware took place on Jan. 19,2011.
Lions and other predators are heading for extinction; by the best estimate, fewer than
30,000 lions remain thoughout Africa. Our conservation group Living with Lions has

records of at least 52 lions poisoned in our 3000 square mile Laikipia study area since
2002, and a minimum of 68 in the 2000 square mile Amboseli region since 2001. The
Kenya Wildlife Service has many poisoning records from the Masai Mara region. In most
other pars of Kenya, dead carnvores are unlikely to be reported to conservation

)

.\

authorities, so these records represent just a fraction of the actual number of lions
poisoned in Kenya. Few data are available from other countries, but anecdotal evidence
suggests that poisonig is very common in much of Afrca. There have been several
reports in the Uganda press of lions being poisoned with Furadan in Queen Elizabeth
National Park, and Furadan is reported to be widely used to poison vultues in southern
Afrca, for use in magic.

)

In the 20th centuy, both strychnine and toxaphene (an organochlorie used for'dipping'
cattle to prevent tick-borne diseases) were widely available and used for killng predators.
When strchne was better controlled and toxaphene was replaced by acaricides with
low toxicity to mamals, people
discovered that Furadan was highly effective for killing
predators, very cheap, and unversally available in Kenya: one could go into any
'agrovet' shop (there are many in every small town in agrcultural areas), ask for
somethng to kill predators or feral dogs, and be sold ajar of

Furadan granules for 120
ths, and large

150 Kenya shillngs ($1.50- 2.00). Virtally all pastoralists were aware of

)

numbers of lions, spotted and strped hyenas, leopards and jackals were killed. Incidental
mortality of vultues and scavenging eagles was enormous; as a result, some species of
vultures have virtally disappeared from Kenya, others have become rare.

".)

In 2003, I attended a meeting in Nairobi with FMC corporate representatives David Jupp
and Florence Troubac, where they were informed that Furadan was being used to poison
predators and also waterfowl (for human consumption), but FMC took no action until
CBS 60 Minutes
publicized the issue in 2009. The following day, FMC withdrew it from
the Kenya market and instituted a buy-back program, with the result that it is now
difficult to buy in Kenya. Old stocks remain hidden, however, and it is readily available
in neighborig countries.
The most recent incidents were reported by scouts from the African Wildlife Foundation
and followed up by a scout from the Masailand Preservation Trust and one from our Lion
Guardians group. On Januar 2, 2011, just on the Tanana side of

the Tanana-Kenya

border, a livestock owner sprined Furadan on the carcass of a cow killed by lions. A
female lion, four spotted hyenas and a vultue were poisoned. On January 19, the same
man poisoned a male lion who fed on another cow; its female companons apparently
surived. The accompanying photos show Furadan granules sprinkled on the lion afer it
was parially skied (skins, teeth and claws are ilegally sold to tourists), apparently in
)

an effort to kil more hyenas. The lions almost certinly came from Amboseli National
Park on the Kenya side of
the border. I have bought Furadanin Kenya to photograph it,
and the granules visible on ths lion appear identicaL.

)

)

In a similar incident a year ago, a pride of five Amboseli lions was poisoned on the
Kenya side of
the border, and the perpetrator freely admitted buying Furadan in
Tana. The Kenya Governent Chemist's analysis oflion liver and stomach samples
showing carbofuran in all samples is attached. Thus, although Furadan is now hard to
buy in Kenya, it is freely available in Tanana, where it has also been documented by
Richard Bonham as being used to poison crocodiles in the Selous game Reserve.
I also include photos taken in 2006 outside Tsavo National Park in Kenya, where two
male lions were poisoned using Furadan, reported by my colleagues Seamus Maclennan,
Leela Hazah and Amy Howard. The photos show the dead lions, the cow carcass that
was used as bait, and Furadan granules and masses of dead flies on the cow.

In typical cases, however, the dead lions, hyenas, or vultues are only found and reported
days after death. They are rotten and scavenged, and little evidence is left behind, It is

rare for someone to arve on the scene while the carcasses are stil fresh, and evidence in
the form of granules or piles of dead fles on the bait are stil visible. Because rangers are
not trained in toxicology, stomach content samples are rarely taken. Furer, the one

)

)

')

laboratory in Kenya capable of analyzing for carbofuan residues now refuses to do it 
the assumption among conservation groups is that they have been paid off.
Although few lab analyses have been done, the people doing the poisoning readily
describe using Furadan, and all agrovets are familar with this use for it. As strchnne
and organophosphate acaricides are no longer available, there is no other readily
available poison. In spite ofFMC's denial, there is overwhelming evidence that Furadan
has been used to decimate predators and scavengers in Kenya, and continues to be used in
2011 to kill wildlife in Kenya and elsewhere in Africa.

This statement is truthl to the best of my knowledge.

~jl

Laurence Fran, PhD.

Director, Living with Lions

Research Scientist, University of Californa, Berkeley and
Panthera

--i
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)
My name is Martin Odino,

January 23, 2011

I am making this statement since J live in Kenya and based upon what I have seen, I believe that Furadan

is continuing to be misused for wildlife poisonings as recently as January 3, 2011.
)

i am an affilate of the National Museums of Kenya, Ornithology Section. I have an educational
background in Zoology (Bachelor of Science in Zoology, 2005). Since 2007, I have worked under the Bird
life International's Kenyan partner), BirdLife International African
Partnership Secretariat in Kenya and Wildlife Direct (African Conservation Fund under the Richard

Committee of Nature Kenya (Bird

)

Leakey & Associates) during which time i have ran consultancies on pesticide poisoning of wildlife and

conducted surveys and research on bird and other wildlife poisoning. Broadly I am an ecologist though I

have specialized on birds and therefore most of my research, particularly on poisoning is ilustrated by
studies on birds.
I have been involved with the issue of the misuse of pesticides in Kenya and specifically Carbofuran sold

under the brand name Furadan 5G in Kenya, which is manufactured by FMC Corporation. I would like

to give a brief most recent overview of what i have seen as to the current status with the misuse of
Furadan and the stated withdrawal of Furadan from Kenya:

)

During April 2009, we had a meeting with two of FMC's top personnel at Wildlife Direct's offices in
Nairobi Kenya and the proceedings of

what was discussed can be accessed on-line at

http://www.furadanfacts.com/Li n kClick.aspx ?Iin k=Content%2FDocs%2 FWild lifeDirect%2520FM (%2520
meeting%2520m in utes%252015th%2520Ap ril%25202009. pdf

After the 60 Minutes broadcast, FMC announced their withdrawal of Furadan for their expressed
concern for Kenya's wildlife, particularly lions and a buyback programme was put in place with the local

distributors, JUAN(O, being charged with the responsibility.

i have been conducting field work in the Western Kenyan marshes. On January 3-5, 2011, i was at the
site where i have been working (Bunyala Rice Irrigation Scheme) since February 2009 and to say the

least Furadan 5G is stil being used by poachers to poison birds, especially African Openbills,

Anastomous lameligerus. More horrifying and as you may have already read on our stop wildlife

poisoning blog, http/stopwildlifepoisoning.wildlifedirect.org/, JUANCO the traditional distributor of
:; FMC reinstated information on some confusing formulation of Furadan, yet information about Furadan

had been off their website for about a year. It is ironic since the same JUANCO were the ones solely

involved with the buy back. i thought they were helping to heal the wound, only to stab it raw and open

again, by apparently selling it or some formulation of Furadan.
J FMC withdrew Furadan during 2009, but this pesticide somehow surfaces among the poachers as

recent as now (January 23, 2011), secretly supplied to them by unscrupulous distributors (who judging
from the communication on Juanco's website must be JUANCO; check

http://juancogroup.com/?id=4&spg=30) through the agrovets that must still be running this business in
top secrecy.

)
I certify that the foregoing statements made by me are true.

Sincerely,

)

~4~
Martin Odino

FMC Corporation
1735 Market Street
Philadelphia, PA 19103

215.299.6000 Phone
www.fmc.com

Via Federal Express
December 29,2010

Offce of the Chief Counsel
Division of Corporation Finance
U.S. Securities and Exchange Commission
100 F Street, N.E.
Washington D.C. 20549

~'.:i
:J

"')

Re: FMC Corporation
Shareholder Proposal of David Brook

Securities Exchange Act of 1934 - Rule 14a-8

,'.)
'-"-...'

,,:

Ladies and Gentlemen:

the Division of Corporate Finance (the "Staff')
of
the Securities and Exchange Commission (the "Commission") of
the intention ofFMC
Corporation (the "Company") to exclude from its proxy statement and form of
proxy for its 2011
Annual Meeting of
Shareholders (collectively, the "2011 Proxy Materials") a shareholder
proposal (the "Proposal") and statements in support thereof (the "Supporting Statement")
received from Mr. David Brook (the "Proponent"). In accordance with Rule 14a-8 promulgated
under the Securities Exchange Act of 1934 (the "Exchange Act"), the Company respectfully
requests confirmation that the Staff wil not recommend enforcement action if the Company
excludes the Proposal from its 2011 Proxy Materials. The letter setting forth the Proposal and
the relevant correspondence is attached hereto as Appendix 1.
This letter is to inform the staff of

Pursuant to Rule 14a-8G), the Company has:
. fied this letter with the Commission prior to 80 calendar days

before the Company intends to fie its definitive 2011 Proxy
Materials with the Commission (on or about March 21, 2011); and
. concurrently sent a copy of this letter to the Proponent.

Pursuant to Rule 14a-8G), the undersigned hereby submits this letter and its
attachments to the Commission, together with six additional copies. The undersigned has
concurrently sent a copy of this letter and its attachments to the Proponent.

THE PROPOSAL
The Proposal requests that the Company establish a product stewardship program
for Furadan(ß insecticide and other FMC pesticides that have been suspected to have been
misused by third parties to harm wildlife or humans, paricularly in Africa. Specifically, the
Proposal sets forth the following resolution:

~MC

U.S. Securities and Exchange Commission
Page 2

December 29,2010

"RESOLVED, the Shareholders request the Board establish a legitimate product
stewardship program by:
· Implementing immediate moratoriums on sales and withdrawals from the

market of Furadan, and any other FMC pesticide, where there is
documented misuse of products harming wildlife or humans, until FMC
effectively corrects such misuse;

· Preparing and publishing at reasonable cost, excluding propriety
information, a product stewardship report by October 2011, and annually
thereafter, addressing all documented product misuses worldwide since
2005 and proposing changes to prevent further misuse including: working
with foreign governents in training and educational programs, licensing
applicators, restricting access, incorporating bittering agents and funding
programs to prevent loss of livestock and wildlife;

· Establishing an independent scientific advisory panel to prepare these
reports; and
· Incorporating in the FMC Corporate Responsibility Principles a human

equality declaration stating that FMC wil treat third world people no
differently than Americans as it relates to U.S. pesticide exposure limits."

BASIS FOR EXCLUSION
As is evident from the Proposal and its Supporting Statement, this Proposal arises
principally from concerns regarding alleged misuse of an FMC pesticide product - Furadan™
insecticide - directed at lions in Africa by cattle herders who are illegally seeking to protect their
herds from lions through intentional misuse of this crop protection product. The Company has
been following good stewardship practices regarding Furadan in Africa and elsewhere in the
world for many years, even before this issue was highlighted in a March 2009 segment on CBS'
Sixty Minutes television program. Since the segment aired, the Company has engaged in
extensive efforts to strengthen its stewardship programs and, contrary to the Proposal, already
has a robust stewardship program. Starting from largely misleading assertions in the Supporting
Statement, the Proposal seeks to micro-manage the business of

the Company's largest division,

in ways that are substantially covered by existing Company processes.
Accordingly, the Company hereby respectfully requests the Staff

to concur in its

view that the Proposal may be excluded from the Company's 2011 Proxy Materials pursuant to
(1) Rule 14a-8(i)(10) because the Proposal relates to a matter that the Company has substantially
implemented, (2) Rule 14a-8(i)(3) because the Proposal is materially false and misleading and
(3) Rule 14a-8(7) because the Proposal deals with a matter relating to the ordinary business
operations of

the Company.
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ANAL YSIS
A. The Proposal May Be Excluded under Rule 14a-8(i)(10) Because the

Proposal Has Been Substantially Implemented.
Under Rule 14a-8(i)(IO), a proposal may be omitted if it has already been
"substantially implemented." The Staff
has taken the position that "a determination that the
Company has substantially implemented the proposal depends upon whether its particular
policies, practices and procedures compare favorably with the guidelines of the proposaL."
Texaco Inc. (avaiL. Mar. 28, 1991); see also Exchange Act Release No. 34-20091 (Aug. 16,

1983 ) (the" 1983 Release") (adopting interpretive change to "permit the omission of proposals
that have been 'substantially implemented by the issuer"'). A proposal need not have been
implemented in full or precisely as presented for it to be omitted as moot under Rule 14a-8(i)(10)
- all that is required is that the company has in place policies and procedures that address the
proposal's essential objectives satisfactorily. See 1983 Release; see also Caterpilar Inc. (avaiL.
Mar. 11, 2008); Wal-Mart Stores, Inc. (avaiL. Mar. 10, 2008); PG&E Corp. (avaiL. Mar. 6, 2008);

The Dow Chemical Co. (avaiL. Mar. 5,2008); Johnson & Johnson (avaiL. Feb. 22, 2008) (each
allowing exclusion under Rule 14a-8(i)(10) of a shareholder proposal requesting that the
company prepare a global warming report where the company already had published a report that
contained information relating to its environmental initiatives).

The Company believes that it may exclude the Proposal because, as discussed
below, the Company has already substantially implemented the objectives sought by the
Proponent.
1. Element 1 of the Proposal: "Implementing immediate moratoriums on

sales and withdrawals from the market ofFuradan, and any other FMC pesticide, where there is
documented misuse of products harming wildlife or humans, until FMC effectively corrects such
misuse"
Furadan(ß is a broad spectrum insecticide that is a crop protection product used by
farmers around the world for improved crop yield and productivity. FMC sells Furadan and
other pesticide products (including Marshal(ß Insecticide) to help farmers meet the demands of
an ever-increasing human population on the world's food supply. Proper use of
these products
allows farmers to continue to farm efficiently and maintain favorable crop yields. Since its

launch in 1967, Furadan has enjoyed a long history as a safe and effective product
for sustaining agriculture and has become one of the most widely-used pest control insecticides
in the world. It is most commonly used in protecting crops such as rice and corn. Because of its
versatility and effectiveness, Furadan is used in more than 40 countries by both large commercial
farmers and small plot growers.
commercial

Prior to ceasing all sales into East Africa countries in 2008 and 2009, FMC sold
the granular formulation of Furadan in Kenya for growers of corn, potatoes, vegetables, bananas
and horticulture crops to use to control pests that are very destructive to crops - for example,
nematodes, aphids, grubs, weevils, and stalk borers. In the Spring of 2008, the Company learned
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of an incident involving the possible poisoning of lions in the Maasai Mara region of Kenya,
which allegedly involved the use of Furadan as the causal agent. In response, and out of an
abundance of caution, the Company immediately stopped the distribution of Furadan into Kenya.
The Kenya Pest Control Products Board ("PCPB") - the Kenyan pesticide regulatory agency
which is the Kenyan equivalent of
the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency - and the
Company conducted independent investigations into these alleged incidents, and both concluded
that there was no connection between carbofuran (the active ingredient in Furadan) and the
deaths of the animals. See Exhibits A and B attached hereto, which are the PCPB and Company
investigative reports, respectively.

Nevertheless, the Company has not resumed sales of Furadan into Kenya
following reports of the incidents in 2008, in spite of the absence of any evidence that the
Company's products were used in these criminal acts by third parties. In April 2009 the
Company instructed its distributor in East Africa to cease all sales of Furadan into Tanzania and
Uganda, which are neighboring countries to Kenya, as a proactive and precautionary measure in
response to concerns by conservation groups that Furadan could be used for ilegal baiting in
those countries or, alternatively, brought into Kenya. In addition, the Company ceased sellng
Furadan in South Africa in early 2010. The Company has fully withdrawn from the sale and
distribution of Furadan in East Africa and South Africa, has implemented a moratorium on any
further sale or distribution of Furadan by FMC in these regions, and has no intention of re
introducing Furadan in these regions in the future. The Company is not aware of any other
country where there is any ongoing reported poisoning of wildlife alleged to involve the use of
pesticides currently produced and marketed by FMC1. Accordingly, FMC respectfully submits
that it has already implemented this aspect of the Proposal.
In addition to these moratoriums, the Company has taken additional preemptive
the Proposal by establishing buy-back programs for Furadan in
these regions. Beginning in the Spring of
2009, the Company implemented a Furadan buy-back
program from distribution centers and retailers in Kenya, and beginning in the Summer of
2009,
the Company implemented a Furadan buy-back program from distribution centers and retailers in
Uganda and Tanzania. Moreover, that same year, the Company sent its own personnel and a
specially-retained consultant to Kenya and surrounding countries, traveling over 25,000
kilometers to search for Furadan in local "Agrovet" retail shops (where many farmers shop for
their agricultural supplies), in order to encourage them to participate in our buy-back program.
Pursuant to these buy-back programs, the Company exported from Africa all Furadan that it
repurchased from Africa in February 2010. These buy-back programs in each of
Kenya,
action that exceeds the scope of

i It is worth noting that there are many generic pesticides in Kenya and other East Africa nations, some of
"Furadan" and its many years
on the local market, it is not surprising that some persons are swift to call any pesticide granule found in a baiting
situation as "Furadan" even when the product has no connection whatsoéver to FMC-produced Furadan carbofuran
product.
which look similar to FMC's Furadan product. Given the high brand recognition of
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Uganda, and Tanzania remain open today for any Furadan product that might still be found in
these countries.

2. Element 2 of the Proposal: "Establish a legitmate product stewardship

program by...preparing and publishing at reasonable cost, excluding propriety information, a

product stewardship report by October 2011, and annually thereafter, addressing all
documented product misuses worldwide since 2005 and proposing changes to prevent further
misuse including: working withforeign governments in training and educational programs,
licensing applicators, restricting access, incorporating bittering agents and funding programs to
prevent loss of livestock and wildlife"
The Company has a longstanding product stewardship program that is endorsed
by executive management and integrated into all management processes involving the pesticide
business. This program is effective and is continually being improved. Even though the

Furadan in the late 1960s, the
Company recognizes that stewardship is an ongoing and never-ceasing obligation, and that the
message and the means of fulfilling its stewardship objective must be constantly evolving. A
recent change in the program includes the creation of a Global Product Stewardship Manager
position to oversee international efforts. This Manager provides outreach and is in regular
communication with foreign governmental and NGO entities on issues related to alleged Furadan
misuse.
Company's stewardship efforts date back at least to the launch of

Accordingly, in June 2009, the Company established an internal product
stewardship network (the "Stewardship Network") to assist the Company and the U.S.
Environmental Protection Agency (the "USEP A") in issuing reports and recommendations, in
addressing global issues and in implementing various programs designed to respond to both
documented and alleged misuses of Furadan and other pesticides manufactured by the Company.
The Stewardship Network, which built on existing informal communications processes,
promotes regular conversation among regional FMC product stewardship personnel to discuss
local incidents of product misuse and to consider and design proactive measures to prevent any
such misuse. The Stewardship Network facilitates the Company's longstanding annual product
stewardship dialogue process with the Company's Chief

Executive Offcer and executive

management, which addresses: (i) the Company's progress toward the goals set during the prior
year, (ii) any instances of alleged product misuse and the Company's responding action plan, (iii)
the product stewardship programs in each of
the Company's business units, (iv) areas of
improvement and (v) the future goals for the coming year.
The Stewardship Network also facilitates the Company's direct reporting to the
USEP A of adverse effects from the Company's pesticide products worldwide that come to the
Company's attention from the field, publications, and other sources and which are reportable to
USEP A under US pesticide law. These reports are used by the USEP A to identify trends and to
implement responsive action plans. In conjunction with these comprehensive reports, the
Company has a crisis management plan to escalate the communication of serious adverse event
reporting to its executive officers. Upon the Company's receipt of information relating to any

pesticide incidents that pose a serious and immediate threat to protecting human health, safety or
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the environment, the Company immediately assembles a team of personnel having operational
supervision over key functional areas to address the issue. If the event is significant, such
incidents are swiftly escalated to the Company's executive committee and the Company's
corporate health and safety organization.
The Company's stewardship program includes the dissemination of
reports
detailing the Company's stewardship goals, initiatives and achievements. These reports are used
to inform and educate employees of
the seriousness with which the Company treats stewardship
principles, as well as to counsel users of
the Company's products as to the importance of
the

these products. Two such reports - one relating to the Company's U.S.

proper and safe use of

market (where the Company no longer distributes Furadan) and the other pertaining to the
Company's South America market - are attached hereto as Exhibits C and D.
Additional evidence of
the Company's commitment to stewardship is the
openness with which the Company treats Furadan safety issues. The Company has sponsored a
website dedicated to a discussion of the alleged involvement of Furadan in ilegal activities in
certain African countries, including a description of
the Company's response as well as a host of

additional relevant information.2

the Company. One of
the five key elements in the Company's "VISION 2015" growth strategy, recently unveiled by
the Chief Executive Offcer to the Company's employees, is that the Company "be safe, ethical
and responsible stewards." This tone-at-the-top message is reiterated paricularly in the
Agricultural Products Group organization ("APG") through means such as top level
communications from the Group's President, regular communications from the Group's Global
Indeed, a commitment to stewardship is a core principle of

Stewardship Manager, and training by Group legal counseL.

Another part of this element of the Proposal requests that the Board establish a
"legitimate" product stewardship program by "working with foreign governents." As
demonstrated below, the Company has already substantially implemented this aspect of the
ProposaL. The Company's Stewardship Network spends considerable time and effort working
with conservation groups and the Company's distributors, in additon to foreign governments, to
prevent further misuses of

the Company's products. Some of

the Company's recent efforts

include the following:
. In order to facilitate the detection of Furadan as the cause of any suspected

wildlife poisoning, FMC has (i) outstanding offers to fund laboratory analyses by, (ii)
outstanding offers to provide product information to, (iii) outstanding requests to receive
information from, and (iv) sent teams to meet with, each of
the following entities and
organizations: U.S. embassy offcials and local regulatory authorities in Kenya, Uganda and
South Africa; National Geographic; the Kenya Wildlife Service; Wildlife Direct Inc., a charitable
2 The website address is www.furadanfacts.com.
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organization registered in both Kenya and the United States that is dedicated to saving
endangered species; Lion Guardians, a conservation program dedicated to preserving and
protecting lions from, among other threats, the poisoning by pesticides in Kenya; Masaailand
Preservation Trust, an organization which works with local African communities to resolve
human-wildlife conflct; the Chemical Crime Forum, which is operated by the Endangered
Wildlife Trust; and the following distributors of
the Company: Juanco Group, Philagro South
Africa (Pty) Ltd. and Arysta LifeScience South Africa.

· FMC takes a leadership role in representing the chemical manufacturing
industry in the Rotterdam Convention, which is a legally-binding international treaty, and in the
course of such representation (i) receives notifications of regulatory actions taken by countries
relating to problematic and hazardous pesticide formulations and (ii) corresponds with the
Rotterdam Convention's 31 designated experts on the Convention's Chemical Review
Committee;

· FMC has provided significant financial support to Panthera in its big cat
conservation efforts, particularly in Africa with Panthera's Lion Guardian program, which helps
prevent the loss of wildlife and livestock in areas where the herder-wildlife conflct is
particularly acute;

· FMC has worked through its trade organization, CropLife International, as
a member of the stewardship team that provides product stewardship training programs for
farmers around the world on the responsible use of pesticidal products; and
· FMC has expanded the scope of

the Company's stewardship program into

Asia by holding a Furadan workshop in Thailand with regulators and poison control center
officials.
These are but a few examples of the recent actions taken by the Company to
embellsh its stewardship program. They rest on a firm foundation of annual training by FMC

and its distributors which is undertaken particularly in developing nations and particularly with
respect to sensitive products such as Furadan, where farmers, retailers, local regulators, pesticide
applicators, and other interested persons learn how to properly use and apply products so that
adverse impacts to human health and the environment can be avoided. FMC has invested in
these efforts every year, in countries as diverse as Kenya, Brazil, Mexico, Indonesia and
Thailand, and thousands of persons have received such training over the many years of these
efforts. See Exhibits E, E and G for examples of
training materials used in the Company's
stewardship program.

Finally, FMC considers and implements programs and research to mitigate
potential incidents, including research to see if a bittering agent can be added that will effectively
deter wildlife or keep them from ingesting the granular formulation of Furadan that is popular
with farmers. The current Furadan usage instructions, which involve tilling the insecticide under
the surface of
the soil, have been very successful in minimizing exposure to birds. FMC believes
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in a continually evolving approach to product stewardship, as the Company continues to seek
new ways to improve and expand the scope and effectiveness of its stewardship efforts.

Accordingly, the Company already has in place robust stewardship programs and
funding initiatives that accomplish substantially all of the material aspects of this element of the
Proposal, the only exception being the publication of an anual product misuse report available

to the public. However, even with respect to this one exception, the Company has in place other
mechanisms to inform the Stewardship Network and senior management of these issues, and to
interact with the public regarding same. With respect to alleged Furadan misuse in Africa in
particular, the Company has a public website which describes the situation and the Company's
stewardship efforts. These collective efforts show that FMC is open to, and engaging all
interested persons in, its stewardship programs. In light of all these ongoing actions, FMC
respectfully submits that this part of the Proposal has also been substantially implemented.
3. Element 3 of the Proposal: "Establishing an independent scientifc

advisory panel to prepare these reports"

In June 2010, consistent with its overall focus on stewardship, the Company
providing FMC's
Agricultural Products Group with an independent and diverse range of external expertise,
perspectives, and guidance related to APG's global stewardship program and sustainability
established an independent "Sustainability Council" with the goal of

practices. It is comprised of scientists, an environmental lawyer, a global leader in implementing
corporate responsibility and ethics programs, and conservationists. The members of the

Sustainability Council come from the following organizations: Panthera (the world's leading big
cat preservation NGO); Mainstream Green Solutions (a consulting firm for climate
change, natural resource conservation and other environmental issues); the Academy of

Natural
Sciences (the oldest natural science research institution and museum in the Americas); the
Partnership to Cut Poverty and Hunger in Africa (an NGO focused on improving conditions of
Africans); Emerging Agriculture LLC (a consulting firm that advises on crop sustainability
policies); and Hong Kong University's Center for Corporate Governance and Financial Policy.
The objectives of

the Sustainability Council are to:

· inform APG of emerging agricultural, environmental, conservation and/or
social issues, trends and opportunities related to APG's global business;
· advise APG on enhancing its global stewardship program and
sustainability policies;

· recommend metrics for assessing APG's global stewardship and
sustainability practices;

· provide input aimed at positioning APG as a leader in sustainable
practices and products; and
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· avail APG and senior management with critical thinking, candid

discussions and advice for action on conflcts.
The full Sustainabilty Council has had one two-day meeting in 2010, and several
subgroups have met, including several members who attended the two-day World Food Prize
conference in Iowa - an event which focuses on improving agriculture particularly in developing
nations. In addition, many one-on-one conversations have occurred. The next full meeting wil
be convened within six months. The Council's paricipation at this year's World Food Prize was
particularly relevant to FMC's stewardship efforts in Africa: the event featured more than 1,000
researchers, governmental policymakers, and other experts from 65 countries and NGOs, with a
special emphasis on Africa, highlighted by a keynote address from former U.N. Secretary
General Kofi Annan, who now chairs the Allance for a Green Revolution in Africa.
The Company utilizes the advice and recommendations received from the
Sustainability Council to refine the Company's stewardship activities and to devote additional
attention and fuding to the initiatives that would best achieve the Company's stewardship
objectives. The Company respectfully submits that this evidences substantial implementation of
this element of the Proposal.
4. Element 4 of the Proposal: "Incorporating in the FMC Corporate

Responsibilty Principles a human equality declaration stating that FMC wil treat third world
people no diferently than Americans as it relates to us. pesticide exposure limits."

The Company conducts its business in a consistent manner worldwide that
protects public and occupational health, the environment and employee safety. Specifically, the
Company complies with the Code of
Conduct of
the Food and Agricultural Organization of
the
United Nations3 ÇFAO Code of
Conduct"), the American Chemistry Council's Responsible
Care Guidelines, and the Company's Code of
Ethics and Business ConductS ("Code of
Ethics"),
which in the aggregate, substantially incorporate the Company's commitment to the Proposal's
"human equality declaration."
The Company adheres to all standards set forth in the F AO Code of Conduct by:

(i) assisting countries that have not yet established the requisite regulatory controls on the quality
and suitability of pesticide products to promote the judicious and effcient use of such products
and address the potential risks associated with the use of these products; (ii) promoting practices
3 The FAO Code of

Conduct can be accessed at the following URL:
http://www.tao.or!?docrep/005/y4544e/y4544eOO.htm .

4 The ACe's Responsible Care Guideline can be accessed at the following URL:
http://www.americanchemistry.com/s responsiblecare/sec.asp?C 10= 1298&010=4841

5 The FMC Code of Ethics and Business Conduct can be accessed at the following URL:
http://media.corporate-ir.netlmedia fies/irol/ I

ILL

17919/code ethics ENG.pdf.
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that reduce risks in the handling of pesticides, including minimizing adverse effects on humans
and the environment and preventing accidental poisoning resulting from improper handling; and
(iii) ensuring that pesticides are used effectively and efficiently for the improvement of
agricultural production and of human, animal and plant health., Among other things, the
Company provides certain of its foreign distributors with protective equipment and approved
spray application equipment for the distributors to give away for free to customers, so as to
encourage and enable the safe use of
the Company's products. The Company also provides
training in the native languages of various end markets for its products, in order to protect the
health of
farmers using the Company's products.6

the American Chemistry Council ("ACC"), the
"Responsible Care" are
implemented worldwide throughout the Company's business.7 Responsible Care is a chemical
industry initiative designed to continually improve the actions taken by the Company to protect
its employees, customers, the public and the environment. The Company has committed to
complying with the Responsible Care program and does so by implementing responsible
development, manufacture, transportation, use and disposal procedures of its products. This
includes training of employees in the Responsible Care principles, emphasis on the importance
of
the Responsible Care principles in the Company's Code of
Ethics,8 and a regular independent
audit of
the Company's practices under the auspices of
the ACC to assure compliance with the
Responsible Care standards.
As an active member company of

Company is committed to ensuring that the ACC's principles of

Under its Code of

Ethics, the Company is committed to conducting its global

business with honesty and integrity and complying with all applicable laws of all countries where
the Company operates. The Code of Ethics exemplifies the Company's dedication to these

business standards and summarizes the legal and ethical principles that the Company follows in
implementing its business operations worldwide. The Code of Ethics stresses the importance of
protecting the environment as well as human health and safety, beyond achieving mere
compliance with applicable laws. Although laws and standards vary from country to country and
culture to culture, the Company's common goal and continuing commitment is to maintain
equally high standards wherever it operates. The Company's commitment to the Code of
Ethics
starts at the top of
the Company's corporate governance structure, as FMC's directors, offcers
and employees are responsible for becoming familiar with and abiding by the Code of
Ethics.
This includes the Company, its subsidiaries, affliates, joint ventures and all other entities, that,
in each case, are directly or indirectly controlled or managed by the Company; the employees
6 See Exhibits E, .E and Q for examples of written, photographic and pictorial training materials (portions

of which have been translated into English for readabilty by U.S. headquarters personnel).

7 The FMC Responsible Care website can be accessed at the following URL:
http://www. fmc.coin/ AboutFM C/Responsib leCare/ResponsibleCareProgram.aspx
8 See Section 7 on page 6 of
the FMC Code of

supra.

Ethics and Business Conduct, referenced in footnote 5,
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and directors of these entities in their work on behalf of the Company; and consultants and other
the Company. Moreover, the Company

independent contractors in their work on behalf of

facilitates a means to enforce the Code of Ethics by providing a globally accessible, anonymous
and confidential "Ethics Response Line" that operates twenty-four hours per day, seven days per
week. Failure to cary out the responsibilities set forth in the Code of Ethics can lead to
disciplinary action, including discharge.

All these commitments apply with particular emphasis to the Company's
research, development, marketing and sales of its pesticides, including Furadan. The Company
recognizes that these products, while having great benefit to agricultural production, can have
negative effects if
used improperly. Therefore, the Company takes great care in studying the
potential toxicological effects of its products, and, before marketing in any country in the world,
ensures that the use of the pesticide product wil not cause adverse effects to workers or persons
who eventually consume foods produced by crops treated by the Company's pesticides. With
regard to Furadan, over forty years of use by many thousands of farers around the world
confirms that the product is safe when used correctly - whether the farmer is based in Iowa or in
Kenya. FMC is committed to the protection of all such farers wherever they may be, and
reinforces this effort through research, proper labeling, training and other outreach. Similarly,
toxicological data - and 40 years of experience - confirm that permitted carbofuran residues on
foodstuffs produced around the world wil not result in adverse effects to humans. The Company
takes equally seriously the protection of such consumers both in the United States and in the
developing world.
*

*

*

In summary, all four elements of
the Proposal have already been substantially
implemented by the Company. While the Company recognizes that varying interpretations of
the Proposal could lead to slight discrepancies between the requirements of the Proposal and the
Company's aforementioned efforts, the Staff consistently takes the position that a company need
not comply with every detail of a proposal or implement every aspect of a proposal in order to
make a determination that the proposal has been substantially implemented and to exclude it
under Rule 14a-8(i)(10). See Bank of America Corp. (avaiL. Jan. 4, 2008); AMR Corporation

(avaiL. Apr. 17, 2000); Masco Corp. (avaiL. Mar. 29, 1999); Erie Indemnity Company (avaiL. Mar.
15,1999); AutoNation Inc. (avaiL. Mar. 5,2003); AutoNation Inc. (avaiL. Feb. 10,2004); and
Symantec Corporation (avaiL. June 3, 2010). As is demonstrated by the foregoing, the Company

works daily to implement the essential objectives of the ProposaL. The Company has adopted its
current stewardship program after careful consideration, with input from the Sustainability
Council, and with due regard to the actions that the Company, as a business organization with
responsibilities to its shareholders and stakeholders, may properly take to help combat the illegal
and intentional misuse of
the Company's products.

As a consequence, the Company does not anticipate that it would implement a
product stewardship program that is materially different from the stewardship program already
guiding the Company's own extensive actions, even if
the Proposal were to be adopted.
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Accordingly and for the reasons described above, the Company believes that it has substantially
implemented the essential objectives of
the Proposal and that the Proposal may be properly
excluded pursuant to Rule 14a-8(i)(10).
B. The Proposal May Be Excluded under Rule 14a-8(i)(3) Because the Proposal

and the Supporting Statement are Materially False and Misleading.
Rule 14a-8(i)(3) permits the exclusion of a proposal from a company's proxy
the Commission's
proxy rules, including Rule 14a-9, which prohibits materially false or misleading statements in
proxy soliciting materials. In recent years, the Commission has clarified the grounds for
exclusion under Rule 14a-8(i)(3) and noted that proposals may be excluded where the company
demonstrates objectively that a factual statement is materially false or misleading. See Staff
Legal Bulletin No. 14B (Sept. 14,2004) ("SLB No. 14B").
statement when the proposal or supporting statement is contrary to any of

As explained below, the Proponent's Proposal and Supporting Statement weaves a
series of misleading and false statements as the premise to his inflammatory and erroneous
assertions that "FMC has failed to responsibly control the misuse of Furadan, thus jeopardizing
FMC's reputation and profitability" and is "creating a nightmarish result." These statements,
however, cannot withstand close scrutiny and are additional grounds for excluding the Proposal
in its entirety.
Proponent's Proposal - false and misleading
"RESOLVED, the Shareholders request the Board establish a legitimate product

stewardship program by... (Uncorporating in the FMC Corporate Responsibilty Principles a
human equality declaration stating that FMC wil treat third world people no diferently than
Americans as it relates to Us. pesticide exposure limits. "

The Staff has permitted the exclusion of certain portions of stockholder proposals
and supporting statements from proxy materials when such proposals and supporting statements
contained false or misleading statements or omitted material facts necessary to make statements
made therein not false or misleading. See Farmer Bros. Co. (avaiL. Nov. 28, 2003); Monsanto
Co. (avaiL. Nov. 26, 2003); Sysco Corp. (avaiL. Aug. 12,2003); Siebel Sys., Inc. (avail Apr. 15,

stated in SLB No. 14B that companies may rely "on Rule 14a
8(i)(3) to exclude or modify a statement... ((a)) where statements directly or indirectly impugn
character, integrity, or personal reputation, or directly or indirectly make charges concerning
improper, ilegal, or immoral conduct or association, without factual foundation; (or (b)) the
company demonstrates objectively that a factual statement is materially false or misleading..."
SLB No. 14B.
2003). Specifically, the Staff

Here, the Proposal requests that the Company incorporate into its Corporate
Responsibility Principles a "human equality declaration" stating that the Company will "treat
third world people no differently than Americans as it relates to U.S. pesticide exposure limits"
(the "Declaration"). The requested Declaration implies that the Company currently engages in
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business practices that discriminate against "third world people" in putting their safety at risk by
exposure to foods that may contain carbofuran residues. This underlying premise is false and
materially misleading and thus this Proposal should be excluded.
While it is true that the USEP A has revoked carbofuran tolerances in the United
States, the Company believes such action was not scientifically valid and not in accordance with
the procedures outlined in the Federal Food Drug and Cosmetic Act.9 For this reason, the
Company has been seeking administrative and judicial redress against USEP A, and will now be
fiing a petition for certiorari with the U.S. Supreme Court. FMC is not alone in these effortsUS farmers believe strongly that Furadan is safe and efficacious and so the Company has been
joined in its efforts to overturn USEPA's decision by the National Corn Growers Association,
National Potato Council and the National Sunflower Association. These groups represent the
three major crops on which Furadan has been used in the United States.
The Company has been challenging USEP A not for the continued sales of US
Furadan which are admittedly modest, but rather, because the Company believes firmly that the
product is safe. Indeed, with regard to the particular point noted in this Proposal element - U.S.

residue limits - USEP A agrees with the Company and has gone on record that carbofuran
residues on domestic crops are safe.10 The USEP A based its decision on computer models
showing theoretical residues in certain ground and surface water scenarios - not in food.

The Company carries this same safety commitment to its sale and marketing of
Furadan and other FMC pesticides in other countries. As noted above, the Company generates
residue data on crops before it begins marketing its pesticide products in any country in the
world. Based on those analyses, and the toxicological data in hand regarding the active
ingredient, FMC scientists and researchers can determine the appropriate level of product residue
that may remain on a harvested crop and which could potentially remain on a consumable food.
Governental entities and supra-national bodies such as the World Health Organization then
confirm or establish different safe residue limits.
The pesticide safety system is highly regulated at many levels all around the
world. The Company complies with these regulations in addition to following its own internal
high standards. The sale and marketing of Furadan in particular is confirmed by its more than

40-year history, where safe residue limits in all countries have protected persons (whether they
be in Africa, Asia, South America, or the United States) who eat foods treated with carbofuran,
9 The U.S. Circuit Court of Appeals for the O.C. Circuit held that the USEPA's revocation of

the
carbofuran residue limits was "arbitrary and capricious" and mandated that such tolerances be reinstated. See
National Com Growers Association. et al. v. Environmental Protection Agency et aI., 613 F.3d 266 (O.c. Cir. 2010).

10 In connection with its revocation of carbofuran residue limits for all sales of carbofuran in the U.S., the
EPA stated: "The estimated acute dietary exposure from carbofuran residues in food alone (i.e., assuming no
concern for the U.S. Population and
all population subgroups." 74 Fed. Reg. 23,077 (May 15,2009).
additional carbofuran exposure from drinking water), are below EPA's level of
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from adverse effects. Given that this record establishes that the Company does not discriminate
between u.s. people and "third world people," the Proposal is false and materially misleading
and thus should be excluded under Rule 14a-8(i)(3).

Proponent's Supporting Statements - false and/or materially misleading
The Proponent has also made the following statements in support of the Proposal
which the Company considers to be materially false and misleading, in violation of the
Commission's proxy rules, for the reasons set forth below:
1. Proponent's Statement: "Furadan is being used to intentionally kil

large

mammals such as lions in Africa. "

The Company respectfully submits that this statement is unsubstantiated and,
accordingly, materially misleading. The Company is not aware of any substantiated cases of
large mammals being intentionally kiled with Furadan. The Company met with the Kenya
Wildlife Service ("KWS") in both 2008 and 2009 to review alleged incidents of ilegal poisoning
of lions with Furadan. Although KWS advanced unsubstantiated claims linking a small

the lion deaths from 2000-2008 to Furadan misuse by pastoralists, and
notwithstanding formal requests by FMC for reports from KWS to review the relevant data and
any analytical methods used, KWS has not provided any evidence to support its assertions. i i As
explained earlier in this letter, the Kenya Pest Control Products Board and the Company
conducted independent investigations into alleged incidents of lion poisoning, and both
concluded that there was no connection between carbofuran (the active ingredient in Furadan)
and the deaths of the animals. Furthermore, since those incidents were highlighted in the media,
no substantiated report of Furadan poisonings has been submitted to the Kenya Pest Control
Product Board, which would be required if in fact there were any linkage.
minority of

2. Proponent's Statement: "Milions of migratory birds in South and North
America have been unintentionally poisoned by Furadan. "

The Company respectfully submits that this assertion is materially false and
misleading. The purported evidence on which the Proponent relies is pure conjecture. As a
more plausible estimate, on February 5, 2008, the USEP A presented statistics, attached hereto as
Exhibit H, indicating that less than 11,000 migratory birds have been affected by Furadan in the
last 38 years. In addition, the American Bird Conservancy database, attached hereto as Exhibit I,
ii With regard to one 2008 incident, K WS produced a report asserting that carbofuran baiting caused the
death of

two lions. However, that report relied on the analysis by a chemist who used an unreliable method of

testing. See attached report of Or. Edward Kikta, a fellow of the American Institute of Chemists and former

the American Society for Testing Materials committee on Chromatography, attached hereto as Exhibit
l. Therefore, the KWS report, attached hereto as Exhibit K, purportedly linking carbofuran in this one incident is
suspect. Furthermore, even if the poison used was carbofuran, which the Company denies, it could easily have been
chairman of

a generic form of carbofuran and not FMC's Furadan. See footnote i, supra.
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indicates that an estimated 40,000-50,000 birds have been affected by Furadan in the 32-year
period from 1972 to 2003. As any shareholder would recognize, there is a world of difference
between an estimated 40,000-50,000 and "milions." Further, and as comparison points of
reference, in the United States, high-rise buildings cause approximately 300,000,000 bird deaths
each year and transmission and distribution lines cause approximately 150,000,000 bird deaths
each year.12 Finally, with respect to South America, the Company is not aware of any reports of
bird poisonings attributable to Furadan.
3. Proponent's Statement: "USEP A banned all carbofuran residues in
domestic foods, effectively prohibiting its use in America on December 31, 2009. "
The Company respectfully submits that this assertion is materially misleading.
The USEP A did revoke

all domestic carbofuran tolerances but based its decision on computer

models showing theoretical residues in ground and surface water - not in food. Indeed, USEP A
13

has confirmed that carbofuran residues in all US-labeled food crops are safe.

4. Proponent's Statement: "The European Union banned residues infoods in

2007. "

The Company respectfully submits that this assertion is materially false and
misleading. The European Union did not ban carbofuran residues in foods. What the European
Union did was omit carbofuran from a new list of approved active ingredients, resulting in
carbofuran being subject to specified residue limits under European Union regulation. These
default limits permit the continued importation into the European Union of
treated commodities
with residues at de minimis levels which carbofuran has for many crops.

14

5. Proponent's Statement: "While Furadan use is restricted in the United

States, the Company has allowed its unrestricted international sale in corner stores in many
third world countries. "
The Company respectfully submits that this assertion is materially misleading.

Furadan is heavily regulated in worldwide markets. The Company sells only to licensed
distributors worldwide and authorizes the sale and distribution of Furadan only to licensed retail
shops that sell agricultural products. Further, the Company has voluntarily ceased supplying any
resellers in Kenya, Uganda, Tanzania and South Africa, as more fully described in Section A,
above. Finally, the document to which the Proponent refers to substantiate this claim, attached
12 See the American Bird Conservancy report, attached hereto as Exhibit I, at the tab captioned "Other
Killers."

13 See footnote 9, supra.
14 See European Union MRL (maximum residue limits), attached hereto as Exhibit L, showing permissible

levels of carbofuran residues in hundreds of different types of foods, as currently in effect.
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hereto as Exhibit M, refers only to now-halted sales in Kenya, not to sales in "many third world
countries" as alleged by the Proponent.
6. Proponent's Statement: "it is possible residues of rFuradanj were in your
morning cup of coffee, since residues are allowed in certain imported foods. "

The Company respectfully submits that this assertion is materially false and
misleading. Neither carbofuran nor its metabolites are found in the processed commodities of
either roasted or instant coffee. Accordingly, "your morning cup of coffee" would not contain
residues of Furadan. Furthermore, USEP A's regulations on imported coffee beans permit safe

levels of carbofuran residue. The U.S. Circuit Court of Appeals for the D.C. Circuit held that the
USEP A's prior revocation of the carbofuran residue limits (including coffee) was "arbitrary and
capricious," and mandated that such tolerances be reinstated. See National Corn Growers
Association, et aL. v. Environmental Protection Agency et aI., 613 F.3d 266 (D.C. Cir. 2010).
7. Proponent's Statement: "The irresponsible and unregulated use of Furadan

through a lack of product stewardship by FMC in Africa, Asia and South America is creating a
nightmarish result..

"

The Company respectfully submits that this assertion is materially false. Furadan,
like every other pesticide, is regulated by governents in every country around the world and

cannot be sold without submission of relevant data and issuance of a product registration. In
addition to governental regulation in all countries in Africa, Asia and South America, FMC

sells Furadan in a responsible manner, using only licensed distributors who train farmers on the
safe and effective use of the product. The overwhelming majority of farmers who purchase
Furadan have been using this product responsibly and safely for over 40 years because it
substantially increases crop yields in an effcient and affordable manner. This responsible use of
Furadan has helped farmers succeed in putting food on the table of milions of people living in
Africa, Asia and South America. Moreover, the Company (either directly or through its
distributors or a trade association) has implemented product stewardship programs in Africa,
Asia and South America. As described above, when FMC became concerned regarding potential
Furadan misuse in East Africa, it instituted moratoriums on sales by FMC of Furadan in Kenya,
Uganda, Tanzania and South Africa with no intention of
reintroducing the product in these
countries, and further, has established buy-back programs for any remaining Furadan product
found in Kenya, Uganda, and Tanzania.
8. Proponent's Statement: "prompting CBS Sixty Minutes to document the

intentional misuse of this product to exterminate lions in Kenya. "
The Company respectfully submits that this assertion is materially misleading.

The documentation cited by CBS Sixty Minutes did not include any actual evidence that Furadan
was used to exterminate lions in Kenya. A close reading of the program transcript or a careful
listening to the p~ogram wil confirm that CBS Sixty Minutes nowhere stated conclusively that
Furadan was the cause of any lion deaths.
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9. Proponent's Statement: "There are new reports that Furadan and Marshal

(carbosulfan) are being intentionally misused to exterminate wildlife in other African countries,
fresh water fish and waterfowl sold

including Uganda, Tanzania and South Africa and to poison

for human consumption. "

The Company respectfully submits that this assertion is unsubstantiated and,
accordingly, materially misleading. The Company has not received any substantiated reports
that either Furadan or Marshal have been intentionally misused to exterminate wildlife in any
African countries or to poison freshwater fish and waterfowl for human consumption. The
is either do not refer to FMC products or refer to them in a
reports to which the Proponent refers
misleading and unsubstantiated, speculative maner.

10. Proponent's Statement: "While FMC acted to stop sales in Kenya, it has

not stopped the problem from spreading to other countries. "

The Company respectfully submits that this assertion is materially false. The
Company has ceased all distribution and sales of
Furadan to Uganda, Tanzania and South Africa,
and has taken extensive measures to address these issues, as discussed more fully in Section A,
above.

failed to responsibly control the misuse
of Furadan, thus jeopardizing FMC's reputation and profitabilty. "
11. Proponent's Statement: "FMC has

The Company respectfully submits that this assertion is materially false. As
discussed above, the Company has ceased all sales and distribution of Furadan in East Africa and
South Africa in response to alleged misuse, and the Company's response was expeditious. The
Company has invested further in the implementation of robust stewardship programs to address
the responsible use of Furadan. Finally, if anything, FMC's reputation as a responsible product
steward has been increasing: over the last several years, the Company's Agricultural Products
Group business units in Mexico and Brazil have won recognition for industry-leading

d h. 16

stewar s ip programs.

15 See, Evidence for Revoking Registration of
Carbo

fur

an in Kenya, May 17,2010, as to reported incidents

of misuse in Kenya, at http://www.scribd.com/doc/3441 I 935/Wildlife-Oirect-Carbofuran-Report-for- Task-Force

17-5-10, and Measuring the Conservation Threat to Birds in Kenya from Oeliberate Pesticide Poisoning, Martin
Odino, July 30, 2010, at http://stoowildlifeooisoning.wildlifedirect.org!.

16 APG's Brazil division was named as the "top company in Grower Education for the safe use of

pesticides" by ajudging commission from the Brazilian government in 2005. The commission acknowledged
FMC's product stewardship program that focused on Responsible Care and 7 Habits of Safe Use for crop protection
products. In 2009 and 20 i 0, APG' s Mexico division received the distinction of being declared a Socially

Responsible Company. The distinction is granted upon a determination that a company's culture is based on
honesty, transparency and service, where the company bases its vision and commitment in policies,
programs, decision-making and actions designed so as to positively impact employees, the environment and the
communities in which the company operates, beyond its basic obligations.
principles of
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12. Proponent's Statement: "FMC should also amend its Corporate

Responsibilty Policies, since it affords Americans greater protections from exposure than third
world people, who are allowed unlimited exposure to Furadan. "
The Company respectfully submits that this assertion is materially false. While it
is not clear precisely to whom the Proponent is referring by his reference to "third world people,"
FMC can confirm that purchasers of Furadan in any of its worldwide markets, including the
continents referred to elsewhere in the Proposal - Africa, South America and Asia - are not
exposed to unlimited amounts of Furadan. Furadan is distributed only in marketable quantities to

licensed resellers, and the usage instructions on the product label clearly indicate proper
language. Accordingly, crops that are subject to Furadan
application feature acceptable residue limits and are in compliance not only with all applicable
laws and regulations, but also with the Company's commitment to protect human health, in
addition to the health of wildlife and the protection of the environment. As discussed above, the
application protocols in the local

Company operates its business in global compliance with the F AO Code of Conduct, the

Ethics,
the Company's global business in a consistent
manner that protects public and occupational health, the environment and employee safety.
Furthermore, the document to which the Proponent referred FMC to substantiate this claim,
attached hereto as Exhibit N, refers to a generic brand of carbofuran sold in a three-way dustable
formulation powder that FMC does not make or market - it is another company's product.
American Chemistry Council's Responsible Care Guidelines and the Company's Code of
which in the aggregate facilitate the operation of

Summary
Due to the preponderance of materially false and misleading statements contained
in the Proposal, the Company believes attempting to correct and edit the Proposal would be
fruitless, and therefore the Proposal should be completely excluded. The Company respectfully
submits that the Proposal may be excluded by virtue of Rule 14a-8(i)(3) and requests that the
Staff not allow the defects in the Proposal to be corrected by amendment.

the Staffis unable to concur with the Company's conclusion
the numerous false and misleading
statements contained therein, the Company respectfully requests that the Staff recommend the
In the alternative, if

that the Proposal should be excluded in its entirety because of

exclusion of the statements specifically discussed above. In the event the Staff permits the

Proponent to make the substantial revisions necessary to bring the Proposal within the
requirements of the proxy rules, the Company respectfully requests explicit confirmation from
the Staff
that such revisions are first confirmed as accurate and subject to complete exclusion by
the Company if
they cause the Proposal to exceed the 500 word limitation set forth in Rule 14a
8( d) of the Exchange Act.
C. The Proposal May Be Excluded under Rule 14a-8(i)(7) Because the Proposal

Deals with Matters Relating to the Company's Ordinary Business Operations.
The Proposal may be properly excluded from the Proxy Materials under Rule 14a
8(i)(7) because it encompasses matters relating to the Company's ordinary business operations.
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Under Rule 14a-8(i)(7), a company is permitted to exclude a shareholder proposal if it "deals
with a matter relating to the conduct of (its) ordinary business operations." The first central
consideration upon which the policy of this rule rests is that "( c )ertain tasks are so fundamental
to management's ability to run a company on a day-to-day basis that they could not, as a
practical matter, be subject to direct shareholder oversight." See Exchange Act Release No. 34
40018 (May 21, 1998). The second central consideration underlying the exclusion for matters
related to the Company's ordinary business operations is "the degree to which the proposal seeks
to 'micro-manage' the company by probing too deeply into matters of a complex nature which
shareholders, as a group, would not be in a position to make an informed
judgment."
The SEC has taken the position that decisions regarding the sale, content or
presentation of a particular product, whether considered controversial or not, are part of a
company's ordinary business operations and thus may be excluded under Rule 14a-8(i)(7), see
The Coca Cola Co. (avaiL. Jan. 22, 2007) (proposal requesting, in part, that the company adopt
specific requirements relating to the labeling of
its caffeinated beverages); Marriott
International, Inc. (avaiL. Feb. 13, 2004) (proposal prohibiting the sale of sexually explicit
material at Marriott owned and managed properties); Walmart Stores, Inc. (avaiL. Mar. 9,2001)
(proposal requesting that the retailer stop selling handguns and their accompanying ammunition
was excludable). For example, in Walgreen Co. (avaiL. Oct. 13,2006), a shareholder sought to
include a proposal that the company's board of directors publish a report characterizing "the
extent to which W algreens' private label cosmetics and personal care product lines contain
suspected carcinogens, mutagens, reproductive toxicants, and chemicals that affect the endocrine
system, accumulate in the body or persist in the environment." Despite the social policy issues
raised by the shareholder's proposal, the Staff concurred in the Company's argument that the

proposal could be excluded under Rule 14a-8(i)(7).
The Company is aware of

the Staffs position concerning the inclusion of

has found that some of
the issues that raise a "significant social policy issue" include: (i) animal testing, see 3M Co.
stockholder proposals that have ethical or social significance. The Staff

(avaiL. Feb. 22); Wyeth (avaiL. Feb 4,2004), and (ii) food safety and the inhumane kiling of
animals, see Wendy's Intl, Inc. (avaiL. Feb. 8,2005); Hormel Foods Corp. (avaiL. Nov., 10,

2005). Despite this position, the Staff has determined in several instances that proposals raising
the issue of alleged cruel and inhumane treatment of animals in connection with the sale of
products are excludable under 14a-8(i)(7) as dealing with matters of ordinary business
operations. In Lowe's Companies, Inc. (avaiL. Mar. 18, 2010), the shareholder sought to include
a proposal that encouraged the company to label all glue traps sold in its stores with a warning
stating the danger that these traps pose to companion animals, wildlife and human health. The
company argued, in part, that because the proposal dealt with matters relating to the company's
selection and labeling of products, the proposal was excludable under Rule 14a-8(i)(7). The
Staff concurred that the Company could exclude the proposal under Rule 14a-8(i)(7). See also
The Home Depot, Inc. (avaiL. Mar. 12, 2010) (concurring that proposal encouraging company to

label glue traps as dangerous to animal welfare was excludable under 14a-8(i)(7)). Similarly, in
PetSmart, Inc. (avaiL. April 14,2006), the Staff
concurred in the company's view that a
proposal
prohibiting the sale of large birds in its stores was excludable under 14a-8(i)(7) as relating to
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ordinary business operations (i.e., the sale of a particular good) despite the proponent's argument
that the proposal raised significant social policy concerns.
Furthermore, the Staff has excluded shareholder proposals that have requested
highly detailed and specific reports, even when the subject may be a socially significant issue.
See e.g. Ford Motor Company (avaiL. Mar. 2, 2004) (allowing exclusion of
proposal
recommending that the board annually publish a report that would include detailed information
on temperatures, atmospheric gases, sun effects, carbon dioxide production, carbon absorption
and costs and benefits at various degrees of heating or cooling). Here, the Proposal requests a
report, by October 2011, that addresses "all documented product misuses worldwide since 2005
and proposing changes to prevent further misuse including: working with foreign governents in
training and educational programs, licensing applicators, restricting access, incorporating
bittering agents and funding programs to prevent loss of livestock and wildlife" (emphasis
added). The annual report mandated by the Proposal, if followed to the letter, would require the

Company to engage a staff of scientists and various other experts, in addition to the
Sustainability Council mentioned above, and local governments that may be unreceptive or
unresponsive to the Company's efforts, to undertake a large-scale research project at great
expense. This substantial burden on the Company would result in a report that, at best, would

essentially be a compilation of unfortunate incidents categorizing the ilegal misuse of the
Company's products and that would not be in furtherance of any investor-related determination.
FMC maintains that it has already substantially implemented this aspect of

the Proposal, as

amply demonstrated throughout this letter.

The mere fact that the Proposal is tied to a social issue is not enough to surmount
the important policy considerations of

Rule 14a-8(i)(7), as aptly demonstrated by Walgreen Co.,

Lowes Companies, Inc., The Home Depot, Inc. and PetSmart, Inc., because the Proposal deals
with complex tasks that are fundamental to management's ability to run the Company on a dayto-day basis and seeks to "micro-manage" the Company by probing too deeply into business
decisions and relationships upon which shareholders are not equipped to render decisions. See
e.g., Pfizer (avaiL. Jan. 28,2005) (proposal prohibiting the Company from making donations
contributing to animal testing was excludable). Decisions relating to a company's selection of

the daily and ordinary business operations of every company, not just
FMC, and these decisions are inherently based on complex business considerations that are
outside the knowledge and expertise of
the stockholders, and accordingly, should not be subject
to direct shareholder oversight. The Proposal seeks to control the Company's selection of its
products - to allow the stockholders to dictate what the Company may sell would substitute their
opinion for the judgment of
the directors. This judgment is precisely the type which Rule 14a
8(i)(7) is intended to address.
products form the basis of

CONCLUSION
Based on the foregoing analysis, the Company believes that it may omit the
Proposal from its 2011 Proxy Materials in reliance on either or all of paragraphs (i)(lO), (i)(3)
and (i)(7) of Rule 14a-8, and the Company respectfully requests that the Staff not recommend
any enforcement action if the Company omits the Proposal from such proxy materials.
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the Staffs response to our request, my facsimile
the Company can provide you with any additional information or
answer any questions you may have regarding this subject, please do not hesitate to call me at
this request.
(215) 299-6990. Thank you for your consideration of
To facilitate transmission of

number is (215) 299-6728. If

Respectfully

4l~ ut~A:

Andrea Utecht

Vice President, General Counsel and Secretary
FMC Corporation

cc: Mr. David Brook (w/encL.)
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*** FISMA & OMB Memorandum M-07-16 ***

Sent Via Fed Ex Next Day Delivery: Tracking Number:

*** FISMA & OMB Memorandum M-07-16 ***

November 16,2010
Ms. Andrea E. Utecht

Vice President, General Counsel and Secretary
FMC Corporation
1735 Market Street
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania 19103
Re: Shareholder Proposal:

Improving FMC'S Product Stewardship Program and Corporate Responsibility Principles
Dear Ms. Utecht:
I am writing to you as the Corporate Secretary, as required in the FMC

Corporation ("FMC") Proxy Statement dated March 19, 2010, Page 16, as the FMC Officer
requirig notification of my intention to submit a shareholder proposal for the 2011 FMC Annual

Meeting. Enclosed is a timely shareholder proposal intended to improve the FMC Product
Stewardship Program and enhance the Corporate Responsibilty Policies of FMC Corporation.
FMC has stated the due date for such a proposal is not later than November 19, 2010.
The proposal addresses the continuing issues relating to the pesticide Furadan
(carbofuran), Marshal and others. I am sure that you can appreciate the rather unacceptable

situation which has been generated about the manner in which FMC's Furadan continues to be
misused around the world for poisoning all sorts of

wildlife, fish and waterfowL.

Based upon the lack of zealousness in which FMC has reacted to this continuing
problem, I am proposing more direct Board involvement to better examine these issues and to do

two things: first examine the documented misuses of Furadan, and other misused pesticides,
. with the preparation of a repoi1 on these incidents and then institute better stewardship practices
to prevent future occurrences and second, that FMC amend it Corporate Responsibilties Policies
to address human equality issues so that FMC begins to treat third world people no differently
than Americans (and Europeans) as it relates to pesticide product and pesticide residue exposure.

The issue of different standards of exposure for different people of national origin is very

challenging and while I am sure that FMC has not and would not violate any laws, the fact
remains that Americans and Europeans are currently protected from any residues of carbofuran
in foods, (except Americans are stil exposed to tolerances in imported sugar, bananas, rice and
coffee) and third world people are not. This is an issue of Corporate Social Responsibility and
how FMC defines its Corporate Responsibilities so that it can as it has stated in its own words

better implement its "commitment to ensuring that we operate our business ethically, safely,

Ms, Andrea E. Utecht, Vice President, General Counsel and Secretary
FMC Corporation
securely and in a sustainable manner.

November 16, 20 I 0

i"

It is my understanding that FMC is also a signatory to the Food and Agrculture
Organization of the United Nation's International Code of Conduct on the Distribution and Use
of Pesticides ("Code"), revised version, reprinted 2006. This Code sets standards of conduct for
pesticide management and provides goals for governments and corporations to establish more
careful pesticide management in countries where there are limited or no governmental controls.
As stated, compliance with this Code is voluntary. Based upon the principles of

this Code and a

review of FMC materials, there do not appear to be identified visible steps taken directly by
FMC to properly internally institutionalize the provisions of this Code. An audit by FMC of its
compliance with this Code may be one step to improve upon its performance. I suggest that for
now, modifyng FMC's Corporate Responsibilities Policies as provided in my proposal will
immediately assist the Corporation in its efforts to better comply with the FMC adopted
International Code of Conduct on the Distribution and Use of Pesticides guidelines.

While I am sure that FMC complies with international laws, this issue is not about laws
as much as it is about FMC taking a defined corporate stance on protecting all humans equally
from the use, misuse and environmental consequences of potent pesticides. While international
product liability actions may not presently create a significant legal risk to FMC, this issue may
change, as more and more countries begin to adopt United States and European type controls.
My proposal begins to guide FMC in a direction which will ultimately protect the Corporation
from these potential future legal issues and the potential damage to corporate profitability should
these actions begin to proliferate.

Furadan, as a cholinesterase inhibitor, is a dangerous pesticide and it was previously a
restricted use pesticide in the United States. Why should FMC as a United States Corporation,
which acknowledges that it cannot allow Americans and Europeans to be exposed to any residue
of Furadan continue to allow people in certain third world countries to freely buy it without any
restrictions on the who can access it, use it, misuse it or expose humans to unacceptable product
concentrations? I hope you wíJ agree that FMC has a Corporate Responsibility to treat all
people equally and this proposal requests the Board to act to establish a new direction in the form

of an amended Corporate Responsibility Policy as to how FMC should act to treat all people
equally, when it comes to pesticide safety, exposure and environmental impacts, regardless of the
person'5 nationality using the United States as its base of applicability.

i am sure that you realize that both of these issues are not easily resolved, so this proposal
attempts to set in place a mechanism whereby FMC will begin to make changes to correct each
of these problems. Unfortunately a limit of 500 words in my shareholder proposal does not

allow for a full analysis and presentation of these issues. Therefore, I am more than happy to
further elaborate upon these details with you and/or other Officers of FMC as to why this
proposal has merit and why i ask Management to support the incorporation of this proposal into
the 2011 FMC proxy statement.

Quotation taken trom FMC's Responsibility in Action, Welcome to FMC, webpage,
h Up:! /W\vw. tÌnc.eom/Defa ult. aspx? al ias=www. rme. coinlcorpora teresponsibility.
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Ms. Andrea E. Utecht, Vice President, General Counsel and Secretary
FMC Corporation

November 16, 2010

I have provided a title to this Proposal, "IMPROVING FMC's PRODUCT
STEWARDSHIP PROGRAM AND CORPORATE RESPONSIBILITY PRINCIPLES," which I

ask be used in the proxy statement. While I do not consider this title as part of the 500 word
limit, the total words of the proposal, including this title is less than 500 words, which confoims
to the SEC word limit requirements.

I also wil shortly be providing you with a footnoted version of the proposal, so that you
may confirm that all of the statements and information which I have provided in the proposal are
proper and factually documented by reports, investigations and prosecutions. I do not consider

this information as required in any way by the SEC submittal requirements, but I wil present it
as a courtesy in order to facilitate your review and hopeful support of this proposaL.
PROCEDURA COMPLIANCE WITH SEC REQUIREMENTS AND FMC BYLAWS:

In order to expedite your procedural review of this proposal and its conformance with the
FMC Bylaws and Securities and Exchange Commission Procedural Requirements, I provide the
following information to validate my right to present this proposal under 17 CFR 240.l4( a)(8):
1. I have continuously held FMC Corporation securities for over a year with a value

which has never dropped below $2000. I purchased 75 shares of FMC Corporation stock on or
about July 29,2009. The number of shares is currently approximately 75.65.

2. My address is: 7

*** FISMA & OMB Memorandum M-07-16 ***

4. In light of

personal safety concerns, I request that my address NOT be disclosed in the proxy statement and
that FMC require written requests should anyone seek to obtain my address. I also ask that I be
notified of any such requests.
3. I fully intend to continue to hold these securities through the date of the next

annual meeting and beyond.
4. I am enclosing a form prepared by the "record" holder of my securities, Fidelity

Investments, which confirms that at the time I am submitting this proposal that I have held these
securities for at least a year and the number of

the current shares that I hold to be 752.

5. In conformance with the FMC Bylaws, Section 5, I intend to present my proposal

to the shareholders at the annual meeting. Please consider this letter as notice that I request
appropriate notification fiom FMC as to the actual 60 and 90 day window in which the
corporation requests my timely notification of a formal request, should you require such.
SUBSTANTIVE COMPLIANCE WITH SEC REQUIREMENTS:
6. This proposal is intended to make recommendations on the manner in which the

Fidelity has not included the fractional shares I hold as part of my dividend reinvestments.
3

Ms. Andrea E. Utecht, Vice President, General Counsel ancl Secretary
FMC Corporation

November 16, 2010

FMC Board and Management should institute improved actions to act as a proper steward for
Furadan and other pesticides, such as MarshaL. While the proposal makes recommendations on
how the Board should investigate and report and then con'ect this problem, due to limitations on
wording, it is not, and should not be considered exhaustive or limiting to the Board. There are
many solutions to this problem which may not be listed and for which the best approach may not
be known until the independent panel investigates. In fact, I have mentioned bittering agents as
one idea and this may be now under investigation, although nothing has been concluded, that I
am aware. Therefore, none of the listed solutions should be considered fixed or binding, but
merely representative of possible recommended solutions.

7. FMC has stated previously in its "Furadan Facts3," that it acted after the airing of
the Sixty Minutes episode to stop all sales of Furadan from Kenya, and to establish a buy-back
program and that FMC's distributor discontinued sales into Tanzania and Uganda in April 2009.
This infoiination implies that by withdrawing the current stock of Furadan that the poisonings
will stop. My shareholder proposal is specifically being presented because FMC has failed to
adequately address the continued intentional poisonings in Kenya and also in other countries in
Africa, and not just through the misuse of Furadan, but also FMC's Marshal, (carbosulfan) which
is also being used for intentional poisonings. Since FMC did not mention it, I have to believe
that Marshal is still readily available in Kenya, Uganda and Tanzania, so the problem of the
intentional misuse of FMC pesticides, both Furadan and Marshal for poisoning wildlife has not
be substantially addressed by FMC and so the problem of misuse of FMC products continues.

Based upon the information provided by FMC, on its own website", it is apparent that
FMC has taken actions in some attempt to address these continuing issues. These actions have
not been sufícient to state that the problem is solved. My proposal wil assist FMC with this
process and hopefully aid in advancing a successful solution.
I look forward to speaking with you and others at FMC on the ways that we might work
together to begin to address solutions to these issues. If Management and/or the Board would
like to SUppOlt my proposal, with changes, I would be more than happy to discuss any such ideas.

I may be ***
reached
or by email
at & OMB Memorandum M-07-16
. I would
also ask that
FISMAat
& OMB Memorandum M-07-16
***
*** FISMA
***
you provide me with a written acknowledgement that my proposal was timely received by your

offce.
Sincerely,

çt,j ,&j"
David Brook
the Board

Cc: Pierre Broiicleau, President, CEO and Chairman of

11/16/102:25 PM

http://www.flladanfacts.com/inthenews/tabid/3 792/default.aspx?itemid=93 7

hltp://www.furadanfìicts.coin/FAQs.aspx
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IMPROVING FMC's PRODUCT STEWARDSHIP PROGRAM AND
CORPORATE RESPONSIBILITY PRINCIPLES
FMC's Furadan insecticide is kiling more than just insects. Furadan (carbofuran) is being
used to intentionally kil large mammals such as lions in Afrca. Millons of migratory birds in
South and North America have been unintentionally poisoned by Furadan. Even America's
national symbol of freedom, the bald eagle, has been poisoned by Furadan. USEP A banned all

carbofuran residues in domestic foods, effectively prohibiting its use in America on December 31,
2009. The European Union banned residues in foods in 2007.

While Furadan use is restricted in the United States, FMC has allowed its unrestricted
international sale in comer stores in many third world countries. Anyone can buy it for a few U.S.
dollars. Furadan is not just creating harm in far away countries, in the U.S., carbofuran has been
found in the umbilcal cord blood of women in Manhattan and it is possible residues of it were in
your mornng cup of coffee, since residues are allowed in certain imported foods.
The irresponsible and unregulated use of Furadan through a lack of product stewardship by
FMC in Afrca, Asia and South America is creating a nightmarish result prompting CBS Sixty
Minutes to document the intentional misuse of this product to exterminate lions in Kenya.
(htt://ww.cbsnews.coin/stories/2009/03/26/60minutes/main4894945.shtm1) There are new

reports that Furadan and Marshal (carbosulfan) are being intentionally misused to exterminate
wildlife in other Afrcan countries, including Uganda, Tanzania and South Amca and to poison
fresh water fish and waterfowl sold for human consumption.

While FMC acted to stop sales in Kenya, it has not stopped the problem from spreading to
other countries. FMC has failed to responsibly control the misuse of Furadan, thus jeopardizing
FMC's reputation and profitabilty. As shareholders, the next embarrassing news story or potential
litigation over FMC's failure to practice honest product stewardship may harm our investments,
FMC should also amend its Corporate Responsibilty Policies, since it affords Americans

greater protections fi'om exposure than third world people, who are allowed unlimited exposure to
Furadan.
RESOLVED, the Shareholders request the Board establish a legitimate product
stewardship program by:
. Implementing immediate moratoiiums on sales and withdrawals from the market of

Furadan, and any other FMC pesticide, where there is documented misuse of
products harming wildlife or humans, until FMC effectively con"ects such misuse;
. Preparing and publishing, at reasonable cost, excluding propriety infoimation, a

product stewardship report by October 20 i i, and annually thereafter, addressing all

documented product misuses worldwide since 2005 and proposing changes to
prevent further misuse including: working with foreign govemments in training and
educational programs, licensing applicators, restricting access, incorporating
bittering agents and funding programs to prevent loss oflivestock and wildlife;
. Establishing an independent scientific advisory panel to prepare these reports; and

. Incorporating in the FMC Corporate Responsibilty Principles a human equality

declaration stating that FMC wil treat third world people no differently than
Americans as it relates to U.S. pesticide exposure limits.
I, therefore, urge Shareholders to vote FOR this proposaL.

* ** * * *** ** ** ** * ** *** * * * * * ** *** * * * * * * * ** ** * *** * * * * * * * *** * * * * * * * * ** * * ** * * ** * * * * * * * *

The following is not pai1 of the proposal.

Submitted on: November 16, 2010
By: David Brook
*** FISMA & OMB Memorandum M-07-16 ***

Owner of75 + shares, since on or

about July 29,2009.
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FMC CORPORATION
REQUEST FOR NO-ACTION LETTER
DECEMBER 28, 2010
INDEX
A. Investigative Report of Maasai Mara Game Reserve by the Kenya Pest Control

Products Board dated June 16, 2008

B. Company's FMC Investigation of Recent Allegations of Carbofuran Wildlife
Poisoning in the Maasai Mara Reserve in Kenya
C. Environmental Stewardship Guidelines - USA
D. Social and Environmental Report 2006 - South America

E. FMC Training Guide - South America
F. Product Stewardship Training Program - Thailand

G. FMC Product Stewardship and Training Materials - Central America and Mexico

H. US Environmental Protection Agency Overview of Field Data and Incident
Reports
i. American Bird Conservancy -Avian Incident Information on Carbofuran
J. Statement of Edward Kikta, Ph.D on unreliability of analytical testing method

used by Kenya Wildlife Service.
K. Kenya Wildlife Service Report Concerning Maasai Mara Game Reserve

L. European Union Maximum Residue Limits for Carbofuran in food
M. See, Carbofuran and its Toxic Metabolites Provide Forensic Evidence for Furadan
Exposure in Vultures (Gyps africanus) in Kenya, Peter O. Otieno, et aI., Bull

Environ Contam Toxicol, Published online: April 7, 2010,
http://ww . peregrinefund.org/pdfs/ResearchLibrary /201 OCarbofuran. pdf
..

N. "Investigation of deaths in an area of groundnut plantations in Casamance,
South of Senegal after exposure to Carbofuran, Thiram and Benomyl," Maria,
Ugenia Nia Gomes Do Espirito, et al Journal of Exposure Analysis and
Environmental Epidemiology (2002) 12, 381-38810.1038/sj.jea.7500239
10.1 038/sj .jea. 7500239,
http://www~nature.com/ies/iournal/v 12/n5/full/7 50023 9a.htmL.
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Internal MenD
Tm MD/SECRETARY

Ref: PCPB/32Nf75

From: F.N. MUCH'RI
Date: June16, 2008

Subjec SUSPECTD use OF FURAAN (CAROFURA) IN
POISONING OF LlON91N MAAI MARA OAMS

REJ!RVE
ANALYTICAL RESUUS
Nine samples of the soli and plant tissues were forwarded to KEPH1S and
Government chemist on 13111 May 2008 for extction and analysis to determIne

whether there was caroofuren. The reaults of analysis are as indicated below:

KEPHIS RESULTS

: Samplli Code

Sites

Re$ultš--~""-"

2A
2B
2C

Not detected

.

;

f AD8/DB

I A09/08
! A10/0e

_......

Not detedëd

i A14/08 .

18

Not detected
Not detected
Not detected
Not detected
Not detected

I A15/08
l~.1.~l.Q__. ...-h.,,~._

1C

Not detéôtëd"'~

.-...."'2D

IA11/08

iË---'

i A12/08

! A13/08

.~

-1A

1D
i-~-~..........._...

Not d~~~çted

ConcentratIon
(~!J/ma)
.cLOO
.cLOD

. "~Löb
"'LOD

quertere of '\e Marn Oonservanoy.
1B-Scooped soli fø.-m site 1A
1 C- Site approximatelY 2 metres from slle 1 A and Or bare soil undl:r tMe trees.

"

-...1..'........

.;LOD
.;LOD
-:LOD
_..~~'".....~._._._-
.-. ..LOD
.;LQD

1A- (hole) from which the study sample was drawn located ntlxt to the staff

m-Bile Llpproxlmately 10 metres from site 1A with gr8ss veget:¡tlon,

.

FROM:

mx NO.

Mar. 29 1999 07:40AM PB

G2
.

2A.Sltc: located wIthin the sUkUi'B \Ilkl shcii'bll from whIch tho researcher had
drawn a study Sample. No vegetattol\ cover exci:pt the sukuma wl\(1 plants
28-6011 from tho ediiOi (scooped) of slte2A.

2C.Slta epproidmoiely 1 end a half reets rrom alles 2A Gnd 28.
2D-Slte at the edge of $ukuma wlkl ~Ilemba on the bank of rIver Mara l\eKl to whIch

there 18 \Ira" vegetation. .

2E-sukurna planw wIth solly roots uprooted from next to site 2A Bnd 28.

WDo: LImit of Deleo/ion

1 ",,'
'..1

j
il
~
~
'i
l:
~

i

NOTI:: No carbofuran was detected from all the samples that werè analyzed at
KEPHIS.

\
i
!
.
f

GOVERNMENT CtiEMIST RESUL 1'S

Sample 2Q _ Site at the edge of suKuma shamba on the bank of nver Mars next
to which there was grass vegetation) tested pOSitive for carbClmate.

Semole ie, _ Sukuma plants with soli roots uprooted from next to site 2A & 28
no vegetation cover I.e. sites located within the SUKuma wiklstiamba from which
the researcher had drawn a study sample also tested positive for carbamate.

OI~CUS$IONS;
No carbofuran was detected In all the samples analyzed at KËPHIS as all were
below the limit of detectIon. This does not mean that they all tasted negative aii
this was a quantitative analysis. However two samples (All from su\(uma wikl
shamba) had carbamate according to the quaiitative results from the Government

chemist.
The presence of carbamate In the sukuma wikl shamba seems to agree with the
researcher who claims to have conducted a study following the death of the lions.
However It is not clear which carbamate as there are many pestIcIdes with a

carbamate group in their strictre.
~ Carbamate (furadan) Is registered for use in kaleS at nursery leveL.
All the sites located within the fenced area had no carbamate contrary to the

results contained in the study report. This included the site which had been
referred as having carbofran In the report.

¡

FRO :

FAX NO.
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(§
Q,pNCLUSION:
Ccitrery to other areas where there Is human wlld1\fe conflct, it Is not possIble to
comprehend why anyone would intentlonally poison wildlife in the Maasal Mara
geime reserve (Mara area) which is approximately 100km Inside th.e park. Given
that the two samples that tested positve were located wIthin a 6ukuma wlkl
stiamba indIcates that the product had not been misused as this is authonzed for
Instructions.
Uiie In the shamba accordIng to the label

However, the amount of chemical was below level of detection (LOD)

quantitatively. This means that the amounts were too small and the
h ppopotamuses would require to consiime tones and tones of the sukuma wiki
in order to get the right dosage to cause death.

Normally lions do not feed on dead anImals. ThIs can only happen incase of very

old or sick lions that are unable to hunt for themse.lves.

From the report, no samples of the dead hippopotamuses were analy!ed to
c.etarmlne the kiler agent. It is not therefore correct to connect the death of lions
t;) the carbofuran detected in the sukuma wikl shamba.
.'he report claims oarbofuran was detected within the site where Serena Hotel is
beated and is linked to the fogging which Is routinely done to control mosquitoes.
Furaden is normally formulated In granular form and can therefore not be fogged.
The report also Indicates that lionS were noted sickly on 214/08 while the fogging

was done on 614108. These animals were sick before the fogging was done and it
Is not correct to link the foggIng with the sickness.

=rom the outcome of these investigations, It is concluded that more studIes
should have been done before concluding that furadan (carbofuran) was the
cause of death of the lions. In order to avoid doubt, It is recommended that
Incase such an incIdence is reported the studY be'conducted in an open scientific
mannar InvolvIng key stakehOlders (1.e. PCPS, KWS and Conservancy).

Thank you.

F.N. Muchlri.
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sVSPECTED USE OF FUAN (CA)OFl IN :PO~~O~G WILDLIF..IN'
Carbof\'li~s belong to the chemical gr~up 'of carbamtes whose mode of action is syite~ic with
predomin.antly contact and stomaoh action. Fuiad is registered in Kenya fot use as 'a

insecttcidl~/nentieidc for use on .~~. bananas, dr bean, -pyretb vegetables, pineapples,
tnai~e an(t coffee by manual application. Regls~Qn' of any pest control prduct in Keny~
involves :1 rigorous proQßs o£ subinssion of a ful dossier, evaluation' of Înotmati-on so'

$'bmittd to aScer safety of the prÒDuct to user, anals and -,he enviròIlcnt, clc.acy.
'testig under loca! conditions and consiùexaton of any other issues as prescrbed under the l'est .
. . Contrl producta Act cap' 346. Product ar Otlb'..egistered for uses they have been tésted for in
Kenya
It i$ imporant to nota tht al pesticides are toxic and can cause negative effects to U$era and the

environment if they 'are not used according to label intrction. It is An offence undór the Pest

Contral Pr)ducts Act Cap 346 to use ~. product for a 'lle other than fte tegistered one. The
toxicity Of:i pesticide deptmds on.varo\i factors inCludg the fotmulation tye. Varnus olases,

of pest coni:rol products are allowed for use in thi countr Including those in WHO .óiis I that ;:
. ar highy í:xtc but lle restrct!X for uss. Carbof'an belongs to the relatively less toxic class of
. WHO class n an is only.available to the genera! public in fonn of $i:anulll fonnulaton whose
hazards âre leSs cÔD1ared to liqlUd formulatioiis. .
,.

A few cast'S of su~ected miuse of ciuofuan ~ poisonig wildlife have been rePorted in
. Kenya in ttw recent past. For.example.in 2004/2005~ Some incidences of

suspected poisonig of

üons in Laipia area were i;eported to the :Pest Control Produots Board for investìg-atioI1. On'
investigation, strchnine and not carbo.fan was i4entied as the killer agent.

,- -I

-,

--~--~---I

Anollier incident was reported in 2006 in Tsavo West and upon investigations, issues of

human

wildlife conflict featured. Analytcal results of the stomach content of the dead lions revealed
presonce i)f a carbamate and an or~anoch1orie.. No Carbofuan was detected.

A m01'e tecent case of suspected poisoning of lions and hippopotausEl was reported in the
by an NOD, the Mara
Conse~a:iicy group, ther :was 110 connection found between the dead anmals and the suspeoted

Mara Triimgle in May 2008. Contrar to a theory that was bein advanced

oheniical. All the saples analyzed were negatI\ie for carbofuan' and th~re is no likeliood of
huiian/w.ldlie con:fct in the Mar 1ìangle sice it is deep with the Maasa! Mara National'

Re$e~ve. '
GeDei'~l l)bs~rvations

Thel'~ se~;ms to be a spirited c~paign frm conserationist aimed at pushlng for banning of
Furndal1. ::n Kenya. The

process of listi a chemical under Anex il of the Rotteram .

convention is very clear. Shee'nils-ustl by itself does not quali as a reason for the listing..
Tlull'e must be sufficient inoimation on the toxic effects under conditions of normal USe (Not
intentional mís'use). It is l'unshable iidi: the Pest Control Products Act for anyone to use ii
productcl)ntl'ar to the directions on the labeL.

It. is not possible for even birds to come .into contaot with the Fuadan grules ifused properly.

Similarly accid~ntal poi~onig lI a result offeedlg ~.n plånts is also mimal.

.'~å

GT~AOY~: N. MANA

~~.
~Ii/Secre
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SUMMARY

FMC Investigation of Recent Allegations of Carbofuran Wildlife Poisoning
In the Maasai Mara Reserve in Kenya
In early April 2008, the Mara Conservancy, a conservation group, reported that carbofuran, specifically
lions
in the Maasai Mara Reserve of Kenya in the area of the Mara Serena Lodge. According to the report,

the Furadan brand of carbofuran made by FMC Corporation, was involved in the deaths of several

carbofuran was not the direct cause of the lion deaths, but did incapacitate them as a result of
secondary poisoning by feeding on hippos which allegedly died from carbofuran toxicity.
The Kenya Pest Control Products Board (PCPB), the government agency that licenses pesticides,

conducted an investigation in early May 2008 and concluded that there was no evidence to link

carbofuran to the hippo and lion deaths. Subsequently, FMC Corporation conducted its own
investigation of the incident and also concluded that the incident was highly unlikely to have involved
carbofuran based on several

lines of evidence.

The following lines of evidence lead one to conclude that the connection between carbofuran and the

incident is implausible.
Physical Evidence of Furadan Presence

As part of any investigation, FMC first determines ifthere was any physical evidence pointing to the

involvement of Furadan in an incident. In the case of the Maasai Mara incident, the Mara Conservancy
report does not cite any direct physical evidence that Furadan was used in the area and subsequent
investigations by the PCPB and FMC failed to turn up any evidence as welL. There were no Furadan

containers and no observations of blue granules in or on the animals involved, or around the Serena
Lodge and staff garden. There was no record of Furadan ever having been used at Serena Lodge and the
closest possible AgroVet shop appears to be 40 km away. In addition, there were no reports of blue
staining of any organs and tissues of hippos or lions.

Symptomatology
According to the Mara Conservancy report, the first symptoms of intoxication in lions occurred three
days after feeding on the hippos. Symptoms manifested as polyneuropathy or delayed neurotoxicity, a

condition involving die-back of long neuronal axons and impairment of an animal's ability to walk.

Animal models show that carbamates cause acute toxicity with fast onset of symptoms, but do not
cause delayed neurotoxicity. Carbofuran did not cause delayed neurotoxicity in a well-conducted GLP

study required for registration. Unlike organophosphate pesticides, carbamates are not known to cause
this effect. The collective information in humans indicates that exposure to relatively high doses of
some carbamates may result in toxicity in humans that continues to exhibit after the initial severe acute
toxic symptoms have been treated. In some cases, this longer-term toxicity has been reported as

delayed neurotoxicity, but the diagnoses were based on non-invasive measurements and not direct

nerve biopsy, except only in one case. In all the reported cases of longer-term toxicity, however, severe
acute toxicity preceded the later effects, and one report states that the longer-term symptoms result
from the severe initial acute toxic effects.
No symptoms of acute toxicity were reported for any of the affected lions during the first days after

consuming hippo meat. This is unusual because Furadan intoxication is associated with a quick onset of
symptoms, just as with other carbamates. Symptoms of acute toxicity would have been observed if
lions were eating poisoned hippos. Furthermore, Furadan intoxication is well-known to be reversible

with a half-life of about 3-4 hours. Any inhibition by carbofuran following exposure in hippo meat would
have completely reversed within about a day. Therefore, the weight of evidence from symptomatology
does not support carbofuran intoxication ofthe lions.
Probability of Hippos Dying as a Direct Result from Ingesting Carbofuran Contaminated Plants.
It had been alleged that the hippos died as a direct result from ingesting carbofuran contaminated
plants. Carbofuran has an extensive database of health and environmental tests that include

information on persistence and mobility in soil, residue uptake in plants and transfer of residues from
plants to animals. Using this information, FMC scientists calculated that if a small female hippo weighing

1300 kg had consumed vegetation containing the maximum estimated carbofuran residues in the
vegetation, she would have had to consume 4000 kg of

vegetation or 100 times her maximum daily food

intake to reach an LDSO dose. This makes it improbable that the hippo died from ingestion of

carbofuran residues in vegetation.
Probability of Secondary Poisoning of lions

The Mara report stated that two different lion prides were observed feeding on two separate dead
hippos. The Serena pride fed on hippo 1 closest to the Serena garden. The Kijana pride fed on hippo 2

about 3 km upstream. As pointed out previously neither hippo showed evidence of having been baited
analysis
of hippo 2 reported carbofuran present, but none ofthe lions in the Kijana pride that fed on hippo 2
with Furadan granules, which left secondary poisoning as the only other alternative. Laboratory

showed any symptoms of poisoning. Only the Serena pride showed symptoms and this hippo was not
checked for the presence of carbofuran. Although it was improbable that the hippos died from
ingestion of carbofuran, we calculated how much hippo meat a lion would need to consume in order to
reach a lethal dose from a hippo allegedly poisoned by carbofuran. FMC scientists calculated that a
small female lion of 87 kg feeding on a hippo with the theoretical maximum concentration of carbofuran

in its tissue would need to exceed its normal daily food consumption by 700 times to reach a lethal dose
of carbofuran.
The evidence makes it unlikely that carbofuran was involved in the incident.
Laboratory Analysis

The allegation of carbofuran involvement in the incident was supported by an analysis of samples
conducted by the Government Chemist Department for the Mara Conservancy using thin-layer

chromatography (TLC). The Government Chemist found trace levels of carbofuran in soil and plant

samples and reported trace levels of carbofuran in the stomach contents of one lion and in the stomach

contents of the one hippo analyzed. The second lion did not have detectable levels of carbofuran. No

carbofuran residue was found in the river water.
The KEPHIS lab used high pressure liquid chromatography (HPLC) to analyze soil and vegetation samples

as part of the PCPS investigation, but failed to find any carbofuran residues. FMC did not re-analyze any

of the samples, but instead interviewed chemists from both laboratories and evaluated the reliability of
the two analytical methods used. We consulted with Dr. Edward Kikta, a fellow ofthe American Institute

of Chemists, former chairman of the American Society for Testing Materials committee on
chromatography and FMC research fellow in analytical chemistry (statement attached). In summary,
the Government Chemist used thin-layer chromatography or TLC, a very simple useful qualitative tool

for the screening of relatively controlled well understood or limited systems. It is not however, a
quantitative method for pesticide analysis nor a reliable tool, on its own, for the definitive identification

of a substance. The reliability of the method is even less certain when control matrix blanks are not
included in the analysis as was the case in the Government Chemist Dept. analysis. The KEPHIS lab used

High Pressure Liquid Chromatography or HPLC, a more sophisticated tool that can reliably identify and

quantify pesticide residue levels.

Therefore, the analytical results supporting the carbofuran as the causative agent in the incident in the
Maasai Mara are unreliable.

RESPONSIBLE PESTICIDE USE
REDUCES RISKS TO THE

ENVIRONMENT

Frequently, farmland borders wildlife
habitats which provide shelter and
food for a variety of birds and other
wildlife. Special attention is required
when applying pesticides to maintain
a balance between agricultural

productivity and natura I resources.
Proper pesticide use allows farmers
to continue farming effciently and to
the products they
need to
maintain consistently favorable yields.
Understanding and abiding by the product
continue using

label is the most important step to
product stewardship.

D~ta framBes!. Whitmore & Booth, American Midland Naturalist. Average n
from three farms eachin Iowa and Ilinois;

and protect bees from the effects of
pesticide exposure, consider:

- Bees forage up to three miles or more
from their hive under some conditions,
and they begin foraging early
In the
day.
Accordingly, if the beekeeperis to move
or confine his bees, he must

do so the

night before any treatment. Notífying the
beekeeper at/east the evening before

the insecticide is to be applied can help
to avoid problems.
- Since many decisions to

use an

only a few hours
before the application is made, growers
and applicators should be aware of the
locations of hives within three miles
of their crops. Local county Extension
insecticide are made

personnel may be of assistance in
providing access to the names of
beekeepers in your area, or t17econtact
number for a
State Apiary Inspector- or

equivalent offcial.

insecticides are to be used, the
steps can help reduce
potential
harmto bees:
If

following

- 00 not apply pesticides or allow them

to drifttoblooming çrops or weeds if
bees are in
the treatment
area.
evening,

- Apply insecticirjes int17e late

bees

nightorearly morning when fewer

will be foraging.
-Do not spray

when winds

favor

drifting.

Additional protective information may
be obtained
from your
Cooperative
Agricultural Extension Service.

..lif

REDUCING SPRAY DRIFT

ANTI-BAITING MEASURES

It is the applicator's responsibility to

Illegal use of pesticides for predator

manage spray drift. Maintaining your

baiting is not only unlawfuL, it poses a

equipnient and choosing the proper

risk to other non-target species, including
birds and livestock, and it poses a threat

help minimize drift
arid avoid adverse effects toriearby fields
or wildlife. To reduce spray drift:
application

timing will

to the continued availability of products.
To continue providing the American

farmer the best products possible, please
.- Use high flow rate nozzles to apply the

help to combat the use of pesticides for

highest spray volume.

baiting.

- Use the lower

pressures

spray

Signs of pesticide misuse for baiting
include:

recommended for the nozzle.

- Use a nozzle type thatis designed for

- Attempts by non-certified applicators to

theifJtended application.

purchase federally registered restricted

use pesticides.
-Set the

boom height atthelowest

labeleclheightIif specified) that
provides

- Unusual purchase amounts or

uniform coverage. Withground

purchases of pesticides at unusual times

applications,' the boom height should'
remain level with the
minimal

of the year.

crop andhave

bounce.

The Federal

Insecticide, Fungicide and

Rodenticide Act (FIFRA) alone carries
-. Apply
when drift potential is lowest
.. windspeedsbetween2-1 Omph.

criminal penalties of up to one year in jail

with a maximum fine of $50,000. Recent
convictions have upheld the maximum

Whenapplyingin hot and dry

conditions,

penalty. Plus, violators could also face
losing certain rights, such as their right
to grazing on public lands. If protected

setup equipment toproducelarger
droplets to reduce

effects of evaporation.

- Replace inappropriate Dr worn nozzles.

or threatened species are exposed to
pesticides due to baiting, additional jail
.- terms and penalties may be imposed.

-fJo not applYduring

temperature inversions.

Proper stewardship of the

-Aiioìdspraying when

. environment is everyone's
responsibilty. Always read

wind.djrection is toward ..~~. . *

-. and follow label directions.
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CONCLUSIONS
· Taken together data from incident reports and
the available field studies do demonstrate that
when carbofuran is used as currently registered,
adverse effects in wildlife can and do occur
under field conditions. Including:
· Mortality
· Sublethal effects
· Incapacitation
· Reproductive effects
51
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2006 was a year full of achievements for the FMC team.

We attained encouraging results in business and helped
build a better world in the rural areas with our "Working with
Responsibility" Program, thanks to wel~defined strategies

and a team of motivated and committed professionals.
We deveioped initiatives that involved all representatives of

the production chain and relied on valuable assistance from
specialists, professors, clients, distributors and, especially,
our own employees. Children, women, farmers, agribusiness

technicians and managers, agronomy students, clients,

distributors and joumalists received guidance and training

on the importance of the "7 Habits of Responsible Care".
These initiatives demonstrate the team spirit and attitude

that made FMC a benchmark for the development of

pioneering and innovative programs aimed at the safety and
welfare of Brazilan rural families.

We believe that with this attitude each one of us can

make a difference with initiatives that truly contribute
to making the world a better place. It is the union of all

everyone's efforts, abilities, commitment and desire for
improvement and achievement of goals that makes FMC,

the people that work with us, as well as all those we can
reach with our initiatives, achieve a prominent position as
responsible professionals and citizens, and contribute to
the sustainabilty of Brazilian agribusiness. We are proud

of our employees' commitment to occupational health,
environmental responsibilty and.
food

safety. But, above all,

we are proud of our contribution to a better world,

Antonio Carlos Zem
Latin America General Manager

Iu '
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Our work is guided by the constant search for

products in a clear and objective manner.

values preferred clients, allowing integration with

improvement in business and in the "cultivation"
of products with the goal of attaining sustainable
development. In this scenario, the people that make

In addition to Working with Responsibility, FMC is also
a pioneer in the development of other innovative

the company's work teams to produce good results.

programs for reaching its publics, strengthening

such as Sinfonia Club, Top Class and Top Class

FMC Agricuitural Products a solid and transparent

partnerships and involving its employees. These

Consult, are part of this same special client service

company playa prominent role. They are like heroes

programs make the company a relationship

philosophy.

FMC is very proud of this program. Other programs,

of a story that every day brings new solutions,

always supported by an ethical attitude when

This philosophy is also present in the commitment

carrying out all activities at various levels, such

made to communities where the company operates
through its support of social activities carried by

as marketing practices, respect for the client,
corporate Citizenship or in dealings with employees,

the wives of Prima Class preferred clients. This
project is known as Women of Fiber. It is a project

communities and the public in general.

that promotes citizenship by creating a social
In this manner, FMC strengthens its commitment to

responsibilty network to provide social, educational

social environmental responsibility with initiatives

and health assistance through building, restoring,
improving and buying equipment and materials for

that touch on everything from the production

process to relations with various publics: employees,

clients, shareholders or the community.

the benefit of children, senior citizens and people
with special needs.

In order to guide these initiatives, FMC created in

These initiatives demonstrate that the company's

2003 the social and environmental responsible care

relationship with its publics goes beyond only

program entitled Working with Responsibility, which

business. All these projects are a reflection of the

has been increasingly successful with new initiatives
being added every year. As the program is further
enhanced, more and more sectors of society are

internal environment of the company, which has
civic duty in its "DNA" and a strong desire to make
the world a better place. The company's Volunteer

becoming involved through partnerships and the

specialist, settng it apart and inspiring admiration

Program relies on the participation of employees

projects that involve universities, technical colleges,

from its employees, suppliers, clients and the

who make a difference by building and improving the

social committees, opinion leaders, among others.
Since the program was created, it has reached

communities where it operates.

quality of life of communities where FMC is present.

148,300 persons through educational training and

Prominent among the client relationship channels,
Prima Class is a pioneering effort in the agribusiness

activities, spreading the massage of good agricultural

industry and is currently the most complete

This report is evidence of our belief that

practices through the "7 Habits of Responsible Care"

program of agricultural incentives and benefits.

commitment, involvement, responSibility and attitude

that summarize the correct and safe use of chemical

A tool that creates a communication channel and

are the fuel for cultivation of a better world.
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California, USA, 1883. The almond orchards were

being attacked by various pests that might destroy
the entire crop. In 1883, retired inventor John Bean
introduced a more effcient insecticide spray pump.

In addition to innovative and more efficient
molecules, FMC aiso broke new ground in its

relationship with clients, guided by a less commercial
and more caring outlook,

This creative and innovative spirit has been the

It is a relationship that the company makes a point
of nurturing not only prior to sales, but throughout

employees (permanent, outsourced and temporary),

the year, and for many years to come.

trademark of this multinational American company

most of them working directly in the field In the
main agricultural regions in Brazil In direct and close

since those early days. FMC operates in many

In addition to the plant in Uberaba, FMC has offices

Industries, such as medications, food, textiles,
batteries, construction, glass, ceramics, plastics, as

in Campinas (SP) and Cuiabá (MT) as weli as seven

weli as in the agricultural sector.

FMC had a net income of R$ 543 milion in 2006 with

investments in research, new technologies, safety
and, above ali, a motivated team wiling to innovate
and exceed goals. There are approximately 400

The invention saved the crop and so began the

history of FMC Agricultural Products.

important agricultural production areas in BraziL.

contact with farmers and distributors.

distribution centers strategicaliy located in Goiânia

Research, technology, human talent, motivation

(GO), Cuiabá (MT), Igarapava (SP), Cachoerinha (RS),
Londrina (PR) and Luís Eduardo Magalhães (BA),

and an excelient relationship with clients. This is

Since 1978, FMC produces and markets in Brazil

FMC's recipe for continuous growth. Especialiy for

growing responsibly and profoundly committed to
the community and the environment. A conscious
growth that promotes awareness.

herbicides, insecticides, nematicides and fungicides

for crops such as irrigated and upland rice, cotton,

sugar cane, corn, soy, tobacco and potato.

- - 1904 )
Bean Spray Pump

1943 )
Acquisition of Niagara

Company is incorporated.

Sprayer & ChemicaL

The 50s )
1928 )
Merger of Bean Company
with Anderson-Barngrover.
The Bean Manufacturing

1948 )

Operations start with

Food Machinery &
Chemical Corporation

1961 )
FMC Corporation

The 70s )

The 80s )

2001 )

Plants are buili: In

(Chemicals and

FoodTech is founded

CBV - Energy Division
is acquired and new
partnerships are formed

to produce citrus crop

to increase Chemical

two different companies:

the local production of

equipment. A chemical

Specialties business.

sprayers.

plant for manufacturing

Araraquara (SP),

agrochemlcals is built in

Company is created.

The 60s )

Uberaba (MG), Start of

1929 )

The first orange juicer Is
produced,

distribution of BioPolymer
Division products for the

The name is changed
to Food Machinery

Corporation.

food industry.

FMC business divisions

Machinery) are split into
FMC Chemicals and FMC

Technologies.
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FMC's performance is based on strong corporate

principles that allow it to continue offering products
that increase productivity in the field and consolidate

its competitive position and strategic alliances.
Sustainabilty, increased profitability and return on
investments for the company, shareholders and clients

are not only financial figures, but also include values
such as responsibility, relationship with different
publics, occupational health, quality and safety of

products and environmental protection.
Since it works with chemical products, FMC is fully

aware of these responsibilities. The environment,

health and safety of employees, family members

Mission
"TO GROW IN A PROFITABLE AND SUSTAINABLE
MANNER WITH STRATEGIC FOCUS, THROUGH
EXTRAORDINARY PEOPLE."

and society in general are included in the business
management principles and are a part of its
fundamental vaiues.
At FMC, everyone is responsible for the development

and continuous and measurable improvements related
to these issues.
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Chemical products have been used for more than 40

years because of their effcacy in controllng a great
variety of pests, diseases and weeds that infest crops.
Without these products, food production and quality

Herbicides

Insecticides
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would be seriously affected, causing prices for agricultural

products to soar.

competitive worldwide. In Brazil, the situation is not

different: ten companies account for 85% of the market "
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substantial financial investments. Only companies that
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which shows that the a9rochemical business requires
have the ability to operate with responsibility and are
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For this reason, the agricultural market is extremely

committed to quality and can take on the inherent risks
of this industry are able to participate in this market,
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FMC excels in this scenario since it seeks to join research,

TALSAR'
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technology, technical knowledge and professional
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competency in developing solutions that provide better

~ E

Nematicides

crops, higher productivity and lower risks. FMC broke new

impact, lower concentration of active ingredients per
planted hectare and by reducing, and even eliminating,

Furadan°
50Gß

Furadan"

Furadan°
sc
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100GR

packaging.
FMC monitors and guides all the processes, from new

product development to the correct use and disposal of
containers, in order to ensure crop quality and protect

Fungicides

farmers' health and the environment.
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(Brazilian Union of Agrodicmical Producers)
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People are the main asset for consolidating business

These initiatives are part of a policy geared to the

growth. FMC's Human Resources management is

training, development and recognition of employees

aimed 1 00% at the development and recognition
of its main asset, employing assertive, sincere and

that encourages new ways of learning and improving

through courses, seminars, talks and other ways of
acquiring technical, administrative, managerial and

continuous communication and following a policy of

investing in the professional growth of every single
employee.

behavioral knowledge.

One of the main FMC initiatives is the Management

of work. In order to measure this program's

Development Program (PDG in Portuguese), carried

results, FMC relies on an incentive methodology to

out in partnership with the Dom Cabrai Foundation,

increasingly improve the organization's performance

Education and training must reflect on the quality

one of the best business schools in BraziL. The

standards based on competency models. In addition

goal is to promote the development of new talents

to assessing business results, this tool measures
the ievel of contribution from each employee to the

and increase the quality of FMC management by

enhancing management skils related to the business,

business and promotes achievement recognition.

key processes and people.

As a result of this process, it is possible to
consolidate development initiatives and guide career

Another important program is "Young FMC

planning by encouraging personal and professional

Entrepreneur" targeted at interns. The program

growth.

promotes the development of new talents and
encourages new opportunities and professional

Rounding off this people investment process, the

development.

company offers a package of benefits aimed at
ensuring employee quality of life, security and

The improvement of employee education is another

welfare.

one of FMC priorities. For this reason, the Back to
School Program was created to provide high school

level education to plant workers in Uberaba (MG) in

positions directly related to the production process
in the Manufacturing area.
Benefits:

The results of this initiative have been very
satisfactory and effective. When the program was
introduced in 2002, 35% of the plant workers had
not completed high school and 64% had not even
finished elementary school. The scenario changed

· Health Insurance

. Life insurance
. Private pension plans

2006

. Discounts at stores

. Transportation

conSiderably once the initiative was implemented. In

. Food

2006, 100% of the workers had finished elementary

. Reimbursement for medications

school, 36% were studying at the high school

and 64% had completed it (graphs).

level

. Dental Assistance
. Medical Assistance

I"
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The best market practices are applied to FMC's

HSE - Health, Safety and Environment

Health, Safety and Environment Policy

Contamination" Program, Kaizen, continuous

FMC is a signatory to Responsible Care program through

FMC Corpration is aware of it responsibilit for

improvement methods, among others - are included

the Brazilian Chemical
Industry

protecting the environment as well as th health

in world class manufacturing process. These practices

Portuguese). This program was created by the Canadian

and safety of it employees and their families and

ensure competitive solutions for our clients, adding

Chemical Producers Association and was adopted by

society in general. The areas of Health, Safety and the

value to their business.

50 countries. It is an effcient tool for environmental
growth that includes safety of premises, processes and

and are included in the business management prnciples

Additionally, the fulfillment of
allrequirements
legal

products, health conservation at the workplace, as well

that aim to benefi employees, clients, neighbors and

regarding the environment, employee health and safety

as environmental protection, not only on the part of

shareholders. All FMC employees are responsible for

ensure the transparency of operational management

FMC, but of the entire integrated production chain,

the continuou growt and measurable improvements

business management - 6 Sigma, 150 9000, "Cross

Association (Abiquim in

and the continuous supply of servces. FMC won first

Environment are fundamental values for th company

related to these issues.

place statewide and second place nationwide at the

National Confederation of Industry in the category of

Optimizng the use of natural resources and
implementing continuous improvements in residue

production process quality and productivity.

control recycUng and disposal

Plant Quality Policy, Uberaba (MG)
Health and 5afetyTraining

FMC considers qualit to be the strategic factor for
increasing the reliabilit of its product and servces
in order to meet all client satisfaction requirements as
well as those focused on people and the continuous

improvement of preses, health, safety and

j. ..

environmental protection.
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It is fundamental to build and establish an open

Agricultural researchers, universities, government

dialogue with all publics related to the company.

agencies and clients are also an important public

FMC Agricultural Products nrmly believes in this

for FMC. FMC Square was created for them.

concept and all its communication activities rely on

It is a semi-annual bilingual magazine (Portuguese/

the principle of transparency, which reflects on the

English) that contains articles written by PhDs and
agribusiness specialists. The magazine became a

company's institutional image.

landmark in the market thanks to its special design

and comprehensive content.
FMC uses various tools for its in-house public,
seeking to target and align its communication efforts
within the company. The FMC Acontece quarterly
newsletter aims to publicize information regarding

Working with Responsibilty, the company's main

social and environmental responsibilty program

the main company activities and achievements of

is another specinc communication channel. It is

employees and departments in Brazil and the LAN

a bilngual newsletter with the same name as the

region, which includes Mexico, Central America

program that reinforces the message and initiatives

and the Caribbean, as well as the Export Zone area

undertaken, reports on activities and results,

composed of Argentina, Bolivia, Chile, Colombia,

spreading information to farmers, universities,

Peru and Venezuela. This newsletter is integrated
to the projects conducted at the annual Business

Convention and regular meetings as well as through

employees and relationship agencies in Brazil and the

Andean countries. Since 2003, 24,000 copies of the
publication's eight issues were published.

other special activities and initiatives.

Another channel that reinforces information synergy

at the Campinas (SP) ofnce and at the Uberaba
(MG) plant is a breakfast held twice a year where

employees have direct contact with the company's
general director, Employees can ask questions
and have an informal chat that creates a closer
relationship between corporate levels.

In addition to the newsletter, the Working with
Responsibility pr09ram was also publicized by the

press and the media. There were 484 features
(in the printed and electronic media - radio, Internet
and TV) reaching 79.8 milion people since 2003.

This reflects the program's credibility with the press.

,j.
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Working with
Responsibility Program

Working with Responsibilty reflects FMC's values and

The first step was to simplify the message, transforming

environmental policy. FMC considers education to be

the working with responsibility procedures into "7

the best way to protect the environment and safety

habits." When the challenge is seen this way, it becomes

A Program that is as comprehensive as the responsibilty

of employees and communities, From the start, the

part of the daily routine and tums into a habit, It ceases

it takes on and as encouraging as the results it has been

company was aware that oniy training and guiding

to be a challenge.

achieving,

farmers was not enough. The company also needed to

innovate in the way it raised awareness, The solution

The second step was to develop messages for each

The Working with Responsibility Program was introduced

was to involve farmers in an environment where all

one of the publics with whom the farmer maintains

in 2003 as a result of FMC's concern with the use of

parties are also aware of the importance of Working with

professional or personal contact. And so began the

chemical products in the field and their impact on the

Responsibility.

dissemination and awareness campaigns of the "7 Habits

environment and human health. The program was created

of Responsible Care" for FMC field staff, agronomists,

by the Working with Responsibility Committee and has

professors at schools of agriculture, specialized

received unlimited support from global management.

joumalists, university students and also the spouses of
farmers and their children, who can positively influence

their parents.

oFC
Working with

Responsibilty

"The great merit of our program was the perception that in order to transform Working with Responsibilty into 7

daily habits, we needed to do more than just increase the awareness of farmers. We needed to involve them in an
environment that encouraged change, so we needed to involve all those around them, in other words, their family and

professional contacts."
Maria de Lourdes Fustaino

Director of Registration and Product Stewardship
Head of the implementation of the
Working with Responsibilty Program at FMC

An Attitude Takes Root
Portfolio 1 that introduced the "7 Habit of Responsible

The first project under Workng with Responsibilty

FMC's nrst step in the implementation of the program was

Care" message, a summary of the seven safety steps to

was aimed at Seed Treatment for upland rice, com and

to create a Responsibie Care Committee.

be foUowed by the fanner until they become a daiiy habit.

cotton, focusing on enhancing the nnal product

This message summarized In a clear and objective manner

quality, reducing losses from pests immediately after

which achieved the objectives of the program: The FMC CD

everyhing that the fanner must do before, during and
after using chemical products.

seeding and protecting the farmer during the product
application process,

(1) Responsible Care Committee

(2) CD Portfolio

CONTENT

The program is developed by the Product Stewardship
Committee whose contributing members are
employees from different company departments who
are directly involved in coordinating activities. RTCs

In 2003, CDs were created to educate and train

1) Safe Transportation;

farmers. They were distributed to empioyees, clients

2) Product purchased with a Prescription from an

A fundamental tool was created during the first campaign,

. The 7 Habits of Responsible Care:

and university students. Starting in 2004, the CD

Agronomist;

Portfolio is updated annually with the changes in FMC

3) Storage;
5) Spray Mix Preparation;

(Commercial Technical Representatives in Portuguese)

products (doses, formulators), new registrations and

and regional managers provide support and are

new manuals. Its content, focused on best practices

5) Use of PPE;

indirectiy involved. The objective is to implement and

for responsible care in the neld, includes a wealth of

6) Disposal of Leftovers and Empty Containers;

disseminate techniques aimed at minimizing existing

material on the main pests, legislation and agricultural

7) Application Technology

risks in the entire product process, starting with the

products available today on the market, as well

. Updates

research and development stage and including its

as the "7 Habits" message. AdditionaUy, an online

1) Integrated Pest Management

manufacture, transportation, use and disposaL.

version was created, making It easier for more people

2) Legislation

to access and obtain updated information on the

The Committee strengthens its objectives by

program.

developing new initiatives with creative and innovative
ideas, motivating and involving and increasing

number of professionals in the field. The number of
developed regional projects increases every year in

. A', ,~ .,
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terms of quantity and quality. The projects represent
the company's commitment to farmers by seeking
the lowest risk of contamination and raising the
awareness of rural familes.

. ,j1':-.

Growth comes with success
In 2006, the Working with Responsibility Program

Agriculture, Environment, Anvisa, Embrapa and the heads
of various universities in BraziL.

public that interacts with fanners - rural school students,

targeted initiatives related to Seed Treatment education,
training and technical support, as weU as reducing
exposure during product application. Special mention also

university students and employees - who can influence

goes to projects involving FMC employees, joumalists,

projects that use a specinc language for each public that

them and spread responsible care information in the neld.

women and academia that disseminated information on

interacts with fanners, providing infonnation through

the "7 Habits of Responsible Care."

special initiatives targeted at these publics.

students and children, but extended its reach to include

Since its creation, the offciallaunchings of the annual

Between 2003 and 2006, this project reached 148,300

women. This was one of the main changes that year.

campaigns of the Working with Responsibilty Program

people through trainings and education to disseminate

Successful projects introduced in the previous years were
continued.

have been made in Brasila (DF) so that FMC's message

knowledge and awareness, spreading the message of the

and proposals reach authorities at the Ministries of

"7 Habits of Responsible Care."

In 2004, the campaign started to focus on education.
The program was divided into projects aimed at the

Another of the program's traits is the development of

The 2005 campaign kept the focus on university

17.958

58.096

72.246

PERSONS REA CHED IN 2004

PERSONS REACHED IN 2005

PERSONS REACHED IN 2006

I

Seed Treatment

All treated seeds have their own treatment chart, which
enhances control. Personal protection equipment (PPE)

FMC is developing since 2003 a projected aimed

is used during application and, in the case of mobile

at Seed Treatment, which greatly contributes to

units, the PPEs are distributed to all technicians, as well

productivity and protection of human health and

as those who apply the product in the field, ensuring
the program's efficiency.

the environment. Targeted at upland rice, corn and

cotton crops, Seed Treatment seeks at the same
time to enhance the quality of

There are ten CTSs strategically

the final product and reduce the

located throughout Brazil to provide

loss from pest attacks right after
seeding. It also ensures safety
during application and protects the

this service: Campo Novo dos

environment. The result is what we

Petrovina, Sinop e Sorriso, in the

call seed protection technology.

state of Mato Grosso; Luis Eduardo

Parecis, Campo Verde, Primavera
do Leste, Rondonópolis, Serra da

Magalhães, Bahia; Rio Verde, Goiás;

¡

Through this service, FMC provides

and Chapadão do Sui in Mato Grosso

mechanized seed treatment in areas

do Sui. There are also mobile units

~

with a specialized technical team

known as Seed Treatment Centers
~:

(STC in Portuguese). The service is

coordinated by FMC who treats

seeds directly at the farms and

carried out by company specialists,
at no additional cost, and the farmer

applies the necessary products.

avoids contact with the product,

eliminating the risk of contamination

of the environment and property
animals. It also promotes the correct
amount and use of chemical products.

~

.

Planting the 7
FMC knows that caring for seeds is a great

Investment in the future. To this end, it also
developed the Planting the 7 project, a theater show

created in 2004 that aims to "plant" the seven
habits of safety and "sow" among children the

importance of raising their parents' awareness.

In 2005 a new version of the play was created
called Planting the 7 Traveling Show that performed
in various Brazilan states. The show was also

performed at important industry events such as
Coopavel, Agrifam and Cotrijal in 2005, as well as
partnerlng up with Grupo Dedini Agro for shows in

2006.
Children who watched the plays also received

didactic material with various games that reinforce

the principles of the 7 Habits of Responsible Care.
Between 2004 and 2006, this project sponsored
189 performances in 26 towns, attracting the
participation of 55,192 persons.
Eight theater workshops were also held for 248

teachers who received information on using theater

as a pedagogic tool In 2004 and 2005.
After the performances, children took a test that
showed high retention levels of the knowledge

transmitted.

Using accessible language, the interactive play
is based on fairy tales such as Snow White,

Litte Red Hiding Hood, Honsel and Gretel and
Jack and the Beanstalk. It uses the popularity
of these stories to approach the problems
caused in food and human health by the
incorrect use of chemical products.

s~

Employee Responsibilty

Eiaiilo~ Reipoiislllli
Award

Conscious of the important role its employees

radio program called "FMC MINUTE" in 1 6 towns in

demonstrating that this award is truly motivating

the state of Santa Catarina that reached a large

employees to perform their social duties by
increasing awareness and changing behavior related

number of farmers.

play in the dissemination of the correct and safe

to chemical product use and thus contribute to

use of its products, FMC created the Responsible

Eight projects were entered in 2005 and the winner

Employee in-house award in 2004 to encourage its

was "A Day at the Farm" developed by RTC Gustavo

employees to develop projects together with the
distribution and production channels. The prize is
awarded to the best dissemination efforts of the "7

Canato. His project entails raising awareness in farms
and public schools in towns in the state of Mato

The projects are evaluated by a commission

Grosso.

consultants and researchers connected to the

Habits" principles and the correct and safe use of
and the winner was RTC (Commercial Technical

Representative) Jerõnimo Salazar who created a

entered. In 2006, 17 projects were entered,

Special Attention to Dissemination

composed of representatives from organizations,
agribusiness industry.

The growth of this initiative has led to the
improvement in quality and amount of projects

its products. In 2004, four projects were entered

FMC's commitment to sustainability in agriculture.

(contracted doctors) ortransportation (companies

specialized in chemical product accidents). At the

on how to enhance the quality of life at work
and at home.

The program's logo and information on the "7

Uberaba (MG) piant, a practical pocket manual was

Habits" were printed 011 the containers, such as the

developed and distributed free of charge to farmers.

Thanks to its innovations, the Working with

cardboard boxes and product lids. Emergency labels

With the slogan "Think Safety, You and Your Family

Responsibility Program received wide media coverage

were also developed - with useful telephone numbers
in case of accidents with the product during its use

Deserve It", the booklet provides tips on various
topics related to safety, on accident prevention and

in all towns it visited, further spreading the 7 Habits.

ACTUANDO CON RESPONSABILIDAD

dl

.
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EDUCA TlON FOR LIFE:
UNIVERSITY STUDENTS

£ducillon
ft'lile

Another new point of the campaign was the extension
of the program to other Latin American countries.

Working with Responsibility was launched in Colombia,

Approximately 2,000 students attended this
program of talks in 2005 at agronomy universities in
Ituverava (SP), Rondonópolis (MT), Jaboticabal (SP),
Goiânia (GO), Brasília (OF), Londrina (PR) and Rio

In 2004, FMC invested in the Education for Life:

Verde (GO).

$

Peru and Chile, countries where FMC has business units.

University Students project that trains students

The program took its advice on safety to the field staff

from agronomy colleges and rural technical schools,

in these countries, always respectful of cultural and

supplementing the curriculum with information on

economic differences.

the "7 Habits of Responsible Care."

The training program reached more than 2,000 small

The program of seminars was presented to

2005 as a partnership with FAFRAM - Dr. Francisco

and medium-sized farmers in 2005. In 2006, the

undergraduate and graduate students as well as

Maeda University of Ituverava: the program

1"1
WOMEN: INNOVATING FOR THE FUTURE

""

~i'!~~

Another pioneering project in Brazil was launched in

program reached 9,612 persons.

PLANTANDO LOS 7

l

faculty at 1 2 of the most important agronomy

"Women: Innovating for the Future", designed

universities in BraziL. In all, 1,195 future professionals

exclusively for rural women: the wives, mothers and

were trained at the seminars, as well as distribution

daughters of farmers.

and demonstrations of the CO Portfolio.

The project is based on environmental education

The Working with Responsibilty Program received
a Spanish language version of its play, which was
performed under the title "Plantando Los 7" in Peru,

and social inclusion and provides a new life

Colombia and Ecuador. The performances were a

rural settings.

opportunity and perspective for the future for wives
of workers who apply chemical products and live in

hit from the point of view of participation by school
students and children, rural community involvement

In addition to FAFRAM, this initiative also relies on

and the results obtained. In all, there were 26
"7 Habits of Responsible Care" to 6,837 children in

partnerships with city halls in the Ituverava region.
Its activities include talks on women's rights and
counseling on the transmission of various diseases;

143 rural schools.

short courses in Culinary, Computers, Zoonosis,

performances of the play in 1 6 towns which took the

Gardening, Women's Rights, Home Vegetable
Gardens and the 7 Habits of Responsible Care.

A ..

REFLECTIONS FOR LIFE:

1."- 'i

A total of 1 SO women were reached by the
program in 2005,

~ê)-i

UNIVERSITY STUDENTS

."":"10'

Also targeted at university students, the 2005

In 2006, five meetings were held with women

of 1 5 towns in the Ituverava and Jales regions of the

campaign of the University Student Program

state of São Paulo, reaching 373 rural women.

changed its name to Reflections for Life, working

An assessment of the knowledge and learning

with Maurício Lima, the twice Olympic champion of

of the participants is done at the start and end of

the Brazilian Volleyball Team. As the spokesman for

the course.

this program, Maurício gave the talk "7 Habits to

Boost Your Life" at important agronomy universities.
The talk provides teachings that wil help students
in their professional and personallives.

Maurício is

an admired sports personality and many students

wil take his teachings to heart in light of his brillant
carrier on the volleyball courts,

EDUCA nON FOR LIFE:

JiJ
t~,
f"""_

WORKING WITH RESPONSIBILITY
JOURNALISM AWARD

OTHER INITIATIVES
.,",.....:.
,'~"::.l'::.

Under this program, FMC consultants gave training

seminars for 186 students and faculty members of

In 2006, the program also reached out to journalists

Special mention to the creation and distribution of
5,000 Emergency Manuals, the distribution of 3,650
PPE kits, participation in the Recicap project - Recycling

Technical Schools run by the Paula Souza Educational

in an initiative to encourage and recognize Brazilian

Center in 2005.

press professionals who, by means of articles

of caps, and the printings of the "7 Habits of Working

published in the media, promote, recognize and

with Responsibility" message on 4,231,650 caps

contribute to education and training projects on the

(aluminum) and logo on 725,868 boxes in 2005 and

correct and safe use of chemical products from the

2006.

MASTER IN RESPONSIBLE CARE

tiI~-~

time of purchase to the disposal of empty containers,

l~I
--

based on the principles of the 7 Habits.

M.,I.,ln
Rup.nilltCIIi

EDUCA TION AND TRAINING MA TERIAL

The development of scientific projects and seminars
was also promoted in 2006 by the Master of

Development of a training kit composed of flp charts
and FMC CD Portfolio containing information on

Responsible Care project as a way of spreading
knowledge in the scientific field and disseminating

legislation and ethics at companies and a manual on

the important of responsible care at universities.

IPM (Integrated Pest Management). Aiso distributed

were CD portfolios for students and employees who

~

sent their requests bye-mail or the 0800 number,

In addition, the content was made available on the
company web site.

Since the start of this project, a total number of
148,300 information multipliers were reached
CITIZEN UNIVERSITY - FIELD TRIPS

FOR WORKING WITH RESPONSIBILITY

..

CllianUnl¥inlt

through trainings, field trips, performances of
Planting the 7 and Plantando Los 7 in Peru, Ecuador
and Colombia and talks given by teams of RTC and

This project takes university students on field

trips to the countryside and places them in direct
contact with the "7 Habits of Responsible Care." The

Citizen University project was created in 2006 as a
partnership with the Rio Verde University (Fesurv)

that organized the field trips for more than 1,000
students from four universities in Goiás: Fesurv;
Federal University of Goiás/ Jatai campus; Mineiros
Integrated Colleges (FIMES); and Lutheran University

of Brazil (Ulbra)/Itumbiara campus. Students in
agronomy, veterinarian and animal science schools
participated.
The universities hosted for a day an initiative

that transformed each one of the 7 Habits into a

stand, with the purpose of increasing awareness of
the correct use of agrochemicals and generating
knowledge multipliers. The students in the stands

provided information and also participated in

demonstrations with entities such as the fire brigade.

consultants.

I"
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Women of Fiber
Partners joining together with the common desire
to make dreams come true by promoting changes in

the community that can change the lives of not only
of the beneficiaries, but also of all those involved.

Based on this ideal, a social responsibilty network
was formed to promote social work initiatives for
organizations located in cotton producing regions.
This network became the FMC project Women

of Fiber whose goal is to sponsor community
infrastructure improvement projects in the Cerrado
region of Brazil, focusing on the areas of social work,
education and health.

The women of fiber, for whom the project is named,
head the initiatives. They are spouses of FMC Prima

Class preferred clients, connected to the cotton

~)

industry in all Brazilan states that grow the crop.

The project entailed the creation of seven
committees in these states. The women form the

committees, assess the institutions that need
improvements, present the projects and, once
approved, coordinate the entire implementation of
the project, which could be a playroom, a dining hall,

dormitories, leisure areas or any other specific need
of the institution, In this manner, they bring hope and
strength to the communities they live in,
FMC provides financial resources to the institutions

whose projects were selected, as well as the transfer
of knowledge, management know-how and volunteer

work groups through its regional field staff. FMC also
provides support and consulting to the committees.
Introduced in 2004, the Women of Fiber committees

presented 11 projects in its first year. Six projects

were selected and implemented in 2005. In 2006,
19 projects were entered, of which 7 were approved.

For 2007, seven projects were chosen out of 33.
This project is one of the benefits of the Prima Classe
relationship program, which offers support to

social responsibilty initiatives as an incentive to
the cotton producer.
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o Projects 1" and 2nd edition
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. Projects 3'd edition,

currently being implemented

1'1 edition
i- APAE BARREJRAS - Remodeling, construction anërexansion fo'r security
and welfare
2- APAE SÃO GONÇALO DO ABAETÉ - Building of 3 classrooms
3- AMI - ASSISTANCE FOR MINORS IN ITUMBIARA - Building of 1
classroom, playroom and improvement of the park and green areas

4- ¡Wi - Remodeling of dining hall, bathrooms and kitchen
5- APAE PONT A pORÃ - Improvement and roof for sports court
6~ APAE PRIMAVERA DO LESTE- Building of a children's park with adapted
toys

2nd edition
7~PAE TANGARA DA SERRA - cràUon of a playroom
8- NOVA ESPERAÇA THERAPEUTIC COMMUNIT - Impmvement of
facilities and purchase of kitchen and pantry equipment
9- SOCIAL CENTER ASSOCIATION SÄo JOSË DE PARANAPANEMA
-Creation of a playroom
10- APAE URuçUí - Building of a folk ar room and store.
11. LAR CRISTÃO FOUNDATION - Purchase of equipment and furniture
for dormitories
12- MARIA ÂNGELA DE AZEVEDO ASSUNÇÃO CHILDCARE CENTER
-Creation of a playroom"
13- CONSELHO PARTICUlA VICENTINO - Remodeling of changing rooms,
bathrooms and dining halt

3'" edition
14- FREI PIO ifAAš-SSOC1ATION - Creation ofpia¡'õõ~---~
15~ LAR CRlSTÃO FOUNDATION - Exension of laundry room and
purchase of equipment
16- p.AE CHAPADÃO DO SUL - Pool: roof and purchase of heaters
17~ APAE LUCAS DO RIO VERDE - Construction of cabinet-making shed
18- APAE LUIs EDUARDO MAGALHÄES - P",chese of pedagogic and

physical therapy material
19- AMI - ASSISTANCE FOR MINORS OF ITUMBIARA - Remodeling nursery
20- HOLAMBRA II SENIOR CITIZENS - Building of headquarters

FMC VoLunteers
FMC recognizes of the dynamism of its employees

By uniting all employee initiatives, the FMC Volunteer

and communities where it operates, FMC develops

Pro(lram not only boosted the volunteering spirit,

initiatives that encourage social work that are carried
out by employees of the company, spreading its

of employees and their families.

but also began to make better use of the potential

principles and values as well as a helping develop

personal attitudes that turn the world into a better

In 2006, employees from the Campinas (SP) office

FMC Mission:

place to live.

submitted three iocal institution projects to voting

Be engaged in comrnunity

by an Evaluation Committee. The Abamac (Madre

toericplirage employeestd exercise: their

Cândida Care Assistance Association) was chosen

FMC VOLUNTEER PROGRAM

aspects, aiming

civic duties. !

and FMC wil fund the building and organization of a
playroom. The playroom wil benefit the 90 children

and teenagers between the ages of 7 and 14 that
are :ared for by Abamac. The approval took into

con:;ideration the total number of points for the legal

franiework of each project with items such as impact
on the community, number of users served and
overall scope.

Employee Mission:
Encourage

people

to helpthemselýef by teaching

them how to nSh.arìd not by

and
Identify opportunities.

In the same volunteer spirit, the empioyees in

.
Volunteers..,
Doing their Civic Duty
-FMC

initiativEl to improve the community'squality of life.

Uberaba (MG) created a work group that involves
clients and suppliers in raising non-perishable food

items for donations to needy families. The field

staff, agronomists who live in various regions of
Brazil, also participate in volunteering programs by
donating their knowledge and time to underprivileged

communities.

handing outfish.

develop fJrpgra~sand

FlvC Volunteers:
The

heart inspires

Thebraiii thinks
The. handsaccprnplish

Iu
It

Focus on continuity for improving the life of
rural communities. With this purpose, FMC

nrmly believes that initiatives such as the ones

presented in this report contribute to the
recognition of rural work and assist in the social
inclusion of these citizens.
The success of Working with Responsibility

and the growing positive results added
another dimension to the program, which
consolidated a structure that involves the

participation of specialists, schools, universities
and creates a solid chain of awareness and

the multiplication of health prevention and
environmental protection initiatives. Initiatives

that were carried out point to the growth and
development of new projects, consolidating
more and more the close and caring relationship

"The Chaos Theory states that the
simple flapping of a butterjy's wings

in Beijing may set off a storm on the
other side of the world"

with rural producers.
Everything is cause and consequence. May

All efforts are aligned with the personal and

each one's contribution to the Working with

professional growth policy for people who
make up FMC, such as its employees, clients,

Responsibility Program be the flapping of
wings that will cause a great awareness and

suppliers and community: a network of
professionalism and community outreach.

sustainable use of our planet Earth.

Investment in people is a principle that ensures

development of citizens and prominence in

society in a way greater than mere business
development.
FMC Agricultural Products continues working for

the future and believing more and more that
people are the motor that transforms the world

into an increasingly better place to live.

commitment to responsible care and the

I"
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-Best Companies to work for

best farmer education and training program,

-Women of Fiber

For five consecutive years, from 2001 to 200S,

the Working with Responsibility Program.

The Women of Fiber project won the XLV

FMC was elected by Exame magazine as one of

Also, the company came in third place in the

ASMR&A Communications Exhibition of Rural

the Best Companies to work for in BraziL.

"Innovation Category" with the Education for

Marketing and Agribusiness 200S in the

Life Program.

"Community Promotion Campaign" category,

demonstrating the recognition of the project by
200S Campaign: first place in the "Best

' ,,'~: ~
~

. . . ~~.', i' d

11..'''1

the agricultural market.

Education and Training Program" category and

second place in the "Employee of the Year"

-CNI Award

category .

The Uberaba plant placed second nationwide

for the CNI Award 200S in the "Quality and

Productivity" category.
-FEAC (Federation of Assistance Entities of

Campinas)
-Working with Responsibility - Phytosanitary

In 2004, FMC was granted the title "Private

Merit Award

Social

The program had its success confirmed by

joining and contribution to the School Quality

winning, for three consecutive years, the

Program (PQE) in the period from May 1999 to

Phytosanitary Merit Award from ANDEF

December 2003. 1i..

(National Plant Protection Association), the

Investor" from FEAC in light of its

. a '.

most important award in the segment.

ABRINQ Foundation . : . ,
The company was recognized
in 2004 for its commitment to defending the
rights of children and adolescents in BraziL. Title
was bestowed by the ABRINQ Foundation.

-Working with Responsibility - ABMR&A

The 2004 campaign was also recognized by the
most important awards in the industry: GOLD
prize at the XLV ABMR&A Communications

2003 Campaign: first place in the "Innovation

Exhibition for Rural Marketing and Agribusiness.

Category" for project developed for seed
treatment in the Cerrado region of Brazil and

-Working with Responsibility - Rouanet Law

the creation of the CD Portfolio, a simple

In 200S, the program was recognized for

and objective tool for training farmers and
agricultural technicians.

its cultural and educational importance and
became an approved program under the

Rouanet Law for support of cultural projects.
2004 Campaign: first place in the "Industry
Category" recognized as the company with the

SociaL and Environmental BaLance Sheet
Net income IRS) - FMC Agricultural Products
2005
R$ 597,264,76500

2006
R$ 543,134.306.00

2005 (ill thousands or R$)
624,656.50
4,579,588,08
554,538.73
559,234.00
3,053,764.00
5,138,822.08

2006 (;n thous"nds 01' R$)

589,56643
4,763,529.19
481,228.29
426.896.00
3,008,77800
9,269,997.91

In-house social indicators
Food

Mandatory socia! charges
Private pension
Workplace safety, heatth and !iiediciiip.
Profit or gain sharing plan~';

Total
Staff Indicators

2005

2006

Number of employees at end of fiscal year

180

189

Number of intern::;

14

13

Number of employees over 45 years of age

20 CY"')

24 (H)

r-Iurnber of women ernpl0yee~

50 (U)

f\Jurnber of women in management positions

10 women out of 34 managers,

10 women out of 37 managers,

equal to 29% (*~)

equal to 27% C'*)

,55 (H)

Relevant infon'1ation reLated to corporate citizenship
Total number of work~relatecl accidents

2005

2006

o

°

Number of people reached by the Social Environmental Responsibility Program - FMC Working with Responsibility - from 2004 to 2006

Project
Planting the 7
Responsible Employee

Plaritando los 7 tPeru, Ecuacior, Colombia)

Women Innovating for the Future
Responsible Distributor

Rellections for We

Number of people reached
55.502
50,666
6,837
523
80
2,000

Education for Life

1.81

Working with Responsibility
Master of I:'e.:ponsible Care

11,612
150
300
624
18,625

Responsible Journalist
Citizen University
Other projects (En-Arorimeiit Week, Clean Fields
Day, Reading Rooms, Safe AppUcation, etc.

Total

148,300

Media features on the program between 2003 and 2006
Features
Audience

484
79.81 ITllhóes

Seed Treatment from 2003 to 2006

Bags of treated seeds
Purchased sE'ed treatment machines

(**) Only permanent employees and interns were considered.

3,681,709
522

Other information:

A) The company annually holds various training
programs for its employees on ethical issues and
good business conduct.

B) FMC does not use child labor or forced labor
and is not involved with prostitution or sexual
exploitation of children or adolescents.
C) This report is distributed to all FMC employees
and partners (suppliers, visitors and the

community).
D) The work carried out with the FMC Program

Working with Responsibility is an important

part of the company's strategy for increasing
awareness of the rural worker in relation to the
correct application of chemical products. It is an
educational process that involves the entire family

of the farmer with initiatives targeted at children
and spouses that offer a new chance in life and
future perspectives for this community.

E) This publication reports activities in the social
responsibility area that were sponsored and carried
out by FMC since the introduction of the Working
with Responsibility Program in 2003 and up to the
2006 initiatives.
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FMC Training in 7 Habits to Act

Responsibly
Urbano Segura

Prudencio Segura

FMC
EMPRESA
SOCIALMENTE
RESPONSABLE

-FMC
Actuando con

responsabilidad
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Training: 7 Habits to Act Responsibly
Our Commercial Techinal Representatives training growers.

-FMC
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Product Stewardship Longer term
· New formulation - development/modifications Le.
reduce% ai content cs-formulation, premix for.
· earbofuran poisoning case monitoring by region and

intensive usage; provide blood test
· Antidotes vs. eMs supply to the district hospitals
throughout the country

· Resistance monitoring vs. key insecticide, Le. rice stem
borer, leaf folder, or BPH

· Other environment impact studies Le. on contamination,
residue in the river, canals; fish toxicity

· Monitoring on the residue in food crops
· earbofuran traceability projects in food crops
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(120X180 cm.)

(We care Thai farmer
use pesticide safety
with complementary
from FMC)
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D An extensive program with our distributors in Central
America to avoid intoxications and have an excelent

product peformance.
D Supporting application equipment in CA and México.
D Promote the use of Liquid formulation in drip
irrigation system in vegetables.
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Carbamates defense
Product stewardship for Furadan 10 G

v' Training sessions

v' Protective equipments
v' Application equipment providing

v' Application supervision to assure that there are not
intoxications as well as a good product distribution for have
better performance
v' Colecting and elimination bags and bottles

v' Colinesterasa exams
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Who is participatinq
~ Farm manager
~ Administrative

personel
~ Bodegueros
~ Workers supervisors

~ Nematicides manager
~ Aplications supervisor

~ Workers
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Carbamates defense

. Replacement strategies
D Development of Bifenthrin family to contro roots and foliar pest,
stand alone and in combination with others active ingredients
Brigadier 0.3 G, Talstar 0.2 G, Brigadier 100 TF,
Brigadier 30 TS, Brigadier 20 SO, Brigadier 200 TS
Talstar 100 WP, Talstar 100 CE, Talstar xtracontrol

D Identify and develop new segments.

Nematicide,

D Develop new premixes.
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' ---Overview of the Field Data and
Incident Reports
Melissa Panger, Ph.D.

Biologist
Environmental Fate and Effects Division

February 5, 2008
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One Line of Evidence Used in the
Carbofuran Risk Assessment
· Field Data
· Reported ecological incidents
· Field studies
2
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Incident Reports and Field

Studies
· DO NOT allow for a quantification of the level
of wildlife mortality associated with

carbofuran use
· DO demonstrate that when carbofuran is
used as currently registered, wildlife mortality
can and does occur
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Ecological

· Ecological

Incident
Reports
Incident Information System (EllS)

· Contains reports submitted primarily from:
· State agencies (voluntary)
· Toxicology laboratories (voluntary)
· Registrants (reporting requirements)
4
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Incident
Reports

Ecological

· There is no national-level systematic program

for the monitoring of pesticide ecological
incidents
· Reported incidents likely represent a small
fraction of actual incidents that occur...

WHY?
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Carcasses May Often Go

Unseen
· Carcasses can be very difficult to see
. Animals often hide when they are sick/dying

. Carcass efficiency rates (even for trained individuals) are
often -:100%

· Incidents involving agricultural pesticides typically
occur in rural settings
· Carcasses can be removed
. Scavengers

. Decay

6
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Incidents May Not Get

Reported
· The incident observer. . .
· May not realize the importance of
reporting the incident
· May not know who to report the
incident to

7
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Linked to a Cause
· Affected animals may move off-site
· Tissues and residues may deteriorate

· The incident may not be investigated
due to limited resources

8
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Changes in State Monitoring Efforts?
"The reason for the decrease in incident
reporting is largely due to lack of resources to
conduct the work needed to identify, investigate
and track incidental poisonings. We have been
unable to fund the analytical costs associated
with these investigations and thus there have
been few incidents reported."
New York State Department of Environmental Conservation
Bureau of Habitat
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Incident Reports May Not Be

Submitted to the Agency
· Reporting by non-registrants is
completely voluntary

10
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Ecological

Incident
Reports

· Carcasses may often go unseen

· I ncidents may not get reported
· An incident may not be linked to a cause

· Incident reports may not be submitted to the
Agency
· Only acute toxic effects are reported in

incidents
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Carbofuran Grape Monitoring - CA
· Grape use
· In 1992 and 1993, CA conducted a grape
monitoring program
· Pre-1992 = 1 grape incident (1986)
· 1992-1993 = 27 grape incidents
· Post-1993 = 0 grape incidents
12
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Ecological Incident Reports
· CANNOT DO...
· An absence of evidence cannot be
used as evidence of absence
· Information in the database cannot be
used to quantify the level of risk
13
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Ecological Incident Reports
· CAN DO...
· Incident reports can be used to demonstrate
effects associated with specific pesticides
(and their uses/use patterns)
· Demonstrate that under field conditions:
· One or more exposure pathways are complete
· Exposure levels are sufficient to result in field
obseNable effects

14
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Carbofuran Incidents (from
EllS - 1972-2007)

· 399 reported incidents
· 84 = REGISTERED USE

· 129 = MISUSE (intentional or

unintentional)
· 186 = UNDETERIMINED
15
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Carbofuran Incidents - Registered
Uses (from EllS)
. Effects reported - Primarily mortality in birds, but also reported:

. Mortality in mammals
. Mortality in fish

. Invertebrate mortality (terrestrial and aquatic)

. Incapacitation in birds

· Number of individuals/incident range from1 to -2,500
(birds)

16
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Carbofuran Incidents - Registered Uses
(from EllS)
· Associated with the
following use sites:
· Agricultural area
· Alfalfa
· Corn
· Soybean
· Spinach
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Number of All Carbofuran
Incidents Received Per Year
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Decrease in Reported Carbofuran
Incidents... WHY?
· May be due to:
e Actual decrease in carbofuran incidents
· Changes in state monitoring efforts
· Changes in registrant reporting requirements

19
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Actual Decrease in Carbofuran
Incidents?
· Grape use
· In 1992 and 1993, CA conducted a grape
monitoring program
· Pre-1992 = 1 grape incident (1986)
· 1992-1993 = 27 grape incidents
· Post-1993 = 0 grape incidents
20
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Decrease in Reported Carbofuran
Incidents... WHY?
· May be due to:
· Actual decrease in carbofuran incidents

· Changes in state monitoring efforts
· Changes in registrant reporting requirements
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Decrease in Reported Incidents
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Carbofuran

Non-Carbofuran
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Changes in State Monitoring

Efforts?
REPORTED ANIMAL INCIDENTS PER ST ATE
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STATE

- 40% of all terrestrial animal incidents (registered
uses) in the EllS come from CA and NY
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Changes in State Monitoring Efforts?
"The reason for the decrease in incident
reporting is largely due to lack of resources to
conduct the work needed to identify, investigate

and track incidental poisonings. We have been
unable to fund the analytical costs associated
with these investigations and thus there have
been few incidents reported."
New York State Department of Environmental Conservation
Bureau of Habitat
24
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Decrease in Reported Carbofuran
Incidents... WHY?
· May be due to:
· Actual decrease in carbofuran incidents

· Changes in state monitoring efforts

· Changes in registrant reporting requirements
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Changes in Registrant Reporting
Requirements?
. In 1998 there was a change in the incident reporting
requirements for registrants
. Registrants are now only required to submit detailed information

on 'major' incidents to the Agency
. Fish:;:1 ,000 of a schooling species or ;:50 of a non-

schooling species
. Birds: ~200 of a flocking species, or ~50 of a songbird

šjes, or ~5 of a predatory species

. Mammals, reptiles, amphibians: ;:50 of a relatively common
or herding species or ;:5 of a rare or solitary species
. 'Minor' incidents are generally reported aggregately and are not

included in the EllS
26
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Reported Carbofuran Incidents 
Registered Uses (Non-Grape), Flowable
(from the EFED RED Chapter)
· From 1972 - 2000, Total = 31
· Alfalfa = 21

· Corn = 7
· Other = 3

· Number of affected birds
· ;: 7,400
28
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Reported Carbofuran Incidents 
2000 to 2007
· TOTAL = 37 reported incidents
· 24 from the EllS
· 8 aggregated from FMC and
NWHC
· 5 not yet in the EllS
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Reported Carbofuran Incidents 
2000 to 2007
· 19 likely intentional misuse
· 2 registered use:

· 2000 - alfalfa, NM, 1200 birds

· 2000 - alfalfa, CA, 4 bee hives
· 16 undetermined:

· 2006 - sunflowers, CO, 2200 birds
30
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Ecological

Incident Reports:
CONCLUSIONS

. When carbofuran is used as currently registered, wildlife
mortality can and does occur
. Not enough information available to conclude that a decrease in
reported incidents is due to label mitigation and/or stewardship

programs
. Incident reports can demonstrate that for registered uses under

field conditions:
. One or more exposure pathways are complete

. Exposure levels are sufficient to result in field-observable

effects
. Incident reports cannot be used quantitatively

31
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CARBOFURAN FIELD
STUDIES

32
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Field Studies
· Field studies discussed in EFED's RED
. science chapter primarily involve
studies conducted:
· In Canada, using flowable carbofuran for
grasshopper control
· By FMC, using flowable carbofuran in the
U.S.

33
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Flowable Carbofuran Studies
- Grasshopper Control in Canada
. Small sample size
. Hortsman (1985)
. Hortsman and Code (1987)
. Irvine (1987,1990)
. Forsythe et al. (1989)

. Sampling may be biased toward underestimating exposure

(live trapping)
. Irvine (1987,1990)
. Forsythe et al. (1989)

. Did not involve birds
. Brusnyk and Westworth (1987)

34
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Flowable Carbofuran Studies
- Grasshopper Control in Canada
O.121b a.i.lacre

· Fox et al. (1989):
· Carbofuran impacted the survival and
reproduction success of burrowing owls
· Direct overspray resulted in an 83%

reduction in brood size and an 82%
reduction in nest success (1986)
· Of the 12 pairs of birds directly exposed to a

carbofuran overspray in 1986 and 1987, 8
failed
completely 35
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Field Studies Submitted by FMC - Flowable,
U.S.
~7CjJ~;:~tl::~~~: ~':~VuIy ~~:!. J~_~ ~~-' ~:~ ~ "
Effects of

Furadan 4F on

Avian Furadan 4F Alfalfa Utah

and Insect Populations in
Alfalfa (1983) (MRID: 130419)

Effects ofFuradan 4F on Birds Furadan 4F Com Nebraska, Texas,

associated with.., Com New Mexico

Fields (1989) (MRID: 41106

01)
Effects of

Furadan 4F on Furadan 4F Alfalfa Kansas, Oklahoma

Birds... (1989) (MRID: 411107

01)

Avian Monitoring in Furadan 4F Furadan 4F

Treated Cotton Fields...
(1997) (MRID 445002-01)

Cotton Arkansas, California,
Louisiana, Mississippi,
Oklahoma, Tennessee,
Texas
36
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1983 FMC Utah, Alfalfa Study
Effects of

Furadan 4F Furadan 4F

on Avian and Insect
Populations in Alfalfa

Alfalfa
lIb a.i./acre (1 appl.)

(1983) (MRI: 130419)

Relied primarily on bird surveys to
determine if carbofuran had an effect
on bird densities
37
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FMC 1995 and 1996 Cotton

~~~~

Monitoring Studies

Avian Monitoring in
Furadan 4F Treated

Cotton Fields.., (1997)

(MRID 445002.01)

Furadan 4F

Cotton
Arkansas
0.251b a.i./acre (2 appl.) California
Louisiana
Mississippi
Oklahoma
Tennessee
Texas

I nsufficient methodology
38
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FMC 1995 and 1996 Cotton Monitoring

Studies
· Significant deficiencies included (but were
not limited to):

· Not conducting carcass searches (i.e., LA 1996 and

TN 1996)
· Conducting carcass searches on ATVs (i.e., MS
1995 and 1996)

· Not conducting (or reporting results from) carcass
search efficiency
tests (e.g., TX 1995, CA 1995, and
OK 1995)
· Conducting carcass searches ::2-days post-

application (e.g., TX 1995, MS 1995 and 1996)
· Conducting carcass searches on less than the
Agency-recommended search area (i.e., all studies)
39
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FMC Field Studies (1989) - Methods
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Corn

Nebraka

8 treatment)

Pydrin
(pyrethroid)

15 (7 controls,

(lIb
a.i./acre; 2

appls)

TexaslNew
Mexico

16 (8 controls,

Pounce

8 treatment)

(pyrethoid)

Alfalfa

Kansas

16 (8 controls,

Lorsban 4E

8 treatment)

(chlorpyrfos)

(i ,0 and
0,51b
a.i.acre; 2
appls)

Oklahoma

16 (8 controls,

8 treatment)

5 human

seachers
spaced 5 -10
ft apar (also
some dog

searches)

Ranged from
':50% recovery to
100%
Ranged from 0%
recovery to 100%

- Pre-treatment

Ranged from

searches 

44% recovery to
100%

within i 0 days
of treatment
- Posttreatment

Ranged from
25% recovery to
100%

searches 

within 7 days
of treatment
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FMC Field Studies (1989)- Methods

~
-

/

Woo PaCWc 1-1-2

1-02

Co

Search Area

Ro 0:1.2

Patu

Com

Nebraska Com Plot #I5t. 1988
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FMC Field Studies (1989) - Results
Number of Bird Carcasses/Feather Spots

Pretreatment

Total

Posttreatment

Control
Plot

Treated
Plot

NE
Com

TX/M

CORN

Com

TOTAL

KS
Alfalfa

OK
Alfalfa

TOTAL

10

5

15

5

4

24

5

2

7

7*

17*

31

14

17

31

15

7

53

. These controls were treated with chlorpyrifos
In addition to bird mortality, there was evidence of 18 non-bird pre-treatment mortalities and

110 non-bird post-treatment mortalities (57 in control plots and 53 in treated plots) 42
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FMC Field Studies (1989)
· Comparisons between pre-treatment/post
treatment and control/treated fields in the
1989 studies are meaningless:
· Other chemicals were used on or near some of
the control and treated fields (including
chlorpyrifos, dimethoate, and methomyl)
· Some of the control fields were adjacent to
fields treated with carbofuran
43
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FMC Field Studies (1989)
· The studies provide some useful
information:
· The pre-treatment searches removed
evidence of wildlife mortality prior to the
post-treatment searches
· Most of the bird carcasses tested from
treated fields were positive for carbofuran
44
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FMC Field Studies (1989)
· The mortality is likely biased toward the
low-end:
· Searchers likely did not locate all potential

carcasses
· Search efficiency rates ..100%
· Scavengers likely removed some carcasses
· Limited search area

45
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Carcass Location
· Stinson et al. (1994)
· Corn, granular carbofuran, VA
· Recovered 114 bird carcasses associated

with carbofuran
· 74% of the bird carcasses recovered were
in the corn fields
46
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1989 Field Studies - Methods

~
-

/

1.(2

Search Area

Co

Ro o-i-2.

Patu

Com

Nebraska Corn Plot #15t, 1988
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FMC Field Studies (1989) - Results
Number of Bird Carcasses/Feather Spots

Pretreatment

Total

Post-

Contrl

treatment

Plot

Treated
Plot

NE
Corn

TX/

CORN

Corn

TOTAL

KS
Alfalfa

OK
Alfalfa

TOTAL

10

5

15

5

4

24

5

2

7

7*

17*

31

14

17

31

15

7

53

* These controls were treated with chlorpyrifos
In addition to bird mortality, there was evidence of 18 non-bird pre-treatment mortalities and

110 non-bird post-treatment mortalities (57 in control plots and 53 in treated plots) 48
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Field Studies
· Conclusion:
· Carbofuran use at current application
rates can adversely impact wildlife
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CONCLUSIONS
· Due to shortcomings of the data
from incident reports and the
available field studies, they cannot
be used to quantify the level of risk
associated with carbofuran use
50

United States Environmental Protection Agency
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Event

1661
31

2487

i

Start Date
1/1/1972
12/15/1973
3/13/1974

End Date

County

6/30/1973

Lassen

3/14/1974

riverside

N/A

3/15/1974
36
37

11/25/1974
1/1/1975

N/A
N/A

State

Species

#
Federal Source
Impacted

CA
BC
CA

Canada Goose
Duck
american wigeon

60
2400

CA

Widgeon duck

2450

BC
BC

13

Canadian goose

2

Mallard duck
Duck

1

50
15

American Wigeon
Glaucous~winged Gull
Northern Pintail

38

4/3/1975

Unknown

NY

Grebe
Hooded Merganser

Horned Lark
Lesser Yellowlegs
41

8/6/1975

8/27/1975

Suffolk

NY

Sandpiper

2

Common Grackle
European Starling
Gull

21

Mourning Dove
Red-winged Blackbird

Rock PiQeon
42

10/23/1975

46
48

49

11/4/1975

1
1
1
1
1
1

State Source

Mis/Ab/Use

Site/Land Use

1

EllS: BOOOO-219-07

NWHC:

Carbofuran
Carbofuran
carbofuran

Legal (Label)
Unknown
Unknown

Crop - Alfalfa
Crop ~ Turnip
Field

Epizoo#1974-017
4

Carbofuran

Abuse (too close

Crop - Alfalfa

EllS: 1005571-001
CEETV: 231443

Pesticide(s

Granular or
Flowable

Notes

Solution

1 pUacre near resevoir,
resevoir is within 200 yards of
duck club with a lake

to resevoir?)
EllS: 1005571-002
EllS: 1005571-003

Carbofuran
Carbofuran

Unknown
Unknown

Crop ~ Potato

EllS: BOOOO-300-8E

Carbofuran

Misuse

Unknown

Carbofuran

Abuse

Crop - Wheat

Carbofuran

Abuse

Crop ~ Turnip

EllS: BOOOO-300-8F

20
20
95
20

NY:6

Crop - Potato

NYFGJ: Stone79-F

1

Unknown

UN

Green-winged Teal

1100

EllS: 1005508-001;
NA: LTR 1201/75

1/1/1976
2/27/1976

Riverside
Unknown

CA
OK

American Wigeon
Canada Goose

63
500

EllS: BOOOO-218-03

EllS: 1005570-001:

OK: 0-10073

Carbofuran
Carbofuran

Unknown
Legal (Label)

Crop - Alfalfa
Crop - Alfalfa

3/11/1976

Riverside

CA

American Wigeon

5

EllS: 1005569-001:
EPA FOIA Request

CADFG1: P-74

Carbofuran

Unknown

Crop - Alfalfa

not mentioned Pesticide was allegedly
specifically
responsible for a waterfowl

loss of unknown numbers.
This conclusion was based on
the presence of the pesticide
at a level of 11.4 ppm in the
proventricular and gizzard
contents of five bird samples.

4/9/1976

KS

Ducks

750

EPA FOIA request

Carbofuran

Abuse

Crop - Alfalfa

not mentioned Dead ducks were first found in
specifically
the lake on 4/9; an estimated
total of 750 ducks were found
in and around the lake by

investigators; Dead coots had
reportedly been found in the
area under similar
circumstances the preceding
year. At that time, the same
applicator had been warned of
the waterfowl hazard
presented by carbofuran, had
been offered devices to
frighted away birds from fields,

5/9/1976

Avian Impacts Spreadsheet(LW July31_2009)XLS

and had refused to use such
devices.
KS

Ducks

750

EPA FOIA request

Carbofuran

Abuse

Note: The ABC AIMS database has a gradient of certainty ranging from unlikely to certain,

Crop - Alfalfa

Solution

28 acre field near lake sprayed
with solution of 2 pt/15 gal
water at 15 gal/acre; allegedly
a label violation existed and
was to be investigated
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Event I

Start Date

End Date

County

3/20/1977

State
TX

Species

#
Federal Source
ImD8cted
110
EPA FOIA request

Widgeon duck

State Source

Pesticide(s

Mis/Ab/Use

Site/Land Use

Abuse

Crop - A1afa

I

Carbofuran

Granular or
Flowable
Solution

Notes
2.5 miles from national wildlife
refuge; possible charges
against the agency issuing the

permit, the grower, advisor,
and applicator allegedly were
being co"nsidered

65
66
72
2294

3/21/1977
3/29/1977
9/1/1977
1/1/1979

87
95

5/21/1979
4/10/1980
5/71981
6/30/1983

2508
170

3/29/1977

5/71981

Glenn
Glenn
Unknown
unknown

Unknown
Long
prince georges
Austin

CA
CA
CA
NC

American Wigeon
American Wigeon
American Wigeon

1000
EllS: BOOOO-216-01
thousands EllS: 1004665-001
2
EllS: BOOOO-400-29

Red-tailed Hawk

1

NY

American Robin

GA

Egret

MD
TX

red-shouldered hawk
Black-bellied Whistling-

CWS: CWS79-2

10
EllS: 1005559-001
8
EllS: 1005305-001
2
CEETV: 90464
hundreds EllS: 1005703-001

duck
182
187
188

4/1/1984
4/20/1984
4/21/1984

10/1/1989
4/21/1984
4/21/1984

Sacramento
Colusa
Colusa

CA
CA
CA

189
192
193

4/22/1984
5/1/1984
5/1/1984

4/25/1984

Colusa

CA

Mallard

Unknown

UN

Lapland Longspur

Yolo

CA

221

2296

4/23/1985
4/29/1985

Unknown
Richmond

CA
VA

222
2297
1684

5/15/1985
5/23/1985
9/1/1985

Richmond City

Prince George
Colusa

VA
VA
CA

2286

10/1/1985

unknown

CO

Bald Eagle
bald eagle
Duck
Northern Harrier
Northern Harrier

229
230
234

10/30/1985
11/30/1985
2/9/1986

Colusa
Colusa
Lancaster

CA
CA
PA

Duck
Duck
Mallard

Teal

12/4/1985

thousands EllS: 1005560-001
5
EllS: 1005651-001
2
EllS: 1005564-001
2

CADFG: FW1-R-14,
CADFG: P-157

Baumbarger:
Baumbarger1989-A
Lyon: Lyon1990-B
NYDEC: 68-27

GA: 17-80
FWSLE?: MEMO/D.

10933
CA: D-11164
CA: N38-84;N4784

34
60

EllS: 1005564-002

Duck

2

EllS: 1005555-001

CADFG:

Mallard
bald eagle

31
2

EllS: 1005297-001
EiIS: 1004169-007

L139,148,158
CADFG: L-87-85
CWS: CWS85-9
FWSW: 5592-001

1
1

EllS: 1005650-001

VA: 5592-001

66
1
1

EllS: BOOOO-400-77

Carbofuran
Carbofuran
Carbofuran
carbofuran

Abuse

Carbofuran
Carbofuran
carbofuran
Carbofuran

Misuse
Unknown

Abuse

Carbofuran
Carbofuran
Carbofuran

Abuse

Legal (Label)

Unknown
Unknown

Crop - Alfalfa
Crop - Alfalfa
Crop - Alfalfa
Crop - Corn

Crop - Corn
Unknown
Crop - Corn
Crop - Rice
Unknown
Crop - Rice
Crop - Rice

Carbofuran
Carbofuran
Carbofuran

Abuse

Carbofuran
carbofuran

Unknown

Unknown

Legal (Label)

Crop. Corn and Peanut

EllS: 1005421-001

CADFG: P-944

Carbofuran
carbofuran
Carbofuran

CWS: 85-1

Littrell:

carbofuran

CWS: CWS85-10

Unknown
Unknown

Unknown

Unknown
Crop - Rapeseed

Legal (Label)

Crop - Rice

Legal (Label)

Crop - Rice
Crop - Corn

Unknown

Ranch
Crop. Rice

1986a,1986c,1988
c
11/18/1985

235

2/10/1986

Unknown

CA

236
237
238
239
240

Lancaster

241

2/16/1986
2/23/1986
2/23/1986
3/1/1986
3/1/1986
3/1/1986

PA
CA
CA
CA
CA
CA

242
243
244

3/1/1986
3/1/1988
4/1/1986

6/1/1986
6/1/1986
6/1/1986

6/1/1986
5/4/1986

Unknown
Unknown
Glenn
Glenn
Glenn

Sutter
Sutter
Colusa

CA
CA
CA

Waterfowl
Duck
Crow
European Starling
Red-tailed Hawk
Canada Goose
Red-tailed Hawk
Duck
Duck
Duck
Duck

Cinnamon Teal
Mallard
Waterfowl
Duck
Mallard
Duck
Mallard

Shorebird
Teal
2311

4/10/1986

249
250
2490
256

4/23/1986
4/23/1986
5/4/1986
5/23/1986

257

5/25/1986

4/23/1986
4/23/1986
10/1/1986
5/29/1986

garfield

MT

Hanover
Essex
Sacramento
Surry

VA
VA
CA
VA

Henrico

Avian Impacts Spreadsheet(LW July31_2009)XLS

VA

bald eagle
çiolden eaçile
American Goldfinch

Bald Eagle
Mallard

Eagle
Turkey Vulture
Red-tailed Hawk

65
35
1

EllS: 1005564-003
EllS: 1005564-004
EllS: 1005671-001

2

NYDEC: 86-72-23
NYDEC: 86-72-24

Carbofuran
Carbofuran
Carbofuran

Abuse
Abuse
Legal (Label)

Ranch
Ranch
Treeline

Carbofuran
Dimethoate
Carbofuran
Carbofuran
Carbofuran
Carbofuran
Carbofuran
Carbofuran

Legal (Label)

Crop - Alfalfa

Legal (Label)
Unknown

Unknown

Unknown
Unknown
Unknown
Unknown

1

25

EllS: 1005524-004

1

EllS: 1005671-002
EllS: 1005524-002
EllS: 1005524-003
EllS: 1004631-002
EllS: 1004631-003
EllS: 1004631-004

CADFG: P-975
CADFG: P-987
CADFG: P-1025

EllS: 1004631-005
EllS: 1004631-006
EllS: 1004631-007

CADFG: P-1031
CADFG: P-985

Carbofuran
Carbofuran
Carbofuran

Legal (Label)
Unknown
Unknown

Unknown
Non-Agricultural
Field

CWS: CWS86-13

FWSW: 6307-001

carbofuran

Misuse

Grazing Land

EllS: 1004169-011
EllS: 1005653-001

EllS: 1004169-012

VDGIF: 2-86
VA: PR-3292
NWHC: 1986-095
VDGIF: 3-86

Carbofuran
Carbofuran
carbofuran
Carbofuran

Unknown
Unknown
Unknown
Unknown

Unknown
Crop - Corn
Crop - Rice
Crop. Corn

EllS: 1004169-013
EllS: 1005659-001

FWS: 7634 HE
VA: 4-86

Carbofuran

Unknown

Forest

35
40
1
1
1
1

20
4
1

20

PA: LETR10/20/86

CADFG: P-977

Ranch
Ranch
Unknown
Unknown
Unknown

Roadway

2
1
1
1
1

75
1

243
1
1
1

CEETV: 231444

Note: The ABC AIMS database has a gradient of certainty ranging from unlikely to certain.
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Event I

Start Date

End Date

County

State

Species

#

259

6/1/1986

N/A

SK

California Gull

45

260
264

6/2/1986
7/29/1986

Unknown

NY

Passerine

N/A

NF

Herring Guli

20
30

266
1768
1769
269

8/5/1986
8/5/1986
8/5/1986
9/1/1986

Glenn
Colusa
Sutter
Glenn

CA
CA
CA
CA

Duck
Duck
Duck

270

9/1/1986

2312
275

10/1/1986
10/23/1986

279
283

11/11/1986
12/18/1986

292
2329

3/1/1987
3/15/1987

303
312
354

4/23/1987
6/4/1987
9/29/1987

362

1/1/1988
1/7/1988
1/7/1988

369

1/29/1988

American Wigeon
Mallard
Red-tailed Hawk
Mallard
Northern Pintail
red-tailed hawk
Duck
Red-tailed Hawk
Duck
American Robin
Coopets Hawk
European StarlinQ

Site/Land Use

Carbofuran

Unknown

Agricultural Area

Carbofuran
Carbofuran

Unknown

Crop. Potato

Legal (Label)

Agricultural Area

Carbofuran
Carbofuran
Carbofuran
Carbofuran

Unknown
Unknown
Unknown
Unknown

Crop - Rice
Crop - Rice
Crop - Rice
Unknown

EllS: 1004631-010

Carbofuran

Unknown

Unknown

CWS: CWS86-14

carbofuran
Carbofuran

Legal (Label)

Unknown

Crop - Rice
Ranch

Carbofuran
Carbofuran

Unknown
Legal (Label)

Unknown
Vineyard

Carbofuran
carbofuran

Unknown

Unknown
Crop - Corn

State Source

Colusa

CA

11/29/1986

glenn
Glenn

CA
CA

Colusa
Lake

CA
CA

Unknown
calvert

MD
MO

Bald Eagle
bald eagle

Glenn
Ontario
Unknown

CA
NY
VA

Mallard
American Robin
Great Horned Owl
Unknown Bird

3

11/26/1986

10/12/1987

Newton

1

EllS: 1005660-001

MO: CN-5270

4

CWS: CWS87-17

FWSW: 7014-001
FWSW: 7014-002

EllS: 1005298-001
EllS: 1005302-001
EllS: 1004169-015

CAOFG: P-1057

Carbofuran
Carbofuran
Carbofuran

Unknown
Misuse
Unknown

Crop - Rice

VA: 2-87

EllS: 1005561-001

GA: 189-87

Carbofuran

Abuse

Field

Carbofuran
Carbofuran
Carbofuran

Legal (Label)

Unknown
Unknown

Crop - Rice
Unknown
Crop - Rice

Carbofuran
Chlordane

Unknown

Non-Agricultural

3
1

1
1

Shrike

Crop - Corn
Unknown

10
1

VA

Notes

3

2

Unknown

EllS: 1005531-001

CA: 0-9925

Northern Cardinal

Waterfowl
Duck
Duck

EllS: 1005303-001
EllS: 1005524-005
EllS: 1005702-001
USS: N86-4787
EllS: 1005524-007a
EllS: 1005524-007b
EllS: 1005524-007c
EllS: 1004631-009

EllS: 1005532-001
EllS: 1005526-001

3
2

White-throated Sparrow
CA
CA
CA

EllS: BOOOO-400-79

Granular or
Flowable

5

4
179
2
58

Song Sparrow

Colusa
Colusa

Unknown

1/71988
4/1/1988

GA

1

2

50

12/1/1986

12/1/1987

365
366
367

3
20
5
3
150

Pesticidels

Mis/Ab/Use

Federal Source

Impacted

50
50

EllS: i003930-001
EllS: i003948-001
EllS: 1005565-001

1

EllS: 1003177-002

CADFG1: P-1105
CADFG: P1105/1107

Roadway

DOT

Diazinon

373
380
383

2/23/1988
2/28/1988
3/8/1988

384

3/16/1988

2/28/1988
5/17/1992

Wilkinson
Kent

Dorchester

GA
OE
MO

Montgomery

VA

Red-tailed Hawk

2

Bald Eagle
Bald Eagle
Golden EaQle
Shrike

1

6

EllS: 1000103-012
EllS: 1005662-001
EllS: iOO0916-001

GA: 29-88
DE: 6432

Carbofuran
Carbofuran
Carbofuran

Unknown
Unknown
Unknown

Orchard
Stream/River
Unknown

EllS: 1003177-001

VOGIF: 2-88

Carbofuran

Unknown

Non-Agricultural

4
1

Roadway

DOT

Diazinon
Mirex

2331
2341

3/22/1988
3/30/1988

dorchester
dorchester

MD
MD

bald eagle
American Crow
Mallard
bald eagle
red-tailed hawk

1
1

CWS: CWS88-2
CWS: CWS88-12

FWSW: 7876-001
FWSW: 7877-001

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

2342
2343
2330
394

4/15/1988
4/22/1988
5/1/1988
5/1/1988

Dorchester
dorchester
dorchester
Dorchester

MO
MD
MO
MD

395

5/1/1988

Unknown

10

Canada Goose

398
399
400

5/16/1988
5/17/1988
5/21/1988

Worcester
Worcester

MD
MD

Bald Eagle
Bald Eagle

Malheur

OR

Goose

8
36

401

5/22/1988
5/26/1988

Unknown

10
MD

Canada Goose

150

Bald Eagle
bald eagle
bald eagle
Brown-headed Cowbird
Least Sandpiper
Sernipalrnated Plover

Semipalmated Sandpiper

CWS: CWS88-13
CWS: CWS88-14
CWS: CWS88-1
EllS: 1005557-001

FWSW: 7907-001
FWSW: 7918-001
FWSW: 8066-001
005

hundreds EllS: 1005751-001
1

EllS: 1000916-002
EllS: 1005663-001
EllS: BOOOO-300-9

MD: 30000/47A
FWSLE: INV
0566A 1

402

Kent"

Avian Impacts Spreadsheet(LW July31_2009),XLS

Bald Eagle

carbofuran
carbofuran

Crop - Milo

carbofuran
carbofuran
carbofuran
Carbofuran

Legal (Label)

Wildlife Refuge
Agricultural Area
Field

Carbofuran

Misuse

Crop - Allaila

Carbofuran
Carboluran
Carbofuran

Unknown
Misuse
Legal (Label)

Unknown
Crop - Com
Crop - Allalla

Misuse
Unknown

Crop - Allalla
Unknown

2

1

EllS: 1005572-003
EllS: 1000916-003

Crop - Farm

Disulfoton

Carbofuran
Carbofuran

Note: The ABC AIMS database has a gradient of certainty ranging from unlikely to certain.
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Evenll

Slart Dale

End Dale

Counly

Slale

419

9/1/1988

Essex

ON

420

9/5/1988

Unknown

UN

Species
Blackbird

Sparrow

2339

10/14/1988

423
424
426

10/24/1988
10/24/1988
10/25/1988

427
430

10/30/1988
11/16/1988

11/14/1988
1/26/1989

kent

MD

Colusa
Colusa
Colusa

CA
CA
CA

Colusa
Marquette

CA
Wi

#
Federal Source
ImDacted
1
1

EllS: BOOOOOOOO038

Biackbird

hundreds EllS: 1005507-001

Sparrow

hundreds

bald eagle
red-tailed hawk
Duck
Duck
Duck

1
1

State Source

Pesticide(s

Mis/Ab/Use

Sile/Land Use

ON: PC00624

Granular or

Notes

Flowable

I

Carbofuran

Misuse

Crop - Rapeseed

Carbofuran

Legal (Label)

Crop - Rapeseed

FWSW: 8305-001

carbofuran

CA: P-1192
CA: 82-COL-88
CADFG1: P-1192

Carbofuran
Carbofuran
Carbofuran

Unknown
Unknown
Unknown

Flooded Field
Non-Agricultural
Unknown

Carbofuran
Carbofuran

Unknown

Abuse

Crop - Rice
Apple Orchard

carbofuran
carbofuran
carbofuran
Carbofuran

Abuse

Ranch

EllS: BOOOO-300-10

Carbofuran

Abuse

Crop - Corn

EllS: 1000116-008

Carbofuran

Abuse

Agricultural Area

Carbofuran

Abuse

Ranch

sheep

Carbofuran
Carbofuran

Abuse
Abuse

Ranch
Ranch

sheep

Carbofuran

Legal (Label)

Crop - Corn

Carbofuran
Carbofuran

Legal (Label)
Legal (Label)

Crop - Corn
Crop - Corn

CWS: CWS88-10

50
EllS: BOOOO-520-16
hundreds EllS: 1005423-001
70
EllS: 1003948-009

Crop - Wheat

Airstrip I Airport

94

2332
2333
2344
434

12/15/1988
12/23/1988
1/1/1989
1/20/1989

dorchester
fergus
unknown
3/15/1990

New Castle

MD
MT

PA
DE

Duck
Dark-eyed Junco
European Starling
Hawk
Red-tailed Hawk
bald eagle
bald eagle
turkey vulture
Red-lailed Hawk

1/27/1989

Unknown

DE

436

1/27/1989

Goose

5

Hawk

SO

Vulture
Ferruginous Hawk

SO
SO

Golden Ea~le
Bald Eagle
Bald Eagle

2
2
2

Crow
Common Grackle
Mallard
Chipping Sparrow
American Robin
Chipping Sparrow
European Starling
Grackle

1

Crow
Owl
Red-tailed Hawk

440
452
453

3/1/1989

4/11/1989
4/20/1989

4/5/1990

4/20/1989

Pennington
Unknown

Meade

455

5/71989

5/18/1989

New Castle

DE

459

5/20/1989
5/20/1989

5/28/1989
5/20/1989

Albemarle
Albemarle

VA
VA

461

472

6/6/1989

473
478
480

6/19/1989
8/14/1989
8/26/1989

Adams

NE

Dorchester

MO

N/A

BC

Unknown Bird
American Robin
Blackbird

Kildeer
Sparrow

481

482
485

10/1/1989

10/11/1989
10/26/1989

6/19/1989

Deuel

3/24/1993
10/22/1989

Garfield

Colusa
Solano

SO
MT

CA
CA

Bald Eagle
Canada Goose
Canada Goose
Gull

Black-biled Magpie
Golden Eagle
Raptor
Duck
Duck

CA: D-9976

CWS: CWS88-3

FWSW: 8466-002
FWSW: 8609-001

FWS: 1310

2

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

DE

EllS: 1005558-001
EllS: 1005704-001

1
1

Crow

Owl
Rock Piçieon

New Castle

7

1
1
1
71
71
1

Rock Piçieon

435

79

CWS: CWS88-4
CWS: CWS89-1
EllS: 1005749-001

EllS: 1000923-001

EllS: 1001599-001

1
1

EllS: BOOOO-500-57

1

2

SO: CR90-50053-0

EllS: 1005503-001
EllS: 1000805-001

3

5

DEOFG: INV
9184AI

EllS: 1000097-015
EllS: 1004169-026
EllS: 1005750-001

VOGIF: 83-89
VA: 2-89
VA: 82-89

Paraquat
dichloride

1

10
3
8
1
1
1

9

6
1
1
1

22
1700
6

EllS: 1005556-001

NE: 061389186802

Carbofuran

Legal (Label)

Crop - Corn

EllS: 1005664-001
EllS: 1005205-005
EllS: 1000805-008

Carbofuran
Carbofuran
Carbofuran
Parathion
Carbofuran

Unknown
Unknown
Unknown

Swamp

SO: 89P19

Abuse

Ranch

Carbofuran
Carbofuran

Unknown
Legal (Label)

Flooded Field
Field

Unknown

Unknown
Non-Agricultural
Non-Agricultural
Unknown

EllS: 1001606-007

USFWSLE6:
4506AO

EllS: 1005417-007
EllS: 1005417-009

CAOFG: P-1266
CAOFG: P-1257

Crop - Turnip
Non-Agricultural

Chlorpyrifo

486
488
489
490
491

492
493

11/9/1989
11/15/1989
11/15/1989
11/20/1989
1/19/1990

1/23/1990
1/25/1990

CA

Duck
Duck
Mallard
Bald Ea~le
Northern Harrier
Red-tailed Hawk
Waterfowl
Duck

SO

Eagle

Colusa

CA
San Bernardim CA
San Bernardi", CA

Charles Mix

SO

Sacramento

CA

Sacramento
Haakon

Hawk

Avian Impacts Spreadsheet(LW July31_2009).XLS

22
12
12
1

2
2

158
157
2
2

EllS: 1005417-006
EllS: 1005417-008
EllS: i005419-004
EllS: 1005504-001
EllS: 1005419-001

EllS: 1004865-001
EllS: 1005505-001

CAOFG: P-1269

CA: P-1270
SO: 011853
CA: 041990

Carbofuran
Carbofuran
Carbofuran
Carbofuran
Carbofuran

Carbofuran
Carbofuran

Abuse
Abuse
Unknown
Misuse

Misuse
Abuse

Note: The ABC AIMS database has a gradient of certainty ranging from unlikely to certain.

Turf/Golf
Turf/Golf

Crop - Corn

Crop - Corn
Unknown
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Event i

Start Date

End Date

County

State

Species

#

Federal Source

State Source

EllS: 1001606-006

FWS: 5543AK

Impacted
494

1/30/1990

Union

NM

495

1/30/1990

Bernalilo

NM

2370
1695

3/1/1990
3/15/1990

502

3/22/1990
3/26/1990

503

3/30/1990

501

504

505
506
508

509
2359
510
511

4/1/1991

3/26/1990

4/11/1990

4/19/1990
4/26/1990
4/27/1990
4/27/1990

4/171990
4/20/1990

SO
OE

Unknown
Accomack

VA
VA

Musselshell

MT

Essex

4/9/1990

4/9/1990
4/10/1990

pennington
Kent

Essex
Essex
Bennett

Burleigh
rio blanco
San Joaquin
Unknown

VA

VA
VA

SO

NO

CO
CA
CA

Bald Eagle

1

Black-biled Magpie
Golden EaQle
Bald Eagle
Golden EaQle

3

4/28/1990

Kent

OE

2367

Kent
mc kenzie
unknown

OE
NO
NJ

514
516

4/30/1990
5/4/1990

Kent
Kent

OE
OE

2368
517
519

5/14/1990
5/19/1990
5/26/1990
7/1/1990
7/21/1990
9/9/1990

Johnson

WY

Wythe
Sutter
unknown

VA

Red-winQed Blackbird
Ferruginous Hawk

2361
529
531

Essex
Essex

IA
VA
VA

bald eagle

2360
534

9/20/1990
10/26/1990

charles mix

SO

Colusa

CA

American Wigeon
Mallard
Northern Pintail

11/29/1990

Westmoreland

VA

Bald Eagle

EllS: 1005527-001
EllS: 1004169-032

VOGIF: 1-90

Legal (Label)

Crop - Corn

Carbofuran
Carbofuran

Misuse
Legal (Label)

Crop - Potato
Crop - Potato

EllS: 1005419-003

Carbofuran

Abuse

Unknown

EllS: BOOOOOOOO039

Carbofuran

Misuse

Crop - Corn

SO: 90-051 M

Carbofuran

Abuse

Ranch

EllS: 1000915-001
CWS: CWS90-1

NO: 90-104

Carbofuran
carbofuran
Carbofuran
Carbofuran

Abuse
Legal (Label)

Agricultural Area
Grazing Land
Vineyard

Misuse

Vineyard

Carbofuran

Legal (Label)

Crop - Corn

Carbofuran
carbofuran
carbofuran

Legal (Label)

Crop - Corn

Carbofuran
Carbofuran

Legal (Label)
Unknown

Crop - Corn
Crop - Corn

Unknown
Unknown

Unknown

Unknown
Unknown
Crop - Corn
Unknown

Legal (Label)

Agricultural Area

1
1
1

EllS: BOOOO-502-17

EllS: 1004665-004
1000
hundreds EllS: 1005527-003
hundreds
hundreds
EllS: 1003637-001
1

FWSW: 9509
CAOFG1: P-1288
CA: 042790A

sheep

1

34
6
2
1
1
1

34
6

Bald Eagle
Red-tailed Hawk
bald eagle

carbofuran
Carbofuran

EllS: 1000923-002

Snow Goose
Teal
Golden Eagle

BC

FWSW: 9456
SCWOS: 98-90

1

1
1

N/A

CWS: CWS90-12
EllS: 1005752-001

Unknown
Unknown

40

9/19/1990

Notes

Ranch

Unknown
Unknown

Laughing Gull
Mallard

532

Granular or
Flowable

Grazing Land

Carbofuran
Carbofuran

Snow Goose

Red-tailed Hawk
American Goldfinch
great horned owl
Red-tailed Hawk
Blackbird
Blue Jay
Eastern Bluebird
European Starling

Abuse

VOGIF: 2-90a
VA: 0-11746

2

Mallard

Carbofuran

EllS: 1005481-001

2

American Kestrel

EllS: 1005419-002

5
18

200

Hawk
Unknown Bird

Grackle
Northern Cardinal
Sparrow

535

1
1
1
1

Golden Eagle

Red-tailed Hawk

CA

1

Grackle

Laughing Gull
Mallard
Snow Goose

Unknown

2

Blue Jay
Common Grackle
Red-wlnQed Blackbird
Red-winged Blackbird

Teal

4/28/1990
4/29/1990
4/30/1990

513
2371

1
1

2
15
25
10
10

Grackle
Bald Eagle
Golden EaQle
Bald Eagle

Sparrow
512

1

European Starling

House Finch

Site/Land Use

Abuse

6

Snow Goose
Grackle

European Starling

MislAblUse

Carbofuran

)

6

golden eagle
Gull
Mallard

Bald Eagle
golden eagle
Finch

Pesticide(s

3
1

20

EllS: 1003637-002
CWS: CWS90-13
CWS: CWS90-9

FWSW: 9497-001

EllS: 1005527-002
EllS: 1000116-005

CWS: CWS90-10
EllS: 1005510-003
EllS: 1005417-002

CWS: CWS90-3
EllS: 1005510-004
2
hundreds EllS: 1004169-033

VOGIF: 4-90

CAOFG: P-1221

1

VOGIF: 5-90
VOGIF: 2-90

carbofuran
Carbofuran
Carbofuran
carbofuran
Carbofuran
Carbofuran

Near Racoon/Bait

Orchard

1
1

50
50
1
1

12
4
1

3

EllS: 1005666-001

Carbofuran

Unknown

Unknown

CWS: CWS90-2
EllS: BOOOO-501-93

carbofuran
Carbofuran

Legal (Label)

Flooded Field

Unknown

Unknown

24
3
1

EllS: 1004169-037

NYOEC: 8-90

VA: 8 -90

Carbofuran
Chlordane
Dieldrin

Avian Impacts Spreadsheet(LW July31_2009),XLS

Note: The ABC AIMS database has a gradient of certainty ranging from unlikely to certain,
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Event I

Start Date

End Date

County

State

537

11/30/1990

Napa

CA

538

12/10/1990

Napa

CA

539

12/10/1990

Unknown

CA

540
544

12/11/1990
12/20/1990

Colusa
Unknown

CA
CA

2386

116/1991

Weber

UT

2387

1171991

Napa

CA

2390
546
2372
2382
2373
560
561

562

585

568

569

1/9/1991
1/9/1991
1/26/1991
2/27/1991
3/1511991
411/1991
4/1/1991

Napa
Napa
new madrid

Medina
moffat
Logan

4/7/1991

Isle of Wight

4/1/1991

4/1/1991

4/5/1991

King George

5/1/1991

4/6/1991

Caroline

Isle of Wight

Sheridan

4/8/1991

CA
CA
MO
TX

CO
KS
VA

VA

VA

VA

MT

Mls/Ab/Use

Site/Land Use

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

EllS: 1005416-006

Carbofuran

Misuse

Vineyard

EllS: 1005416-003

Carbofuran

Unknown

Vineyard

EllS: 1005416-004

Carbofuran

Misuse

Vineyard

18

EllS: 1005416-002
EllS: 1005416-005

CarbQfuran
Carbofuran

Legal (Label)
Legal (Label)

Crop - Rice
Vineyard

famphur

Misuse

carbofuran

Legal (Label)

Vineyard

Legal (Label)

Vineyard
Vineyard

Misuse

Grazing Land

Unknown
Unknown

Unknown
Crop - Corn

Carbofuran

Unknown

Crop ~ Com

Carbofuran

Unknown

Crop - Com

Carbofuran

Unknown

Crop - Com

Carbofuran

Abuse

Unknown

#
Federal Source
Impacted

Species
American Robin
European Starling
Finch
American Robin
European Starling
Finch
American Robin
European Starling
Finch
Duck
American Robin
European Starling
Finch
Bald Eagle
Great Horned Owl
Northern Harrier

Prairie Falcon

1
1
1
1
1
1
1

Red-tailed Hawk

3

American Kestrel

1

American Robin
European Starling
Northern Harrier
Red-tailed Hawk
Red-tailed Hawk
European Starling
bald eagle
Vulture
golden eagle

15

CWS: CWS91-15

State Source

Pestlcide(s
1

FWSW: 9961-001

CWS: CWS91-16

Granular or
Flowable

Notes

1
1

7
1

25

CWS: CWS91-19
EllS: 1004665-005

1
1

CWS: CWS91-1
CWS: CWS91-11
CWS: CWS91-2
EllS: 1000012-001

American Pipit
Brown-headed Cowbird
House Sparrow
Rusty Blackbird
Savannah Sparrow
Common Grackle

2

EllS: 1000504-030

Savannah Sparrow

9

White-throated Sparrow
American Kestrel

1
1
1

1

2

Bald Eagle

Cedar Waxwing
Chipping Sparrow
Swamp Sparrow
American Robin
Eastern Bluebird

CADFG1: P-1347
FWSW: 10021-001

KS: 91-6-6214 AM

SCWDS: 76-91

carbofuran
Carbofuran
carbofuran
carbofuran
carbofuran
Carbofuran
Carbofuran

1
1
1
1

2

EllS: 1000504-031
EllS: 1000504-034

EllS: 1000504-035

SCWDS: 77-91
SCWDS: 92-91
SCWDS: 98-91

2
1

3
1

6

Golden Eagle

EllS: 1000504-026
EllS: 1000504-027
EllS: \000504-028
EllS: 1000504-029
EllS: 1004169-050
EllS: 1001606-001

SCWDS: 69-91
SCWDS: 70-91
SCWDS: 71-91
SCWDS: 72-91
VDGIF: 26-91
USFWSLE6:

DOT
Dieldrin

Phorate

3257 AM

570

4/9/1991

4/14/1991

Surry

VA

Brown-headed Cowbird
Chipping Sparrow
Eastern Meadowlark

Northern Cardinal
Savannah Sparrow

White-throated Sparrow
571

4/9/1991

4/10/1991

King George

VA

American Pipit
Brown-headed Cowbird
House Sparrow
Rusty Blackbird
Savannah Sparrow

572

4/9/1991

4/13/1991

Surry

VA

Brown-headed Cowbird
Chipping Sparrow
Eastern Meadowlark

Northern Cardinal
Savannah Sparrow

White-throated Sparrow

Avian Impacts Spreadsheet(LW July31_2009),XLS

1
1
1
1

2
2
2
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

EllS: \000504-032

SCWDS: 91-91

Carbofuran

Unknown

Crop - Com

EllS: 1004169-051

VDGIF: 27-91

Carbofuran

Unknown

Crop - Corn

EllS: 1004169-052

VDGIF: 28-91

Carbofuran

Unknown

Unknown

2
2

Note: The ABC AIMS database has a gradient of certainty ranging from unlikely to certain.
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Event I

573

Start Date
4/10/1991

End Date

4/18/1991

County
Isle of Wight

State
VA

Species

#
Federal Source
ImD8cted
2
EllS: 1004169-054

Common Grackle
Savannah Sparrow

4/11/1991

4/12/1991

Isle of Wight

VA

Eagle
Bald Eagle

11
1
1
1
1
1

Red-tailed Hawk
Vulture

2
2

Bald Eagle

1
1
1
1

Eastern Phoebe
Ovenbird

576
677
578
579

4/16/1991
4/17/1991
4/17/1991

4/16/1991
4/17/1991

Surry

Essex
Madison

Madison

4/18/1991

VA
VA
VA

VA

Chipping Sparrow

Red-tailed Hawk
Turkey Vulture

580
581

583

4/18/1991

4/19/1991

4/29/1991

4/26/1991
5/1/1991

5/24/1991

New Kent

Caroline

Amelia

VA
VA

VA

Boat-tailed Grackle
Red-winQed Blackbird
American Kestrel
American Robin
Cedar Waxwing
Chipping Sparrow
European Starling
Swamp Sparrow
Eastern Bluebird
European Starling
Grasshopper Sparrow
Mourning Dove

Wren
586
587

5/1/1991
5/13/1991

5/29/1991

Amelia
King George

VA
VA

Eastern Bluebird
American Robin

590
594

6/1/1991
7/11/1991

597
598
599

600

9/20/1991
10/26/1991
11/1/1991

11/1/1991

6/71991
7/11/1991

Amelia

VA

King George
Virginia Beach

VA
VA

San Joaquin

Colusa
San Joaquin

Colusa

Avian Impacts Spreadsheel(LW July31_2009)XLS

CA
CA
CA

CA

3
2

Notes

VDGIF: 30-91

Carbofuran

Unknown

Crop - Corn

NYDEC: 8-91
SCWDS: 97-91
VDGIF: 29-91
VDGiF: 1-86
VDGiF: 7-91

Carbofuran

Unknown

Crop - Corn

EllS: 1004169-053
EllS: 1004169-010
EllS: 1004169-043

Carbofuran
Carbofuran
Carbofuran

Unknown
Unknown
Unknown

Crop - Com
Crop - Corn

EllS: 1001601-001

LE6: 3887 AM

Carbofuran

Unknown

Crop - Corn

EllS: 1004169-055

VDGIF: 31-91

Carbofuran

Unknown

Unknown

EllS: 1004169-056

VDGIF: 32-91

Carbofuran

Unknown

Crop - Corn

EllS: 1004169-057

VDGIF: 33-91

Carbofuran

Unknown

Crop - Com

EllS: 1000504-036
EllS: 1004169-059

VA: 100-91
VDGIF: 35-91

Carbofuran
Carbofuran

Unknown
Unknown

Crop - Corn

EllS: 1000504-037

VA: 117-91

Carbofuran

Unknown

Agricultural Area

EllS: 1000504-038
EllS: 1003176-005
EllS: 1004169-048

SCWDS: 136-91
VDGIF: 16-91

Carbofuran
Carbofuran

Unknown
Unknown

Crop - Corn
Non-Agricultural

EllS: 1005525-004
EllS: 1005416-001
EllS: 1000599-008

CA: P-1418

Heptachlor
Carbofuran
Carbofuran
Carbofuran

Unknown
Unknown
Unknown

Vineyard
Crop - Rice
Vineyard

Stream/River

Carbofuran

Legal (Label)

Crop - Rice

Airstrip/Airport

EllS: 1000504-033

Crop - Corn

1

2
1
1
1
1

Mallard

6

Duck
European Starling
Great Egret
Great Heron
Unknown Bird
Duck
Red-tailed Hawk

Granular or
Flowable

1

Mourning Dove
Northern Cardinal
Summer TanaQer
American Crow
American Kestrel
American Robin
Blue Grosbeak
Boat-tailed Grackle
Carolina Wren
Chipping Sparrow
European Starling
Grasshopper Sparrow
Mourning Dove
Northern Bobwhite
Summer Tanager

Songbird

Site/Land Use

2
2

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

Boat-tailed Grackle

5/15/1991

Mis/Ab/Use

I

2

2

Grosbeak

588

Pesticide(s

13

White-throated Sparrow
574

State Source

30
30
4
2

Crop - Corn

Diazinon

CADFG1: P1429/1431

1

200
40

EllS: 1001602-001

CADFG: P-1436

1

Note: The ABC AIMS database has a gradient of certainty ranging from unlikely to certain,
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Event I

2488

Start Date
11/11/1991

End Date

11/11/1991

County
San joaquin

State
CA

Species
Great Egret
black-crowned night-heron
great blue heron

#
Federal Source
ImD8cted
6
CEETV: 230633
3
5

State Source

Pesticide(s

Mis/Ab/Use

Site/Land Use

Granular or

Notes

Flowable

I

carbofuran

Unknown

Carbofuran
Carbofuran
Carbofuran
carbofuran
Carbofuran
Carbofuran
Carbofuran
Carbofuran
carbofuran
Carbofuran
Carbofuran
Carbofuran
Carbofuran
Carbofuran
Carbofuran
Carbofuran

Unknown
Unknown
Unknown

Vineyard
Vineyard
Vineyard

Unknown
Unknown
Unknown
Unknown
Unknown
Unknown
Unknown
Legal (Label)
Legal (Label)

Vineyard
Vineyard
Vineyard
Vineyard

CEETV: 230634
CEETV: 230635
CEETV: 230636
CEETV: 230637

CEETV: 230638
CEETV: 230639

CEETV: 230640
CEETV: 230641
CEETV: 230642

CEETV: 230643
CEETV: 230644

CEETV: 230645
CEETV: 230646

626

11/11/1991
11/12/1991
11/21/1991
11/27/1991
12/3/1991
12/3/1991
12/3/1991
12/3/1991
12/5/1991
12/11/1991
12/30/1991
1/1/1992
1/9/1992
2/1/1992
2/4/1992
2/15/1992

627

3/1/1992

601

602
606
2374
607
608
609
610
2375
611

613
614
615
619
621

Mendocino

Sonoma
Napa
talbot
Napa
Napa
Napa
Napa

queen annes
Napa
Napa
Sonoma
Sonoma
Fergus
Yuba
Hidalgo

CA
CA
CA
MD
CA
CA
CA
CA
MD
CA

CA
CA
CA

European Starling
Finch
bald eagle
American Robin

1

g

44
20

Songbird
Songbird
American Robin

2

bald eagle

1
1
1
1
1

Red-tailed Hawk
Red-tailed Hawk
Hawk
Hawk

CA
TX

Golden Eagle
Eagle
Cattle Egret

CA

Northern Harrier

MT

40
6
36

Songbird

3
1

100

EllS: 1005525-005
EllS: 1005525-007
EllS: 1005525-008
CWS: CWS91-3
EllS: 1005525-009
EllS: 1005525-010
EllS: 1005525-011
EllS: 1005525-012
CWs: CWS91-4
EllS: 1005525-013
EllS: 1005525-014
EllS: 1000599-009
EllS: 1000599-010
EllS: 1001606-002
EllS: 1002682-001
EllS: 1000917-002

CA: P-1429
CA: P-1430
CA: P-1433

FWSW: 10486-001
CA: P-1441
CA: P-1442
CA: P-1443
CA: P-1444
FWSW: 10485-001
CA: P-1445
CA: P-1447
CA: P-1449
CA: P-1450
LE6: 3890AN
CA: D9200385

CEETV: 190956
CEETV: 190957

Abuse

Vineyard
Vineyard
Unknown
Unknown
Unknown

Unknown
Unknown

Field
Field

TX: 05-92-0005

Stanislaus

Songbird

628

3/1/1992

630
2255
632

3/3/1992
3/3/1992
4/1/1992

3/3/1992

634

4/16/1992

4/21/1992

636

5/5/1992

640

5/20/1992
5/28/1992

646

5/30/1992

649
650
666
668
670

6/21/1992

9/15/1992
10/12/1992
10/19/1992

Knox

judith basin
Caroline

TN
MT
VA

Caroline

VA

Sheridan

MT

CO

Unknown
Yuma

MT
AZ

Yadkin

NC

6/7/1992
11/6/1992

Hanover
Hanover
Monterey

10/20/1992

Pocahontas
Pocahontas

6/7/1992

6/71992

NC

Grand

5/15/1992

2406
644

Brunswick

Avian Impacts Spreadsheet(LW July31_2009)'xLS

VA
VA

CA
WV
WV

1
1
1
1
1

EllS: 1000599-007

CADFG1: P-1455

Carbofuran

Unknown

Crop - Alfalfa

EllS: 1000924-001

FWSLE: 10684/92
042

Carbofuran

Legal (Label)

Crop - Corn

TN: 503656

Misuse
Unknown
Unknown

Non-Agricultural

Misuse

Agricultural Area

White-tailed Kite
Eastern Bluebird
Finch
Red-winQed Blackbird
Unknown Bird

5
3

EllS: 1000124-002

Golden Eagle

3

FWSLE: 3890AN

Common Grackle
Mourninçi Dove
American Crow
Common Grackle
Eastern Bluebird
MourninQ Dove
Bald Eagle

2
4
2
2

EllS: iOO0137-002

SCWDS: 60-92

Carbofuran
carbofuran
Carbofuran

EllS: 1004169-065

VA: 4-92

Carbofuran

EllS: 1001606-004

LE6: 5927 AN

Carbofuran

Misuse

Unknown

Golden Eagle
Common Raven
Golden Eagle
Golden Eagle
Mourning Dove
Sparrow

2

EllS: 1001606-005

LE6: 6189AN

Carbofuran

Abuse

Unknown

3
3
12

CWS: CWS92-16
EllS: 1001596-001

NMLE: 6696AN

carbofuran
Carbofuran

Abuse

Non-Agricultural

Blackbird
Blue Jay

1
1

EllS: 1000799-007

NC: IR92-72

Carbofuran

Abuse

Crop - Corn

Crow
European Starling
Great-tailed Grackle
Mourning Dove
Northern Cardinal
Red-tailed Hawk
American Crow
American Crow
Unknown Bird

2
3
3

SCWDS: 100-92

Carbofuran
Carbofuran
Carbofuran
Carbofuran
Carbofuran

Unknown
Unknown
Legal (Label)
Unknown
Unknown

Unknown
Unknown
Vineyard
Non-Agricultural
Non-Agricultural

Canada Goose
Canada Goose

3
5
5
3

Residential Turf

Field

1

Airstrip I Airport

1
1
1

2
2
12
9
9

EllS: 1000504-017
EllS: 1004169-066
EllS: 1000444-022
EllS: 1000446-001
EllS: 1000504-021

VA: 9-92

Note: The ABC AIMS database has a gradient of certainty ranging from unlikely to certain,
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Event i

Start Date

End Date

County

State

10/23/1992
11/1/1992

Monterey
Kern

CA
CA

674

11/1/1992

Monterey

CA

675

11/1/1992

Monterey

CA

679

12/26/1992

Republic

KS

Lawrence's Goldfinch
American Robin
Yellow-rumped Warbler
Dark-eyed Junco
House Finch

Mourning Dove
Yellow-rumped Warbler

680
683
690
692

12/29/1992
1/1/1993
2/2/1993
2/13/1993

697
698

2/27/1993
3/1/1993

699
703

3/1/1993
3/22/1993

707
708
712

4/1/1993
4/1/1993
4/15/1993

713

4/23/1993

1/4/1993
1/7/1993

1/1/1994
2/19/1993

4/27/1993

New Castle

DE

House Finch
Savannah Sparrow

Songbird
Bald Eagle
Red-tailed Hawk
Common Crow
Northern Harrier
Red-tailed Hawk
Great Horned Owl
Cedar Waxwing
Dark-eyed Junco
Red-shouldered Hawk

Crosby

TX

Charles City

VA

Screven

GA

Hutchinson

SD

Songbird
Songbird

San Joaquin

CA

House Finch

Burnett
San Joaquin

Wi
CA

Kern
Prairie

CA
AR

Rosebud

MT

Monterey

CA

Kern

4/26/1993
5/1/1993

Monterey

CA
CA

House Sparrow
Bald Eagle

717

5/27/1993

2420
718
725
726
727

728
731

732

Kent

DE

Kent

DE

5/31/1993

Butte

SD

6/10/1993

Canyon

ID

8/16/1993
8/16/1993
9/1/1993

9/1/1993
9/15/1993
9/15/1993

Monterey
Monterey
Monterey

Glenn
Monterey
Monterey

Avian Impacts Spreadsheet(LW July31_2009).xLS

CA
CA
CA

CA
CA
CA

CADFG1: P-1515
CADFG1: P-1517

Carbofuran
Carbofuran

Legal (Label)
Legal (Label)

Vineyard
Vineyard

EllS: 1000599-005

CADFG1: P-1514

Carbofuran

Legal (Label)

Vineyard

EllS: 1000599-006

CADFG1: P-1513

Carbofuran

Legal (Label)

Vineyard

4

EllS: 10004632-001

KSAPHD:

Carbofuran

Abuse

Ranch

EllS: 1001600-001

93003(KS)
LE6: 11228

Carbofuran

Abuse

Unknown

EllS: 1001596-002
EllS: 1004169-080
EllS: 1000504-007

NMLE: 6461AP
VDGIF: 4-93
SCWDS: 26-93

Carbofuran
Carbofuran
Carbofuran

Abuse

Agricultural Area
Unknown
Non-Agricultural

EllS: 1001606-014
EllS: 1000599-003

LE6: 7817AP

Carbofuran
Carbofuran

Abuse
Legal (Label)

Unknown
Crop - Alfalfa

EllS: i001605-002
EllS: 1004632-002

Carbofuran
Carbofuran

Unknown
Unknown

Lake
Unknown

EllS: 1000599-001
EllS: 1000912-001
EllS: 1001606-008

Carbofuran
Carbofuran
Carbofuran

Legal (Labei)

Abuse
Abuse

Vineyard
Waterway
Unknown

Carbofuran

Unknown

Unknown

Carbofuran
Carbofuran

Unknown
Legal (Label)

Unknown
Vineyard

Carbofuran

Legal (Label)

Crop - Corn

Carbofuran

Unknown

Crop - Corn

Carbofuran
Dimethoate
Carbofuran
Carbofuran
Carbofuran

Legal (Label)

Crop - Alfalfa

Unknown
Unknown
Legal (Label)

Vineyard
Unknown
Vineyard

Carbofuran
Carbofuran
Carbofuran

Legal (Label)
Legal (Label)
Legal (Label)

Crop - Rice
Vineyard
Vineyard

1

2
1
1
1

160
2

Unknown
Unknown

Granular or
Flowable

Notes

1

1

1

3
1

Black-biled Magpie
Golden Eagle

4

Owl
American Robin

1

LE6: 7180-AO

2

2

EllS: 1004632-004

5

CADFG1: P-1555-L
9

1

House Finch

American Robin
Brewets Blackbird
Brown-headed Cowbird

10
2
3
2
5

EllS: 1004632-003
EllS: 1000599-011

CADFG1: P-1555

1

10
2

Sparrow

5/18/1993

Site/Land Use

EllS: 1000599-004
EllS: 1000599-002

3
15

House Finch
House Sparrow
House Finch
Owl

House Finch

5/71993

Mis/Ab/Use

)

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

3
15

Oregon Junco

716

Pesticidels

8

Brewers Blackbird
Bronzed Cowbird
House Finch
OreQon Junco

714
715

State Source

Impacted

673

671

Federal Source

#

Species

Common Grackle
European Starling
Red-winged Blackbird
Rock Pigeon
Tree Swallow
Blue Jay
Red-winged Blackbird

Rock PiQeon
Bald Eagle
Downy Woodpecker
Canada Goose
Red-winged Blackbird
Red-winged Blackbird

Flycatcher
House Finch
House Sparrow
Yellow-rumped Warbler
Mallard
House Finch
Lark Sparrow

1
1
1
1
1

2
3

EllS: 1001599-002

EllS: 1002047-001

DE: 7886AO

1
1

5

carbofuran

CWS: CWS93-14

1

40
10
5
4
9

EllS: 1000920-001

ID: 93056

EllS: 1000599-013
EllS: 1004632-008
EllS: 1000599-014

CA: P-1599

1
1

12
1

3

EllS: 1003930-002
EllS: 1000599-016
EllS: 1000599-018

Note: The ABC AIMS database has a gradient of certainty ranging from unlikely to certain.
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Event i

733

Start Date

End Date

9/22/1993

County
Monterey

State
CA

Species

#
Federal Source
Imoacted

Lark Sparrow
Purple Finch
Savannah Sparrow

735
738

9/22/1993

Monterey

Monterey

10/1/1993

CA

CA

Lark Sparrow
Purple Finch
Savannah Sparrow
House Finch

10/11/1993

Monterey

CA

741

10/11/1993
10/12/1993
10/12/1993
10/18/1993
10/20/1993

Monterey
Monterey
Monterey
Butte
Monterey

CA
CA
CA

SO

Bald Eagle

CA

House Finch
Western Meadowlark
Yellow-rumped Warbler

742
743
744
745

746
747

748

749

Monterey

10/20/1993

Monterey

10/21/1993

Monterey

10/21/1993

Monterey

Monterey

10/21/1993

CA

CA

CA
CA

CA

751

10/21/1993
10/21/1993

Monterey
Monterey

CA
CA

752

10/21/1993

Monterey

CA

753

10/25/1993

Monterey

CA

754

10/25/1993

Monterey

CA

10/26/1993
10/26/1993

758

10/28/1993

759

10/27/993

10/28/1993

11/3/1993

Monterey
Monterey
Monterey

CA
CA
CA

Monterey

CA

Monterey

CA

Legal (Label)

Vineyard

3

EllS: 1004632-010

Carbofuran

Unknown

Unknown

Notes

EllS: 1004632-009

Carbofuran

Unknown

Unknown

1

5
1
1
1
1
1
1

4

House Finch

2

3

Yellow-rumped Warbler
Brewers Blackbird
House Finch
Lawrence's Goldfinch
Yellow-rumped Warbler
Brewers Blackbird
Finch
Yellow-rumped Warbler
Brewers Blackbird
Yellow-rumped Warbler
Mourning Dove
Mourning Dove
Mourning Dove
Yellow-rumped Warbler
Blackbird
Finch
Mourning Dove
Northern Flicker
Sharp-shinned Hawk
Western Bluebird
Yellow-rumped Warbler
Horned Lark
Lark Sparrow
Lawrence's Goldfinch

Mourning Dove
Northern Flicker

Carbofuran

Unknown

Vineyard

EllS: 1004632-007

CADFG1: P-1598

Carbofuran

Unknown

Unknown

Unknown

LE6: 2281AP
CADFG1: P-1605

Carbofuran
Carbofuran
Carbofuran
Carbofuran
Carbofuran

Le9al (Label)

Unknown
Vineyard
Unknown
Unknown
Vineyard

CADFG1: P-1695

Carbofuran

Unknown

Unknown

EllS: 1000599-020

Carbofuran

Legal (Label)

Vineyard

EllS: 1000599-025

Carbofuran

Legal (Label)

Vineyard

Carbofuran

Legal (Label)

Vineyard

EllS: 1004632-013
EllS: 1004632-015

Carbofuran
Carbofuran

Unknown
Unknown

Unknown
Unknown

EllS: 1004632-024

Carbofuran

Unknown

Unknown

EllS: 1004632-011
EllS: 1000599-017
EllS: 1004632-012
EllS: 1001606-010
EllS: 1000599-019

CA: P-1603
CADFG1: P-1603

Legal (Label)
Unknown

Abuse

1

Yellow-rumped Warbler
Brewers Blackbird
House Finch
Lawrence's Goldfinch
Yellow-rumped Warbler
Brewers Blackbird

House Finch

CA: P-1598

3

2

Yellow-rumped Warbler
Lark Sparrow

EllS: 1000599-012

3

House Finch

House Finch

EllS: 1004632-014

1

2
2
1

19
2
2
19
3
2
2
2
2

EllS: 1000599-027

CA: P-1627

1

19
1
1

EllS: 1000599-026

CA: P-1626

Carbofuran

Legal (Label)

Vineyard

EllS: 1004632-023

CADFG1: P-1626

Carbofuran

Unknown

Unknown

EllS: 1000599-024
EllS: 1004632-021
EllS: 1004632-022

CA: P-1624
CADFG1: P-1624
CA: P-1625

Carbofuran
Carbofuran
Carbofuran

Legal (Label)
Unknown

Unknown

Vineyard
Unknown
Unknown

EllS: 1000599-021

CA: P-1616 ET AL

Carbofuran

Legal (Label)

Vineyard

EllS: 1004632-017

CADFG1: P-1616

Carbofuran

Unknown

Unknown

6
1
1

6
1
1
1

7
1

12
34
22
1
11

133
4
10
3
19
10
1

Sparrow
Western Bluebird
Yellow-rumped Warbler

Avian Impacts Spreadsheet(LW July31_2009),XLS

Granular or
Flowable

Carbofuran

Western Meadowlark
Yellow-rumped Warbler

House Finch

755
756
757

Site/Land Use

EllS: 1000599-015

2
4

House Finch

750

Mls/Ab/Use

I

1
1
1

9

740

10/11/1993

Pestlclde(s

1
1

House Sparrow
Yellow-rumped Warbler
Northern Flicker
Yellow-rumped Warbler
Northern Flicker
Yellow-rumped Warbler
House Finch
Yellow-rumped Warbler
Yellow-rumped Warbler

739

State Source

16
4
120

Note: The ABC AIMS database has a gradient of certainty ranging from unlikely to certain.
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Event i

760

Start Date

End Date

10/29/1993

County
Monterey

State
CA

Species

#
Federal Source
Impacted

10/29/1993

Monterey

CA

10/30/1993

Monterey

CA

2408
763

10/31/1993
10/31/1993

Monterey
Monterey

CA
CA

764
765
766

11/1/1993
11/1/1993
11/2/1993

Monterey
Monterey
Monterey

CA
CA
CA

767

768
769
770

11/3/1993

Monterey

11/5/1993
11/5/1993

CA

771

11/7/1993

772
773

11/71993
11/8/1993

Monterey
Monterey
Glenn
Glenn
Glenn
Monterey

774
775

11/8/1993
11/8/1993

Monterey
Monterey

CA
CA

776
777
778
2416

11/8/1993
11/13/1993
11/13/1993
12/31/1993

Monterey
Monterey
Monterey
Unknown

CA
CA
CA
WY

792
1745
1746

1/21/1994
1/28/1994
1/30/1994

Wheatland
1/28/1994
1/30/1994

Clayton
Crosby

MT
IA
TX

812

2/21/1994

2/23/1994

Tazewell

VA

813

11/71993

2/23/1994

817

3/23/1994

819

4/1/1994

820

4/6/1994

Unknown

4/24/1994

CA
CA
CA
CA
CA
CA

MO

Pondera

MT

Burnett

Wi

Burnett

Wi

Avian Impacts Spreadsheet(LW July31_2009).XLS

Unknown

Unknown

EllS: 1004632-028

CADFG1: P-1632

Carbofuran

Unknown

Unknown

16
2
3

EllS: 1004632-019

CADFG1: P-1618

Carbofuran

Unknown

Unknown

1

CWS: CWS93-2
EllS: 1004632-020

CADFG1: P-1619

carbofuran
Carbofuran

Unknown

Vineyard
Unknown

EllS: 1000599-034
EllS: 1004632-031
EllS: 1004632-026

Legal (Label)
Unknown

CADFG1: P-1630

Carbofuran
Carbofuran
Carbofuran

Unknown

Vineyard
Unknown
Unknown

EllS: 1004632-030

CADFG1: P-1635

Carbofuran

Unknown

Unknown

EllS: 1000599-035
EllS: 1004632-032
EllS: 1001598-001
EllS: 1004632-016
EllS: 1004665-007
EllS: 1000599-029

CA: P-1637
CADFG1: P-1637

CA: P-1629

Carbofuran
Carbofuran
Carbofuran
Carbofuran
Carbofuran
Carbofuran

Legal (Label)
Unknown
Unknown
Unknown
Legal (Label)
Legal (Label)

Vineyard
Unknown
Crop - Rice
Unknown
Crop - Rice
Vineyard

EllS: 1000599-031
EllS: 1004632-025

CA: P-1631
CADFG1: P-1629

Carbofuran
Carbofuran

Legal (Label)

Unknown

Vineyard
Unknown

EllS: 1004632-027
EllS: 1000599-032
EllS: 1004632-029
CWS: CWS93-10

CADFG1: P-1631
CA: P-1633
CADFG1: P-1833

Carbofuran
Carbofuran
Carbofuran
carbofuran

Unknown
Legal (Label)
Unknown

Unknown
Vineyard
Unknown

EllS: 1001606-012
FWSLE: 6463AP
FWSLE: 6461AP

FWSLE6: 8285AP

Carbofuran
Carbofuran
Carbofuran

Abuse

Unknown

Unknown

Garnavilo

EllS: 1001604-001

VA: 12617-001

Carbofuran

Misuse

Unknown

EllS: 1001607-001

LE6: 6081AP

Carbofuran

Abuse

Unknown

1

EllS: 1001606-011

LE6: 7900AP

Carbofuran

Abuse

Unknown

2
17

EllS: 1001603-001

Carbofuran

Abuse

Crop - Corn

EllS: 1001605-001

Carbofuran

Unknown

Lake

4

Brewer's Blackbird
Mourning Dove
Yellow-rumped Warbler
California Quail
House Finch
Lawrence's Goldfinch
Mourning Dove
Northern Flicker
Song Sparrow
Western Meadowlark
Yellow-rumped Warbler
Yellow-rumped Warbler
Yellow-rumped Warbler
Mallard
Mallard
Mallard
House Finch

Yellow-rumped Warbler
Song Sparrow
House Finch
Yellow-rumped Warbler
Song Sparrow
Yellow-rumped Warbler
Yellow-rumped Warbler

Bald Eagle
Golden Eagle
Bald Eagle
Common Raven
Bald Eagle

5

6
1
1

3

YeHow-rumped Warbler

Red-tailed Hawk
Unknown Bird
Great Horned Owl
Turkey Vulture

Notes

1

Lark Sparrow
Mourning Dove
Song Sparrow
Western Bluebird
YeJlow-rumped Warbler
Lawrence's Goldfinch
Mourning Dove
Ye1Jow-rumped Warbler
Hawk
Mourning Dove
Northern Flicker
Sharp-shinned Hawk
Western Bluebird
Yellow-rumped Warbler

Golden Eagle

Granular or
Flowable

5

Western Bluebird
Yellow-rumped Warbler
California Quail
Hermit Thrush

Great Horned Owl
Red-tailed Hawk

Site/Land Use

Carbofuran

Mourning Dove
Northern Flicker

Common Raven
Golden Eagle
Magpie
Bald Eagle
Bald Eagle

Mis/Ab/Use

I

CADFG1: P-1617

1

House Finch

762

Pesticide(s

EllS: 1004632-018

House Finch

Oregon Junco
761

State Source

1

7
2

3
29

6
16
1
1

4
4
1
1

2
1
1
1

13
1
1
1
11

7
7
12
12
12
1
11
1
1
11
1
1
1
1
5

2
1
1
1
1
1

Abuse

2

2
1

2

1

6

Note: The ABC AIMS database has a gradient of certainty ranging from unlikely to certain,
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Event I

821

822
837

838

Start Oate

End Oate

County

State

4/8/1994

4/14/1994

Burnett

Wi

4/10/1994
8/12/1994

8/17/1994

Moody

SD

Genesee

NY

Chautauqua

NY

Species

#
Federal Source
Impacted

Bald Eagle
Common Raven
Crow

4

Hawk
American Goldfinch
Baltimore Oriole
Brown-headed Cowbird
House Finch

9/2/1994
9/2/1994
9/13/1994

Sheridan

CA
CA
MT

854

10/11/1994
11/3/1994

Monterey
Monterey

CA
CA

1744
869

1/25/1995
1/30/1995

Bollnger
Orange

MO
NY

841

843

851

871

878
882
900
922
923
929
1743
1747
989
1024
1029
1040

Imperial
Imperial

1/25/1995

2/6/1995

2/22/1995
3/11/1995
5/26/1995
8/17/1995
8/18/1995

Orange
Pickett
Hawkins
Unknown
Prince Georçiei

8/23/1995

Prince Georgei

NY

TN
TN
CA
MD
MD

3

Red-tailed Hawk
Red-winged Blackbird
Rock Pigeon

51

Sparrow

7

1/23/1996
6/5/1996

Unknown
Dickenson
Modoc
Modoc
New York

Unknown

1/28/1997

Simpson

CA
VA

CA
CA
NY
NY
KY

3

Red-tailed Hawk
Brewets Blackbird
Finch
Mourning Dove
Yeiiow~rumped Warbler
Red-tailed Hawk
Blue Jay
Dark-eyed Junco
European Starling

1
1
1
1

Carbofuran
Carbofuran

Abuse
Unknown

Unknown
Crop - Corn

EilS: 1003908-013

Carbofuran

Unknown

Unknown

EilS: 1003351-025
EilS: 1004665-009
EilS: 1001606-009

Unknown
Unknown

LE6: 930529

Carbofuran
Carbofuran
Carbofuran

Abuse

Unknown
Unknown
Unknown

EilS: 1003351-032
EilS: 1004665-010

CADFG1: P-1768A

Carbofuran
Carbofuran

Unknown
Unknown

Unknown
Vineyard

EilS: i001606-013
EilS: 1003908-012

LE6: 8896AP

3

2

FWSLE: 7072AQ

3
5

EilS: 1003908-025

Carbofuran
Carbofuran

Abuse
Abuse

Unknown

EllS: 1003076-001

Carbofuran

Abuse

Non-Agricultural

Carbofuran
Carbofuran
Carbofuran
Carbofuran
Carbofuran

Unknown
Unknown
Legal (Label)
Misuse
Misuse

Shoreline
Lake
Crop - Rice

White-throated Sparrow

29
2

Biue Jay
Dark-eyed Junco
European Starling

2
24

1

Eagle
Eagle

1
1

Mallard

3

Bald Eagle

2

Canada Goose

11
1
1
1

5
7
3
12
1

EllS: 1003966-002
EllS: /003966-003
EllS: 1003930-003
EllS: 1003401-001
EllS: 1003401-002
EllS: 1004665-008
FWSLE: 4928AR
FWSLE: 6886AR
EllS: 1004852-026
EllS: 1006702-001
EllS: /004874-001
EllS: 1005095-002

TN: 13435
TN: 13473,001
CADFG1: L-192-39

CA: 501707
NYDEC: 97-55-23
NYDEC: 96-36-13
KYDW: L TR

Carbofuran
Carbofuran
Carbofuran
Carbofuran
Carbofuran
Carbofuran
Carbofuran

Unknown

Residential Tuif

Agricultural Area
Unknown

Unknown

Abuse
Misuse
Misuse
Abuse
Abuse
Unknown

Wildlife Refuge
Field
Non-Agricultural
Non-Agricultural
Unknown

Landfill

03/19/97

1042
1056

1/30/1997
4/27/1997

Unknown

KY

4/26/1997

Snohomish

WA

1065

6/5/1997

6/12/1997

Loudoun

VA

Hawk
American Robin
Bald Eagle
Dunlin
Northern Harrier
Canada Goose

1067
1071
1088
1106

6/12/1997
6/27/1997
7/24/1997
9/5/1997

Loudoun
Berks
Berks

VA

Canada Goose

PA
PA

Goose

1109
1116
1117

9/12/1997
10/3/1997
10/5/1997

9/12/1997

1118

10/5/1997

10/5/1997

Canada Goose
European Starling

Chenango

NY

New York
New York
New York

NY
NY
NY

Rock Pigeon
Rock Pigeon

New York

NY

Avian impacts Spreadsheet(LW July31_2009).XLS

13

230

Golden Eagle

Herring Gull
Red-tailed Hawk

Lake

Notes

62

1

Rock Pigeon

Unknown

Granular or
Flowable

1

Crow

Brewer's Blackbird
Red-tailed Hawk
Canada Goose
Canada Goose

Site/Land Use

1

1
1

Ring-billed Gull
Ciiff Swallow
Cliff Swallow

Mis/Ab/Use

2

House Sparrow

Crow

Pesticidels
Carbofuran

I

1

Mourning Dove

Northern Cardinal

9/19/1995
1/23/1996
6/5/1996
6/6/1996
10/25/1996
11/16/1996
1/23/1997

12

2
4

Gull

840

1
1
1

State Source

EilS: 1001605-003

1

2
4

EllS: 1005543-021
EllS: 1007651-001

KY: 520907
WADA: 7V-1997

Carbofuran
Carbofuran

Abuse
Legal (Label)

Agricultural Area
Crop - Spinach

EllS: 1006641-001
EllS: 1013332-006
EllS: 1005566-001
EllS: 1007546-078
EllS: 1007371-023
EllS: 1006646-001

VA: 94-97

Carbofuran

Misuse

Crop - Alfalfa

SCWDS: 94-97

Carbofuran
Carbofuran
Carbofuran
Carbofuran

Unknown
Unknown
Misuse
Unknown

Non-Agricultural
Non-Agricultural
Crop - Corn
Unknown

Carbofuran
Carbofuran
Carbofuran

Abuse
Abuse
Unknown

Non-Agricultural
Non-Agricultural
Non-Agricultural

Carbofuran

Abuse

Non-Agricultural

200
2
6
7
1

30
2

House Sparrow

2
4

EllS: 1006701-001
EllS: 1006652-001
EllS: /006693-001

Rock Pigeon

1

EllS: 1006700-001

1

PA: 28
CEETV: 65003

NYDEC: 97-50-28
NYDEC: 97-52-15
NYDEC: 97-52-16
NYDEC: 97-5230A,B
NYDEC: 97-52-29

Note: The ABC AIMS database has a gradient of certainty ranging from unlikely to certain.
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Start Date

1120

10/14/1997

1123

10/24/1997

1124
1125
1126

10/24/1997
10/24/1997
10/24/1997

2
1130
1131
1132
1133
1134
1135
1136
1137
1157
1169
1170
1177
1193
1194
1206

10/25/1997
10/31/1997
10/31/1997
11/1/1997
11/3/1997
11/6/1997
11/20/1997
11/23/1997
11/25/1997

End Date

State

Species

Mis/Ab/Use

Site/Land Use

Carbofuran

Abuse

Non-Agricultural

58

EllS: 1005568-001

NYDEC: 97-52-11
CADFG: LAB # P-

Carbofuran

Legal (Label)

Crop - Rice

Rock Pigeon
Rock Pigeon
Rock Pigeon

1
1
1

EllS: 1006654-001
EllS: 1006676-001
EllS: 1006797-001

Carbofuran
Carbofuran
Carbofuran

Abuse
Abuse
Abuse

Unknown
Unknown
Non-Agricultural

6

EllS: 1006651-001
EllS: 1006697-001
EllS: 1006706-001
EllS: 1006667-001
EllS: 1006688-001
EllS: 1006696-001
EllS: 1006689-001
EllS: 1006669-001
EllS: 1006647-001
EllS: 1007372-005
EllS: 1007963-001
EllS: 1009141-001
EllS: 1007545-034
EllS: 1007820-001
EllS: 1008136-001
EllS: 1007801-002

Carbofuran
Carbofuran
Carbofuran
Carbofuran
Carbofuran
Carbofuran
Carbofuran
Carbofuran
Carbofuran
Carbofuran
Carbofuran
Carbofuran
Carbofuran
Carbofuran
Carbofuran
Carbofuran

Abuse
Abuse
Abuse
Abuse
Abuse
Abuse

Non-Agricultural
Non-Agricultural
Non-Agricultural
Non-Agricultural
Unknown
Non-Agricultural
Unknown
Unknown
Non-Agricultural
Agricultural Area
Crop - Corn
Crop - Corn
Crop - Corn
Non~Agricultural
Non~Agricultural
Commercial

11/14/1997

Colusa

CA

Duck

10/24/1997
2/13/1998

New York
New York
New York

NY
NY
NY

10/26/1997

New Yark

NY
NY
NY
NY
NY
NY
NY
NY
NY

11/3/1997

11/23/1997

5/18/1998
7/15/1998

New York
New York
New York

MN
NY
NY
NY

Kent
Northampton
Northempton
Unknown

DE
PA
PA

1213
1214

8/16/1998
8/16/1998

New York
New York

NY
NY

House Sparrow

1215
1216

New York
New York
Gallatin

NY
NY
MT

1289
1324
1325

8/16/1998
8/16/1998
12/30/1998
3/14/1999
9/1/1999
9/2/1999

1326
1333

9/21/1999
10/21/1999

Unknown

1

6
17

8
1

3
3

7
3
2
12
28

46
1

8
1
1

4

San Bernardinc CA
Unknown
FL
Unknown
FL

StClair

10/21/1999

GA
IL

Peregrine Falcon
Red-tailed Hawk

Rock Pigeon
Rock Pigeon

NYDEC: 97-53-33
NYDEC: 97-56-18
NYDEC: 97-56-17
NYDEC: 97-56-27
NYDEC: 97-60-19
NYDEC: 97-60-22
NYDEC: 97-62-21
NYDEC: 97-62-22
NYDEC: 7-57-02

PA: 98-7-STD-1
MN: 521059
NYDEC: 98-32-25
NYDEC: 98-32-26
NYDEC: 98-37 -26A,

Unknown

Abuse
Abuse
Unknown
Legal (Label)
Legal (Label)
Unknown

Abuse
Unknown

Abuse

Lake

EllS: 1007821-005
EllS: 1007821-008
EllS: 1007801-003

NYDEC: 98-36-28
NYDEC: 98-36-29
NYDEC: 98-37

Carbofuran
Carbofuran
Carbofuran

Abuse
Abuse

Non-Agricultural
Non-Agricultural
Non-Agricultural

Carbofuran
Carbofuran

Abuse
Abuse

Non~Agricultural
Non-Agricultural

Abuse
Abuse
Abuse

Non~Agricultural
Non-Agricultural

Unknown

Non~Agrjcultural

FL: L TR 3/20/00

Carbofuran
Carbofuran
Carbofuran
Carbofuran
Carbofuran
Carbofuran

Abuse
Abuse

Forest
Poultry Farm

GA: L TR 3/20/00
IL: L TR 3/20/00

Carbofuran
Carbofuran

Abuse
Abuse

Poultry Farm
Crop - Wheat

Carbofuran

Abuse

Agricultural Area

Carbofuran
Carbofuran

Abuse
Unknown

Unknown
Unknown

Carbofuran

Abuse

Ranch

Unknown

StClair

IL

2/28/2000

Macon
Columbia

TN

Unknown

DE

Wi

1
1

Common Raven

5
40

American Wigeon
Quail

Bald Eagle
Hawk
Hawk
Brown-headed Cowbird
European Starling
Horned Lark
Red-winged Blackbird
Blackbird
Brown-headed Cowbird

1372

3/12/2000

Chaves

NM

1373

3/13/2000

Lawrence

MS

Horned Lark
Black Vulture
Red-tailed Hawk

Bald Eagle
Hawk
Unknown Bird
Duck
Snow Goose

Mourning Dove
Red-teiled Hawk

Wild Turkey

Avien Impacts Spreadsheet(LW July31_2009)XLS

EllS: 1006144-002
EllS: 1007801-001

NYDEC: 98-40-30

hundreds

House Sparrow

Grackle

3/9/2000

NYDEC: 97-56-20
NYDEC: 97-56-24

ASPCA: 97-60-18

25ABC
1
1
1

Grackle

1371

Notes

H

Rock Pigeon
Rock Pigeon
Rock Pigeon

1/15/2000
2/1/2000

Granular or
Flowable

CEETV: 60811

Rock Pigeon
Rock Pigeon
Rock Pigeon
Rock Pigeon
Rock Pigeon
Rock Pigeon
Rock Pigeon
Rock Pigeon
Rock Pigeon
Grackle
Grackle
Grackle
Goose
Sparrow
Rock Pigeon
Rock Pigeon

New York
New York
New York
New York
New York
New York
New York
New York

NY
NY
NY

1357

1

1192

New York
New York
New York

1351

Pesticide(s

CEETV: 60582

Red-tailed Hawk

8/1/1998
8/2/1998
8/3/1998

1334

State Source

EllS: 1006670-001

NY

1207
1209
1210

1251

#
Federal Source
Impacted
1

New York

3/26/998
5/15/1998
5/15/1998
6/3/1998
7/14/1998
7/14/1998
8/1/1998

County

1
1
1
1

EllS: 1008144-001
EllS: 1008144-002
EllS: 1011320-001
EllS: 1010884-001
EllS: 1009211-001
EllS: 1009970-003

EllS: 1009970-002
Unknown EllS: 1009970-001

NYDEC: 98-40-24

CA: L-116-99

National Park
Lake

Unknown
Unknown
Unknown

20,000
thousands EllS: 1010885-001

hundreds
hundreds
hundreds
4
1

EllS: 1009840-001
EllS: 1010387-002

1

EllS: 1009971-002

TN: 14-00
WAHL: 769469
WIDNR: 2000-99
DE: L TR 03/21/00

4
3
3

EllS: 1010162-001

NMDA: 00-9

Carbofuran

Legal (Label)

Crop - Alfalfa

MS: L TR 03/21/00

Carbofuran

Abuse

Crop - Corn

800
hundreds EllS: 1009971-004
4
3

Note: The ABC AIMS database hes a gradient of certainty renging from unlikely to certain,
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Event i

Start Date

End Date

County

1379

3/22/2000

3/22/2000

New York

State
NY

Species
Red-tailed Hawk

#
Federal Source
Impacted
2

EllS: 1010327-001

State Source

Pesticide(s

Mis/Ab/Use

Site/Land Use

Unknown

Unknown

Carbofuran

Abuse

Unknown

Carbofuran
Carbofuran
Diazinen

Abuse
Unknown

Poultry Farm
Unknown

Carbofuran

Abuse

Non-Agricultural

Landfil

Carbofuran

Abuse

Non-Agricultural

Landfill

Carbofuran
Carbofuran
Carbofuran

Abuse
Abuse
Abuse

Unknown
Unknown

Carbofuran
Carbofuran

Unknown
Unknown

Unknown
Unknown

)
ILDADL:

Brodifacou

2000012282

m

ILDADL:

Carbofuran

Granular or

Notes

Flowable

2000012283
ILDADL:

2000012284
ILDADL:

2000012285
ILDADL:

2000012286
ILDADL:

2000012287
1384

4/6/2000

4/6/2000

Queens

NY

European Starling

NYDEC: 00-20-11

2

EllS: 1010141-001

I LDADL:

2000012729
ILDADL:

2000012730
ILDADL:

2000012731
ILDADL:

2000012732
1407
1413

7/1/2000
7/6/2000

7/6/2000

Hancock
Columbia

NYDEC: 00-22-26

MS
NY

Vulture
American Crow

1
1

EllS: 1010439-002
EllS: 1011519-001

ILDADL:

2001000720
ILDADL:

2001007405
NYDEC:

1437

8/4/2000

Cortland

NY

Ring-biled Gull

100

EllS: 1011010-001

COLOOO098
ILDADL:

2001002881
ILDADL:

2001002882
ILDADL:

2001002883
ILDADL:

2001002885
ILDADL:

2001002886
ILDADL:

2001002887
1449

9/1/2000

9/1/2000

Cortland

NY

Ring-billed Gull

NYDEC: 00-43-14
1

EllS: 1011565-001

ILDADL:

2001007406
I LDADL:

2001007407
1512
1536
1582

3/19/2001

6/72001
8/17/2001

8/18/2001

Bergen
Washington
Ulster

NYDEC:
COROO0126

NJ

Grackle

AL
NY

Hawk
American Crow

6
5
2

EllS: 1012549-005
EllS: 1011855-001
EllS: 1012437-001

ILDADL:

CEETV: 61058

2002003910

Esopous

ILDADL:

2002003911
ILDADL:

2002003912
NYDEC:

ULS010031
NYDEC:

1650
1656

6/14/2002
9/16/2002

Powhatan
Talbot

Avian Impacts Spreadsheet(LW July31_2009)XLS

VA
MD

Wild Turkey

Eagle

ULS010032
1
1

EllS: 1013244-001
EllS: 1013498-011

VA: CC132-02

Note: The ABC AIMS database has a gradient of certainty ranging from unlikely to certain,
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Event i

2464

Start Date

End Date

5/21/2003

County
utah

0/00/1972

State
UT

CA

Species
brewer's blackbird
brown-headed cowbird
european starling
house sparrow
red-tailed hawk
red~winçled blackbird

Goose

#
Federal Source
Imøacted
238
EllS: 1014119

State Source

Pesticide(s

Mis/Ab/Use

Site/Land Use

I

carbofuran

Ranch

Carbofuran

Crop - AI/alfa

84

Bird Kil

not mentioned

Pesiticide applied to field and
geese were seen feeding in
the area win 24 hrs of

12
2

580
19

EPA FOIA request

specifically

15 dead
Wi

Notes

81

aflected;
00/00/71

Granular or
Flowable

1

EPA FOIA request

application,

Carbofuran

In an agricultural incident
carbofuran was suspected
factor in an undescribed bird
kilL. No conclusions about
pesticide involvement were
drawn from the investigation,
One owl was suspected of

containing residures;
laboratory results were not

00/00/75

OK

Birds

EPA FOIA request

Carbofuran

Pine Seedlings

reported,
not mentioned Planting Procedures of a
specifically
lumber company were
suspected of resulting in the
dog deaths, bird and wildlife

kils, Routinely, pesticide is
put into the hole for each pine

seedling being planted. Water
samples from the area were to
be tested also; results were

not reported, Four hog deaths
were suspected to have
resulted from contaminated
creek water.

00/00/77

CA

Geese

18-19
EPA FOIA request
Affected;
12-15
Dead

Carbofuran

Crop - Alfalfa

Geese were found to be
feeding in the same alfalfa
field within 24 hours of

application, Two dead birds
were retained for analysis of a
chemical company; results

2417
1676
1677

6/19/1997

1681
1682
1683

1685
1686
1669
1690
1691
1692
185
1693
1694
1696

Unknown
Unknown
Imperial

Colusa
Unknown
Unknown

Colusa
Unknown
Unknown
Unknown
Unknown
Unknown

4/14/1984

Rensselaer
Unknown
Bladen

KS
OR
CA
CA
KY
CA

CA
CA
GA
UN
VA
CA
NY
UN
NC

Bald Eagle
Canada Goose
Canada Goose
Waterfowl
Red-tailed Hawk
American Robin
European Starling
Red-tailed Hawk
Mallard

Waterfowl
Egret

Goose
Red-tailed Hawk
Duck
Red-tailed Hawk
Savannah Sparrow

Red-tailed Hawk
CA
Canada Goose
CEETV: USGS Contaminants Exposure and Effects Terrestrial Vertebrates Database
FWSLE: Fish and Wildlife Service Law Enforcement

Lassen

Avian Impacts Spreadsheet(LW July31_2009),XLS

30
60
35
1
1
1
1

CWS: CWS93-11
EllS: 1003605-001
EllS: 1004631-001
EllS: 1005205-001

carbofuran
Carbofuran
Carbofuran
Carbofuran
Carbofuran
Carbofuran

EllS: 1005205-002
EllS: 1005416-007

were not reported
Unknown
Unknown
Legai (Label)

Stream/River

Abuse

Crop. Marijuana

Misuse

Vineyard

Unknown
Unknown
Unknown
Unknown
Unknown

Unknown

Unknown
Crop - Rice

9

EllS: 1005421-002
EllS: 1005421-003
EllS: 1005506-002
1
EllS: 1005507-002
hundreds EllS: 1005510-001
67
EllS: 1005524-001
1
EllS: 1005559-002
1
EllS: 1005573-001
1
EllS: 1005631-001
13
EliS: 1005754-001
1

50
19

CA: P-949
CA: P-950
NA: L TR 01/18/89

VDGIF: 0-12537

NA: 0-6661
NC: 30000/47A

CA: 1734

Carbofuran
Carbofuran
Carbofuran
Carbofuran
Carbofuran
Carbofuran
Carbofuran
Carbofuran
Carbofuran
Carbofuran

Ranch
Unknown
Crop - Rapeseed
Unknown

Abuse

Crop - Rice

Unknown

Unknown
Agricultural Area
Crop - Corn
Crop - Alfalfa

Legal (Label)

Misuse
Legal (Label)

Note: The ABC AIMS database has a gradient of certainty ranging from unlikely to certain,
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Event 10

Start Date

End Date

County

Sta
te

Species

#
Impacte

Federal Source

State Source

Pesticide(s

Mis/Ab/Use

Site/Land Use

Granular or

Notes

Flowable

)

d
1157
1169
1170
1177
1193
1194
1206

3/26/1998
5/15/1998
5/15/1998
6/3/1998
7/14/1998
7/14/1998
8/1/1998

1207
1209
1210

8/1/1998
8/2/1998
8/3/1998

New York

1213
1214

8/16/1998
8/16/1998

5/18/1998

7/15/1998

Kent
Northampton
Northampton
Unknown
New York
New York
New York

PA
PA

Grackle
Grackle
Grackle

MN
NY
NY
NY

Goose
Sparrow
Rock Pigeon
Rock Pigeon
Rock Pigeon

1

New York

NY
NY
NY

Rock Pigeon
Rock Pigeon

4

New York
New York

NY
NY

House Sparrow
Peregrine Falcon
Red-tailed Hawk

1

Rock Pigeon
Rock Pigeon

hundred

House Sparrow

1

New York

DE

3
2
12
28
46
1

8

1

EllS: 1007372
EllS: 1007963
EllS: 1009141
EllS: 1007545
EllS: 1007820
EllS: 1008136
EllS: 1007801
002
EllS: 1007821
EllS: 1007821
EllS: 1007801

003
1
1

EllS: 1006144
EllS: 1007801
001

New York
New York
Gallatin

NY
NY
MT

Common Raven

5

1289

8/16/1998
8/16/1998
12/30/1998
3/14/1999

San
Bernardino

CA

American Wigeon

40

1324
1325

9/1/1999
9/2/1999

Unknown
Unknown

FL
FL

Quail

1

Bald Eagle

1

EllS: 1008144
EllS: 1008144
EllS: 1011320
EllS: 1010884
001
EllS: 1009211
EllS: 1009970

1

003

1

EllS: 1009970
EllS: 1009970
001

1215
1216
1251

1326
1333

1334

9/21/1999
10/21/1999

Unknown

GA

Hawk
Hawk

StClair

IL

Brown-headed Cowbird

Unknow

European Starling

n

Grackle

Unknow

Horned Lark
Red-winged Blackbird
Blackbird

n

StClair

10/21/1999

IL

Brown-headed Cowbird

Grackle
Horned Lark

1357

1/15/2000
2/1/2000

1371

3/9/2000

1351

2/28/2000

1

PA: 98-7-STD-1
MN: 521059
NYDEC: 98-32-25
NYDEC: 98-32-26
NYDEC: 98-37-26A

Carbofuran
Carbofuran
Carbofuran
Carbofuran
Carbofuran
Carbofuran
Carbofuran

Unknown
Legal
Legal
Unknown

Agricultural Area

Crop - Corn
Crop - Corn
Crop - Corn

Lake

Abuse

Non-Agricultural
Non-Agricultural
Non-Agricultural

Commercial

Unknown

Abuse

H

NYDEC: 98-36-28
NYDEC: 98-36-29
NYDEC: 98-37
25ABC

Carbofuran
Carbofuran
Carbofuran

Abuse
Abuse

Non-Agricultural
Non-Agricultural
Non-Agricultural

Carbofuran
Carbofuran

Abuse
Abuse

Non-Agricultural
Non-Agricultural

Abuse
Abuse
Abuse

Non-Agricultural
Non-Agricultural

CA: L-116-99

Carbofuran
Carbofuran
Carbofuran
Carbofuran
Carbofuran
Carbofuran

Abuse
Abuse

Forest

FL: L TR 3/20/00
GA: L TR 3/20/00
IL: L TR 3/20/00

Carbofuran
Carbofuran

Abuse
Abuse

Poultry Farm

Carbofuran

Abuse

Agricultural Area

Carbofuran
Carbofuran

Abuse
Unknown

Unknown
Unknown

NYDEC: 98-40-30

NYDEC: 98-40-24

Unknown

Unknown

National Park
Lake

Poultry Farm

Crop - Wheat

Unknow

thousand
s
hundred
s
hundred
4

EllS: 1010885
001

Macon
Columbia

TN
Wi

Black Vulture
Red-tailed Hawk

002

TN: 14-00
WAHL: 769469
WIDNR: 2000-99

Unknown

DE

Bald Eagle

1

EllS: 1009971

DE: L TR 03/21/00

Carbofuran

Abuse

Grazing Land

Hawk
Unknown Bird
Duck

4
3
3

002
NMDA: 00-9

Carbofuran

800
hundred
s

Legal
(Label)

Crop - Alfalfa

Snow Goose

MS: L TR 03/21/00

Carbofuran

Abuse

Crop - Corn

1372

3/12/2000

Chaves

NM

1373

3/13/2000

Lawrence

MS

Avian Impacts Spreadsheet(LW July31_2009).xLS

Mourning Dove
Red-tailed Hawk
Wild Turkey

1

EllS: 1009840
EllS: 1010387

EllS: 1010162
001
EllS: 1009971

004

4

Note: The ABC AIMS database has a gradient of certainty ranging from unlikely to certain,
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Event ID

Start Date

End Date

County

#

Sta
te

Species

NY

Red-tailed Hawk

Federal Source

State Source

Impacte

Pesticide(s

Mis/Ab/Use

Site/Land Use

Granular or

Notes

Flowable

)

d
1379

3/22/2000

3/22/2000

New York

2

EllS: 1010327
001

ILDADL:

Brodifacou

2000012282

m

ILDADL:

Carbofuran

Unknown

Unknown

Carbofuran

Abuse

Unknown

Carbofuran
Carbofuran

Abuse

ILDADL:

Unknown

Poultry Farm
Unknown

2001000720

Diazinon

Carbofuran

Abuse

Landfill

Carbofuran

Abuse

Landfill

Carbofuran
Carbofuran
Carbofuran

Abuse
Abuse
Abuse

Unknown
Unknown

2000012283
ILDADL:

2000012284
ILDADL:

2000012285
ILDADL:

2000012286
ILDADL:

2000012287
NYDEC: 00-20-11

1384

4/6/2000

4/6/2000

Queens

NY

European Starling

2

EllS: 1010141
001

ILDADL:

2000012729
ILDADL:

2000012730
ILDADL:

2000012731
ILDADL:

2000012732
NYDEC: 00-22-26

1407
1413

7/1/2000
7/6/2000

7/6/2000

Hancock
Columbia

MS
NY

Vulture
American Crow

1
1

EllS: 1010439
EllS: 1011519
001

ILDADL:

2001007405
NYDEC:

1437

Cortland

8/4/2000

NY

Ring-billed Gull

100

EllS: 1011010

COLOOO098
ILDADL:

001

2001002881
ILDADL:

2001002882
ILDADL:

2001002883
ILDADL:

2001002885
ILDADL:

2001002886
ILDADL:

2001002887
NYDEC: 00-43-14

1449

9/1/2000

9/1/2000

Cortland

NY

Ring-billed Gull

1

EllS: 1011565
001

ILDADL:

2001007406
ILDADL:

?nn1 nnun7
1512
1536
1582

3/19/2001

6/72001
8/17/2001

8/18/2001

Bergen
Washington
Ulster

NJ
AL
NY

Grackle
Hawk
American Crow

6
5
2

EllS: 1012549
EllS: 1011855
EllS: 1012437
001

2002003910

CEETV: 61058

ILDADL:

ILDADL:

Esopous

2002003911
ILDADL:

2002003912
NYDEC:
ULS010031
NYDEC:

ULS010032

Avian Impacts Spreadsheet(LW July31_2009).xLS

Note: The ABC AIMS database has a gradient of certainty ranging from unlikely to certain.
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Event 10

Start Date End Date

County

Sta
te

#

Species

Federal Source

State Source

Impacte

Pesticide(s

Mis/Ab/Use

Site/Land Use

Granular or Notes
Flowable

)

d
1650
1656
2464

6/14/2002
9/16/2002
5/21/2003

Powhatan
Talbot
utah

VA

Wild Turkey

1

MD
UT

Eagle

1

brewer's blackbird
brown-headed cowbird
european starling

238
84

house sparrow

red-tailed hawk
red-winged blackbird

EllS: 1013244
EllS: 1013498
EllS: 1014119

VA: CC132-02

Carbofuran
Carbofuran
carbofuran

Unknown
Unknown

Unknown
Unknown
Livestock

81
12

2

580

CEETV:

USGS
Contamina
nts
Exposure
and
Effects
Terrestrial
Vertebrate
s

Database
FWSLE:
Fish and
Wildlife

Service
Law

Enforceme
nt

Avian Impacts Spreadsheet(LW July31_2009).xLS

Note: The ABC AIMS database has a gradient of certainty ranging from unlikely to certain.
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Avian Incidents Received by FOIA Request
Event 10

Start Date

End Date County

FOIA-0001

5/15/1972

Lassen

FOIA-0002

3/14/1974

Modoc, Lassen

State

Species

CA

Canada Goose

# Impacted Federal Source
13

EllS: 1005754-001

Privileged Confidential
Attorney Work Product

State Source

Pestlclde(s) Mls/Ab/Use

CADFG: 1734

Carbofuran

Use

Site/Land Use
Crop - Alfalfa

Formula Notes

Application in field within one mile of
pond resulted in geese kills within 24

hours; probably ilegal in later years
CA

Widgeon ducks

2500

CADFA: D-10911,

Carbofuran

Use

Crop - Alfalfa

Carbofuran

Use

Crop - Alfalfa

D-10912

FUA01

FOIA-0003

2/27/1976

OK

Canada Goose

500

EllS: 1005570-001

OK: D-10073

Flowable 4F applied In vicinity of nesting sites,
ducks kiled day after application; ied to
CADFG screening future use of

Furadan
Flowable Canada goose dead in yards
surrounding treated alfaifa field; farmer
applied 4F legally for crop containing
heavy alfalfa Infestation; usually applied
In march when geese have left area but
had to be done in february due 10 high
temperalures; farmer Irled 10 scare off
geese with gun blanks

FUA02

FOIA-0004

3/11/1976

FOIA-0005

4/5/1976

Riverside

4/11/1976 Harvey

CA

American Wigeon

5

KS

Ballplale ducks

750

EllS: 1005569-001

CADFG1: P-74

Carbofuran

Use

Crop - Alfalfa

D-12452

Carbofuran

Misuse

Crop - Alfalfa

loss in San Jacinto Resevoir
area, birds consumed trealed alfalfa
(not sure of label terms at Ihis time)
Waterfowl

Flowable 4F sprayed adjacent to lake where
ducks would feed, farmer spoke with
officials before application and thought
ducks had left; 79 cools kiled in similar
circumstances previous year

FMA01

Widgeon ducks
FOIA-0006

1/1/1977

FOIA-0007

3/29/1977

FOIA-0008

1/1/1980

12/31/1977

GA

Chipping Sparrow

3/29/1977 Glenn

CA

American Wigeon

12/31/1980

GA

Egret

EllS: 1005506-001

GDNR: D-10601

Carbofuran

Use

Agricultural Area

1000+

EllS: 1004665-001

CADFG: P-157

Carbofuran

Misuse

Crop - Alfalfa

19

EllS: 1005506-002

GDNR: D-10601

Carbofuran

Use

Agricultural Area

FMA02

3/21/89 GA-DNR letter in support of
canceling CF registration mentions Ihat
incident look place some lime In 1977

Flowable Birds dying wilhln one hour of
application, must be misuse if Ihat
many birds were around
3/21/89 GA-DNR letter In support of

canceling CF registration menllons thai
incidenl took place some lime in 1980

FOiA-0009

6/30/1983

Auslin

TX

FMR01

Black-bellied Whistling-

200+

EllS: 1005703-001

duck
FOIA-0010

4/2/1985

FOIA-0011

5/15/1985

FOIA-0012

FOIA-0013

5/17/1985 Slevens

FWSLE?:
MEMO/D-10933

Carbofuran

Abuse

Crop - Rice

OKDA: D-10925, D
10926, D-10927,
D-10928, D-10929

Carbofuran

Misuse

Crop - Alfalfa

Abuse

Non-Agricultural

OK

Widgeon ducks

154-159

Geese

10

VA

Bald Eagie

1

EllS: 1005650-001

VA: 5592-001

Carbofuran

9/23/1985 12/21/1985 Colusa

CA

CADFA: D-9673

Carbofuran

Ranch

CA

67
5
35-50

EllS: 1005421-001

9/23/1985 12/21/1985 Colusa

Waterfowl
Coot
Waterfowi:

EllS: 1005421-002

CADF A: D-9673

Carbofuran

Ranch

FMA03
Richmond City

Flowable Intenllonal poisoning; farmer was
unable 10 remove ducks from rice field
using normals means, resorted to
Flowable Helicopter application of 4F to alfalfa
proximate to a lake, Helicopter
company uncertain of 4F registration

slalus
Scienllfic analysis, eagle had eaten
pigeon, possible secondary poisoning
Birds found at Knowles Ranch wilh CF

Intoxication, no further detail

American widgeon duck

Birds found at Cola Ranch with CF

inloxlcation, no further detail

Mallard duck

Green-winged teal
FOIA-0014

CA

40-50

67

EllS: 1005524-001

Carbofuran

Carbofuran

FOIA-0015

10/111985 11/30/1995 Colusa

CA

Walerfowl:
Shoveler duck
Mallard duck
Pintail duck
Snow goose
Duck

FOIA-0016

1/1/1986

CA

Canada Goose

35

EllS: 1004631-001

FOIA-0017

2/9/1986

PA

Crow

1

EllS: 1005671-001

European Starling

2

9/23/1985 12/21/1985 Colusa

1/5/1987 Imperial

Lancaster

Avian impacts Spreadsheet(LW July31_2009),XLS

EllS: 1005421-003

CADFA: D-9673

Carbofuran

Ranch

Birds found at Southam Ranch with CF

Intoxication, no further detail

1

NYDEC: 86-72-23

NYDEC: 86-72-24

Carbofuran

Abuse

Crop - Rice

"Illegal use suspected"; appears 10 be
same location as 1005421-001

Granular Chart for 1986, details not provided;

Crop - Corn

Birds found along Ireeline separating
harvested corn fields from a nursery,
had likely ingested poisoned birds

Privileged Confidential
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Avian Incidents Received by FOIA Request
Event 10

Start Date

End Date County

State

Species
Red-tailed Hawk

FOIA-0018

2/10/1986

Imperial

CA

# Impacted Federal Source

State Source

Pesllclde(s) Mls/Ab/Use

Site/Land Use

Formula Notes

1

Geese

2

Canadian hookers

25

EllS: 1004665-002

CADFG

Carbofuran
Dimethoate

Use

Crop - Alfalfa

Flowable Birds found foaming and dying in field
one day after treatment

Carbofuran

Use

Crop - Alfalfa

FUA03

FOIA-0019

2/10/1986

Imperial

CA

Canada Goose

25

EllS: 1005524-004

FOIA-0020

2/16/1986

Lancaster

PA

Red-tailed Hawk

1

EllS: 1005671-002

FOIA-0021

2/23/1986

Colusa

CA

Duck

35

FOIA-0022

2/23/1986

Colusa

CA

Duck

40

FOIA-0023
FOIA-0024
FOIA-0025

3/1/1986
3/1/1986

6/1/1986 Glenn
6/1/1986 Glenn
6/1/1986 Glenn

Duck
Duck
Cinnamon Teal
Mallard
Waterfowl
Duck

1
1

3/111986

CA
CA
CA

EllS: 1004631-002
EllS: 1004631-003
EllS: 1004631-004

CADFG: P-975
CADFG: P-987
CADFG: P-1025

Carbofuran
Carbofuran
Carbofuran

Flowable Label violation - PCA allegedly didn't
scout the field properly and the pilot
allegedly applied the mix even after he
saw geese on the field
Similar to -001, bird found with fluid in
mouth; both rehabilitated, falconer says
it was the first winter he'd witnessed
apparent poisonings
"Illegal use suspected", appears to be
same location as 1005421-002
"ilegal use suspected"; appears to be
same location as 1005421-003
Granular Chart, details not provided
Granuiar Chart, details not provided
Granular Chart, details not provided

EllS: 1004631-005
EllS: 1004631-006
EllS: 1004631-007

CADFG: P-977
CADFG: P-1031
CADFG: P-985

Carbofuran
Carbofuran
Carbofuran

Granular Chart, details not provided
Granular Chart, details not provided
Granular Chart, details not provided

EllS: 1004169-011

VDGIF: 2-86

Carbofuran

F UA04

FOIA-0026
FOIA-0027
FOIA-0028

FOIA-0029

3/1/1986
3/1/1986
4/1/1986

4/23/1986

6/1/1986 Sutter

Sutter
5/4/1986 Colusa

4/23/1986 Hanover

CA
CA
CA

VA

1
1

Dlmethoate
Carbofuran

Crop - Corn

EllS: 1005524-002

Carbofuran

Ranch

EllS: 1005524-003

Carbofuran

Ranch

PA: LETR10/20/86

20
4

Mallard
Duck
Mallard

20

Shorebird
Teal

1
1

American Goldfinch

80

1

2

Crop - Corn

Corn and tomatoes grown; 50-100 birds

further details not provided
Bird found dead near raccoon carcass
in recently treated corn field

kiled, undocumented source says 80;
FOIA-0030

4/23/1986

FOIA-0031

5/26/1986

FOIA-0032

6/2/1986

FOIA-0033

6/20/1986

VA

Bald Eagle

1

EllS: 1005653-001

VA: PR-3292

Carbofuran

Crop - Corn

City of Richmond

VA

Red-tailed Hawk

1

EllS: 1005659-001

VA: D-11958

Carbofuran

Non-Agricultural

Erie

NY

Passerine

20

EllS: 1005524-005

Carbofuran

Crop - Potato

SASK

California gulls

46

EllS: 1005303-001

4/23/1986 Essex

Poisoned bird found dying In tree area,
had been roosting on ground for

several days

FU?01

Univ. of

Carbofuran

Use

Field

Carbofuran
Carbofuran

Use

Agricultural Area
Crop - Rice

Saskatoon, 0
FOIA-0034
FOIA-0035

FOIA-0036

FOIA-0037

FOiA-0038

7/29/1986
8/5/1986

9/1/1986

9/1/1986

Glenn
Colusa
Sutter
Glenn

12/1/1986 Colusa

10/23/1986 11/29/1986 Glenn

SASK
CA

CA

CA

CA

Herring Gull
Ducks (ai
Ducks (b i
Ducks (c)

American Wigeon
Mallard
Red-tailed Hawk
Mallard
Northern Pintail

Duck
Red-tailed Hawk

30
3

EllS: 1005702-001
EllS: 1005524-007

1619A
CWS: D-6599A

20
5
3
150

Granular Birds found after planting potato fieldend rows and using 15G

Flowable Birds found with grasshoppers In
mouths
Sudden death of gulls, all had ingested
Granular Birds found following application of 5G

during spring of 1986
EllS: 1004631-009

Carbofuran

Granular Chart, details not provided

50
5

EllS: 1004631-010

Carbofuran

Granular Chart, details not provided

179

EllS: 1005531-001

2

CADFG: 0-9676

Carbofuran

Abuse

Ranch

2

Reported by duck club members on
ranch; "probable recent, non-registered

use"

FOIA-0039

12/18/1986

Lake

Avian Impacts Spreadsheet(LW July31_2009).XLS

CA

American Robin

3

Coopets Hawk

2

Furadan tilled in and irrigated at Sutter
Home vineyards to control fungus in
soil; several birds, two hawks and
raccoon found In fields; inon-detailed
incident in prior year attributed to

European Starling

3

Furadan

EllS: 1005526-001

CADFG: 0-9925

Carbofuran

Use

Vineyard
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Event 10

Start Date

State

Species

FOIA-0040

12/23/1986

British Columbia

CAN

Savannah Sparrow

1

EllS: 1005573-001

D-6661

Carbofuran

Use

Agricultural Area

FOIA-0041

12/23/1986

British Columbia

CAN

Gull

1

EllS: 1005573-002

D-6661

Carbofuran

Use

Agricultural Area

Granular First year of 10G since withdrawal
1976; granules found In soil 
"Savannah Sparrow" kill
"OP" allegedly Involved but birds stil

FOIA-0042

2/1/1987

CA

Owls

2+

EllS: 1005524-010

FMC: D-7745

Carbofuran

Crop - Rice

Flowable Furadan had an apparently acutely

FOIA-0043

3/1/1987

MD

Bald Eagle

1

EllS: 1005660-001

MD: CN-5270

Carbofuran

FOIA-0044

4/20/1987

Glenn

CA

bird

1

EllS: 1005524-008

FMC: D-7745

Carbofuran

Crop - Rice

Flowable Birds found In rice field after application

FOIA-0045

4/23/1987

Glenn

CA

Mallard duck

4

EllS: 1005298-001

CADFG: D-8013

Carbofuran

Crop - Rice

FOIA-0046
FOIA-0047

4/27/1987

Glenn

CA

Ducks

2

VA

Great Horned Owl
Bird
Canadian Geese

EllS: 1005524-009
EllS: 1004169-015

FMC: D-7745
VA: 2-87

Carbofuran
Carbofuran

Crop - Rice
Non-Agricultural

10
D-12460, D-12461,

Carbofuran

Abuse

Flowable CF-Intoxicated birds found in rice field,
details unknown
Flowable Birds found In rice field after application
Secondary poisoning suspected; bird
picked up on side of road
Suspected poisoning, no further Info

D-12462
GA: 189-87

Carbofuran

Abuse

Field

Carbofuran

Use

Crop - Rice

End Date County

# Impacted Federal Source

State Source

Pestlclde(s) MlslAb/Use

Site/land Use

Formula Notes

killed
2/28/1987 Glenn

F?ROl

F?R02
F?R03
F?R04

FOIA-0048
FOIA-0049

9/29/1987 10/12/1987

11/10/1987
12/1/1987

Malheur
Newton

OR
GA

FOIA-0050

1/1/1988

FOIA-0051
FOIA-0052
FOIA-0053

2/28/1988
3/8/1988

2/28/1988 Kent
5/17/1992 Dorchester

MD

FOIA-0054

3/16/1988

Montgomery

VA

1/71988

CA

1/71988 Colusa

CA
DE

1

Northern Cardinal

1

Song Sparrow

2

White-throated Sparrow

1

Waterfowl

Raptors
Duck
Bald Eagle
Bald Eagle
Golden Eagle
Shrike

EllS: 1005561-001

EllS: 1003930-001

toxic effect on owl species resulting in
reduced numbers of fledglings
Bird found dead under nest, scientific
analysis shows CF; no further details

Birds found convulsing in private field;
small bag of wheat submitted by
GANDR, smelled of chemical

Granular Document surveys local history with
regards to implementation of
stewardship program; legal use

assumed
50
1

6

EllS: 1003948-001
EllS: 1005662-001
EllS: 1000916-001

CADFG: P-1105
DE: 6432
MDNR

Carbofuran
Carbofuran
Carbofuran

EllS: 1003177-001

VDGIF: 2-88

Carbofuran

Non-Agricultural

Chart, detail not provided
Eagle found floating In creek,
List of Incidents, no details

4
1

Bird hit by car on roadway. source

unknown

DDT

Dlazinon
Mirex
FOIA-0055

5/1/1988

FOIA-0056

5/17/1988

ID

Canada Goose

200+

LA

Cattle egrets

200

EllS: 1005751-001

letter

Carbofuran

Misuse

Crop - Alfalfa

LADWF: D-9350,
D-9948

Carbofuran

Misuse

Crop - Corn

MD: 30000/47A

Carbofuran

FMA04

Avoyelle Parish

FMC01

FOIA-0057

5/17/1988

Worcester

MD

Bald Eagle

8

EllS: 1005663-001

Flowable Snake river region between ID and OR;
crjminal investigation for misuse on
island (in Idaho) for which geese
frequent; defendant appealed and case
was overturned; FWS appeals

unsuccessful
Flowable Applied into seed trench as seed
treatment, not licensed soil treatment

Use

Crop - Corn

Granular Eagle and raccoons found at farm,
granular CF found at end of some
turnrows; field planted with No Til corn;
registered growers expressed sorrow

FOIA-0058

5/22/1988

Westlake Island

ID/OR

Canada Goose

150

EllS: 1005572-003

FMC

Carbofuran

Misuse

Crop - Alfalfa

(between states); farmer applied 4F
plus Disyston plus Cygon to seed
alfalfa; grower charged by USFWS for
lawfully laking migratory birds (EPA
docs suggested 3 geese, USFWS docs
contain FMC Call Center report of
150+)

FMA05
Disyston
FOIA-0059
FOIA-0060
FOIA-0061

10/25/1988

10/30/1988
11/16/1988

Colusa

Colusa
Marquette

FM?01
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CA

CA
Wi

Duck
Duck
Dark-eyed Junco
European Starling
Hawk
Red-tailed Hawk

70
79
7
1
1

2

EllS: 1003948-009

CADFG: P-1192

Cygon
Carbofuran

EllS: 1005558-001
EllS: 1005704-001

94
FMC: D-9976
FWS: 1310

Carbofuran
Carbofuran

Flowable Area surrounding Snake River

Chart, detail not provided

Abuse

Crop - Rice
Apple Orchard

Duck hunting site, field used for rice
Flowable Bait poisoning to kill wildlife eating

growets apples
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FM?02

Event 10

Start Date End Date County

State

Species

FOIA-0062

1/20/1989 3/15/1990 New Castle

DE

Red-tailed Hawk

FOIA-0063

1/27/1989 New Castle

DE

Rock Pigeon
Crow

SD

Red-tailed Hawk
Vulture
Ferruginous Hawk

Owl

FM?03
FOIA-0064

FM?04
FM?05

FOIA-0065
FOIA-0066

FOIA-0067
FOIA-0068

FU?02

FOIA-0069
FOIA-0070
FOIA-0071

3/1/1989 4/5/1990 Pennington
4/11/1989 4/20/1989

4/20/1 989 Meade
5171989 5/18/1989 New Castle

SD
SD
DE

State Source

Pesticide(s) Mis/Ab/Use Site/Land Use

DEDFG: INV
9184AI

Carbofuran

Abuse

Ranch

EllS: 1000116-008

Carbofuran

Abuse

Agricultural Area

EllS: 1000923-001

SD: CR90-50053-0 Carbofuran

Abuse

Ranch

EllS: 1005503-001
EllS: 1000805-001

Carbofuran
Carbofuran

Abuse
Abuse

Ranch
Ranch

EllS: 1001599-001

Carbofuran Legal (Label)

43

EllS: 1005749-001

1
1
1
1
1

Golden Eagle
Bald Eagle
Bald Eagle
Crow

2
2
2

Common Grackle
Mallard

3

American goldfinches

20

EllS: 1005417-002

CADFG: D12448 Carbofuran

CA
MD

Bald Eagle

1

8/26/1989 Deuel

Canada Goose

6

EllS: 1005664-001
EllS: 1000805-008

USFWS: D-11983

SD

Gull

1
1

EllS: 1001606-007

USFWSLE6:
4506AO

10/11/1989 10/22/1989

FOIA-0073 11/9/1989

Crop - Corn

SD: 89P19

Carbofuran
Carbofuran
Parathion
Carbofuran

Non-Agricultural

Swamp
Use

Non-Agricultural

Abuse

Ranch

CA

Black-biled Magpie
Golden Eagle
Raptor
Ducks

22
1700

EllS: 1005417-007

CADFG

Carbofuran

CA

Ducks

17

EllS: 1005417-006

CADFG

Carbofuran

Use

Crop - Rice

CADFG

Carbofuran

Abuse

Golf course

MT

Flowable Intentional poisonings; full criminal
investigation, defendants convicted
Flowable Ilegal baiting

Formal investigation, bait poisoning

Flowable Bait poisoning of calf and sheep
Flowable Bait poisoning
Scientific analysis, details unknown

1

6/19/1989 6/19/1989 Dorchester

10/1/1989 3/24/1993 Garfeld

Formula Notes

1

5/26/1989 Sutter

FM?06
FOIA-0072

# tmpacted Federal Source

1

Duck club

Birds reported dead and dying by
fisherman near pumping plant
Bird (which lived) found In area where

Flowable Birds found at airport, cause unknown
Flowable Bait poisoning

Three duck clubs flooded for hunting,
sample analysis shows CF poisoning

Field was harvested and then flooded

for hunting

FOIA-0074 11/15/1989

San Bernadino

CA

Ducks

12

EllS: 1005417-008

FOIA-0075 11/15/1989

San Bernadino

CA

Pintail ducks

6

EllS: 1005417-009

Large amount of bread found near
ducks at country club, possible

Intentional poisoning; relates to 1005419
004
CADFG

Carbofuran

Duck club

Chlorpyrlfos

FOIA-0076 11/15/1989

San Bernadino

CA

Ducks

12

EllS: 1005419-004

FMC: D-11655

Carbofuran

Misuse

EllS: 1005504-001

SD: D11853

Carbofuran

Abuse

EllS: 1005419-001
EllS: 1005505-001

FMC: D-11655

Carbofuran
Carbofuran

Misuse
Abuse

Golf course

Duck club near marsh flooded, recently
treated with chlorpyrifos but birds also
contained CF
Apparent Intentional poisoning, relates

to 1005417-008 (p-1270)

FM?07

FOIA-0077

11/20/1989

Charles Mix

SD

Bald Eagle

FOIA-0078
FOIA-0079

1/19/1990
1/25/1990

Sacramento
Haakon

CA
SD

Waterfowl
Eagle
Hawk
Bald Eagle
Black-billed Magpie

150-158

Golden Eagle
Golden eagle
Bald eagle
Gull
Mallard
Snow Goose
Golden eagle
Bald eagle
Ferruginous Hawk

FOIA-0080

1/30/1990

Union

NM

FM?08
FM?09

FOIA-0081

1/30/1990

Albuquerque

NM

FOIA-0082

3/15/1990

FOIA-0083

3/30/1990

Wellstone

MT

FOIA-0084

4/11/1990

Bennett

SD

411/1991 Kent

DE

Golden Eagle
Hawk
FUV01

2
2

FWS: 5543AK

6
6

EllS: 1005419-002

1
1

EllS: 1005752-001

2
15
2
1
1

Abuse

FMC: D-11655

Carbofuran

Abuse

Field

lab

Carbofuran

Use

Crop - Corn

EllS: 1005419-003

FMC: D-11655

Carbofuran

Abuse

Field

EllS: 1000923-002

SD: 90-051 M

Carbofuran

Abuse

Ranch

EllS: 1004665-004

CADFG: P-1288

Use

Vineyard

EllS: 1005510-003

VDGIF: 4-90

Carbofuran
Dimethoate
Carbofuran

EllS: 1005510-004

VDGIF: 5-90

Carbofuran

Flowable Bait poisoning

Flowable Bait poisoning, repackaged 4F injected
into calf carcass as bait
Scientific analysis, no details provided

CF used to bait and kil foxes

Formal Investigation, bait poisoning

2
2

Bird

1

4/27/1990

San Joaquin

CA

Finch

1000

FOIA-0086

5/19/1990

Wythe

VA

Red-tailed Hawk

FOIA-0087

7/21/1990

Essex

VA

Red-tailed Hawk
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Carbofuran

3

FOIA-0085

F?S01

Flowable Bait poisoning with deer meat

Area
EllS: 1001606-006

1

Ranch
Non-Agricultural

Possible bait poisoning, coyote also
found poisoned; adjacent landowners
deny use of CF
Granular Flooded for duck hunting, 10G was

2

Agricultural Area
Crop - Soybeans

Flowable Birds died in vineyard, 4F applied
through drip irrigation system
Dying bird found in hay field, adjacent
to corn field and dairy farm
Flowable Dying bird spotted In landowner yard for
a week "crying out"; landowner reported
that a nearby soybean field had been
sprayed with a liquid

4
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Event ID

Start Date End Date County

FOIA-0088

9/19/1990

FOIA-0089
FOIA-0090

10/26/1990
10/26/1990

Colusa
Napa

State

Species

BC

Bald Eagle

CA
CA

4

EllS: 1005666-001

Ducks

24-30

EllS 1005416-001

Dark-eye juncos

11

EllS: 1005416-008

House sparrows

9
7
6
4
3

House finches
White-breasted
Robin
Acorn woodpecker
Western bluebird
Cedar waxwing

White-crowned sparrow
Chipping sparrow

FMV02

12

Red-Iailed Hawk

Yellow-rumped warblers
Lesser goldfinches
Hermil Ihrush

FMV01

# Impacted Federal Source

Pesticidels) MlslAblUse

Site/land Use

Formula Notes

CWS: 0-12162

Carbofuran

Use

Crop - Turnips

Granular Richmond-Ladner area in lower
mainland of BC has experienced kills
from granular In the past; acidic soli in
area means granular has long half-life;
pattern of bird loss

FMC
FMC

Carbofuran
Carbofuran

Misuse
Misuse

Crop - Rice
Vineyard

Granular Flooded for hunting use 6 months after
Flowable 4F puddle observed with birds and

State Source

squirrels around il

1
1
1
1
1
1
1

bushllt

1

FOIA-0091

11/2/1990

Napa

CA

Lesser goldfish, filcker,
robin

10

EllS: 1005416-009

FMC

Carbofuran

FOIA-0092

11/29/1990

Westmoreland

VA

Bald Eagle

1

EllS: 1004169-037

VA: 8 -90

Carbofuran

Misuse

Vineyard

Granular 15G applied but not fully incorporaled,
left at Ihe end of rows

Misuse

Vineyard

Flowable Legal application except one hose left
uncapped, birds found In this area
Scienlific analysis, delails not provided

bul noled that lead and CF detected
FOIA-0093

11/30/1990

Napa

CA

Robins, starlings,
finches, cedar waxwing,

20-0cl

EllS: 1005416-006

FMC

lead
Carbofuran

FOIA-0094

12/10/1990

Napa

CA

Robins, slarlings,

15

EllS: 1005416-003

FMC

Carbofuran

Use

Vineyard

Granular 15G applied properly 5 days prior

Granular Narralive suggests spilage on

finches
FOIA-0095

12/10/1990

Napa

CA

Robins, starlings,

25

EllS: 1005416-004

FMC

Carbofuran

Misuse

Vineyard

12

EllS: 1005416-002

FMC

Carbofuran

Use

Crop - Rice

30

EllS: 1005416-005
EllS: 1005416-007

FMC
FMC

Carbofuran
Carbofuran

Use
Misuse

Vineyard
Vineyard

EllS 1004665-005
EllS 1000504-035

CADFG: P-1347
SCWDS: 98-91

Carbofuran
Carbofuran

Use

Vineyard
Crop - Com

EllS: 1000504-026
EllS: 1000504-027
EllS: 1000504-028
EllS: 1000504-029
EllS: 1001606-001
EllS: 1000504-033

SCWDS: 69-91
SCWDS: 70-91
SCWDS: 71-91
SCWDS: 72-91
USFWSLE6:

Carbofuran

FOIA-0096

12/11/1990

Colusa

CA

finches
Ducks

FOIA-0097
FOIA-0098

12/20/1990
1/71991

Napa
Napa

CA
CA

Robins, starlings,
Songbirds, starlings

Raptors

9

FOIA-0099
FOIA-0100

1/9/1991
4/1/1991

Napa
Caroline

CA

European Starling

25

VA

American Kestrel

1
1

5/1/1991

Cedar Waxwing
Chipping Sparrow

F?C01
FOIA-0101

4/5/1991

4/6/1991

Isle of Wight

1

American Robin
Easlern Bluebird

3

MT
VA

Golden Eagle
Eastern Phoebe

6

VA

Ovenbird
Bald Eagle

1
1
1

Red-tailed Hawk
Vullure

2
2

VA

Bald Eagle

VA
VA

Red-Iailed Hawk
Turkey Vullure
Eastern Bluebird
American Crow

VA

F?C03

FOIA-0102
FOIA-0103

4/8/1991
4/11/1991

FOIA-0104

4/17/1991

FOiA-0105

4/18/1991

Sheridan
4/12/1991 King George

Madison

F?C04
Madison

FMC02

F?C05

FOIA-0106
FOIA-0107

5/111991

5/15/1991

Amelia
Amelia

American Kestrel
American Robin
Blue Grosbeak

Boal-taiied Grackle
Carolina Wren

F??01

Chipping Sparrow
European Starling
Avian Impacts Spreadsheet(LW July31_2009).xLS

Granular 15G applied 15 days prior, raptors
Granular 15G applied in buried bags
Granular Birds found in vineyard, 15G applied
Birds found in Ireated field

2

Swamp Sparrow

F?C02
FM?10

roadways
Granular 5G applied In December for Spring rice
crop; no mortalities al adjacent field Ihat
was also Irealed

1

NYDEC: 8-91

Phorale
Carbofuran
Carbofuran

Abuse

Scientific analysis, details unknown

Flowable Bait poisoning

Crop - Corn
Crop - Corn

Birds found adjacent 10 trealed corn
field
Found In corn field, detaiis not provided

Crop - Corn

Birds found arranged in a triangle..

Crop - Corn
Agrlcullural Area

Scientific analysis, details unknown
Sclenlific analysis, delails unknown

SCWDS: 97-91
EllS: 1004169-043

VDGIF: 7-91

Carbofuran

1
1
1

EllS: 1001601-001

ORDFWS

Carbofuran

2

EllS: 1000504-036
EllS: 1000504-037

VA: 100-91
VA: 1'1-91

Carbofuran
Carbofuran

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

Crop - Corn

DOT
Dieldrin

Abuse
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Privileged Confidential

Avian Incidents Received by FOIA Request

FM?16

F??07

Event 10

Start Date

End Date County

FOIA-0141
FOIA-0142
FOIA-0143

1/1/1993
2/2/1993
2/13/1993

1/111994 Crosby
2/19/1993 Charles City

Screven

State

Species

TX
VA

Great Horned Owl
Cedar Waxwing

GA

Dark-eyed Junco

160
2

Red-shouldered Hawk

1

Songbird

F??08
FM?17

FOIA-0144

2/27/1993

Hutchinson

SD

FOIA-0145

3/1/1993

San Joaquin

CA

# Impacted Federal Source

15
1

Bald Eagle

Site/Land Use

SCWDS: 26-93

LE6: 7817AP

Carbofuran

Abuse

EllS: 1000599-003

Carbofuran

Use

Crop - Alfalfa

EllS: 1001605-002
EllS: 1004632-002

Carbofuran
Carbofuran

Abuse

Lake

Carbofuran

Use

Vineyard

Abuse
Abuse

Non-Agricultural

EllS: 1001606-014

House Finch

Pesticidels) Mis/AblUse
Abuse

3

House Sparrow

State Source

Carbofuran
Carbofuran
Carbofuran

EllS: 1001596-002
EllS: 1004169-080
EllS: 1000504-007

1

Attorney Work Product

NMLE: 6461AP
VDGIF: 4-93

Agricultural Area
Agricultural Area
Non-Agricultural

F??09
FUV07

FM?19

3/1/1993
3/22/1993

Burnell
San Joaquin

Wi
CA

House Finch

3
15

House Sparrow
House Finch

3

EllS: 1000599-001
EllS: 1000912-001
EllS: 1001606-008

LE6: 7180-AO

Carbofuran
Carbofuran

EllS: 1004632-004

CADFG1: P-1555

Carbofuran

4/1/1993

Kern

CA

FOIA-0149
FOIA-0150

4/1/1993
4/15/1993

Prairie

AR

Owl

1

Rosebud

MT

Black-billed Magpie

4
2

Golden Eagle
4/23/1993

4/27/1993 Monterey

CA

F??10

Owl

1

American Robin
Brewer's Blackbird
Bronzed Cowbird
House Finch

2

Oregon Junco
FOIA-0152
FOIA-0153

4/26/1993

5/71993

Kern
5/18/1993 Kent

CA
DE

FUC01

F??12

FOIA-0154

6/10/1993

Canyon

ID

FOIA-0155
FOIA-0156
FOIA-0157

8/16/1993
9/1/1993
9/22/1993

Monterey
Glenn
Monterey

CA
CA
CA

House Finch
Common Grackle
European Starling
Red-winged Blackbird

5

3

F??20

Carbofuran

Chart, details not provided

CADFG1: P-1598

Carbofuran

Chart, details not provided

1
1

EllS: 1004632-011
EllS: 1004632-012

CADFG1: P-1603

Carbofuran
Carbofuran

Chart, details not provided
Chart, details not provided

EllS: 1001606-010
EllS: 1004632-014

CADFG1: P-1695

10/18/1993
10/20/1993

Bulle
Monterey

SD

Bald Eagle

1

CA

House Finch

4

CA
CA

Western Meadowlark

1

Yellow-rumped Warbler

2

Lark Sparrow

3

House Finch

2
2

Yellow-rumped Warbler

FOIA-0166

10/21/1993

FOIA-0167

10/25/1993

Monterey

CA

Brewers Blackbird
House Finch

Lawrence's Goldfinch
Yellow-rumped Warbler

Monterey

CA

F??22

F??24

EllS: 1004632-007

1

3

FOIA-0162
FOIA-0163

Monterey
Monterey

FOIA-0168
FOIA-0169

10/26/1993
10/27/1993

Monterey
Monterey

Avian Impacts Spreadsheet(LW July31_2009).XLS

CA
CA

Brewers Biackbird
House Finch

Use

1

CA
CA

F??21

F??23

9

Monterey
Monterey

10/21/1993
10/21/1993

IDFG: 93056

1
1

10/11/1993
10/12/1993

FOIA-0164
FOIA-0165

Chart, details not provided
Granular Document surveys local history with
Chart, details not provided

EllS: 1004632-009

House Finch
Yellow-rumped Warbler

F??19

Crop - Rice

Carbofuran
Dlmethoate
Carbofuran
Carbofuran
Carbofuran

FOIA-0160
FOIA-0161

F??18

Flowable Scientific analysis, details unknown

EllS: 1004632-008
EllS: 1003930-002
EllS: 1004632-010

CA

FM?21

Crop - Alfalfa

EllS: 1000920-001

5
12
3

F??15

F??17

Chart, details not provided
Scientific analysis, details unknown

2

5

F??16

Crop - Corn

40

Yellow-rumped Warbler
Northern Flicker
Yellow-rumped Warbler

Monterey

Legal (Label)

Rock Pigeon

CA

10/11/1993

Carbofuran
Carbofuran

Tree Swallow
Canada Goose

F??14
FOIA-0159

EllS: 1004632-003
EllS: 1001599-002

1
1
1
1

Savannah Sparrow
House Finch
House Sparrow

Monterey

Chart, details not provided

1-9

1

F??13
10/1/1993

Birds found in chemigated vineyard, no
physical trauma
Flowable Intentional poisoning of waterway
Flowable Bait poisoning

10
2

Red-winged Blackbird
Mallard
Lark Sparrow
Purple Finch

FOIA-0158

Scientific analysis, details unknown;
Chart, details not provided

1

FOIA-0148

FOIA-0151

F?A01

Flowable Wildlife found at residence adjacent to
sprayed alfalfa field, no sign of trauma

FOIA-0146
FOIA-0147

FM?20

F??11

Flowable Bait poisoning
Found in crop field, details not provided
Found in residential backyard

Flowable Bait poisoning

FUA06

FM?18

Formula Notes

2
2

LE6: 2281AP

Carbofuran
Carbofuran

Abuse

Flowable Bait poisoning
Chart, details not provided

EllS: 1004632-013
EllS: 1004632-015

Carbofuran
Carbofuran

Chart, details not provided
Chart, details not provided

EllS: 1004632-024

Carbofuran

Chart, details not provided

1

19
1
1

Yellow-rumped Warbler

6

Mourning Dove
Mourning Dove
Yellow-rumped Warbler

1
1

EllS: 1004632-023

CADFG1: P-1626

Carbofuran

Chart, details not provided

EllS: 1004632-021
EllS: 1004632-022

CADFG1: P-1624

Carbofuran
Carbofuran

Chart, details not provided
Chart, details not provided

CA: P-1625

Pdvileged Confidential

Avian Incidents Received by FOIA Request
Event ID

Start Date

FOIA-0170

10/28/1993

End Date County

Monterey

State

Species

CA

Horned Lark

House Finch
Lark Sparrow
Lawrence's Goldfinch

F??25

Mourning Dove

Monterey

CA

1

FOIA-0172

10/29/1993

Monterey

CA

1

4
5

Yellow-rumped Warbler
California Quail
Hermit Thrush
House Finch

F??27

10/30/1993

Monterey

CA

F??28
FOIA-0174

10/31/1993

Monterey

CA

FOIA-0175
FOIA-0176

11/1/1993
11/2/1993

Monterey
Monterey

CA
CA

FOIA-0177

11/3/1993

Monterey

CA

F??29

F??31

F??33

Chart, details not provided

EllS: 1004632-028

CADFG1: P-1632

Carbofuran

Chart, details not provided

EllS: 1004632-019

CADFG1: P-1618

Carbofuran

Chart, details not provided

EllS: i004632-020

CADFG1: P-1619

Carbofuran

Chart, details not provided

EllS: 1004632-031
EllS: 1004632-026

CADFG1: P-1630

Carbofuran
Carbofuran

Chart, details not provided
Chart, details not provided

EllS: 1004632-030

CADFG1: P-1635

Carbofuran

Chart, details not provided

CADFG1: P-1637

3

16
2
3

6
16
1
1

4
1
1

2

Lawrence's Goldfinch

Mourning Dove

13

Northern Flicker
Song Sparrow

1
1

Western Meadowlark

1
11

Yellow-rumped Warbler

Carbofuran

29

1
1
1

House Finch

F??32

1
1
1

Yellow-rumped Warbler
Brewer's Blackbird
Mourning Dove
Yellow-rumped Warbler
California Quail

CADFG1: P-1617

3

7
2

Western Bluebird

F??30

EllS: 1004632-018

1

Lark Sparrow

Yellow-rumped Warbler
Lawrence's Goldfinch
Mourning Dove
Yellow-rumped Warbler
Mourning Dove
Northern Flicker
Sharp-shinned Hawk

Chart, details not provided

5
6

Mourning Dove
Song Sparrow
Western Bluebird

FOIA-0173

Formula Notes

4

Mourning Dove

Oregon Junco

Site/Land Use

Carbofuran

120

House Finch

Western Bluebird

Pesticlde(s) MlslAb/Use

CADFG1: P-1616

19
10
16

Northern Flicker

F??26

State Source

EllS: 1004632-017

3

Sparrow
Western Biuebird

10/29/1993

4
10

Northern Flicker

Yellow-rumped Warbler
FOIA-0171

# Impacted Federal Source

Attorney Work Product

FOIA-0178

11/5/1993

Monterey

CA

Yellow-rumped Warbler

7

EllS: 1004632-032

Carbofuran

Chart, details not provided

FOIA-0179

11171993

Glenn

CA

Mallard

12

EllS: 1004632-016

Carbofuran

Chart, details not provided

FOIA-0180

11171993

Glenn

CA

Mallard

12

EllS: 1004665-007

Carbofuran

FOIA-0181

1118/1993

Monterey

CA

House Finch

EllS: 1004632-025

CADFG1: P-1629

Carbofuran

Chart, details not provided

Yellow-rumped Warbler

1
11

Chart, details not provided

F??34
Use

Crop - Rice

FUR03

Newly-flooded rice field was being used
by a duck club; birds probably located a

spil on field; Knowies Ranch again
Duck club

F??35
F??36
F??37
FM?22

FOIA-0182

11/8/1993

Monterey

CA

Song Sparrow

1

EllS: 1004632-027

CADFG1: P-1631

Carbofuran

FOIA-0183

11/13/1993

Monterey

CA

Yellow-rumped Warbler

1

EllS: 1004632-029

CADFG1: P-1633

Carbofuran

FOIA-0184
FOIA-0185

1/21/1994
2/21/1994

Wheatland

MT
VA

Bald Eagle
Golden Eagle

1
1

EllS: 1001606-012
EllS: 1001604-001

FWSLE6: 8285AP
VA: 12617-001

Carbofuran
Carbofuran

Misuse

Red-tailed Hawk
Bird

2
2

Bald Eagle

1

EllS: 1001606-011

LE6: 7900AP

Carbofuran

Abuse

2/23/1994 Taswell

FM?23
FOIA-0186

3/23/1994

Pondera

Avian Impacls Spreadsheet(LW July31_2009)'xLS

MT

Chart, details not provided

Abuse

Bait poisoning
Scientific analysis, details unknown

Flowable Bait poisoning
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Avian Incidents Received by FOIA Request
Event ID

Start Date

End Date County

State

FM?24
FOIA-0187

4/1/1994

4/24/1994 Burnett

Wi

Species

# Impacted Federal Source

Golden Eagle

2

Bald Eagle

17

State Source

Pesticlde(s) MlslAblUse

Carbofuran

EllS: 1001603-001

Attorney Work Product

Abuse

Site/land Use

Crop - Corn

FOIA-0188
FOIA-0189

4/6/1994
4/8/1994

Burnett
4/14/1994 Burnett

Wi
Wi

F??38
FM?26

FOIA-0190
FOIA-0191

4/10/1994
8/12/1994

Moody

SO

Genesee

NY

Common Raven
Bald Eagle
Bald Eagle
Common Raven
Crow
Hawk
American Goldfinch
Baltimore Oriole

FOIA-0192

8/17/1994

Chautauqua

4

1

12

Mourning Dove

3

Red-tailed Hawk
Red-winged Blackbird

51

Rock Pigeon
Sparrow

7

Carbofuran
Carbofuran

Abuse

Lake
Lake

EllS: 1001606-013
EllS: 1003908-012

LE6: 8896AP

Crop - Corn

Flowable Bait poisoning
Chart - details not legible

1

230

1
1

FOIA-0193
FOIA-0194
FOIA-0195

9/2/1994
9/2/1994
9/13/1994

Imperial
Imperial

CA
CA

Sheridan

MT

Crow

1

Golden Eagle

3

FOIA-0196

11/3/1994

Monterey

CA

FOIA-0197

2/6/1995

Orange

NY

FM?28

Abuse

1

Gull
Ring-billed Gull
Cliff Swallow
Cliff Swallow

FMV04

Carbofuran
Carbofuran

1

Crow

FM?27

EllS: 1001605-001
EllS: 1001605-003

use; both granular and f10wable banned
at this time?
Poisoning suspected; scientific
Scientific analysis, details unknown

1
1

NY

F??39

F??42

6

House Sparrow

House Finch

F?C07

1

2
2
4

Brown-headed Cowbird

F??40
F??41

Partially-legible article discusses

possibilty of bait poisoning or normal

FMC04

FM?25

Formula Notes

EllS: 1003908-013

Carbofuran

EllS: 1003351-025
EllS: 1004665-009
EllS: 1001606-009

LE6: 930529

Carbofuran
Carbofuran
Carbofuran

Abuse

EllS: 1004665-010

CADFG: P-1768A

Carbofuran

Use

Vineyard

Carbofuran

Abuse

Non-Agricultural

Chart - details not legible

62
13

Red-tailed Hawk
Finch
Mourning Dove
Yellow-rumped Warbler
Blue Jay
Dark-eyed Junco
European Starling

2
24

Flowable Chart - no details provided
Non-Agricultural

Birds had reportedly been closed In
Flowable Bait poisoning

1
1
1

Birds found In post-application mortality
survey, Sleepy Hollow Vineyard

3
1

EllS: 1003076-001

FOIA-0198

2/22/1995

Pickett

TN

Eagle

1

EllS: 1003966-002

FOIA-0199
FOIA-0200

3/11/1995
5/26/1995

Hawkins

TN
CA

Eagle

1

Mallard

3

EllS: 1003966-003
EllS: 1003930-003

FOIA-0201

9/19/1995

CA

Brewer's Blackbird

1

EllS: 1004665-008

FOIA-0202

6/6/1996

CA

Canada Goose

7

EllS: 1004852-026

TN: 13435

Carbofuran

TN: 13473,001

Carbofuran
Carbofuran

Use

Carbofuran

Use

Carbofuran

Misuse

Resident found several birds In yard,
opposite beef cattle farm; intentional
poisoning suspected
Bird found washed up on the shore of

lake

F??43

CADFG1: L-192
39

Crop - Rice

Granular Document surveys local history with
regards to implementation of
stewardship program; legal use

assumed
FU?05

Birds found In post-application mortality
survey, Fall

Modoc

FMC: 501707

Field

1994

Flowable Applicator treated wrong field near
national wildlife refuge; fined by CA

FM?29

authorities

FM?30
FM?31

FM?32
FMA06

FOIA-0203

10/25/1996

FOIA-0204
FOIA-0205

11/16/1996
1/30/1997

FOIA-0206

6/5/1997

FOIA-0207

6/1211997

FOIA-0208

7/15/1997

New York

NY

Rock Pigeon

6/12/1997 Loudoun

VA

Herring Gull
Hawk
Several other birds
Canada Goose

Loudoun

VA

Canada Goose

WA

Bees

New York

NY
KY

3

EllS: 1006702-001

NYDEC: 97-55-23

Carbofuran

Abuse

Non-Agricultural

12
1

EllS: 1004874-001
EllS: 1005543-021

NYDEC: 96-36-13
KY: 520907

Carbofuran
Carbofuran

Abuse
Abuse

Non-Agricultural
Agricultural Area

6

EllS: 1006641-001

VA: 94-97

Carbofuran

Misuse

Crop - Alfalfa

7

EllS: 1005566-001

SCWDS: 94-97

Carbofuran

EllS: 1013883-018

WADH 1998
Pesticide Incident

Carbofuran

Reporting &

Methamtophos

Non-Agricultural

F??44
7/21/1997 Grant

FUP?

Tracking Review
Panel

FUC02

FOIA-0209

7/24/1997

Berks

Avian Impacls Spreadsheet(LW July31_2009).XLS

PA

Canada Goose

30

EllS: 1007371-023

PA: 28

Dlmethoate
Carbofuran

Use

Crop - Potato

Use

Crop - Corn

NYC case, Intentional poisoning likeiy
Birds found at landfill

Flowable Bait poisoning

Flowable 4F applied adjacent to water reservoir,
grower fined for misuse
Birds found dead adjacent to town
water supply; scientific analysis reports

CF toxIcosis, no further details
Flowable Bee kill, $10,000 damage

Flowable Birds fed on treated plants, applicator
certified

9
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Event 10

Start Date End Date County

FOIA-0210 9/5/1997

State

Species

State Source

Pesticide(s) Mis/Ab/Use Site/Land Use

FM?35

NYDEC: 97-50-28 Carbofuran

Abuse

Rock Pigeon

EllS: 1006701-001

NYDEC: 97-52-15 Carbofuran

Abuse

Non-Agricultural

NYC case, intentional poisoning likely

Rock Pigeon

EllS: 1006652-001

NYDEC: 97-52-16 Carbofuran

Abuse

Non-Agricultural

NYC case, intentional poisoning likely

EllS: 1006693-001

NYDEC: 97-52- Carbofuran

Non-Agricultural

NYC case, intentional poisoning likely
NYC case, Intentional poisoning likely

FOIA-0211 9/12/1997 9/12/1997 New York

NY

FOIA-0212 10/3/1997

NY

FOIA-0213 10/5/1997

FM?36

New York

New York

NY

Birds found dead in iawn all summer,
possible Intentional poisoning

EllS: 1006646-001

European Starling

2

FM?33
FM?34

Formula Notes

Non-Agricultural

NY

Chenango

# Impacted Federal Source

Attomey Work Product

House Sparrow

4

30A,B

FOIA-0214 10/14/1997

FM?37

FUR04

FM?38
FM?39

NY

Red-tailed Hawk

FOIA-0215 10/24/1997 11/14/1997 Colusa

CA

Duck

FOIA-0216 10/24/1997

NY

Rock Pigeon

New York

New York

58

EllS: 1006670-001

NYDEC: 97-52-11 Carbofuran

Abuse

Non-Agricultural

EllS: 1005568-001

CADFG: P-1192 Carbofuran

Use

Crop - Rice

EllS: 1006654-001

NYDEC: 97-56-20 Carbofuran

Abuse

NYC case, intentional poisoning likely
NYC case, intentional poisoning likely

Flowable Birds found in fallow field fiooded for

hunting use

FOIA-0217 10/24/1997 10/24/1997 New

York

NY

Rock Pigeon

EllS: 1006676-001

NYDEC: 97-56-24 Carbofuran

Abuse

FOIA-0218 10/24/1997 2/13/1998 New

York

NY

Rock Pigeon

EllS: 1006797-002

ASPCA: 97-60-18 Carbofuran

Abuse

Non-Agricultural

NYC case, Intentional poisoning likely;
Interesting that Avitrol also present

FOIA-0219 10/25/1997 10/26/1997 New

York

NY

Rock Pigeon

EllS: 1006651-001

NYDEC: 97-53-33 Carbofuran

Abuse

Non-Agricultural

NYC case, intentional poisoning likely

EllS: 1006697-001

NYDEC: 97-56-18 Carbofuran

Abuse

Non-Agricultural

NYC case, Intentional poisoning likely

Non-Agricultural

NYC case, Intentional poisoning likely

FM?40
Avitrol

FM?41

FM?42
FM?43

FM?44
FM?45

FM?46
FM?47

6

FOIA-0220 10/31/1997

New York

NY

Rock Pigeon

FOIA-0221 10/31/1997

New York

NY

Rock Pigeon

6

EllS: 1006706-001

NYDEC: 97-56-17 Carbofuran

Abuse

York

NY

Rock Pigeon

8

EllS: 1006688-001

NYDEC: 97-60-19 Carbofuran

Abuse

FOIA-0223 11/6/1997

New York

NY

Rock Pigeon

EllS: 1006696-001

NYDEC: 97-60-22 Carbofuran

Abuse

FOIA-0224 11/20/1997

New York

NY

Rock Pigeon

3

EllS: 1006689-001

NYDEC: 97-62-21 Carbofuran

York

NY

Rock Pigeon

3

EllS: 1006669-001

NYDEC: 97-62-22 Carbofuran

Abuse

FOIA-0226 11/25/1997

New York

NY

Rock Pigeon

7

EllS: 1006647-001

NYDEC: 7-57-02 Carbofuran

Abuse

Non-Agricultural

FOIA-0227 2/17/1998

New York

NY

Rock doves

17

EllS: 1006667-001

NYDEC: 97-56-27 Carbofuran

Abuse

Non-Agricultural

NYC case, Intentional poisoning likely

FOIA-0228 3/26/1998

Kent

DE

Grackle

3

EllS: 1007372-005

Carbofuran

Agricultural Area

Ingestion by grackles/unknown source

PA

Grackle

2

EllS: 1007963-001

PA: 98-7-STD-1

Carbofuran

Use

Crop - Corn

Flowable Evidently corn field was treated

FOIA-0230 6/3/1998

MN

Goose

28

EllS: 1007545-034

MN: 521059

Carbofuran

Misuse

Crop - Corn

according to label instructions
Flowable Birds found near pond within 40ft of a
treated corn field; MNDNR investigation

FOIA-0231 7/14/1998 7/15/1998 New York

NY

Sparrow

46

EllS: 1007820-001

NYDEC: 98-32-25 Carbofuran

Abuse

Non-Agricultural

NYC case, Intentional poisoning likely

FOIA-0232 7/14/1998

New York

NY

Rock Pigeon

EllS: 1008136-001

NYDEC: 98-32-26 Carbofuran

Abuse

Non-Agricultural

NYC case, intentional poisoning likely

FOIA-0233 8/1/1998

New York

NY

Rock Pigeon

EllS: 1007801-002

NYDEC: 98-37- Carbofuran

Abuse

Commercial

NYC case, intentional poisoning likely

FOIA-0222 11/3/1997 11/3/1997 New

FOIA-0225 11/23/1997 11/23/1997 New

NYC case, intentional, poisoning likely

Non-Agricultural

NYC case, intentional poisoning likely
NYC case, Intentional poisoning likely
NYC case, intentional poisoning likely

FM?48

NYC case - bird Ingested large quantity
of millet, small amount of bread, natural
food materials; likely Intentional

poisoning

FM?49

F??45
FUC03

FOIA-0229 5/15/1998 5/18/1998 Northampton

FMC05

FM?50
FM?51

FM?52
FM?53

FM?54

8

26A-H

FOIA-0234 8/1/1998

New York

NY

Rock Pigeon

EllS: 1007821-005

NYDEC: 98-36-28 Carbofuran

Abuse

Non-Agricultural

NYC case, intentional poisoning likely

FOIA-0235 8/2/1998

New York

NY

Rock Pigeon

EllS: 1007821-006

NYDEC: 98-36-29 Carbofuran

Abuse

Non-Agricultural

NYC case, intentional poisoning likely

Rock Pigeon

EllS: 1007801-003

NYDEC: 98-37- Carbofuran

Abuse

Non-Agricultural

NYC case, intentional poisoning likely

Abuse

Non-Agricultural

NYC case; birdseed found on ground
near lamp in Central Park; a source for

FOIA-0236 8/3/1998

New York

NY

4

25ABC

FM?55

FOIA-0237 8/16/1998

New York

FM?56

Avian Impacts Spreadsheet(LW July31_2009),XLS

NY

EllS: 1007801-001

Peregrine Falcon
Red-tailed Hawk

1

Rock Pigeon

200+

NYDEC: 98-40-30 Carbofuran

the 8/16/1998 kil; one person may be
responsible for all of the NYC bird

poisonings
10
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State

Species

FOIA-0238 8/16/1998

New York

NY

Rock dove

EllS: 1008144-001

NYDEC: 98-40-24

Abuse

Non-Agricultural

NYC case, Intentional poisoning likely

FOIA-0239 8/16/1998

New York

NY

House sparrow

EllS: 1008144-002

NYDEC: 98-40
26A

Abuse

Non-Agricultural

NYC case, intentional poisoning likely

FOIA-0240 12/30/1998

Gallatin

MT

Common Raven

5

EllS: 1011320-001

Carbofuran

Abuse

National Park

FL
FL

Quail

Bald Eagle

1
1
1
1

EllS: 1009211-001
EllS: 1009970-003

FL: L TR 3/20/00

Carbofuran
Carbofuran

Abuse
Abuse

Forest
Poultry Farm

GA: L TR 3/20/00
FMC:

Carbofuran
Carbofuran

Abuse
Abuse

Poultry Farm
Crop - Wheat

Flowable Bait poisoning

27,000

EllS: 1009970-002
EllS: 1009211-001

27,000

EllS: 1010885-001

FMC:

Carbofuran

Abuse

Crop - Wheat

Flowable Massive Intentional poisoning to kill

Event 10
FM?57

FM?58

FM?59
FM?60
FM?61

FM?62

Attorney Work Product

FOIA-0241
FOIA-0242

Start Date End Date County

9/1/1999
9/2/1999

FOIA-0243 9/21/1999
FOIA-0244 10/21/1999

GA

StClair

IL

FMW01

Hawk
Hawk
Total:
Blackbird

# Impacted Federal Source

State Source

Pesticidels) Mis/Ab/Use Site/Land Use

Formula Notes

Flowable Intentional poisoning, then ilegal
dumped
Flowable Bait poisoning In foresUwoods area
Flowable Bait poisoning

Flowable Intentional and illegal baiting of a wheat
field (see 1010885-001)

Brown-headed Cowbird

Grackle

FOIA-0245 10/21/1999 St Clair

IL

FMW02

Horned Lark
Total:
Blackbird

"nuisance" birds; Also see 1009388-001

Brown-headed Cowbird

Grackle

FOIA-0246 2/1/2000 2/28/2000 Columbia

F??46

Wi

Horned Lark
Red-tailed Hawk

EllS: 1010387-002

WIDNR: 2000-99

Carbofuran

Liver contains brodifacoum and CF, no

Brodlclficum

FOIA-0247 3/9/2000

DE

FM?63
FUA07

FOIA-0248 3/12/2000
FOIA-0249 3/13/2000

Chaves

NM

Bald Eagle

1

Hawk

4

Bird

3

Duck

3

Snow Goose

800

Lawrence

MS

Mourning Dove

200

FM?64

FOIA-0250 3/22/2000 3/22/2000 New York

Red-tailed Hawk
Wild Turkey
Red-tailed Hawk

4

NY

FM?65

FOIA-0251
FOIA-0252

FMC06

4/6/2000
7/1/2000

4/6/2000 New York

Hancock

NY
MS

European Starling
Vulture

further details
Flowable Bait poisoning

EllS: 1009971-003

DE: LTR 03/21/00

Carbofuran

Abuse

Ranch

EllS: 1010162-001

NMDA: 00-9

Carbofuran

Legal (Label)

Crop - Alfalfa

Flowable No violation suspected, birds were

EllS: 1009971-004

MS: L TR 03/21/00

Carbofuran

Abuse

Crop - Corn

Fiowable Corn grain bait poisoning

EllS: 1010327-001

NYDEC: 00-20-11

Brodlfacoum

Abuse

Non-Agricultural

NYDEC: 00-22-26

Carbofuran
Carbofuran
Carbofuran

Abuse
Abuse

Non-Agricultural
Poultry Farm

migratory (bad timing?)

3

2
2
1

EllS: 1010141-001
EllS: 1010439-002

NYC case, Intentional poisoning likely
NYC case, Intentional poisoning likely

Granular Bait poisoning

Aldicarb

FM?66
FM?67

FOIA-0253

7/6/2000

FOIA-0254

8/4/2000

FOIA-0255

9/1/2000

7/6/2000 Columbia

Cortland

NY

American Crow

NY

Ring-biled Gull

NY

Ring-biled Gull

100

EllS: 1011519-001

NYDEC

EllS: 1011010-001

NYDEC: 00-43-14

Carbofuran
Diazinon
Carbofuran

Abuse

Non-Agricultural

EllS: 1011565-001

NYDEC:

Carbofuran

Abuse

Non-Agricultural

FM?71

COR000126
FOIA-0256
FOIA-0257
FOIA-0258
FOIA-0259

3/19/2001

6/72001
8/17/2001
6/14/2002

Bergen
Washington

NJ

Grackle

6

Hawk
American Crow
Wild Turkey

2

Powhatan

AL
NY
VA

Queene Anne

MD

Eagle

8/18/2001 Ulster

5
1

EllS: 1012549-005
EllS: 1011855-001
EllS: 1012437-001
EllS: 1013244-001

NYDEC:
VA: CC-13202

Carbofuran
Carbofuran
Carbofuran
Carbofuran

Abuse
Abuse
Abuse

EllS: 1013498-011

FMC:

Carbofuran

Abuse

Non-Agricultural
Non-Agricultural
Non-Agricultural

F??47

FOIA-0260 9/16/2002

Landfill; "someone does not like the
gulls that frequent the Cortland County
Dump"
Chart, detail not provided
Flowable Bait poisoning
Bait poisoning
Intoxicated turkey found In field by
private citizen

Flowable Dead eagle found near poisoned foxes,
details unknown but foxes suggests bait
poisoning; ¡submission date assigned
as start ate for sorting)

FM?72

Foxes
FOIA-0261

FM?73

Bird found 300ft from nearest roadl
scientific analysis, no detail provided
Intentional poisoning suspected near
landfill

9/1/2000 Cortland

FM?68

FM?69
FM?70

Non-Agricultural

FOIA-0262
FOIA-0263

2/27/2003

Stutsman

4/23/2003 4/30/2003 Golden

5/21/2003

Utah County

FMC07

Avian Impacts Spreadsheet(LW July31_2009).XLS

NO

NO
UT

Horned larks

78

EPA: 279-2876
NDFWS

Carbofuran

Abuse

Non-Agricultural

Granular Barley seed treated with CF to
Intentionally kill pigeons

Snow bunnlngs
Hungarian partridges
Total: migratory birds

200

Bald eagle
Golden eagle

3

6
1

Brewers blackbird
Cowbird

580
238
84

Starlings

81

English sparrows

12

Redwing blackbird

EllS: 1016059-002

EllS: 1016059-001

NDFWS

Carbofuran

Abuse

Non-Agricultural

EllS: 1014119-005

FMC: CF035211
EPA: 279-2876

Carbofuran

Abuse

Crop - Corn

Flowable Bait poisoning to attract skunks
Flowable Bait poisoning with treated cracked
corn

11

Privileged Confidential
Attorney Work Product

Avian Incidents Received by FOIA Request
Event 10

FOIA-0264

Start Date
4/2/2004

End Date County

Madison

State
KY

FM?74
FOIA-0265

5/1/2006

5/31/2006 Aberdeenshlre

UK

Species
Red-tailed hawks
Hawks
Crow
Mammals
Golden eagle

# Impacted Federal Source

State Source

Pestlcldels) Mls/Ab/Use

Site/Land Use

Formula Notes

2
2

EllS: 1017036-001

Press

Carbofuran

Abuse

Non-Agricultural

Dog Ingested poisoned bird carcasses

EllS: 1017535-001

Press

Carbofuran

Abuse

Non-Agricultural

Intentional poisoning, CF banned In the

1
1

UK

FM?75

FOIA-0266

6/1/2006

6/30/2006 (eastem)

CO

Morning doves

1700-2100 EllS: 1017576-001

USFWS (CO)

Carbofuran

Misuse

Crop - Sunflowers

Press clip (NOT
FOIA)

Carbofuran

Abuse

Agricultural Area

USFWS

Carbofuran

Misuse

Crop - Kale

Hamed larks

FMS01

FOIA-0267

1/20/2007

MD/DE state line

DE

Bald eagle

4

Examiner.com
newspaper clip (NOT
FOIA)

FM?76
FOIA-0268

8/16/1995

8/23/1995 Prince George

MD
MD

Owl

1

Eagle

2

EllS: 1003401-001

several

Captan 400

Thuram
Benomyl
FOIA-0269

8/16/1995

8/23/1995 Prince George

MD

Canada Goose

Cardinal

FMK-S01
FOIA-0270

5/2/1993

5/11/1993 Kent

DE

Common grackles

3

Red-winged blackbird

1
1
1

Starilng

FMC08

FOIA-0271

1/1/1990

2/28/1990 McKenzie

ND

11
1

Tree Swallow
Mallard duck
Rock dove
Bald eagle

1

EllS: 1003401-002

USFWS

Carbofuran

FOIA-0272

1/71993

1/14/1993 Republic

KS

FM?79

Bald eagle

3

Red-tailed eagle

1

Misuse

Crop - Com

Flowable Laboratory test for birds found in DE
finds carbofuran toxicosis; samples
taken as part of law enforcement
investigation

Non-Agricultural

Flowable Bait poisoning incident; prosecuted

EllS: 1002047

NWHRC: 5020028

EllS: 1000915-001

NDFGD: 726-2-90

Carbofuran

KS Board of Ag:

Abuse

Carbofuran

Abuse

Carbofuran

Abuse

93003

FOIA-0273

12/23/1992

Dewey

Avian Impacts Spreadsheet(LW July31_2009).XLS

SD

Hawks

1

Golden Eagles

2

EllS: 1000463-002

Newspaper article

Flowable Same farmer as FOIA-0268, field was 4
miles away; 4F not permitted on kale;
4F Incorporated with seeds at planting;

Crop - Squash &
Kale

Thuram
Benomyl
Carbofuran

EllS: 1000463-001

Flowable 4F not permitted on Kale; 4F

Captan 400

FM?77

FM?78

Bait poisoning of chicken; polson-laced
chicken picked up from MD farm and
carried over state line by bird

incorporated with seeds at planting; 6-8
empty drums and 3-4 full drums of 4F
found near birds; farmer said birds were
in vicinity of wheat field throughout
summer but did not know of label
instructions to avoid use near
waterfowl; also confusion about
licensed applicators

FMK01
Momlng Doves

Flowable Applied as broadcast application, not Infurrow application as label directs for atplant applications; discusses USFWS
Incident database; under legal
Investigation as of summer 2006

Agricultural Area

under NDCC 4-36.; also killed two
raccoons, one fox
Flowable Bait poisoning to kill coyotes harming
sheep herb led to 4 bald eagle deaths;
34 eagles were seen feeding on bait;
federal Investigation

Bait poisoning; $50,000 settement

12

AVSUM

#13637749 vI

Fl-owable --L!P~-

I Crop

All Flowable

200 i

¡
I

Use
-~Flowable
-+-~----_.
Flowable Misuse/Abuse

27
103
70

-~-- -_._---- ~
.--io",_able_ ___. N0I-~teg_orized
Flowable I Use

Flowable

# Events 1-_# Impacted_L___

I Misuse/Abuse

? --~ 55

T- I 1--

*This includes the NYC events regardless of whether those events
were categorized as misuse/abuse.

? I 79 I 405
i think you want some of this in the vineyard category based on location
(Monterey). Am I correct? If yes, then let me know and I'LL be happy to

re-categorize.

Flowable Not Categorized ? 47 559

-

Flowable Use Alfa-alfa 7 3046
Flowable Misuse/Abuse Alfa-alfa 6 2260-2265+

I .

Flöwable_____ Not Calegorized Alfa-alfa I 1 40

Flowabie __ Use Vineyard 7 I n-l19
Flowable Misuse/Abuse Vineyard 4 I 26

Flowable __ Not Categorized Vineyard 10 _! 189

----Flowable
Use Rice 4 111
Flowable Misuse/Abuse Rice 1 200+

Flowable _ Not Categorized Rice 5 9+

Flowable Use Corn t:=t~3

FlowableMsuse/Abuse Corn 8 _ 930+

Flowable Not Categorized Corn 7 21
Flowable Use I Soybeans
Flowable Misuse/Abuse r Soybeans

-1

-l~wa_b~.._L:ry~~____.. .___ J_~rop____l__!!_§yents_L# Impacted _l___..._______________.._~_m___

Flowable i Not Categoriz~ 1_.~2'~ns____Lm-1 . --- -J~!~_--==_-.i~-===--====~=~.---~--=-=---- --~

Flowable ~use Hlale
Flowable Misuse/Abuse
~._-----------_......- Kale
-.----&

Squash

1

11

Flowable No.t Catego~ze~_ Kale

~~~~T~!~~:~:e: ..::~--=- P__P4.000

---

-2

OTHER KILLERS

#13637749 vl

Kiler
Power Lines
Transmission and Distribution lines
Buildings
Free Roming Cats
Trucks and Autos

Pesticides
Communication Towers
Wind Turbines?
Fumes from Non-Stick Manufacturing Facility
Communication Towers

Amount/year
thousands

Date on Site

Source

150,000,000
300,000,000
200,000,000
70,000,000
60,000,000
50,000,000

5/16/2006
5/16/2006
5/16/2006
5/16/2006
5/16/2006
5/16/2006

htto://ww.santacruzsentinel.com/archive/2002/Mav/22/local/stories/04Iocal.htm
http://blogcritics.org/archives/2006/05/15/183357.php
http://blogcritics.org/archives/2006/05/15/183357,php
http://blogcritics,org/archives/2006/05/15/183357.php
http://blogcritics.org/archives/2006/05/15/183357,php
http://blogcritics,org/archives/2006/05/15/183357.php
htto:/IbloQcritics.orQ/archives/2006/05/15/183357.IlOIl

80-100 (one time)

1997

http://ww.abcbirds.org/policy/towerkillweb.pdf

5,000,000 - 40,000,000

Pesticides
Cats

-65mil

according to ¡

USFWS
USFWS
USFWS
USFWS
USFWS
USFWS
USFWS

130 to 174 miliion
60 and 80 million
100 miliion and a staggering 1 biliion
40 to 50 million
67 miliion
39 miliion (in Wisconsin alone)

2003
2003
2003
2003
2003
2003
2003
2003
2003
2003

http://ww.awea.org/faq/sagrillo/swbirds.html#1.
http://ww.awea.org/faq/sagrillo/swbirds.html#1.
http://ww.awea.org/faq/sagrillo/swbirds.html#1.
http://ww.awea.org/faq/sagrillo/swbirds.html#1.
http://ww.awea.org/faq/sagrillo/swbirds.html#1.
http://ww.awea.org/faq/sagrillo/swbirds.html#1.
http://ww.awea.org/faq/sagrillo/swbirds.html#1.
http://ww.awea.org/faq/sagrillo/swbirds.html#1.
http://ww.awea.org/faq/sagrillo/swbirds.html#1.
http://ww.awea.org/faq/sagrillo/swbirds.html#1.

Communication Towers
Power lines / High voltage wires
Lighted Structures and Windows

Open oil pits, industrial pits, or chemical spilis
Aquatic Trash

Transmission and Distribution lines
Trucks and Autos

Windows
Lighted communication towers
Agricultural pesticides
Cats, both feral and housecats
Jet Engines

Smoke Stacks
Bridges
Wind Turbines

http://ww,ewg,org/reports/toxicteflon/diaries_wi Id birds.php
As per USFWS 4-5 mil; but could be as high as 40 million

USFWS says they do not chart this info statisticaliy and that we should

-1

STATEMENT

Of
EDWARD KIKTA, Ph.D.

Fellow of the American Institute of Chemists
Former Chairman of the American Society of Testing Materials Committee on
Chromatography
FMC Research Fellow

Thin layer chromatography (TLC) can be a very simple useful tool for the screening of

relatively controlled well understood or limited systems. The utilty TLC has been
recognized in a number of areas, as an example, the screening of synthetic reaction

mixtures. It has also effectively been used as a preparative chromatographic technique
to isolate a substance or for the collection of substances for further analysis by more

resolved techniques or for spectroscopic identification.
What thin layer chromatography is not is a reliable tool, on its own, for the definitive
identification of a substance based on retention characteristics. The inherent low

resolution of thin layer chromatography lends itself to interferences and false positives in
all but the most controlled and well understood systems. This certainly would be the
case for most pesticide analyses. This is quite evident when one reviews the C1PAC

Handbooks. The overwhelming vast majority of methods for quantitative analysis are
either High Performance Liquid Chromatography (HPLC) or Gas Chromatography (GC)
These methods provide the resolution required for the quantitative analysis and
preliminary identification of a pesticide in a formulation or its technical form. For
definitive identity determinations a spectroscopic procedure or procedures are often
specified. These are often used in conjunction with a higher resolution chromatographic
technique to ensure that the quantitative results and qualitative identification made
using either HPLC or GC are truly related to the compound of interest. This holds true for

analyses ranging from technical analysis, to formulations analysis, and residue analysis.
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REPUBLIC OF KENYA

GOVERNNT CHEMIST'S D:ßPARTM
P.O. Box 20753-00202 Telephone: 2725806/07: Fax 2717567, NAOBI

CERTIFICATE OF ANALYSIS
Report

Reference

Sender

No: PNetVoL. V(LO)

Lab. Sample No: VT 8/08

. Mar Conserancy
P.O. Box 70739

Senders Reference:

NAIOBI

. Description or Sample: Liver, Splee hear and stomach

Date Received:
10/4/08 (t\IUilo ¡Loc)K-ì

content of a lion.

Examiation Required: Toxicology

Analytica Report:

the lion.

Carbofu (fuada), caramte pesticide was detected in the stomach content of

Caramate pescides are poisonous to anals when ingested

~

Date: 11th Apnl 2008

..
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FOR: GOvE~NT CHEST
EWNltwg

P.O.Box 63457 Muthaiga, Nairobi. Tel: (02) 3749-632 . Fax: (02) 3749-636 . email: m;ia(1triad co ke
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REPUBLIC OF KENYA

GOVERNNT CHEMIST'S DEPARTMET
P.O. Box 20753-00202 Telephone: 2725806/07: Fax 2717567. NAIOBI

CERTIFICATE OF ANALYSIS
Report

Reference No: PNet/Vol. I108/(19)

Lab. Sample No: VT 9/08

Sender:

Mar Conserancy
P.O. Box 70739-00400

NAOBI

Sendets Reference:

Descrption of Sample: Water at nver 1

Water at nver 2
Water at river 3
Soil from sta village

Date Receied:

10/4/08

Soil frm spayig point
Soil nea car was
Exaination Reqnied: Toxicology

Analycal Report:

Carofu (fudâ), a caramate pescide was in the soil samles from the stvillage and
sprayig point. Cabamate pesticides are poisonous an may be ba to an when
ingesed.
No other chemcally toxic sub~ances were detected in the soil and water samles.

'1

Date: i i th Apn2008

'f~

E. W'-NJOGU

...............................................

FOR: GOVE~ CHEMIST
EWN/twg

P.O.Box 63457 Muthaiga, Nairobi. Tel: (02) 3749-632 . Fax: (02) 3749-636 . email: mara(!triad ('0 ke
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MINISTRY OF HEALTH
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REPUBLIC OF KENYA

GOVERNMENT CHEMIST'S DEPARTMENT
P.O. Box 20753-00202 Telephone: 2725806/07: Fax 2717567, NAIROBI

CERTIFICATE OF ANALYSIS
Report Reference No: PNetJ Vol. I/08/(1l)

Sender:

Lab. Sample No: VT 10/08

Mar Conserancy

Senders Reference:

NAIOBI

P.O. Box 70739-00400

Description of Sample: Stomach content, liver, intesties
and its content of a lion

Date Received:

15/4/2008

Examation Required: Toxicology

Analytca Report:
The specimens of the lion were examined for chemcally toxic substces with negative rests.

'l

Date: 18th Apri

2008

s.G.~
FOR: GOVERN CHEMIST

SGN/twg

P.O.Box 63457 Muthaiga, Nairobi. Tel: (02) 3749-632 . Fax: (02) 3749-636 . email: mara(!lriad co ke

r
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l\oßNISTRY OF
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REPUBLIC OF KENYA

GOVERNMENT CHEMIST'S DEPARTMENT
P.O. Box 20753-00202 Telephone: 2725806/07: Fax 2717567, NAIOBI

CERTIFICATE OF ANALYSIS
Sender:

( Report Reference No: PN et/ Vol. I/08/(12)

Lab. Sample No: VT 11/08

Mar Conserancy
P.O. Box 10139-00400

Senders R.eference:

NAIOBI

Description of Sample: Soil and glass from eight different
sites and the nith sample of
hippo all in
stomach content of
plasc contaiers.

Date Received:

16/4/2008

Examation Requied: Toxicology

Analytcal Report:

the hippo.

Carofuan (fuad), a carbamate pesticide was detected in the stomach content of

Carbamate pestcides are poisonous to anals when ingested.
No other chemcally toxic substances were detected in the speciens.

.,

Date: 18th Apri 2008

Socr,.
FOR: .'(iOVERNNT' ëHËMis'T ...

SGN /twg

P.O.Box 63457 Muthaiga, Nairobi. Tel: (02) 3749-632 . Fax: (02) 3749-636 . email: mar;:(lÙtriad co ke
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Samples Analyzed for Carbofuran in Maasai Mara Reserve / Kenya
Sample

Sample

10

Location

Sampler

Date of
Sampling

Analyst

Code

Date Samples
Received for
Analysis

Govt
Chemist

VT 8/08

10Apr08

Govt
Chemist

VT 9/08

10Apr08

1D-1lApr08

TLC

P!Vet/ol.1/08(19)

1lApr08

No CF detected

Govt
Chemist

VT 9/08

10Apr08

1D-1lApr08

TLC

P!Vet/ol.i/08(19)

1lApr08

No CF detected

Govt
Chemist

VT 9/08

10Apr08

10-11Apr08

TLC

P!Vet!Vol./08(19)

11Apr08

No CF detected

Govt
Chemist

VT 9/08

10Apr08

10-llApr08

TLC

P!Vet!VoI.I/08(19)

llApr08

Trace

"

Govt
Chemist

VT 9/08

lOApr08

1D-1lApr08

TLC

P!Vet/ol.i/08(19)

11Apr08

Trace

"

Govt
Chemist

VT 9/08

10Apr08

10-llApr08

TLC

P!Vet/oI.I/08(19)

11Apr08

No CF detected

Govt
Chemist

VT 10/08

15Apr08

15-18Apr08

TLC

P!Vet/ol. 1/08(11)

18Apr08

No CF detected

Govt
Chemist

VT 11/08

Lab

Date of
Analysis

Method of

Report

Analysis

No.

Report
Date

1D-1lApr08

TLC

P!Vet/oI.1(10)

1lApr08

Results

Comments

MARA CONSERVANCY SAMPLES:

Euthanized Uon's

NA

Mara Reserve? KWS Vet

04Apr08

Liver, Spleen &
Stomach Contents

Water

NA

Mara River

Mara
Conservancy

Beteen
31Mar08 and

Trace in

TLC method did

stomach
contents

not use matrix
blanks
"

lOApr08

Water

NA

"

Mara
Conservancy

31Mar08 and

Mara
Conservancy

Between
31Mar08 and

Between

"

10Apr08
"

Water

NA

Soil

NA

Staff village

Mara
Conservancy

Between
31Mar08 and

Soil

NA

Staff garden

Mara
Conservancy

Between

"

10Apr08

10Apr08
31Mar08 and

lOApr08
Soil

NA

Kiled Lion's Liver,
Intestines &
Stomach Contents

NA

Soil & Grass - 8
sites; hippo
stomach contents

NA

Near car wash
Mara
on bank of Mara Conservancy
River

Mara Reserve?

KWS Vet or

Between
31Mar08 and
10Apr08
mid AprOB

Mara
Conservancy

Mara Reserve?

KWS Vet or

"

TLC method did

not use matrix

blanks
mid Apr08

Mara
Conservancy

16Apr08

16-18Apr08

TLC

P!Vet/ol. 1/08(12)

18Apr08

Trace in hippo
stomach

"

contents; other
samples
negative

PEST CONTROL PRODUCT BOARD SAMPLES:

Soil

A13/08 (lA)

Behind Mara

PCPB/Or Njiru

08May08

KEPHIS

AE0835

13May08

22May08

HPLC

PESO/AE075

12JunOB

"LOO

LOO = 0.356 ppm

PCPB/Or Njiru
PCPB/Or Njiru
PCPB/Or Njiru

08May08
08May08
08May08

KEPHIS

13May08
13May08
13May08

22May08
22May08
22May08

HPLC

"LOO
"LOO

LOO = 0.356 ppm
LOO - 0.356 ppm

HPLC

PESO/AE075
PESO/AE075
PESO/AE075

12Jun08
12Jun08

KEPHIS

AE0836
AE0837
AE0837

12JunOB

"LOD

LOO = 0.356 ppm

Staff sukuma PCPB/Or Njiru
garden by Mara
River

08May0

KEPHIS

AE0838

13 May08

22May08

HPLC

PESO/ AE075

12JunOB

"LOO

LOO - 0.356 ppm

staff residence
within lodge
perimeter
Soil
Soil

A14/08 (lB)

"

A15/08 (1C)

"

Soil

A16/08 (10)

"

Soil

A08/08 (2A)

KEPHIS

HPLC

1
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Samples Analyzed for Carbofuran in Maasai Mara Reserve / Kenya
.

Date Samples

Sample
Sample
Soil
Soil
Soil

Plant leaves

ID

Location

A09/08 (2B)
A10/08 (2C)

"

All/08 (20)

A12/0B (2E)

Sampler

PCPB/Dr Njiru
"
PCPB/Dr Njiru
River bank next PCPB/Dr Njiru

to garden
Sukuma plant

PCPB/Dr Njiru

Date of
Sampling
08May08
08May08
08May08
08May08

Analyst
KEPHIS
KEPHIS
KEPHIS
KEPHIS

Lab

Received for

Date of

Code
AE0840
AE0841
AE0842

Method of

Analysis

Analysis

Analysis
HPLC

13May08
13May08

22May08
22May08
22May08

13 May08

22May08

AE0839

13 May08

Report.
No.

Report
Date
l2Jun08

HPLC

PESD/AE07S
PESD/AE075
PESD/AE075

l2JunOS
l2JunOB

HPlC

PESD/AE075

l2JunOB

HPlC

Results

Comments

-cLOD

LOD = 0.356 ppm

-clOD
-cLOD

LOD = 0.356 ppm
LOD - 0.356 ppm

-cLOD

lOD - 0.356 ppm

2

Pesticide residues and maximum residue levels (mg/kg)

(*) Indicates lower limit of analytical determination

Pesticides - Web Version - EU MRLs (File created on 23/12/2010 08:10)

Code number

Groups and examples of individual products to

Carbofuran (sum of carbofuran and 3-hydroxy

which the MRLs apply (a)

carbofuran expressed as carbofuran)

100000 1. FRUIT FRESH OR FROZEN; NUTS
110000
(i) Citrus fruit

0,3

Grapefruit (Shaddocks, pomelos, sweeties,
110010 tangelo (except mineola), ugli and other hybrids)

0,3

Oranges (Bergamot, bitter orange, chinotto
110020 and other hybrids)
110030
Lemons (Citron, lemon)
110040
Limes

0,3

0,3
0,3

Mandarins (Clementine, tangerine, mineola
110050 and other hybrids)
110990
Others
120000
(ii) Tree nuts (shelled or unshelled)
120010
Almonds

0,02*
0,02*

120020
120030

Brazil nuts

0,02*

Cashew nuts
Chestnuts
Coconuts

0,02*

Hazelnuts (Filbert)

0,02*

120070
120080

Macadamia
Pecans

0,02*

120090
120100

Pine nuts

0,02*

Pistachios

120110
120990

Walnuts
Others

0,02*
0,02*

120040
120050
120060

130000

130010
130020

(iii) Pome fruit
Apples (Crab apple)

0,3
0,3

0,02*
0,02*

0,02*

0,02*
0,02*

0,02*

Pears (Oriental pear)

0,02*
0,02*

130040
130050

Quinces
Medlar
Loquat

0,02*

130990

Others

0,02*

140000

(iv) Stone fruit
Apricots

0,02*

130030

140010

0,02*

0,02*

140020

Cherries (sweet cherries, sour cherries)

0,02*

140030

Peaches (Nectarines and similar hybrids)

0,02*

140040
140990
150000
151000
151010
151020
152000
153000
153010

Plums (Damson, greengage, mirabelle, sloe)

0,02*

Others

0,02*

(v) Berries & small fruit
(a) Table and wine grapes
Table grapes

0,02*
0,02*
0,02*

Wine grapes

0,02*

(b) Strawberries

0,02*

(c) Cane fruit
Blackberries

0,02*

Dewberries (Loganberries, boysenberries,
153020 and c1oudberries)

0,02*

0,02*

Raspberries (Wineberries, arctic
bramble/raspberry, (Rubus arcticus), nectar
153030 raspberries (Rubus arcticus x idaeus) )
153990
Others
154000
(d) Other small fruit & berries
154010
Blueberries (Bilberries )

Cranberries (Cowberries (red bilberries))
Currants (red, black and white)
Gooseberries (Including hybrids with other
154040 ribes species)
154050
Rose hips
154060
Mulberries (arbutus berry)
154020
154030

Azarole (mediteranean medlar) (Kiwiberry
154070 (Actinidia arguta) )

0,02*
0,02*
0,02*
0,02*
0,02*

0,02*
0,02*
0,02*
0,02*
0,02*

Elderberries (Black chokeberry

(appleberry), mountain ash, buckthorn (sea
sallowthorn), hawthorn, service berries, and
154080 other treeberries)
154990
Others
160000
(vi) Miscellaneous fruit
161000
(a) Edible peel
161010
Dates
161020
Figs
161030

Table olives

0,02*
0,02*

0,02*
0,02*
0,02*
0,02*
0,02*

Kumquats (Marumi kumquats, nagami
kumquats, Iimequats (Citrus aurantifolia x
161040 Fortunella spp .))

161050
161060

0,02*

Carambola (Bilimbi)

0,02*

Persimmon

0,02*

Jambolan (java plum) (Java apple (water
apple), pomerac, rose apple, Brazilean cherry

161070 Surinam cherry (grumichama Eugenia uniflora ), )
161990
Others

0,02*

162000
162010

0,02*

(b) Inedible peel, small
Kiwi

Lychee (Litchi) (Pulasan, rambutan (hairy
162020 litchi), mangosteen)

0,02*

0,02*
0,02*

162030

Passion fruit

0,02*

162040

Prickly pear (cactus fruit)

0,02*

162050

Star apple

0,02*

American persimmon (Virginia kaki) (Black

sapote, white sapote, green sapote, canistel
162060 (yellow sapote), and mammey sapote)
162990
Others

0,02*

163000

0,02*
0,02*

163010

(c) Inedible peel, large
Avocados

0,02*

Bananas (Dwarf banana, plantain, apple

163020 banana)
163030
Mangoes
Papaya
163040
163050

Pomegranate

0,02*
0,02*
0,02*
0,02*

Cherimoya (Custard apple, sugar apple

(sweetsop), llama and other medium sized
163060 Annonaceae)

0,02*

Guava (Red pitaya or dragon fruit
163070 (Hylocereus undatus) )
Pineapples
163080

0,02*

163090

Bread fruit (Jackfruit)

163100
163110

Durian

0,02*
0,02*

Soursop (guanabana)

0,02*

163990
Others
200000 2. VEGETABLES FRESH OR FROZEN
210000
(i) Root and tuber vegetables
211000
(a) Potatoes
212000
(b) Tropical root and tuber vegetables

0,02*

Cassava (Dasheen, eddoe (Japanese taro),
212010 tannia)
212020
Sweet potatoes

0,02*

0,02*
0,02*
0,02*
0,02*

0,02*
0,02*

Yams (Potato bean (yam bean), Mexican

212030 yam bean)
Arrowroot
212040
212990
Others

0,02*
0,02*
0,02*

(c) Other root and tuber vegetables except

213000 sugar beet
Beetroot
213010
Carrots
213020
Celeriac
213030
Horseradish (Angelica roots, lovage roots,
213040 gentiana roots, )

213050
213060
213070

Jerusalem artichokes

Parsnips
Parsley root

0,02*
0,02*
0,02*
0,02*
0,02*
0,02*
0,02*
0,02*

Radishes (Black radish, Japanese radish,

small radish and similar varieties, tiger nut
213080

(Cyperus esculentus))

Salsify (Scorzonera, Spanish salsify (Spanish
213090 oysterplant))
Swedes
213100
Turnips
213110
Others
213990
220000
(ii) Bulb vegetables
Garlic
220010
Onions (Silverskin onions)
220020
Shallots
220030
Spring onions (Welsh onion and similar
220040 varieties)
Others
220990

230000
231000

(iii) Fruiting vegetables
(a) Solanacea

0,02*

0,02*
0,02*
0,02*
0,02*
0,02*
0,02*
0,02*
0,02*
0,02*
0,02*

0,02*
0,02*

Tomatoes (Cherry tomatoes, tree tomato,

Physalis, gojiberry, wolfberry (Lycium barbarum
231010 and L. chinense ))

231020
231030
231040
231990
232000
232010
232020

0,02*

Peppers (Chilli peppers)

0,02*

Aubergines (egg plants) (Pepino)

0,02*

Okra, lady's fingers

0,02*

Others

0,02*
0,02*

(b) Cucurbits - edible peel

Cucumbers
Gherkins

Courgettes (Summer squash, marrow
232030 (patisson))
Others
232990
233000
(c) Cucurbits-inedible peel
Melons (Kiwano )
233010
Pumpkins (Winter squash)
233020
Watermelons
233030
Others
233990

0,02*
0,02*

0,02*
0,02*
0,02*
0,02*
0,02*

0,02*
0,02*

234000
239000
240000
241000

(d) Sweet corn

(e) Other fruiting vegetables
(iv) Brassica vegetables

(a) Flowering brassica

0,02*
0,02*
0,02*
0,02*

Broccoli (Calabrese, Chinese broccoli,

241010 broccoli raab )
Cauliflower
241020
Others
241990
242000
(b) Head brassica
Brussels sprouts
242010
Head cabbage (Pointed head cabbage, red
242020 cabbage, savoy cabbage, white cabbage)
Others
242990

0,02*

243000

0,02*

(c) Leafy brassica

0,02*
0,02*
0,02*
0,02*
0,02*
0,02*

Chinese cabbage (Indian (Chinese) mustard,
pak choi, Chinese flat cabbage (tai goo choi), choi
243010 sum, peking cabbage (pe-tsai), )

0,02*

Kale (Borecole (curly kale), collards,
Portuguese Kale, Portuguese cabbage, cow

243020 cabbage)
Others
243990
244000
(d) Kohlrabi
250000
(v) Leaf vegetables & fresh herbs
(a) Lettuce and other salad plants including

251000 Brassicacea
Lamb's lettuce (Italian cornsalad)
251010

0,02*
0,02*
0,02*
0,02*
0,02*
0,02*

Lettuce (Head lettuce, 10110 rosso (cutting

251020 lettuce), iceberg lettuce, romaine (cos) lettuce)

0,02*

Scarole (broad-leaf endive) (Wild chicory,

red-leaved chicory, radicchio, curld leave endive,
251030 sugar loaf)
Cress
251040
Land cress
251050
Rocket, Rucola (Wild rocket)
251060
Red mustard
251070

0,02*
0,02*
0,02*

0,02*
0,02*

Leaves and sprouts of Brassica spp (Mizuna,

leaves of peas and radish and other babyleaf
brassica crops (crops harvested up to 8 true leaf
251080 stage))
Others
251990
252000

(b) Spinach & similar (leaves)

0,02*
0,02*
0,02*

Spinach (New Zealand spinach,

252010 amaranthus spinach)

0,02*

Purslane (Winter purslane (miner's lettuce),
garden purslane, common purslane, sorrel,
252020 glassworth, Agretti (Sa/so/a soda))

0,02*

252030

Beet leaves (chard) (Leaves of beetroot)

0,02*

252990
253000
254000
255000
256000

Others
(c) Vine leaves (grape leaves)

0,02*
0,02*

(d) Water cress
(e) Witloof

0,02*
0,02*

(f) Herbs
Chervil

0,02*
0,02*

Chives

0,02*

256010
256020

Celery leaves (Fennel
leaves, dill

leaves, Coriander

leaves, Caraway leaves, lovage,

256030 angelica, sweet cisely and other Apiacea leaves)
256040
Parsley
Sage (Winter savory, summer savory, )
256050
Rosemary
256060
256070
Thyme (Marjoram, oregano)

0,02*
0,02*
0,02*
0,02*
0,02*

256080
256090

Basil (Balm leaves, mint, peppermint)

0,02*

Bay leaves (laurel)

256100
256990

Tarragon (Hyssop)

0,02*
0,02*

Others (Edible flowers)

0,02*

(vi) Legume vegetables (fresh)

0,02*

260000

Beans (with pods) (Green bean (french
beans, snap beans), scarlet runner bean, slicing

260010 bean, yardlong beans)

0,02*

Beans (without pods) (Broad beans,
260020 Flageolets, jack bean, lima bean, cowpea)

0,02*

Peas (with pods) (Mangetout (sugar peas,
260030 snow peas))

0,02*

Peas (without pods) (Garden pea, green
260040 pea, chickpea)
Lentils
260050
260990
Others
270000
(vii) Stem vegetables (fresh)
Asparagus
270010
Cardoons
270020

0,02*
0,02*
0,02*

0,02*
0,02*
0,02*

270030
270040

Celery

0,02*

Fennel

0,02*

270050

Globe artichokes

0,02*

270060
270070
270080

Leek

0,02*

Rhubarb

0,02*
0,02*

Bamboo shoots

270090
270990

Palm hearts

0,02*

Others

0,02*

280000

(viii) Fungi

0,02*

Cultivated (Common mushroom, Oyster

280010 mushroom, Shi-take)
280020
Wild (Chanterelle, Truffle, Morel, Cep)
280990
Others
290000
(ix) Sea weeds
300000 3. PULSES, DRY

Beans (Broad beans, navy beans, flageolets,
300010 jack beans, lima beans, field beans, cowpeas)
300020
Lentils
300030
Peas (Chickpeas, field peas, chickling vetch)
300040
Lupins
300990
Others
400000 4. OILSEEDS AND OILFRUITS
401000
(i) Oilseeds
401010
Linseed
401020
Peanuts
401030
Poppy seed
401040
Sesame seed
401050
Sunflower seed
Rape seed (Bird rapeseed, turnip rape)
401060
401070
Soya bean
401080
Mustard seed
401090
Cotton seed
Pumpkin seeds (Other seeds of
401100 cucurbitacea )

401110
401120
401130
401140
401150
401990
402000
402010
402020
402030
402040
402990
500000
500010

0,02*

0,02*
0,02*
0,02*
0,02*

0,02*
0,02*
0,02*
0,02*

0,02*
0,1
0,1
0,1
0,1
0,1
0,1

0,1
0,1

0,1
0,1

0,1

Safflower

0,1

Borage

0,1

Gold of pleasure

0,1

Hempseed
Castor bean
Others

0,1
0,1
0,1

(ii) Oilfruits

Olives for oil production
Palm nuts (palmoil kernels)
Palmfruit

0,02*

Kapok

0,05*

Others

0,05*

0,05*
0,05*

5. CEREALS

0,02*

Barley

0,02*

500020
500030
500040
500050
500060
500070
500080
500090
500990

Buckwheat (Amaranthus, quinoa)

0,02*

Maize

0,02*

Millet (Foxtail millet, teff)

0,02*

Oats

0,02*

Rice

0,02*

Rye

0,02*

Sorghum
Wheat (Spelt, triticale)

0,02*

Others

0,02*

600000 6. TEA, COFFEE, HERBAL INFUSIONS AND COCOA

(i) Tea (dried leaves and stalks, fermented or
610000 otherwise of Camellia sinensis)
620000
(ii) Coffee beans
630000
(iii) Herbal infusions (dried)
631000
(a) Flowers
Camomille flowers
631010
Hybiscus flowers
631020
Rose petals
631030
Jasmine flowers (Elderflowers (Sambucus
631040 nigra) )
631050
631990
632000
632010
632020

632030
632990
633000
633010
633020
633990
639000
640000
650000

0,05*
0,05*

0,05*
0,05*
0,05*
0,05*
0,05*
0,05*
0,05*

Lime (linden)

0,05*

Others

0,05*

(b) Leaves

0,05*

Strawberry leaves
Rooibos leaves (Ginkgo leaves)
Maté
Others
(c) Roots
Valerian root

Ginseng root
Others

0,05*
0,05*
0,05*
0,05*
0,05*
0,05*
0,05*
0,05*

(d) Other herbal infusions

0,05*

(iv) Cocoa (fermented beans)

0,05*

(v) Carob (st johns bread)

0,05*

7. HOPS (dried) , including hop pellets and
700000 unconcentrated powder
800000 8. SPICES
810000
(i) Seeds
Anise
810010

810020
810030
810040
810050

0,02*

0,05*

0,05*
0,05*
0,05*

Black caraway

0,05*

Celery seed (Lovage seed)

0,05*

Coriander seed

0,05*

Cumin seed

0,05*

810060
810070
810080
810090
810990
820000
820010
820020
820030
820040
820050

Dill seed

0,05*

Fennel seed

0,05*

Fenugreek
Nutmeg
Others

0,05*

(ii) Fruits and berries
Allspice

0,05*
0,05*

0,05*
0,05*

Anise pepper (Japan pepper)

0,05*

Caraway
Cardamom
Juniper berries

0,05*
0,05*
0,05*

Pepper, black and white (Long pepper, pink

820060 pepper)
Vanilla pods
820070
820080
Tamarind
820990
Others
830000
(iii) Bark
830010
Cinnamon (Cassia)
830990
Others
840000
(iv) Roots or rhizome
840010
Liquorice
840020
Ginger
840030
Turmeric (Curcuma)
840040
Horseradish
840990
Others
850000
(v) Buds
850010
Cloves
850020
Capers
850990
Others
860000
(vi) Flower stigma
860010
Saffron
860990
Others
870000
(vii)Aril
Mace
870010
870990
Others
900000 9. SUGAR PLANTS
900010
Sugar beet (root)
900020
Sugar cane
900030
Chicory roots
900990
Others
10. PRODUCTS OF ANIMAL ORIGIN-TERRESTRIAL

1000000

AN I MALS

0,05*
0,05*
0,05*

0,05*
0,05*
0,05*
0,05*
0,05*

0,05*
0,05*
0,05*
0,05*
0,05*
0,05*
0,05*
0,05*
0,05*

0,05*
0,05*
0,05*
0,05*
0,05*
0,05*
0,2
0,1

0,02*
0,02*

(i) Meat, preparations of meat, offals, blood,
animal fats fresh chilled or frozen, salted, in

brine, dried or smoked or processed as flours or
meals other processed products such as sausages
1010000 and food preparations based on these
1011000
(a) Swine
Meat
1011010
Fat free of lean meat
1011020
Liver
1011030
Kidney
1011040
Edible offal
1011050
Others
1011990
1012000
(b) Bovine
Meat
1012010
Fat
1012020
Liver
1012030
Kidney
1012040
Edible offal
1012050
Others
1012990
1013000
(c) Sheep
Meat
1013010
Fat
1013020
Liver
1013030
Kidney
1013040
Edible offal
1013050
Others
1013990
1014000
(d) Goat
Meat
1014010
Fat
1014020
Liver
1014030
Kidney
1014040
Edible offal
1014050
Others
1014990
1015000
(e) Horses, asses, mules or hinnies
Meat
1015010
Fat
1015020
Liver
1015030
Kidney
1015040
Edible offal
1015050
Others
1015990

0,1 *

0,1*

0,1*
0,1*
0,1*
0,1*
0,1*
0,1 *
0,1 *

0,1*

0,1*
0,1*
0,1 *

0,1*

0,1*
0,1*
0,1 *

0,1*
0,1*
0,1 *

0,1*
0,1*
0,1*
0,1 *
0,1 *

0,1*
0,1 *
0,1 *

0,1*
0,1*
0,1 *

0,1*
0,1*
0,1 *

0,1*
0,1*

(f) Poultry -chicken, geese, duck, turkey and

1016000 Guinea fowl-, ostrich, pigeon
Meat
1016010

0,1 *

0,1*

1016020

Fat

0,1*

1016030
1016040

Liver

0,1*

Kidney

0,1*

1016050

Edible offal

0,1*

1016990

Others

0,1 *

1017000
1017010
1017020
1017030
1017040
1017050
1017990

(g) Other farm animals (Rabbit, Kangaroo)
Meat

1020030
1020040
1020990

0,1*

Fat

0,1 *

Liver

0,1 *

Kidney

0,1 *

Edible offal

0,1 *

Others

0,1 *

(ii) Milk and cream, not concentrated, nor
containing added sugar or sweetening matter,
butter and other fats derived from milk, cheese
1020000 and curd

1020010
1020020

0,1*

0,1*

Cattle
Sheep
Goat

0,1*

Horse

0,1*

Others

0,1*

0,1*
0,1*

(iii) Birds' eggs, fresh preserved or cooked

Shelled eggs and egg yolks fresh, dried, cooked by
steaming or boiling in water, moulded, frozen or
otherwise preserved whether or not containing

1030000 added sugar or sweetening matter
1030010
Chicken

0,1*

1030020
1030030
1030040
1030990
1040000

0,1*

Duck

0,1 *

Goose

0,1 *

Quail

0,1 *

Others

0,1 *

(iv) Honey (Royal jelly, pollen)

(v) Amphibians and reptiles (Frog legs,
1050000 crocodiles)
1060000
(vi) Snails
1070000

(vii) Other terrestrial animal products

Substance I Legislationl Entry in to force
Carbofuran (sum of carbofuran and 3-hydroxy-carbofuran expressed as carbofuran)
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